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Abstract

battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are an important alternative to internal combustion

engine vehicles (ICEVs) owing to reduced greenhouse and poisonous emissions overall

when using renewable energy resources. The current challenges with BEVs are that

they offer reduced driving range and need frequent charging in comparison to the

refuelling rate of ICEVs. The performance of BEVs must thus be improved.

Smart batteries improve the performance and safety of energy storage systems

through insights using techniques such as cell instrumentation, which is based on

embedded sensors to gather enhanced cell characteristic data, such as internal cell

temperature. This information is used to improve safety by reducing cell degradation

and by mitigating critical events such as thermal runaway.

Embedding sensors within cells requires a wired connection to an external system

for receiving and processing the data. Using a wire harness may cause electrolyte leak-

age and will add weight and complexity to the battery, reducing safety, energy density

and increasing the cost of manufacture. Integrating power line communication (PLC)

functionality within a smart cell will enable the processing and transmission of data,

allowing for coordinated cell-to-cell performance and safety measures to take place

within the battery. This requires no additional wires on the cell, as the existing power

bus is used as a communication channel.

This thesis studies the PLC performance within a lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery for

the purpose of operation within a reconfigurable large-scale energy storage system.

Such research enables in-situ battery communication that allows for unprecedented

improvements in cell performance and safety. Considerations of noise reduction, com-

munication performance, and the benefits of using quadrature amplitude modulation

(QAM) as a modern modulation scheme to increase data throughput, will be made

throughout, as well as a review of the multitude of benefits such PLC systems make to

the safety and performance of a BEV battery pack.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Limiting the effects of climate change requires immediate action in reducing emissions

of greenhouse gasses such as carbon dioxide. The use of renewable energy resources

is seen as a crucial step to achieve this, demonstrated through a great momentum to

research in this field and incorporation of such technology within infrastructure.

Renewable energy sources include solar energy which can be converted to electri-

city using photovoltaic modules. The potential of solar energy is great, with the total

energy available for use on Earth from solar radiation documented as approximately

3.8 yottajoules [8], which is four orders of magnitude higher than the annual global

energy consumption of 581 exajoules [9]. Alternative renewable energy sources that

indirectly rely on solar radiation include hydropower, wind power, wave power, and

bioenergy. Examples of renewable energy sources are shown in Figure 1.1. There

are many other non-solar renewable sources of energy, including tidal energy and

geothermal energy [8].

Hydropower is the process of generating electricity from the kinetic energy of a

water source to turn a turbine. This method of generating electricity is intermittent, as

rain itself is irregular and can be difficult to predict. This disadvantage is common with

all renewable energy sources that rely on solar radiation. In fact, photovoltaic modules

can only generate electricity during the day, and the rate of generation is impacted

by the weather. In addition to the problem of uncertain electricity generation, the

demand for electricity is subject to fluctuate based on both commercial and domestic

user needs.

1
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(a) Wind farm near Leeds, U.K. [10]. (b) Small hydroelectric plant in the Lake District,
U.K.

(c) The Planta Solar 10 solar thermal power sta-
tion in Spain [11].

(d) Wave energy converter in Orkney, U.K. [12].

Figure 1.1: Examples of renewable energy sources.

To match the changing demands for electricity given the unpredictable renewable

electricity generation, energy storage systems can be used to act as a buffer between

energy production and consumption in a technique referred to as ’load balancing’.

One such system is pumped-storage hydroelectricity, where water is pumped into a

reservoir at high elevation during times of low demand, and this stored water is re-

leased through a turbine to generate electricity during times of high demand [13]. The

disadvantages of this technique are the lack of suitable locations for the construction

of such pumped-storage systems which require two reservoirs separated by sufficient

height, and the significant cost of construction and operation.

An alternative load balancing system is the use of large-scale rechargeable bat-
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teries, such as those that use lithium-ion (Li-ion) cells, to charge during periods of

low demand and discharge during high demand [14]. In contrast to a pump-storage

system, a battery storage system can be installed in most places and have a very rapid

response time. However, a pumped-storage system can reach an energy capacity of

3600 MW [15], whereas an average battery storage system connected to the smart grid

provides much less power, typically 50 MW [16]. The smart grid concept uses mod-

ern technologies to improve reliability, sustainability and security of the electricity

network. As such, the smart grid provides many advantages over the traditional grid,

including improvements in demand response using smart metering infrastructure

and data communication.

In addition to the use of Li-ion energy storage systems on the smart grid, the

battery electric vehicle (BEV) also typically uses Li-ion cells. To reduce output of

carbon emissions in transportation, the BEV can be charged with renewable energy.

Some countries, such as France and the United Kingdom (UK), plan to cease the sale

of new internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) by 2035, with other countries

indicating similar plans [17], [18]. These plans have incentivised a major push into

the development of BEVs which are currently unable to outperform existing ICEVs in

market share due to their comparatively long charging times, reduced travel distances

on a single charge, and perceived high purchase and running costs [19], [20].

The success of the reduction in climate change and hence the production and

use of renewable resources heavily depends on the performance of renewable energy

storage systems. Such systems include portable electronics, BEVs and large-scale

energy storage [21].

An important disadvantage of some renewable energies is their dependence on

solar radiation, and in-turn the weather which is unpredictable and changing with

the effects of climate change. These effects reduce the performance of renewable

energy generation systems such as the photovoltaic cell and the wind turbine. Hence,

large-scale energy storage systems are required to store power from these intermittent

sources of energy for later use as demand requires [22].

BEVs have a reduced impact on climate change when powered from renewable

resources in comparison to traditional ICEVs, including lower toxic gas emissions,

higher energy density, and lower running costs which in turn improve accessibil-
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ity [23]–[26]. However, as stated before, there are substantial limitations of using and

adopting existing BEVs including limited driving range on a single charge in com-

parison to ICEVs. To encourage the adoption of these greener systems that do not

release greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, these limitations in load balancing

capabilities on the traditional grid and the limitations of battery electric vehicles must

be addressed.

To mitigate these disadvantages in BEVs, established literature demonstrates im-

provements to energy storage systems, such as fast charging techniques, improved

battery safety, capacity, and efficiency [27]. The BEV energy storage system typically

utilises Li-ion cells due to their high energy and power density, lack of memory effect,

and high efficiency, in comparison to other battery chemistries, such as nickel-metal

hydride and lead acid [28]. Nevertheless, a Li-ion cell is sensitive to a variety of factors,

such as ambient and internal temperatures, working voltages, and charge/discharge

current rates. Operating a Li-ion cell outside of its small safety window will shorten

its lifetime and performance, and further abuse may cause thermal runaway, fire, or

even explosion [29]–[31].

To improve the safety of Li-ion cells, a battery management system (BMS) is typic-

ally used. The BMS adds over-charge, over-discharge, and over-current protections, to

mitigate thermal runaway and other failures. Further features of the BMS include cell

balancing, state of charge (SoC) monitoring, and state of health (SoH) monitoring [32].

Improving the performance of Li-ion cells also improves the performance of the BEV

and the smart grid. However, the safety features of the BMS may impact the potential

improvements to the performance of Li-ion cells. Further research must be performed

to improve the performance of Li-ion cells whilst also improving the safety of their

use.

The effectiveness of the BMS on the SoH of Li-ion cells may be increased by

improving the quality and quantity of cell characteristic data available at run-time.

This can be achieved through the use of thermo-electrochemical instrumentation of

the cell [33], [34]. One such technique includes embedding fibre optics within the

Li-ion cell to monitor core cell temperature [35]. Using this additional information,

the BMS could then recognise the various tolerances of the cells within the pack, and

use this knowledge to apply enhanced real-time coordination features to specific cells,
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such as self-reconfiguration [36] and temperature regulation [37]. This intelligence

improves performance by taking advantage of cells that are highly tolerant of harsh

environments, and improve safety without abusing cells that have lower tolerances.

By further combining this instrumentation technique with a constant-temperature

constant-voltage charging scheme, charging times may be reduced by up to 20 % [38].

1.1 Research Motivation and Contributions

Instrumented cells depend on an external system to monitor and analyse sensor data.

Therefore, an embedded system must be integrated within an instrumented cell to

create a smart cell that can perform monitoring and analysis of in-situ sensors inde-

pendently of external systems. The performance of these smart cells can be further

improved by utilising a communication system, allowing for distributed functionality

without the use of a BMS [39]. Such a communication system typically requires a wire

harness independent of the bus bar to use as a communication bus. This wire harness

increases the weight and complexity of the battery pack, and thus reduces its overall

efficiency. Therefore, to avoid such disadvantages, power line communication (PLC)

has been selected for potential use within smart cells, with the existing bus bar also

utilised as a communication channel [40].

PLC is a communication technology that uses existing power lines for data trans-

mission and is an alternative to traditional wired and wireless communication techno-

logies, such as Ethernet and Wi-Fi, respectively. In fact, since PLC does not require

new wiring, it is easy to install and can be used in power outlets common in the homes,

buildings, and other facilities. In comparison to Wi-Fi, PLC offers improved signal

coverage, especially in large buildings where Wi-Fi signals may not reach every corner.

Despite not requiring additional wiring, PLC is capable of very high data rates, with

the HomePlug AV2 specification capable of up to 1.5 Gbit/s [41].

However, the PLC channel suffers from interference caused by electrical appli-

ances such as switching power supplies and motors. Furthermore, the power line

network may use varying conductor types, cross sections joints, and termination

impedances which make the power line a challenging medium to operate in [42]. The

impedance will also change as the load on the power line changes, due to consumer
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use for example. Impedance mismatch causes a multipath effect, whereby the signal

propagates onto additional paths causing it to arrive at the receiver at different time

intervals which can cause a reduction or amplification in signal amplitude or even

nullification if the signals arrive 180 degrees out of phase. These effects can cause

data corruption and/or loss. The existing standards HomePlug and IEEE 1901 are

designed to overcome these harsh conditions of the PLC. Further details of these

existing standards are provided in Section 2.7.

Contributions to PLC research continue in improving the utilisation of cleaner

technologies, such as with smart grid and BEVs connectivity, which enhances the

performance and safety of energy storage and delivery systems. Such research takes us

a step closer to achieving the aims of zero-emission transport by 2035 and then climate

neutrality by 2050 [43]. To this end, using cell instrumentation, the accuracy of cell

characterisation for understanding and identifying their limitations and capabilities

is increased. As already stated, various technical developments have already achieved

improvements in terms of battery performance and safety, including reduced charging

times by utilising smarter sensor-dependent charging schemes, improved safety by

detecting high temperature within the core of the cell, and increased cell health by

improving cell balancing techniques [44].

In order to understand the Li-ion cell as a physical channel through which commu-

nication signals can propagate, characterisation must be performed since the Li-ion

is a different environment to the traditional home or building power network that

existing standards such as HomePlug and IEEE 1901 target. This characterisation is

important as it will determine the most appropriate communication parameters for

an in-situ battery PLC network, such as carrier frequency, bandwidth, and quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) order. There is limited literature on the analysis and

use of a battery as a communication channel for PLC. Therefore, the battery must be

characterised to understand its physical properties before a PLC system with the most

appropriate parameters can be selected.

One such cell characterisation technique is electrochemical impedance spectro-

scopy (EIS), which uses alternating current (AC) in a typical frequency range from

1 mHz to 10 kHz to determine the cell impedance which represents its frequency-

dependent properties of resistance and reactance. Established literature has shown
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that EIS can be used to estimate the cell’s SoH, SoC, and even its internal temper-

ature [45]. These techniques have not yet been fully integrated within commercial

large-scale energy storage systems due to the impact to the system size, weight, and

complexity. The use of cell management systems (CMSs) allows for these techniques

by exploiting cell instrumentation and online EIS measurements, but only for a single

cell at any one time. As large-scale energy storage systems are made up of many indi-

vidual cells, existing techniques are limited to determining the safety and performance

of each cell as an independent system. Hence, a knowledge gap exists in determining

a suitable method of communication between each independent smart cell to create a

mesh network of smart cells that can work as a whole system. When a battery is work-

ing as a whole system, the smart cells will be able to provide additional benefits to the

energy storage system, including coordination of safety and performance measures

such as battery reconfiguration to improve cell balancing capabilities and to remove

faulty cells from the power bus. As such, the data that is expected to be communicated

between smart cells within an in-situ PLC smart battery system include cell voltage,

current, and temperature, but in the future this may be expanded to include battery

configuration parameters, SoC and SoH estimations, and further variables that have

not yet been identified.

In addition to the selection of a communication method, the characteristics of the

Li-ion cell for the purpose of communication have yet to be understood and identified.

Existing methods of Li-ion cell characterisation must be altered to allow for testing of

high signal (carrier) frequencies suitable for communication. Typical EIS frequencies

are only suitable for low data rate communication, and, some of these frequencies

may display changes in communication performance due to changes in cell SoC, SoH

and temperature. Such testing has not yet been performed to determine changes in

cell characteristics with SoC, high carrier frequencies, and battery configuration.

In this thesis, PLC is selected as a potential candidate for an in-situ smart battery

communication system given that the existing power bus (such as the battery bus bar)

within the battery can simply be used as a communication channel as opposed to

a dedicated communication bus that uses an additional wire harness. Despite the

general advantages to the use of PLC, knowledge gaps persist on this topic, where it is

not known whether very high data rates may be achieved within a large-scale battery
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and whether high carrier frequencies up to 6 GHz can be used on the communication

system without influencing the properties of the cell. This is beneficial, as a smart large-

scale battery may utilise thousands of smart cells which will be communicating status

and sensor data to other smart cells within the battery and also to external systems

such as the BEV. Such sensor data may include internal and surface temperature, cell

voltage required for battery balancing and reconfiguration. Since the scale of such

batteries is large, the amount of data that must be communicated with other smart

cells will increase dramatically. It is important to examine the expected response time

and data rates of reporting sensor data, as these will affect the time taken to react to

any critical alerts raised from a smart cell. In addition, as the communication system’s

data rate is proportional to the allocated bandwidth around the carrier frequency, for

reliable communication it is required that the cell characteristics remain constant

over that bandwidth. Hence, to locate these appropriate frequency ranges within

the technically accessible spectrum, the cell characteristics need to be evaluated

over a large range of carrier frequencies. Therefore, the PLC system is yet to be

tested to ensure that the communication system will not be saturated with data and

result in a delay reporting certain critical warnings from smart cells. Increasing the

data rate and decreasing the round trip time of sensor data on an in-situ battery

communication system will increase the capability of mitigating critical events such

as thermal runaway. To this end, in this thesis the use of modern modulation schemes,

such as QAM, will be considered for use within the smart battery system, to allow for

improvements to communication performance, such as increased data rates.

The research and implementation of the smart cell is in its infancy, as there has not

yet been an established definitive standard or implementation of smart cell techniques

in production. As such, this research examines the performance of a prospective PLC

system with a passive Li-ion cell. The findings of the experiments presented in this

thesis may then be used to determine the performance of future in-situ smart battery

PLC systems within existing Li-ion cell chemistries. The experimental procedures used

in this thesis can be used to investigate potential new cell models and chemistries,

and predict their communication performance in a system with varying SoCs and

configurations. The experimental procedures used in this thesis can be used to in-

vestigate potential new cell models and predict their communication performance
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Battery Management System

Energy Storage System

Battery Electric Vehicle

Smart Grid

Figure 1.2: High-level overview of vehicular systems and services connected by PLC.
The bidirectional PLC network is shown in green.

in a system with varying configurations based on the analysis of the impedance and

scattering parameter measurements.

Figure 1.2 highlights an additional benefit of using PLC within an energy storage

system. It is shown that PLC can be further extended to form a part of a larger network

that allows for bidirectional communication between each smart cell within an energy

storage system to the smart grid. Such research is useful as it enables improved

understanding of local energy consumption habits which the smart grid can use to

improve energy demand response.

Established literature has not yet identified changes in PLC performance when

transmitted through Li-ion cells at various SoC, when configured in a variety of differ-

ent battery configurations, and when under a certain load. Hence, the overarching

aim of the research presented in this thesis is to evaluate the performance of PLC

through Li-ion cells, and to determine appropriate parameters for a PLC system for

use within large-scale energy storage systems, such as those used within BEVs and the

smart grid.

To achieve this aim, the following objectives will be explored:

• Define the requirements of a communication system capable of operating within

large-scale energy storage.

• Determine the electrical parameters for the characterisation of Li-ion cells
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relevant to PLC.

• Evaluate existing methodologies for the characterisation of a Li-ion cell as a

communication channel.

• Propose improvements to Li-ion cell characterisation methods to increase re-

producibility and accuracy of communication performance test results.

• Determine the performance of a Li-ion battery when used as a communication

channel in a variety of circumstances:

– when the Li-ion battery is under load, such as through driving a BEV;

– when the Li-ion battery is at different SoC due to charging or discharging;

– and when the Li-ion battery is configured differently such that the number

of cells connected in series and in parallel are changed.

• Propose new experimental methodologies for testing the performance of PLC

in Li-ion cells at high carrier frequencies and QAM orders of up to 6 GHz and

1024-QAM, respectively.

• Propose appropriate parameters of carrier frequency, QAM order, and battery

configuration for a PLC system for use within Li-ion batteries.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis is comprised of seven chapters. In Chapter 1, I have presented the research

context and rationale, providing a summary of the motivations for the primary aim and

objectives. This chapter captures the existing limitations in energy storage systems

and a discussion on how instrumented smart cells combined with a PLC system may

be used to address such limitations.

In Chapter 2, a narrative literature review of relevant existing methodologies and

experimentation of Li-ion smart cells is presented, accompanied with a critical ana-

lysis on the use of such techniques including their advantages and limitations. Also in
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this chapter the specifications of various existing batteries are summarised and com-

pared. Moreover, the rationale behind the selection of the Li-ion battery is discussed

and justified.

The common detail that binds all of the experimental chapters are presented

in Chapter 3. In this chapter I present my methodology and explain the choice of

methods and techniques used to accomplish the research objectives.

In Chapter 4, existing experimental results of a Li-ion cell’s impedance characterist-

ics for signal frequencies of 100 kHz to 200 MHz are exploited and analysed in order to

create a realistic battery model. This model is used to determine the effectiveness and

optimal properties of PLC with QAM, as a means of in-situ battery communication

for BEVs in combination with a real-world dynamic drive profile to simulate the in-

ternal electrical environment within a BEV. In addition, the use of signal conditioning

techniques for improving the PLC performance within this simulated environment is

discussed. My published work [1] is based on the data presented within this chapter.

In Chapter 5, the changing characteristics of the Li-ion cell at various SoC are meas-

ured, analysed and compared to understand their effectiveness on the communication

channel of a PLC system for carrier frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz. Moreover, the use

of QAM is investigated to determine its effectiveness as a state-of-the-art modulation

method for the same carrier frequency range. Published works [2], [3] are based on

this chapter.

In Chapter 6, the performance of a PLC system with carrier frequencies of 10 MHz

to 6 GHz is evaluated for its changes in scattering parameters and transmission error

ratios for a single cell, two cells in parallel, two cells in series, and a combination

of two cells in parallel and series, configurations of Li-ion batteries. Furthermore,

QAM orders of up to 1024 are tested for their usability and reliability within such

environments. Published works [4], [5] are based on this chapter.

Chapter 7 will bring together all of the presented overall findings in the preceding

chapters, providing a narrative of the overall work and concluding remarks on the

research presented. Future works are also proposed for further advancements in this

research field.



Chapter 2

Background

The electrochemical battery was invented in 1781 when Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio

Anastasio Volta created the “Voltaic Pile” using copper, silver, and cardboard soaked

in brine [46]. This Voltaic Pile initiated a series of scientific achievements, including

Michael Faraday’s studies of electromagnetism. This technology has continued to

evolve, with further improvements to battery technology and the use of batteries in

telegraphs, and, even within electric vehicles in the 1900’s [47]. Further advancement

continue to be made in the 21st century, with new battery chemistries, such as lith-

ium-ion (Li-ion). New techniques including cell instrumentation have received much

attention for their potential in improving energy storage capabilities. This chapter

presents a review of the available literature on such technologies that are discussed

and utilised within this research.

2.1 The Lithium-ion Battery

Primary batteries, commonly referred to as non-rechargeable batteries, were mostly

dominant for use within the market for small devices such as within toy cars and

remote controls until the 1970s when secondary batteries, also known as rechargeable

batteries such as lead-acid and nickel-cadmium (NiCd), became the mainstay, repla-

cing the vast majority of primary batteries[48]. This trend begins to demonstrate the

shift in the market and consumer usage of single-use products, in favour of those

equipped with recharging capability and thus multi-use products thought to be a

12
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more sustainable alternative. The energy density of NiCd cells reached a limit towards

the end of the 1980’s, which triggered a growing effort in developing the next level in

secondary batteries. In 1991, Sony Corporation introduced the lithium-ion (Li-ion)

cell to the market [48]. This Li-ion cell was based on the works by J. Goodenough who

had used lithium cobalt oxide as a cathode to achieve nearly twice the open-circuit

voltage than previously achieved with this cell type [49], [50]. A brief history of early

Li-ion batteries, including the development of the cathode and anode materials, has

been presented in [51]. Since the creation of the Li-ion battery, there have been many

developments on this technology to improve battery performance and safety [52].

Such developments include the selection of a safer and more stable cathode and

anode. In the late 1990s, it was found that a 40 % increase in energy density could

be achieved by using an lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) cathode, and simply charging it

to a higher voltage of 4.5 V rather than the typical limit of 4.2 V. This, however, de-

creased the cycle stability and the safety of the Li-ion cell significantly [53]. Towards

the end of the 20th century, the lithium-polymer (Li-Po) battery was designed with a

gel substance used as an electrolyte as opposed to the liquid electrolyte used at the

time [54]. This technology reduced the volume of liquid within the Li-ion cell, and

removed the need for heavy casings on the cell, thereby increasing the energy density

of the battery. In addition, not only does the polymer electrolyte offer advantages

of being less flammable than a liquid electrolyte, it has also been shown to limit the

formation of lithium dendrites on the electrode. These dendrites are deposits of

lithium that may form on the lithium anode during cell charging and discharging,

which cause capacity loss and may eventually pierce the separator between the anode

and cathode, resulting in an internal short circuit that causes catastrophic failure and

fire [55]. There continues to be significant research focused on improving the safety

and performance of Li-ion batteries, including the reduction of dendrite formation

using a solid electrolyte separator [56] and the use of different Li-ion cell chemistries

as explained later in this section.

In the current work environment, the Li-ion battery is normally selected for use

within energy storage systems due to a number of key factors, chiefly, the relative

high operating voltage, no memory effect, low self-discharge, high power density,

high energy density, long cycle life and high efficiency in comparison to other battery
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Table 2.1: Comparison of battery chemistries [58].

Battery Type Energy
Density
(Wh/L)

Power
Density
(W/L)

Nominal
Voltage
(V)

Life
Cycle

Depth of
Discharge
(%)

Round Trip
Efficiency
(%)

Estimated
Cost
(USD/kWh)

Lead-acid 50-80 10-400 2.0 1500 50 82 105-475

NaS 140-300 140-180 2.08 5000 100 80 263-735

NaNiCl 160-275 150-270 - 3000 100 84 315-488

NiCd 60-150 80-600 1.3 2500 85 83 -

Li-ion 200-400 1500-
10,000

3.2-
3.8[59]

10,000 95 96 200-1260

chemistries [57]. Comparisons of Li-ion cells to other battery chemistries, such as

nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) and NiCd, are presented in Table 2.1.

Various Li-ion chemistries have been produced, with each offering a different

advantage in comparison to the other. Such differences are collated and presented in

Table 2.2. It is shown that lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC) has high spe-

cific energy and power properties, whilst also maintaining a good level of performance

and safety. Hence, NMC is typically the preferred choice of Li-ion battery chemistry

for battery electric vehicles (BEVs) [60]. However, despite having a comparatively

reduced performance, lithium iron phosphate (LFP) is also a candidate for use within

heavy-duty vehicles due to the high discharge rate, long cycle life, and improved safety,

in comparison to NMC. The discharge and charge rates are presented in ‘C-rate’, which

is the rate at which a battery is charged or discharged relative to its capacity.

The Li-ion battery is manufactured in different shapes and sizes. The well known

normal shapes are typically cylindrical or prismatic. Cylindrical cells are so called

owing to their characteristic round winding jelly roll enclosed within a hard case,

whereas prismatic cells use a flat winding enclosed within a hard case or a pouch [62].

A prismatic cell enclosed within a pouch is referred to as a ‘pouch cell’. Energy storage

systems within BEVs typically use many cylindrical cells, such as the 18650 model

which has a diameter of 18mm and a length of 65mm, or a custom sized pouch cell.

An overview of the cell types described herein is shown in Figure 2.1.

Now that the most commonly found cell types have been presented, the next
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Table 2.2: Comparison of common Li-ion battery chemistries [59].
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Specific power L M M H M M

Specific energy (Wh/kg) 150-240 100–150 150–220 90–120 200–300 50–80

Safety L M M H L H

Life Cycle 500–1000 300–700 1000–2000 1000–2000 500 3000–7000

Cost L L L L M H

Performance M L M M M H

Nominal voltage (V) 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.2 3.6 2.4

Typical Charge rate 0.7–1C 0.7–1C 0.7–1C 1C 1C 1C

Typical Discharge rate 1C <10C <2C <25C 1C <10C

Thermal runaway 150 °C 250 °C 210 °C 270 °C 150 °C High safety

L: Low; M: Medium; H: High.

Copyright © 2021 Elsevier Inc., reproduced with permission.

Figure 2.1: An overview of Li-ion cell types showing the layers of the jelly roll. From
left to right: Pouch, Cylindrical, and Prismatic cells [61].
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Table 2.3: Battery configurations of common consumer worldwide available electric
vehicles as of February 2019. Estimated configurations are enclosed within paren-
thesis.

Model Type Size Battery Power
(kWh)

Battery Pack
Configuration

Tesla Model 3 BEV, luxury saloon Large 50/62/75 [63],
[64]

96S-31P-21700
or (96S-38P-
21700) or 96S-
46P-21700, NMC

BYD Yuan EV360 BEV, compact cros-
sover SUV

SUV 43.2 [65] (96S-40P-18650)

Nissan Leaf BEV, compact
hatchback

Medium 24/30 [66] 96S-2P-Custom
Li-ion Pouch Cell

BYD Tang PHEV PHEV, compact
crossover SUV

SUV 18.4 [67] (30S-52P)-LFP

Baojun E100 BEV, two-seat city
car

Mini 24 [68], [69] (31S-68P-18650)

Mitsubishi Out-
lander PHEV

PHEV, compact
crossover SUV

SUV 13.8 [70] 80S-(14P)-
(18650) [71]

Renault Zoe BEV, compact
hatchback

Small 41 [18] 96S-2P Custom
Li-ion Pouch
Cell [72]

Chery eQ EV BEV, city car Mini 22.3 [73] (31S-63P-18650)

Geely Emgrand EV BEV, saloon Large 41/52 [74] (96S-39P) or
(96S-49P),
LFP [75],
NMC [76]

BYD e5 BEV, saloon Large 60.48 [77] /
48 [75] / 43 [76]

65Ah [78],
LFP [75], [76]
(96S-46P)
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segment to tackle is the possible configuration of the battery pack. To support this

in a clear visual presentation, the battery pack configurations of popular BEVs are

presented in Table 2.3. It can be clearly identified from the table shown that NMC

18650-model cylindrical cells are one of the most common in BEV energy storage

configurations. Furthermore, since the nominal voltage of a NMC cell is 3.6 V, many

of the popular BEVs listed in Table 2.3 use 96 cells in series to produce a nominal

internal voltage of 350 V. One drawback identified in recent times has resulted in a

shift to using LFP Li-ion chemistry instead of NMC, which is due to the reduced cost

of manufacture and increased safety, despite the reduced energy density [79].

2.2 Battery Management and Safety

The Li-ion battery is damaged by over-charging and deep discharging, over-current

during charging and discharging, and by internal and external short circuits. Hence a

battery management system (BMS) is required to monitor battery status and mitigate

such failures [80]. The BMS performs real-time monitoring of the battery state of

charge (SoC) to provide such mitigations [81]. A critical review of the BMS in the

context of BEVs has been presented in [82], in which the requirements for using a BMS

has been listed as in Table 2.4. An estimation of the state of health (SoH) of the Li-ion

battery may also be used to measure ageing, such as in capacity and performance,

which decline over time and reduce the maximum power output of the battery [83].

The safety features provided by the BMS for Li-ion batteries are required, due to the

damaging mentioned in the previous paragraph, however, the BMS typically restricts

opportunities in performance optimisation of Li-ion batteries due to estimations

of a worse case scenario based upon existing characterisations of Li-ion cells. Such

estimations include that of the SoC. A critical review of the methods of estimating the

Li-ion SoC has been presented in [58]. Further techniques for SoC and SoH estima-

tions have been discussed in [85], which include battery modelling, Kalman filters,

intelligent algorithms, and neural network algorithms. Improved characterisation of

the Li-ion cell may reduce the impact of safety strategies on the performance of Li-ion

cells by providing closer tracking of further cell characteristics, such as SoC and SoH,

enabling greater BMS intelligence use when assessing cell risk profile. A review of BMS
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Table 2.4: A summary of the requirements for using a BMS [82].

Requirement Reasoning

Cell Monitoring To keep the battery cells within safe operating limits, para-
meters such as cell voltage, temperature, and current must be
monitored.

Battery Safety and
Protection

No cell in the battery must exceed the safety critical limits re-
garding voltage and temperature.

Estimation of SoC
and SoH

SoC and SoH are important indicators for battery systems as
they serve as a basis for functionalities such as range prediction,
balancing, etc.

Ensure Isolation The BMS must guarantee isolation between the high voltages
of the energy storage and the rest of the vehicle.

Balancing To mitigate over-charging and deep-discharging, the cells
within the battery must be balanced.

Charge Control Batteries have limitations for the charge current and voltage.
These have to be considered during the charging process as
exceeding them may cause critical safety events, such as fire.

Thermal Management For safety purposes, but also to increase the efficiency, the
battery must be operated in an optimal temperature range. The
performance of the Li-ion decreases significantly when used
below freezing temperature [84]. For this purpose, it can be
cooled as well as heated.

Communication with the
Car

The BMS is responsible for sharing important parameters like
the SoC of the battery with the other vehicle’s components. Fur-
thermore, power requirements of the drive train are received.

Battery Disconnection In emergency case or when the vehicle is parked the BMS dis-
connect the battery from the main system.

Control reconfigurable
battery system switches

A significant number of switches are controlled to reconfigure
the energy storage system. Depending on the reconfigurable
battery system type and its functionality, the switching opera-
tion must be performed with high synchronicity.
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developments and standards has been presented in [86].

Research is ongoing into the characterisation of the Li-ion cell, providing further

techniques in improving the performance of the BMS and the Li-ion battery.

2.3 Improvements to Lithium-ion Battery Performance

Extensive research is required to improve Li-ion batteries, including safety, efficiency,

power delivery, and also in the reduction and mitigation for battery ageing. In the

paragraphs that follow, important studies as in established literature on improve-

ments to Li-ion battery performance are discussed. Further methods of improving

Li-ion battery performance including cell instrumentation and sensing is described

in Section 2.4 and the use of embedded systems to create smart cells is explored in

Section 2.5.

2.3.1 Fault Diagnosis

One of the main requirements of the BMS is fault diagnosis, which ensures the safe

and reliable use of the battery pack by detecting faults and minimising the effects of

such faults. A review of fault diagnostic algorithms has been presented in [87], and

fault diagnosis methods for external and internal faults have been presented in [82].

These works have highlighted the trend that recent studies demonstrate a model-

based approach to sensor fault diagnosis, whereby thermal and electrical models of a

Li-ion battery were developed to verify a novel sensor fault diagnosis scheme [88].

2.3.2 Lithium-ion Cell Modelling

Modelling the Li-ion cell allows for predicting battery behaviours, such as calendar

ageing and performance. One popular approach to Li-ion cell modelling is the equi-

valent circuit model (ECM), which is used to model the electrical behaviour of the

battery [82]. Alternative approaches to modelling relationships of the battery in-

clude the semi-empirical model (SEM) which draws on mathematical functions, and

the data-driven model (DDM) which utilises existing data. These three modelling

techniques for the calendar ageing prediction of Li-ion cells have been studied in [89].
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2.3.3 SoC Identification

The identification of the SoC of a Li-ion cell is required for the mitigation of over-

charging and deep discharging. In [90], a SoC estimation method based upon a

gas-liquid dynamic model using a Cubature Kalman filter with state constraints was

proposed which showed a SoC error of less than 2 %. In [91], an SoC estimation method

considering the effects of temperature at −10 °C, 25 °C and 50 °C using an adaptive

dual extended Kalman filter was demonstrated to yield higher accuracy than without

the use of the Kalman filter. A relationship between the SoC of a Li-ion pouch cell and

the sound velocity of applied ultrasonic signals has been demonstrated in [92]. It was

shown that the sound velocity is influenced by the temperature, charging/discharging

current, and voltage of the pouch cell. A review of Li-ion battery SoC estimation

models has been given in [93].

2.3.4 SoH Identification

The identification of the SoH of a Li-ion cell is used to determine the reliability and

safety of the system by comparing the current condition of the battery to an ideal

battery. The SoH is used to anticipate battery ageing, which is affected by time,

environmental factors such as temperature, and use. In [94], an online battery model

using a novel algorithm was demonstrated to provide an estimation of battery capacity

and internal resistance with an average error of 1.2 % and 4 %, respectively. The battery

capacity and internal resistance are parameters to determining the battery SoH. In

this work, it has also been stated that determining the SoH may be used to recycle

cells for ‘battery second life’. An improved radial basis function neural network to

estimate battery SoH has been proposed in [95]. It has been shown that this method

was able to estimate SoH with a maximum error of ±4 %, which is an improvement over

traditional neural network-based algorithms. In [96], the relationship between battery

degradation and battery SoH were established using constant current charging data,

the Pearson correlation coefficient, and a long short term memory neural network

was used for model training to achieve an accurate SoH estimation. Predicting SoC

and SoH of Li-ion cells using machine learning and deep learning approaches have

been reviewed in [97]. A survey of SoH estimation methods using modelling has been

presented in [98].
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2.3.5 Battery Reconfiguration

Large scale energy storage systems are normally designed to a specified number of

cells connected in parallel and series. However, using switches embedded within the

energy storage system, the battery may be reconfigured. This battery reconfiguration

can improve safety and performance through the intelligent use of the cells, such as:

Cell Balancing

The conditions within the energy storage system may not be uniform for all

cells. Many factors including manufacturing tolerances, different self-discharge

rates, and uneven temperatures within the energy storage system have an effect

on the ageing process of the cell, which begin to cause SoC and SoH balancing

issues within the battery [36], [82].

Cell Disconnection

Battery reconfiguration allows for the disconnection of specific cells within

the energy storage system, allowing for faulty cells to be disconnected without

replacing the entire battery.

Topology Switching

A reconfigurable battery is capable of changing the output voltage and current

of the energy storage system by modifying the configuration of the battery. Such

technique may eliminate the need for a DC-DC power supply in systems that

require a stable output voltage. In [36], a self-reconfigurable battery topology

was proposed and demonstrated with 9 Li-ion cells to guarantee an output

voltage without the use of a DC-DC converter.

The self-reconfiguration of batteries compared to conventional batteries has been

shown to improve the lifetime of cells by 16 % and increase the energy output by

16.8 % [99]. Two SoH-aware reconfiguration algorithms were evaluated analytically

and experimentally via emulation in [100], to show a 10 % to 60 % improvement in

capacity delivery compared to alternative approaches to reconfiguration that were

oblivious to SoH.
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2.4 Cell Instrumentation and Sensing

Some research has been carried out to obtain applicable techniques in fast charging

Li-ion cells [101]. Such techniques include the instrumentation of the Li-ion cell for

measuring the core temperature of the cell that may then be used for accurate cell

modelling and analysis.

In [102], a thermocouple matrix was embedded within a Li-ion pouch cell to

determine the internal core temperature. Whilst the embedded sensor was able

to detect the internal temperature of the cell, further work is required to mitigate

electrolyte leakage which occurred due to the weakening adhesion of the embedded

sensor.

In [103], a thin optical fibre was used for temperature sensing and placed on

the top and bottom surfaces of a Li-ion pouch cell, and also in between two other

pouch cells. During a 1 C-rate discharge cycle (i.e. the cell is fully discharged in

one hour with a current through the battery that is equal to the theoretical current

draw under which the battery would deliver its nominal rated capacity in one hour),

temperature hot spots on the surface of the pouch cells were found with temperature

variations of up to 8 °C. In this direction, a Rayleigh scattering based optical fibre

has been utilised to improve the temperature sensing accuracy of the optical fibre

placed on the surface of a Li-ion pouch cell [104]. In this work, it was found that

during a 5 C-rate discharge at an ambient temperature of 10 °C a maximum in-plane

temperature variation of 11.8 °C was recorded with the optical fibre-based temperature

sensing method. In comparison, the traditional thermocouple-based temperature

sensing method recorded a maximum in-plane temperature variation of only 2.9 °C,

which was a vast underestimation in surface temperature, and showed a comparative

insensitivity to hot spots. In other work, an optical fibre with Bragg gratings embedded

within a Li-ion cylindrical cell was used to measure the core temperature [105]. It was

shown that the core temperature and the surface temperature were different during

mild cell cycling (i.e. repeated charging and discharging), which indicates candidacy

for improved cell characterisation. To improve the use of optical fibres for internal

temperature sensing of Li-ion cells during operation, further study is required. This

is inclusive of the ability to differentiate changes in fibre Bragg grating signals from

temperature and strain with the cell [106]. In addition, the size of the optical fibre must
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be minimised to reduce the interference that the sensor may have on the function

of the Li-ion cell. Further optical fibre temperature sensing techniques can be found

in [34].

In [33], it was found that after modifying a Li-ion by embedding temperature

sensors, the safety limits of the internal core temperature had been surpassed. In

addition, the charging time may be decreased as a higher charging current may be

utilised without exceeding the manufacturers’ specification on thermal stability.

A methodology for in-situ cell instrumentation has been presented in [107]. In

this work, thermocouples were embedded within 21700-model Li-ion cylindrical cells,

and it was shown that not only the internal temperature was noticeably higher than

the surface temperature, but also after cycling using a profile derived from a BEV,

and this difference in temperature would increase as the SoH decreased. The steps

taken to instrument the Li-ion cell can be summarised as: first, discharging the cell

to minimise the effects of safety hazards (such as damaging the jelly roll) that may

be caused by the insertion of sensors within the cell. Next, a hole is created on the

top of the cell using a bench pillar drill and then the sensors are inserted into the cell

through the hole. Finally, the hole is sealed using using a nylon screw. A reference

performance test was conducted throughout this procedure to verify that the method

of instrumentation did not negatively impact the cell. It was found that the state of

the instrumented cell had negligible change due to the instrumentation procedure

and also after two months of storage.

2.5 Smart Cells

For these stated in-situ sensing techniques, an external system is necessary to collect

and process the acquired data for each Li-ion cell. For large-scale batteries that

incorporate many individual cells, such as those used within BEVs, a direct connection

of sensors from each cell to an external system, such as the BMS using a wire harness,

is an overhead within a battery, potentially impairing performance, energy density

and robustness in a harsh environment, requiring extra space, higher wire termination

count and additional weight. As already stated, embedding a sensor within the Li-ion

cell may cause electrolyte leakage due to weakening adhesives. Instead of using
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an external acquisition system to record and process this in-situ sensor data, an

embedded system may be integrated within the cell in addition to embedded sensors.

Embedding some BMS functionality within an instrumented Li-ion cell is known

as the cell management system (CMS) and are typically named ‘smart cells’. The

advantages of smart cells include higher operational flexibility, fault tolerance, safety

management, equalisation, and life management and history [108].

A decentralised system of three smart cells, each a Li-ion cell with an embedded

system, has been designed and tested without the use of an external BMS including

the smart cell performing estimations of cell voltages during operation [109]. Also for

large-scale batteries, a communication system would provide additional benefits as

was recommended, following the distributed cell management experiments.

A self-balancing system of eight smart cells has also been designed and demon-

strated using controller area network (CAN bus) communication between each smart

cell for sharing cell voltage and SoC information [110]. A two-wire power commu-

nication bus for smart Li-ion cells has been presented in [111], where the embedded

systems within cells are additionally powered from the communication bus.

Ongoing research attempts to remove the need for any additional wire harness

within a battery pack for cell-to-cell and cell-to-BMS communication. These tech-

niques include the use of wireless communication and power line communication

(PLC), which may be utilised to communicate with other smart cells as part of a mesh

network, or with a BMS. A modular BMS with a wireless communication system has

been designed in [112] with a particular focus on low power consumption. A wireless

communication system embedded within a single 18650-model cylindrical Li-ion cell

was simulated, built and demonstrated [113]. In this study, a wireless communication

range of up to 10 m has been demonstrated and the use of an SubMiniature version A

(SMA) connector and also an SMA connector with a wire loop antenna was tested. A

capacitive coupling technique for transmitting data from an in-situ cell temperature

sensor to an external system has been demonstrated in [114].

Further research is required to determine the effectiveness of in-situ cell wireless

communication systems within large-scale batteries.
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2.6 Use of Passive Cells in Smart Cell Research

A smart cell has not yet been widely produced, as research is ongoing in realising the

capabilities of the smart system and also in designing a safe procedure of manufacture

for embedding a computer system and sensors within a cell. Existing literature on

advancements in instrumented cell technology presented in Section 2.4 demonstrates

the use of a commonly available passive cell, that is subsequently enhanced into

an instrumented cell by embedding sensors. Such literature present a methodology

on the embedding of the sensors within the cell and other cell modifications, which

requires opening the cell, inserting the desirable components (such as a PLC modem

and a microcontroller) within the cell, and then sealing the opening.

Recent literature has shown that the process of instrumentation during and after

manufacture has negligible effects on the state of the Li-ion cell. For instance, it has

been shown in [105] that an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the

modified instrumented cell demonstrated no change in impedance due to the proced-

ure. Using this fact, it can be concluded that performing PLC channel analysis on a

passive cell and an instrumented cell of the same type will not show any significant

different. The integration of sensors within an instrumented cell requires significant

tooling and careful methodology to accomplish. Since the aim of this research is

to determine the performance of an in-situ battery PLC system, it is not necessary

to perform such testing on an instrumented cell. In addition, the integration of an

embedded computer system within a Li-ion cylindrical cell has not yet been reliably

achieved in existing literature.

Hence, this research will use a passive cell to conduct such experimentation, as

the physical properties of the Li-ion are not expected to change after a computer

system and sensors are embedded within it, based on existing literature that demon-

strates the installation of in-situ sensors. The findings of this research, based on the

experimentation of a passive cell, will still be suitable for future smart cells.

2.7 Power Line Communication

PLC enables the transmission of data over existing power line infrastructure. Since

the existing electrical power distribution network is used to carry data signals, PLC is
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seen as a cost-effective and versatile means of communication. PLC is widely used in

homes and buildings and is standardised through HomePlug and IEEE 1901, allowing

its use in a wide range of applications, including smart grid systems, home automation,

internet access, and industrial control.

HomePlug 1.0 was the first PLC specification for in-home high-speed networking

and was released in 2001 to overcome the harsh conditions of the power line chan-

nel [115]. The physical (PHY) layer of the HomePlug 1.0 specification describes the

detection of channel conditions to allow for the selection of suitable subcarriers for

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and phase shift keying (PSK)

modulation methods, such as binary phase shift keying (BPSK). OFDM is a technique

that divides wideband into multiple narrowband subcarriers, each of which modulat-

ing signals at a different carrier frequency that is mathematically orthogonal to the

carrier frequencies of the other subcarriers [116]. This makes OFDM suitable for use

within the harsh conditions of the power line channel as it has high bandwidth effi-

ciency and has increased resistance to constructive and destructive interference. Such

interference includes multipath fading, whereby multiple instances of a transmitted

signal reach the receiver via different paths. Hence, HomePlug 1.0 uses OFDM with

84 equally spaced subcarriers of 24.414 kHz between 4.5 MHz to 20.7 MHz, offering a

maximum throughput on the PHY layer of 13.78 Mbit/s [42].

Since the release of the HomePlug 1.0 specification, many PLC specifications and

standards have been published, including HomePlug AV which was introduced in

2005 and allows the selection of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) (which is

explained in more detail in Section 2.9) up to 1024-QAM, and 1155 OFDM subcarriers

in a wider frequency range of 1.8 MHz to 30 MHz, to offer a maximum PHY throughput

of 200 Mbit/s [117]. In 2010, the IEEE 1901 standard was released, which adds an

additional frequency band of 30 MHz to 50 MHz, allowing for a peak PHY rate of

500 Mbit/s. In the same year, the HomePlug Green PHY standard was released as a low-

speed (10 Mbit/s) and robust alternative to HomePlug AV, which exclusively utilises

quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) with a robust (ROBO) mode of OFDM, targeting

smart energy communication utilities such as smart meters, home appliances and

BEVs [118]. In 2012, HomePlug AV2 was released, increasing the maximum PHY rate

to 2024 Mbit/s by employing 3455 carriers in the range of 1.8 MHz to 86.13 MHz, up to
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4096-QAM, and by using multiple input multiple output (MIMO) with beamforming, a

method of increasing performance by utilising multiple transmitters and receivers [41],

[119]. These capabilities were added whilst remaining backwards compatible with

previous Homeplug and IEEE 1901 devices.

A single-wire PLC system has been demonstrated between the frequency range

of 130 MHz to 20 GHz in [120] for the purpose of smart grid communication, demon-

strating the possibilities of much higher carrier frequencies for PLC than is specified

within the established HomePlug and IEEE 1901 standards.

For the specific use of PLC in smart grid applications, the G3-PLC standard, by the

G3-PLC Alliance, is used. G3-PLC is low-speed narrowband standard typically used

in home automation and smart metering where the high-speed data rates provided

by broadband standards of HomePlug and IEEE 1901 are not suitable [121]. In smart

metering applications, it is typically expected that the data transmitted is little and at

intervals of 15 min to an hour [122]. The typical carrier frequencies used in G3-PLC are

typically between 3 kHz to 490 kHz, which is much lower than the carrier frequencies

in the broadband PLC standards.

Similarly to the G3-PLC standard, the PRIME standard, by PRIME Alliance consor-

tium, is a PLC standard for the “Advanced Meter Management & Smart Grid” [123].

As previously mentioned, PLC channels are susceptible to multipath interference,

which arises from signal reflections, diffraction, and scattering. This multipath in-

terference occurs when the transmitted signal reaches the receiver through multiple

paths, resulting in delayed and attenuated versions of the original signal. This phe-

nomenon leads to intersymbol interference (ISI) and degradation of the received

signal quality [124]. The choice of multiplexing scheme in PLC systems is critical

to mitigate the effects of multipath interference and ensure reliable data transmis-

sion. The PLC standards already mentioned in this section aim to provide robustness

against ISI. As explained previously, the use of OFDM is common in PLC standards

as its division of the communication signal into multiple narrowband subcarriers

makes it robust against ISI caused by multipath interference. The subcarriers can

be individually equalized to mitigate the effects of multipath interference, ensuring

reliable data transmission.

Adaptive modulation techniques offer another approach to mitigate multipath
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interference. These techniques dynamically adjust the modulation scheme based

on the channel conditions. By continuously monitoring the channel characteristics,

such as signal strength and multipath interference, the QAM order (explained fur-

ther in Section 2.9) could be decreased or increased to optimize data transmission

performance.

The selection of an appropriate modulation and multiplexing scheme in PLC sys-

tems considers the trade-off between spectral efficiency, robustness against multipath

interference, and implementation complexity. By carefully analysing the multipath

properties of the channel and choosing a modulation scheme that effectively combats

multipath interference, PLC systems can achieve reliable and efficient data transmis-

sion over power lines.

In this thesis, the PLC will consider the use of the bus bar within a battery as a

communication medium.

2.7.1 Noise Modelling

Noise is a significant factor in PLC channels that can degrade the quality of transmit-

ted signals and affect the overall system performance. Understanding and accurately

modelling the noise characteristics in PLC channels are crucial for designing robust

communication systems. This noise that can affect the PLC channel can be categorised

as coloured background noise (e.g. white noise), narrowband noise, periodic impulse

noise asynchronous to the mains frequency, periodic impulsive noise synchronous to

the mains frequency, and asynchronous impulsive noise, which are further explained

in [125]. It is assumed that coloured background noise, narrowband noise, and peri-

odic impulse noise asynchronous to the mains frequency form background noise as

they do not change for lengthy periods of time, such as minutes or hours. Narrowband

noise can be caused due to electromagnetic interference (EMI) caused by nearby

devices and other communication systems operating in the same frequency range.

On the other hand, the periodic impulsive noise synchronous to the mains fre-

quency and asynchronous impulsive noise are considered to be impulsive noise as

they can change in the microsecond and millisecond range. Impulsive noise in PLC

channels can be sourced from switching devices, electrical appliances, and external

electromagnetic interference and manifests as short-duration and high-amplitude
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disturbance that can significantly disrupt the received signal.

These various types of noise are defined as follows [126]:

Coloured background noise

Originates from incidental radiations emitted by typical household appliances

and equipment. The power spectral density (PSD), the distribution of power

across different frequencies in a signal, of this noise diminishes as the frequency

increases, with a notable concentration observed below the 1 MHz range [127].

Narrow-band noise

Arises from broadcast radio signals, resulting in concentrated power within a

limited bandwidth and fluctuates over the course of a day.

Periodic impulsive noise synchronous with the mains frequency

Short duration of noise originating from power supplies, usually due to switching

rectified diodes. The frequency is that of the power mains or electric grid, such

as 50 Hz or 60 Hz.

Periodic impulsive noise asynchronous with the mains frequency

Caused by switching power supplies and by AC/DC power converters and range

between 50 kHz to 200 kHz [128].

Non-periodic asynchronous impulsive noise

Non-periodic and unpredictable noise caused by switching transients. Due to

the irregular nature of this noise, it is challenging to anticipate and synchronise

with impulse events.

An OFDM-based narrowband PLC system has been designed and tested within

the frequency band of 42 kHz to 471 kHz to determine the background noise of the

communication channel, and offers a noise reduction algorithm that reduces bit error

ratio (BER) by approximately 35 % [128].

The effects of impulsive noise on the PLC channel has been modelled and analysed

in [129] for the frequency range of 0.2 MHz to 20 MHz. It has been shown that noise

was the most crucial factor in the performance of high-speed PLC networks. The

increase in noise power could cause errors in data transmission in few instances
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where a burst of noise exceeds 10 ms. It has been concluded that PLC systems must

utilise the following features in order to reduce the impact of impulse noise:

• Sophisticated frame structures with well-adapted and balanced interleaving

• Forward error correction, such as by using error correcting code (ECC)

• Error detection

• Automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes

2.8 In-Situ Battery Power Line Communication

As explained in Section 2.7, the HomePlug standard was introduced to overcome the

harsh environment of the power line network within homes and building due to vary-

ing loads, conductor types, and paths. Similarly, a large-scale battery system within

a BEV also suffers from the same properties that make the channel a harsh environ-

ment for PLC. However, as previously mentioned, PLC does not require an additional

wire harness as the existing power bus is utilised for communication. In Section 2.5,

methods of communication within a battery that require additional wire harnesses

have been introduced, including a two-wire system [111]. In this section, the existing

literature on communication methods within battery systems that do not require

additional wiring harnesses are described. Because a wiring harness is not required,

these systems are lighter in weight and less complicated to implement.

Similarly to the wireless communication approach as already described in Sec-

tion 2.5, no additional wire harness is required within the battery for smart cell PLC.

For instance, an instrumented smart cell system utilising PLC with four cylindrical

21700 model Li-ion cells arranged into two cells in parallel and two cells in series has

been presented in [40]. In this study, bi-directional communication was demonstrated

using an off-the-shelf PLC modem capable of carrier frequencies of 1 MHz to 5 MHz

with a data rate up to 500 kbps during drive cycle experimentation and cell cycling.

This PLC system was tested at cell SoCs of 100 %, 80 %, 50 % and 30 %. In [130], an

instrumented Li-ion pouch cell was tested with an in-situ PLC system using a carrier

frequency of 6.5 MHz. This system utilised a microprocessor and PLC transceiver and
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Table 2.5: Comparison of smart battery communication methods.

Smart
Battery
Network
Topology

Wire Harness
Requirements

Complexity
& Cost

Comments

None One wire to each
embedded
sensor within
each cell to an
external BMS

High The number of wires required for a
battery of many smart cells to con-
nected in this way adds significant
weight, cost, and complexity to the
battery system.

Two-Wire Two wires to
each smart cell

Medium Two wires will add a small amount
of weight and complexity to the sys-
tem.

Wireless None Medium Performance of the wireless net-
work may be degraded due to the
shielding caused by other cells in
the battery. Modifications to the
smart cell required to integrate a
wireless antenna increase the com-
plexity and cost of this method.
This technique requires further re-
search for its suitability in batteries.

PLC None Low The bus-bar is used as the commu-
nication channel. This technique
is under investigation in this thesis
for its suitability in Li-ion batteries.
The cost of this technique depends
on the modem required.
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was embedded within the Li-ion pouch cell during cell manufacture. This work has

also shown that PLC had no effect on the electrochemical performance of the cell. In

another work, four fully charged 18650-model Li-ion cells have been tested within

a PLC system using three combinations of capacitive coupling techniques with two

different cell brands, measuring the system impedance and received signal strength

using a vector network analyser (VNA) and spectrum analyser, respectively [131]. In

addition, carrier frequencies of 1 MHz to 3 GHz were tested, and it was found that the

maximum signal attenuation was 65 dB. In [132], a VNA has been used to perform

measurements on the scattering parameter S21 for a single Li-ion cell in a shunt-

through configuration for frequencies of 1 kHz to 300 MHz. The cell impedance and

the insertion loss were calculated using the recorded S21 transmission coefficient, and

it was determined that the cell impedance had reached 40Ω at 300 MHz.

In the following chapters, the effects of Li-ion cells on an in-situ battery PLC

system will be shown, with a maximum carrier frequency of 6 GHz, using a vector

signal transceiver (VST) to determine real PLC performance. Moreover, the use of

QAM as a modern modulation scheme for high data throughput is evaluated for this

system, of which such analysis has not yet been seen.

In addition, the Li-ion cells will be characterised as a communication channel

through utilising a VNA to measure S21 scattering parameter. This study includes the

analysis and draws a comparison with the performance of PLC on four distinct battery

configurations alongside six different SoCs to enhance the reliability of the obtained

data. This is in stark contrast to existing academic research works that only focus on

the sole analysis of single arrangement of cells and fewer SoCs tested. A comparison

of existing literature on in-situ Li-ion battery PLC is presented in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: Summary of existing works on in-situ Li-ion bat-

tery PLC systems.

Experimental summary Battery con-

figurations

Communication

parameters

Reference

Integration of a commercial PLC

modem and temperature sensor

within a Li-ion cell for a smart cell

network.

2S2P 5 MHz, OOK,

TI THVD8000 [133]

[40]

Use of existing commercial RF

transceivers for high frequency PLC

within batteries using capacitive

coupling.

4S, 4P 868 MHz,

TI CC1200 [134]

and 2.4 GHz,

TI CC2520 [135]

[136]

Implementation of an in-situ Li-ion

PLC system for the purpose of integ-

ration within the cell during man-

ufacture using a commercial PLC

modem.

Single Cell 6.5 MHz,

Yamar SIG60 [137]

[130]

Use of PLC in a system of four Li-ion

cells to communicate cell sensor

data to an external data logging sys-

tem and verified using additional

CAN and USB communication us-

ing a commercial PLC modem.

2S2P 5 MHz, OOK,

TI THVD8000 [133]

[138]

Li-ion battery channel characterisa-

tion for an in-situ battery PLC sys-

tem.

Single Cell 0.1 - 1000 MHz [139]
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Communication of cell instrument-

ation data to an external data log-

ging system using a commercial

PLC modem and wired serial con-

nection to each cell.

4S2P 6.5 MHz,

Yamar SIG60 [137]

[140]

Demonstration of communication

between two PLC modems within a

small-scale Li-ion battery pack.

6S 1-30 MHz, OOK [141]

Li-ion battery modelling and PLC

channel characterisation up to

30 MHz for simulation, verified us-

ing a real implementation using

two PLC modems.

28 Cells 10 MHz, FSK [142]

Performance analysis simulation of

an in-situ battery PLC with QAM

under a BEV driving load profile.

2S, 2P 0.1 - 200 MHz,

QAM

Chapter 4

Performance of PLC and QAM with

SoCs using a VST and VNA for in-

situ battery communication per-

formance and channel analysis, re-

spectively.

SoCs of 20,

40, 60, 80,

95 %

10 - 6000 MHz,

QAM

Chapter 5

Performance of PLC and QAM with

varying battery configurations and

SoCs using a VST and VNA for in-

situ battery communication per-

formance and channel analysis, re-

spectively.

Single Cell,

2S, 2P, 2S2P

10 - 6000 MHz,

QAM

Chapter 6
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2.9 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QAM is a modulation scheme that utilises variations in both amplitude and phase of a

carrier signal. By manipulating the amplitude and phase of the carrier signal, QAM

allows for the efficient encoding of data, facilitating high data rates and improved

spectral efficiency in comparison to alternative modulation schemes, such as FSK and

amplitude shift keying (ASK). Due to these features, existing PLC standards such as

HomePlug AV and IEEE 1901 discussed in Section 2.8 also make use of QAM.

The QAM modulation order is defined as 2 to the power of the number of transmit-

ted bits per QAM-symbol, whereby for instance 16-QAM uses 4 bits of data in each

symbol (24 = 16), allowing for 16 possible values per symbol. These QAM-symbols can

be represented using a constellation diagram, which shows the relationship between

the symbol and the in-phase (I ) and quadrature (Q) components of the carrier sig-

nal [143]. This diagram uses I and Q to represent the in-phase and quadrature of

QAM-symbols, which in turn depict the amplitudes of the cosine and sine compon-

ents of the symbol, respectively [144]. These I and Q components are then vectorially

summed to produce the resulting amplitude and phase of the QAM symbol. An ex-

ample of a constellation diagram is provided in Figure 3.6a. Each QAM symbol in

the constellation diagram corresponds to a specific combination of amplitude and

phase, representing a unique set of data. The higher the modulation order of QAM

the higher the data rate as the number of data bits represented by each symbol also

increases. As previously mentioned in Section 2.7, HomePlug AV2 allows for up to

4096-QAM. However, the higher orders of QAM are also more susceptible to noise and

channel impairments. Therefore, achieving a balance between data rate and error

performance is a critical challenge in QAM-based systems.

The QAM signal si (t ) can be expressed as

si (t ) = Ai cos
(
2π fc t +φi

)
, i = 1,2, . . . , M (2.1)

where Ai is the amplitude, φi is the phase of the i th signal with the M-ary modula-

tion order. For improving the spectrum with pulse shaping, the QAM signal can be

represented as

si (t ) = Ai p(t )cos
(
2π fc t +φi

)
, i = 1,2, . . . , M (2.2)
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Signal Processor
and Computer

System

cosφ

sinφ

DAC

DAC

RF OUT

cosφ

sinφ

ADC

ADC

RF IN

Figure 2.2: Overview of VST architecture [147].

where p(t) is a smooth pulse defined as on [0,T]. By expansion of Equation (2.2), it

can be written as

si (t ) = Ai 1p(t )cos
(
2π fc t

)− Ai 2p(t )sin
(
2π fc t

)
(2.3)

where, i = 1,2, . . . , M , and

Ai 1 = Ai cosφi (2.4)

Ai 2 = Ai sinφi (2.5)

The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of the QAM constellation are

represented on axes using p(t)cos2π fc t and −p(t)sin2π fc t , respectively. Further

details of QAM can be found in established literature, including [145], [146].

An overview of the hardware architecture for a VST that modulates and demodu-

lates QAM data streams is shown in Figure 2.2. The VST shown is very similar to

the PXIe-5840 used in this research and discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. The
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RF OUT part of the diagram shows the I/Q modulation, which are orthogonal, and the

summing stage to the output port.

2.10 Synchronisation

Synchronisation is the process of ensuring that the transmitter and receiver are aligned

in time and clock frequency. This is necessary in order for the receiver to decode

the QAM symbols correctly. Time synchronisation ensures that the transmitter and

receiver are sampling the signal at the same time, and frequency synchronisation

ensures that the transmitter and receiver are tuned to the same frequency. Various

methods exist for performing synchronisation. In this research, pilot symbols and

phase-locked loops (PLLs) are used to perform synchronisation. As explained later in

Section 3.3, these techniques are used for the QAM symbols to be correctly decoded

by the receiver.

Pilot symbols are a sequence of reference symbols that are known to the receiver

and that are inserted into the data stream transmitted [148]. These pilot symbols

are used to mitigate the effects of multipath fading and phase distortion, which can

degrade the performance of QAM communication. The effects of pilot symbols on

the BER of 16-QAM data communication have been demonstrated in [149] whereby

the increased number of pilot symbols showed improved communication perform-

ance. To obtain an improved estimated accuracy on channel characteristics, the pilot

symbols are typically transmitted periodically with the data [148].

The PLL is a feedback control system that adjusts the phase and frequency of a

local oscillator to match that of an incoming signal [150]. By comparing the phase

of the received signal with the local oscillator’s phase, the PLL adjusts the oscillator’s

frequency and phase to achieve synchronisation. The PLL continuously tracks and

adjusts the local oscillator’s phase to match the received signal, ensuring accurate

symbol timing and carrier phase recovery.

2.11 Channel Capacity

Achieving high data rates while ensuring reliable transmission is a crucial objective in

communication systems. However, this goal is often hindered by the inherent trade-off
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between the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the achievable data rate. The understand-

ing of this trade-off is summarised by Shannon’s information theory, which provides

a mathematical framework for understanding the concept of channel capacity [151].

Shannon’s equations define the maximum data rate that can be transmitted over a

communication channel without error, given the SNR of the channel. The channel

capacity is given by the Channel Capacity Theorem

C = B log2 (1+SNR) (2.6)

where C is the channel capacity in bits per second, B is the bandwidth of the channel

in Hertz, and SN R is the signal to noise ratio. The proof of this theorem is given

in [152].

The SNR represents the ratio of the power of the transmitted signal to the power of

the background noise in the channel. The various forms of background noise on the

communication channel have been discussed in Section 2.7.1. The SNR determines

the quality of the received signal and the impacts to the achievable data rate. Hence, a

higher SNR indicates a stronger signal relative to the noise, resulting in better com-

munication performance. Conversely, a reduced SNR means that it is challenging

to reliably decode the transmitted data without first reducing the noise, and so the

communication error, such as BER, will begin to increase [153]. To this end, the re-

lationship between SNR and data rate is inversely proportional, whereby reducing

the SNR in Equation (2.6) causes the channel capacity to approach 1. On the other

hand, as the SNR increases, the logarithmic value grows, leading to a higher channel

capacity.

Increasing the channel bandwidth B in Equation (2.6) allows for a higher data

rate since more QAM symbols can be transmitted within a given time. However, this

increased bandwidth also means a wider frequency range, which may result in more

noise being present in the channel. Consequently, the SNR may decrease, limiting the

achievable data rate. This therefore exists as a trade-off between bandwidth and SNR

in determining the channel capacity.
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2.12 Conclusions

This chapter has provided a thorough literature review on the technologies related to

the research that is presented in this thesis, including existing smart battery technolo-

gies. In particular, the progress of battery research in recent times has been presented

with an overview of how this topic may be further advanced to improve Li-ion battery

performance. In the following chapters, these techniques in smart cell communica-

tion are utilised and further advanced to present novel research and findings on this

topic.



Chapter 3

Experimental Details

In this chapter, the details relevant to all experiments and studies presented in this

thesis are described. These experimental procedures are performed for channel char-

acterisation of the lithium-ion (Li-ion) cell and in-situ power line communication

(PLC) performance when used with quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in a

simulated drive cycle scenario in Chapter 4, with changes to battery state of charge

(SoC) in Chapter 5, and with changing battery configuration in Chapter 6. In addition,

this chapter introduces the concepts of error vector magnitude (EVM), bit error ratio

(BER) and symbol error ratio (SER) which are used to quantify the performance of

the communication system within this experimentation. Subsequently, the measure-

ments are used to determine the expected communication performance of an in-situ

Li-ion battery PLC system and the suitability of such a system when used within sys-

tems that require large-scale batteries, such as battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and

smart grids.

The methodology outlined in this section is used to determine the most appro-

priate channel bandwidth based on communication error analysis and scattering

parameter results that demonstrate little multipath interference with carrier frequency

on the communication channel. The selection of the channel bandwidth for an in-situ

battery PLC system is key to determining suitable communication channel parameters,

including QAM order, and the use of filtering, such as signal repeaters. In addition, the

number of orthogonal carriers within the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) modulation scheme may also be determined based upon these parameters.

40
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3.1 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a technique used to measure the

impedance of a system as a function of the frequency of an AC-current or voltage.

The impedance of Li-ion cells is used to estimate various characteristics useful for

SoC and state of health (SoH) estimation, the monitoring of internal temperature,

and characterisation for second-life applications [154]. This analysis of the Li-ion

cell allows for further understanding of cell degradation and is therefore useful in

investigating limitations of Li-ion performance. A critical review of using EIS for the

Li-ion characterisation of cell ageing can be found in [155].

An electrical impedance Z contains a real and an imaginary component in the form

of the resistance R and reactance X . In using the impedance and phase measurement

data from an EIS, first the reactance X is calculated using the impedance Z and the

phase φ between Z and R. Their relationship is given by

X = |Z |sinφ (3.1)

Then, the internal cell resistance R is calculated from the impedance and reactance,

and the relationship is expressed as

R =
√

Z 2 −X 2 (3.2)

To perform EIS on a cell, a potentiostat or a galvanostat is used, whereby either the

voltage or current is kept constant between the working electrode and the reference

electrode, respectively [156]–[158]. A sine wave at a selected frequency is applied to

the device under test, and the voltage or current drop of the signal across the cell is

measured. By using V (ω) = I (ω)Z (ω) (or I (ω) = V (ω)/Z (ω)) where ω is the angular

frequency, the impedance of the system is determined. The phase shift of the sine

wave is also measured to obtain X using Equation (3.1).

EIS measurements of Li-ion cells include pulsing the cell at low frequencies, typic-

ally between 10 mHz to 5 kHz to determine the cell impedance [159]. To achieve an

appropriate symbol rate of at least 100 kbps in a prospective communication system,

it is expected that the carrier frequency is at least two orders of magnitudes higher

than that used in typical EIS applications of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz [157]. This research
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Figure 3.1: The effects of calendar ageing (a) and cycling ageing (b) on the impedance
characteristic of a Li-ion cell presented in a Nyquist plot [155]. The dotted arrows
emphasise increased ageing due to the effects of high and low temperature, high and
low SoC, and high C-rate, as labelled.

study therefore considers carrier frequencies above 100 kHz to determine the best

obtainable parameters possible for an in-situ Li-ion energy storage PLC system with

respect to given symbol rates and noise rejection performance.

The impedance measurements are normally presented in a Nyquist plot, which

shows the impedance, phase angle, reactance and internal resistance of the system

tested. Figure 3.1 displays how the Nyquist plot can be used to determine the SoH of

Li-ion cells and how these may change with calendar and cycling ageing, and further

accelerated with high temperature and charge rate (C-rate).

Performing an EIS on batteries generally requires bespoke equipment to ensure

that the batteries are not damaged during measurement, for instance, due to current

draw. This equipment has mainly been designed for rather low frequency EIS for

the common purposes of cell degradation analysis. Therefore, measuring the EIS of

batteries at frequencies above 100 kHz is a challenge.

Preliminary EIS measurements of the Li-ion were performed using the Solartron

Analytical ModuLab XM MTS. However, our experimental study showed that these

measurements were limited to a maximum frequency of 100 kHz. Hence, alternative

methods of performing EIS, such as by using custom circuit designs and fabrication,

are followed in this research to complete these high frequency measurements.

The methodology of performing high frequency EIS on Li-ion cells described

above is a means to achieving the main focus of this research, that is, on the results of

such measurements, which are required to fulfil the objectives of the communication
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performance analysis. Based on these facts, in Chapter 4 existing high frequency

EIS measurements of Li-ion cells are used to perform the simulations and analysis

required to accomplish the research objectives. However, in chapters 5 and 6, measure-

ments and analysis of scattering parameters are performed for analysis of the Li-ion

cell as a PLC channel, as will be discussed in Section 3.2.

3.2 Scattering Parameters

To determine the effectiveness of a Li-ion cell as an effective communication channel

for PLC, an analysis of the system scattering parameter transmission coefficient can

be performed as an alternative to determining the system’s impedance with EIS.

The transmission coefficient of the PLC channel allows for the analysis of signal

attenuation and phase shift imposed onto the signal by the channel. As already

explained in Section 2.7, the multipath effects of the PLC channel can cause destructive

and constructive interference. Because of this multipath interference, both the phase

shift and the S21 magnitude change with carrier frequency not only due to the change

in impedance of the Li-ion cell, but also due to the PLC signal taking different paths

and recombining at the receiver. Hence, measuring the transmission coefficient of

the Li-ion cell at various carrier frequencies enables finding the most appropriate

parameters of the PLC system, including carrier frequency, filter requirements, and

QAM order. The use of QAM is detailed in Section 3.3. Such parameters will also

take into account the changes in transmission coefficient caused by alterations in

battery pack configuration and SoC. It is expected that a change in impedance, and

hence the channel transmission coefficient, due to the configuration or SoC, may

lead to variations in attenuation and phase shift, which as a consequence, influences

data integrity as measured with EVM, BER, and SER. Further discussion is given in

Section 3.3. Hence, for the most effective PLC parameters, the impedance magnitude

and phase shift must remain the same throughout all SoCs and configurations tested.

The scattering parameter (S-parameter) S21 represents the forward transmission

coefficient of the Li-ion cell as a communication channel. S21 is defined as the ratio

of the wave transmitted by a vector network analyser (VNA) at port 1 to the measured

wave at port 2. Other two-port S-parameters are S11, S12, and S22, where S12 is the
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reverse transmission coefficient of the communication channel, and S11 and S22

are reflection transmission coefficients of the communication channel solely on port

1 and port 2, respectively. The series transmission impedance can be represented

depending on the waveguide circuit theory of travelling waves and power waves [160].

Where for travelling waves, the series transmission impedance is given by

Z = 2e jφ(Z0i )

√∣∣∣∣ Re(Z0i )

Re(Z0 j )

∣∣∣∣
∣∣Z0 j

∣∣
Si j

− (
Z0i +Z0 j

)
(3.3)

and for power waves the series transmission impedance is expressed by

Z = 2sgn(Re(Z0i ))

√∣∣Re(Z0i )Re(Z0 j )
∣∣

Si j
− (

Z0i +Z0 j
)

(3.4)

where sgn is the sign function defined as

sgn(Re(Z0i )) =


−1 for Re(Z0i ) < 0

0 for Re(Z0i ) = 0

1 for Re(Z0i ) > 0

(3.5)

and i and j are physical port numbers 1 or 2, which denote the S parameter and Z

impedance, and Z0i and Z0 j are reference impedances at ports i and j , respectively.

In addition, the parallel transmission impedance is given by

Z = Z0i Z0 j Si j

2

(
Z0i

∣∣∣ Z0 j

Z0i

∣∣∣√∣∣∣ Re(Z0i )
Re(Z0 j )

∣∣∣−Si j
Z0i+Z0 j

2

) (3.6)

and for power waves the parallel transmission impedance is expressed by

Z = Z0 j Si j√∣∣∣ Re(Z0i )
Re(Z0 j )

∣∣∣(1+e−2φ(Z0i
)−Si j

(
1+ Z0 j

Z0i

) (3.7)

The experiments presented in chapters 5 and 6 perform and analyse S21 measure-

ments of the Li-ion cell. The S21 transmission coefficient can be used to determine

other features of the communication channel, such as the impedance and insertion

loss. Let characteristic impedance Z0 of the VNA be 50Ω, then the impedance of the

cell Zcel l is calculated by [132]

Zcel l =
Z0S21

2(1−S21)
(3.8)
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Insertion loss I L is given by

I L = 20log10 |S21| (3.9)

Further details of scattering parameters can be found in [161]. Using the impedance

calculated from S21 and the measured phase shift, it is possible to calculate the

reactance and the internal resistance of the Li-ion under test. The relationships

between them can be expressed as

|Z | =
√

R2 +X 2

X = |Z |sinφ (3.10)

R = |Z |cosφ

where |Z |, X and R, indicate impedance, reactance, and resistance, respectively.

In these experimental works, a Rohde & Schwarz (R&S) ZNA43 VNA as shown in

Figure 3.2, is used to perform S21 measurements of the PLC channel. The VNA is

configured to perform a sweep of S21 measurements over the frequency range from

10 MHz to 6 GHz. This sweep is performed 100 times for each SoC in order to reduce

the impact of noise, interference, outliers after averaging, and ultimately to improve

the accuracy of the results obtained.

The VNA is configured to record the S21 transmission coefficient using a calibration

profile performed before commencing each experiment. This profile utilises both

the R&S ZN-Z129 calibration kit and the cell holder, for a calibration profile spanning

frequencies of 10 MHz to 40 GHz. The One-Path Two-Port calibration type is utilised

for specific use with S11 and S21 measurements only, and uses it the open, short and

match standards. This calibration profile allows for accurate S21 magnitude and phase

measurements with the VNA. Other calibration types exist which feature different

parameters depending on the applications [160].

It is observed that the cell holders and the Li-ion cell have a longer signal path,

i.e. electrical length, than the ZN-Z129 calibration kit. Thus, the phase compensation

applied by the VNA using the ZN-Z129 calibration profile will be inadequate to effect-

ively compensate for the phase shift caused by the longer signal path. Therefore, the

measured phase shift will include a linear background, which will be compensated for

during data processing to obtain only the characteristics of Li-ion cell on the phase of

the signal. This linear background has a constant slope for the full frequency range
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Figure 3.2: The connection of the Li-ion cell to the VNA. The Li-ion cell is clamped
within the bespoke cell holder as described in Section 3.4.1.

considered, it includes any consistent background signal or noise, and its removal

from phase shift data allows for the analysis of the underlying relevant information

and features.

The linear background of the phase shift data is removed by first compensating

for the sudden changes in phase from −180° to 180°, the mathematical extremes of

the phase, and then determining the gradient between the phase shift at 80 MHz to

100 MHz carrier frequencies. These offsets are chosen due to a slight increase in noise

at the lower frequencies between 10 MHz to 80 MHz which hinder the calculation of

the gradient of the phase shift data. Because of this index offset of phase data used for

the gradient calculation, the first and last phase shift values are not 0°. This method

of removing the linear background allows for easier analysis of sudden changes in

phase shift with carrier frequency. An example of how the linear background removal

from the phase shift data can be helpful for analysis is shown in Figure 3.3. It can

be seen from Figure 3.3b that the phase at 3.2 GHz suddenly increases significantly,
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(a) Phase shift.
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(b) Phase shift with linear background removed.

Figure 3.3: Phase shift caused by the longer signal path of the cell shown in (a) is
compensated by removing the linear background to examine the effects on phase shift
caused by the cell characteristics and not its length (b).

whereas removing the linear background only shows a relatively small increase in

phase as shown in Figure 3.3a. The use of the gradient for linear background removal

may also remove any real gradual phase shift that may be occurring for the full range

of carrier frequencies tested. However, the effects of gradual phase shift are later

known to be insignificant on the performance of the communication system during

the experimental testing performed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Depending on whether a series or shunt-through cell holder is used, the VNA is

connected to the cell holder such that the stimulus signal is transmitted through, or

across the Li-ion cell, respectively. The differences between the series and shunt-

through cell holders are further described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively.

The VNA is connected to the cell holder using a coaxial cable with 2.92 mm Sub-

Miniature version A (SMA) connectors rated for frequencies up to 40 GHz. However,

despite the 40 GHz rating of the VNA and the cable, the experiments performed within

this research will limit the highest frequency tested to 6 GHz, as this is the maximum

frequency that can be tested using the vector signal transceiver (VST), as will be intro-

duced in Section 3.3. Similar to EIS experimentation, the measurements of S21 using

the VNA can be used for impedance analysis.
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Figure 3.4: Flowchart of the experimental process for communication channel ana-
lysis.
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Since the characteristics of the communication channel are the main topic under

investigation in this work, measurements and analysis of S21 magnitude and phase

are presented instead. It is expected that with decreasing S21 magnitude (and hence

increasing insertion loss), the communication channel will become more unsuitable

for use with PLC due to the decrease in signal to noise ratio. The relationship between

the S21 magnitude and phase measurements with the suitability of the Li-ion cell as a

communication channel is then verified using real PLC on the system. The associated

experimental procedure is discussed in Section 3.3.

During these experiments, the S-parameters of the Li-ion cell will be the only vary-

ing property with changing configuration or SoC and the impedance characteristics

of the experimental components, such as the cell holder, remain unchanged. There-

fore, using a baseline measurement of the Li-ion cell S-parameters will remove the

characteristic transmission coefficient of these constant experimental components,

thereby presenting the change in S21 caused only by changes to the Li-ion battery

configuration or SoC.

A flowchart of the overall experimental process for the scattering parameter meas-

urements of the Li-ion cell is presented in Figure 3.4. The process of performing 100

sweeps in each experiment is expedited through a MATLAB script on a separate com-

puter and a virtual instrument standard architecture (VISA) connection to the VNA

for communication commands and status reports. Prior to performing the sweeps,

the VNA is configured to perform a frequency sweep of S21 magnitude and phase,

and a calibration is performed. After calibration and configuration of the VNA, and

clamping of the Li-ion cells within the cell holders, the process of performing the

100 sweeps is automated using the MATLAB script. After the experiment, the data is

imported into MATLAB for processing, linear background removal, and analysis.

3.3 Communication Error Analysis

The NI PXIe-5840 vector signal transceiver (VST) is used to perform real PLC testing of

the battery with QAM orders from 4-QAM to 1024-QAM. Further discussion on QAM

is given later in this section. The VST is configured to transmit a controlled trace of

100,000 QAM symbols with a symbol rate of 100 kHz at carrier frequencies of 10 MHz
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to 6 GHz with a step size of 50 MHz. The step size used for the carrier frequency

with the VST is higher than that configured with the VNA due to experimental time

considerations. In these experimental works, OFDM is not used, and hence the

spacing between subcarriers is not an objective of these investigations. As explained

in Chapter 2, HomePlug uses 24.414 kHz spacing between subcarriers in OFDM. For

simplicity and time considerations, the bandwidth of 100 kHz is used without loss of

generality. Based on the findings of these experimental works, the most appropriate

bandwidth for OFDM subcarriers can be determined.

The modulated signal is transmitted to the Li-ion battery at either an output

power of −9 dBm or of −27 dBm. The experimental processes is then repeated for

each output power selected. The maximum output power of −9 dBm is selected as it

remains below the level at which the VST warns of overloading the input RF terminal

after the RF signal has passed through the Li-ion cell, which may cause waveform

clipping, signal corruption, and potential damage to the equipment. The much lower

output power of −27 dBm is expected to cause a great increase in EVM, and highlight

further susceptibility to changes in the PLC channel of the Li-ion cell under test.

The signal received on the VST input is demodulated into QAM symbols and

further into bits of data. Then the QAM symbols are compared to the reference QAM

constellation to obtain the root mean square (RMS) EVM. RMS EVM is explained in

more detail later in this section. The decoded bits of data received are compared with

the transmitted data to obtain the BER and SER.

As explained in Section 2.9, QAM uses both amplitude and phase for modulation

for enhanced utilisation of the transmission channel.

The VST is configured to transmit 100,000 known QAM data symbols with a sym-

bol rate of 100 kHz, and to receive the signal after it has passed through the Li-ion

cell. These known data begin with pilot symbols that are used by the VST to per-

form normalisation and the phase compensation required for effective symbol trace

demodulation. The use of pilot symbols for synchronisation has been previously

discussed in Section 2.10. In this research, these pilot symbols are configured as con-

secutive QAM symbols in ascending Gray-code order. Following these pilot symbols

are known random data modulated as QAM symbols. Due to the increasing number

of symbols with higher modulation orders of QAM, the number of pilot symbols will
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Figure 3.5: The Li-ion cell connected to the VST. The Li-ion cell is clamped within a
bespoke cell holder as described in Section 3.4.1.

increase whilst the number of known random data will decrease. This will not affect

the experimental procedure as the contents of these data are not influential on the

results of this research.

The RF output of the VST is connected to the negative terminal of the Li-ion cell,

and the positive terminal is connected to the RF input of the VST. The VST and the

cell holder are connected via coaxial SMA cables rated to 12.4 GHz at a defined torque.

The signal received is demodulated into data symbols that are then compared with

the symbols transmitted. Comparison of the received data with the data transmitted

enables one to calculate the BER and SER, which are ratio-metric comparisons of the

corrupted bits and symbols within the data stream, respectively. Since each symbol

contains multiple bits, it is observed that the SER will be equal to or greater than

the BER for each test. Since the number of QAM data symbols transmitted is limited

to 100,000, the lowest possible SER will therefore be 10−5. This is because it is not

appropriate to suggest that absolutely no symbol error is possible on the commu-
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nication channel, as assuming the worst case, the 100,001th received symbol could

be erroneous. Hence, when no symbol errors occur in this research, the theoretical

minimum is presented instead. Furthermore, since the number of bits within QAM

symbols of various modulation orders differ, the lowest theoretical BER changes. This

can be calculated using

Minimum BER = 1

Bits in QAM Symbol×Number of QAM Symbols
(3.11)

where for 2-QAM, the lowest theoretical BER an experiment of 100,000 QAM symbols

is 1/(2×105) = 5×10−6.

In addition to measuring BER and SER, the EVM is also calculated in each test,

where EVM is a measurement of imperfections within a constellation plot against a

reference symbol map. The calculation of the RMS EVM is given by

EV M RMS(dB) = 10log10

 1
N

∑N
k=1

√
(Ik − Ĩk )2 + (Qk −Q̃k )2

mavg

 (3.12)

where k is the symbol index, N is the number of symbols, Ik is the in-phase measure-

ment of the kth symbol, Qk is the quadrature measurement of the kth symbol, and

mavg is the average constellation magnitude. Note that Ĩk and Q̃k represent measured

symbols, whereas Ik and Qk represent reference symbols.

The EVM increases as a symbol drifts further away from the reference symbol

within a constellation plot. Such imperfections might be due to poor phase com-

pensation or normalisation of the VST, which may be caused by significant phase

distortion and attenuation by the Li-ion cell. Using EVM enables the performance

measurement of the PLC channel in more precise detail, including in instances where

the BER or SER do not show any important change. This behaviour occurs because of

imperfections in received symbol data that may not be significant for the demodu-

lator to produce corrupt data, but may be significant to become a cause for concern.

These are instances whereby a QAM symbol may be sufficiently distorted to approach

another reference symbol, and yet remain effectively separated so that the symbol

is not demodulated incorrectly. Figures 3.6a and 3.6b display a reference 16-QAM

constellation diagram with a perfect EVM, and an example constellation diagram of a

noisier 16-QAM signal with an RMS EVM of −26.4 dB, respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Constellation diagrams showing a reference 16-QAM constellation, and
QAM signals with manually added noise. The same number of QAM symbols are
tested in each figure. The grid lines depict the relative constellation sector boundaries.

Higher orders of QAM offer higher data rate as more bits can be transferred in each

symbol. However, higher orders of QAM require an increased number of symbols on

the constellation diagram, which consequently increases the susceptibility of data

corruption due to noise. This potential corruption occurs because the QAM order is

limited by the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the PLC channel, which must be greater

with increasing QAM order to differentiate between different QAM symbols on the

constellation diagram [162]. For instance, it can be seen in the 256-QAM signal shown

in Figure 3.6c, that artificially added additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) noise has

a significant negative effect on the PLC system, resulting in increased EVM, bit and

symbol errors, as symbols can easily move beyond their correct constellation sector.

The boundaries of the constellation sectors are shown as grid lines in Figure 3.6, and

these depict where a symbol changes its representation. Hence a symbol approaching

a sector boundary has a high EVM, and a symbol crossing this boundary increases the

SER.

A flowchart of the overall experimental process using the VST is presented in

Figure 3.7. A custom program written in the C programming language has been

created to perform the full experimentation with the VST. This program utilises the so-

called NI RFmx [163] and RFSG [164] APIs, where the RFmx API is used for input signal

configuration and demodulation, and the RFSG API is used for signal modulation and
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Start Initialise RFSG API for
signal generation

Initialise RFmx API for
signal demodulation

Configure trigger on start
of signal output

RFSG: Read RFmx
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parameters from file
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sessionsEnd
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of the technical experimental process with the VST. The pro-
cesses involving transmitting and receiving the QAM data using NI APIs RFSG and
RFmx are coloured orange and blue, respectively. The source code used to execute
this process is provided in Appendix A.3.
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Table 3.1: Definitions of the properties obtained from the experimental process with
the VST.

Properties Definition

Constellation Trace Complex values of signal trace.

Demodulated Bits Demodulated signal into binary bits of data.

RMS EVM EVM of the vector error in the constellation trace.

Modulation Error Ratio (dB) SNR of the constellation trace.

Frequency Offset (Hz) The difference between the signal frequency and the expec-
ted frequency.

Frequency Drift (Hz) Changes in frequency during signal acquisition.

Phase Error (Degrees) The difference in phase between the constellation trace and
the reference constellation.

IQ Gain Imbalance (dB) Ratio of the gains of I and Q of the constellation trace.

Quadrature Skew The orthogonal error of the I and Q components in the con-
stellation trace.

IQ Origin Offset (dB) The offset of the origin in the constellation trace compared
to the reference origin.

Amplitude Droop (dB) Mean change in amplitude in each symbol measurement
window in the constellation trace.

Phase Error Trace (Degrees) Mean phase error per symbol in constellation trace.

RF output. The waveforms that are output using the RFSG API have been previously

generated using the ‘RFmx Waveform Creator’ for all the QAM orders tested. The

results of the experiment are obtained from the RFmx API, and a full list of these

properties are shown in Table 3.1.

3.4 Cell Holder

To improve the accuracy of all characterisation measurements, the construction and

use of the measurement setup must be given careful consideration. The use of winding

and unshielded signal paths, such as through a spring or an unshielded cable, may
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cause irreproducible changes in inductance and capacitance, and thereby complicate

the analysis of the measured signals. The requirements for an adequate Li-ion cell

holder are therefore:

• Short and curved signal paths to reduce electromagnetic interference (EMI), as

an alternative to right angle bends.

• Low capacitance and inductance signal traces and components to reduce the

effects of reactance on the measurements.

• Stable mechanical connection to cell under test.

• High frequency-rated connectors.

Existing research has demonstrated the use of a bespoke cell holder for S21 meas-

urements, such as in [132] where a cell holder was simulated and then used for shunt-

through impedance measurements of a Li-ion cell from 1 kHz to 300 MHz. In [141], it

has been explained that the shunt-through configuration is selected for its improved

sensitivity in measurements when the Li-ion has a low impedance. However, in their

experiment, direct current (DC) blocks were required to protect the measurement

equipment from the DC current of the connected Li-ion cell.

In this thesis, both series-through and shunt-through cell holders are designed

and used for the measurements of communication performance with SoC and battery

configuration, respectively. The cell holders are designed to provide the option of using

DC blocks for testing high voltages with the VNA and VST. However, the use of DC

blocks is determined to be unnecessary as the maximum voltage of the battery under

test is always below the maximum input voltage permitted on the VNA (±30 V) and

VST (±10 V). It is important to ensure that the applied input voltage on the equipment

is below the maximum input voltage rating, as exceeding this voltage may cause

permanent damage to the equipment.

3.4.1 Series-Through Cell Holder

The first bespoke cell holder that is designed and constructed for particular use within

the experiment of changing PLC performance with Li-ion SoC is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The Li-ion cell clamped within the cell holder.

This cell holder is constructed of two separate printed circuit boards (PCBs) that

form a clamp using four screws — two above and two below. A nickel-plated copper

tab on the centre of each cell holder part provides a connection to the terminals of

the Li-ion cell. The screws of the cell holder are tightened such that the tabs form a

secure connection with the cell terminals, and that the cell is tightly secured within

the clamp. Care is taken to ensure that the screws are not over-tightened, which may

cause damage to the cell terminals. The Li-ion cell remains clamped within the cell

holder under a fixed torque for the full duration of the experiment, including when

changing SoC and cell configuration.

Each tab is connected to a signal path that optionally leads through resistors and

then to an SMA connector. Both sides of the clamp use a 0Ω resistor in series to

create a bridged connection. This component has been added to the cell holder for

the option of using capacitive coupling on either the input or the output of the cell by

replacement with a similar-sized ceramic capacitor. However, capacitive coupling is

not utilised on the cell holder in these experiments, but alternatively the alternating

current (AC) coupling of the input to the VNA and VST is utilised.

Despite the small size of the resistors selected and hence their low power rating, it

is not expected that the resistors will have a noticeable effect on the S21 measurements.

Since both the VNA and the VST use a high impedance input, the power draw from

the cell should be minimal. Therefore, the current passing through these resistors

is expected to be very low. The resistors selected are thin-film resistors, which offer

negligible effects on the overall circuit’s impedance.
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Figure 3.9: Cell holders connected in 2P shunt-through configuration.

The signal paths on the cell holder’s PCBs are as short as possible to reduce the

effects of EMI on the signal. To this end, further techniques include the rounding

of footprint edges and using large ground planes on both sides of the PCB that are

connected using ‘via stitching’. In addition, all screw holes are grounded for further

mitigation of EMI on the cell holder. The circuit and PCB layout of the series-through

cell holder are presented in Appendix A.1.

3.4.2 Shunt-Through Configurable Cell Holder

This shunt-through cell holder has been designed to simplify the connection with

other cell holders, making cell reconfiguration a more simplified process. Hence,

this configurable cell holder has been selected for particular use for testing various

configurations of Li-ion batteries, as cells can be added and removed in series and
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parallel to form the battery pack required. The design of the cell holder reduces the

effect of EMI on the signal, which includes using short traces and via stitching on the

ground plane. The circuit and PCB layout of the shunt-through configurable cell holder

are presented in Appendix A.2. This design utilises findings based on simulations and

measurements presented in [141], whereby a single cell shunt-through PCB fixture

was tested up to 300 MHz for measuring cell impedance.

The shunt-through configuration is used because of the increased accuracy in

measuring low-ohmic impedances [139]. Furthermore, this configuration allows for

testing of the communication performance across a bus bar within a large battery

pack. In the employed shunt-through configuration the negative terminal of the

Li-ion cell is connected to ground. It is therefore expected that a decrease in internal

resistance of the Li-ion cell will increase the attenuation of the signal. The effects of

the Li-ion cell internal resistance on the shunt-through configuration is explained in

more detail in Section 6.1.

3.5 Conclusions

This chapter has provided the experimental details relevant to the three main contri-

butions that are presented in Chapters 4 to 6. The details presented herewith show

the relationships between them and how they enable the delivery of the main aim of

the research presented in this thesis. This is namely the performance evaluation of a

PLC system through Li-ion cells and determining the appropriate parameters for such

a system.



Chapter 4

Simulation of a QAM-based Power Line

Communication System for

Lithium-ion Batteries

In this chapter, the results of an electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) on

two lithium-ion (Li-ion) cells configured in series and parallel are obtained from

the existing literature and exploited within this experimentation to create a realistic

battery model for the purposes of analysing and demonstrating an in-situ battery

power line communication (PLC) system. This model is used with a real dynamic

drive profile to simulate the effects of a driving battery electric vehicle (BEV) on the

performance of an in-situ PLC system. The simulation is further enhanced by applying

the noise expected within a typical BEV energy storage system. The simulation of a PLC

system utilising carrier frequencies of 100 kHz to 200 MHz and the use of quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) for high data throughput are additional contributions

to the research community.

These simulations reveal that the performance of the PLC system is heavily de-

pendant on the selected carrier frequency due to the significant changes in reactance

and internal resistance of the Li-ion cells tested. Furthermore, cells placed in parallel

display a decreased performance compared to cells in series. The results highlight that

the optimal carrier frequency for in-situ QAM-based PLC system for a Li-ion battery

system is 30 MHz, and that additional signal conditioning is required for 4-QAM and

60
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higher modulation orders.

In addition, this experimental work demonstrates the ability to measure the ex-

pected performance of a PLC system within a particular battery design architecture

using a battery model and simulation. This technique allows for supporting battery

architecture design for the purpose of creating a smart battery system that utilises

a PLC system. For the particular Li-ion cells tested within this experimental work,

it is shown that the addition of cells in parallel deteriorates the performance of the

PLC system. Hence, these facts can be exploited during battery architecture design to

select an appropriate number of cells in parallel as required by the target system, but

not so much to impair the performance of the in-situ battery PLC network.

4.1 Experimental Details

As discussed in Chapter 3, the EIS of Li-ion cells is used to estimate various char-

acteristics useful for degradation mitigation. Typically, an EIS is performed at low

frequencies between 1 mHz to 10 kHz in order to perform such characterisation of

Li-ion cells [159]. However, these low frequencies of Ultra Narrowband and Narrow-

band are typically only appropriate for low data rate communication systems, such as

smart metering, and only offer up to 100 bps and 500 kbps, respectively [165]. In com-

parison, Broadband PLC systems operate at frequencies higher than 1 MHz and offer

data rates upwards of 100 Mbps. In a large-scale smart battery comprising hundreds

of networked instrumented smart cells, where each smart cell is transmitting and

receiving sensor and configuration data, a higher data rate becomes a requirement for

the system. If the data rate of the communication system is not sufficiently high, then

the time taken for all of the smart cells to report their status to the battery management

system (BMS) will increase. The smart cells must be able to report their status to the

BMS such that a safety event, like cell overheating, can be managed before thermal

runaway can occur. It is therefore appropriate to select a broadband category carrier

frequency of at least 1 MHz in order to achieve a data rate high enough to facilitate

such a large networked system of smart devices. This range of carrier frequencies is

much higher than the frequencies used to perform characterisation of Li-ion cells

with EIS.
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Figure 4.1: Process diagram of the experimental methodology.

This experimental work considers carrier frequencies between 100 kHz and 200 MHz

to determine the best obtainable parameters possible for an in-situ Li-ion energy stor-

age PLC system with respect to given symbol rates and noise rejection performance.

Furthermore, QAM is used as a state-of-the-art modulation method for further in-

creasing the data rate of the network by making efficient use of the communication

channel.

Using EIS, impedance measurements of Li-ion cells are obtained. As stated in

Chapter 3, electrical impedance possesses both a phase and a magnitude that can be

obtained from reactance and resistance measurements, respectively. The reactance

of a Li-ion cell affects the phase shift or delay of the signal transmitted through it. If

the phase shift between current and voltage is positive, then the circuit shows induct-

ive behaviour, whereas if it is negative, the circuit shows capacitive behaviour. The

internal resistance of the cell forms a potential divider with the circuit it is connected

to, and therefore affects the attenuation of the transmitted signal; as the internal

resistance increases, the output voltage decreases. Hence, the potential difference of

the electrochemical cell must be known before its internal resistance can be determ-

ined. The load of the circuit in this instance varies due to the use of the BEV through

driving [166]. The attenuation of the transmitted signal may change at any time, and

must thus be taken into account by the communication system.

Various methods exist for performing EIS at high frequencies in order to obtain
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the impedance of a circuit or component. This includes using a potentiostat or

galvanostat, whereby either the voltage or current is kept constant, respectively. This

chapter uses real experimental data presented in [167], [168] to create a battery model

in MATLAB for simulating a battery system to determine the impedance and phase

for two 18650-model Li-ion cells in series, and two in parallel, for signals modulated

at carrier frequencies between 100 kHz to 200 MHz. A pre-specified load in the form

of a static or dynamic drive profile is applied to the battery model to obtain the

signal attenuation on the simulated battery communication channel. The designed

battery model is then used to simulate the effects of the Li-ion cells on the PLC signals

transmitted in order to determine optimal parameters for the proposed PLC system.

Since the EIS of a Li-ion battery changes with state of charge (SoC), the SoC is kept

constant for the measurements used to create the battery model. Details on the

experimental work on changes with the PLC performance with Li-ion battery SoC is

presented in Chapter 5.

Using Equations (3.1) and (3.2), it is possible to obtain the internal resistance R of

the Li-ion cell and the phase φ between the impedance Z and the internal resistance,

from EIS measurements. By obtaining the internal resistance and impedance using

these calculations based on this existing EIS data, the expected attenuation and phase

shift applied to the signal transmitted through the Li-ion cell, are determined. In this

study, it is first assumed that the load connected to the Li-ion cell is 1Ω. A second

simulation is then performed using load profile data obtained from real driving of

a vehicle on a motorway near Coventry, U.K. [166]. These two simulations are used

to determine the effects of the Li-ion cells and user driving on the communication

system, respectively.

Thus far, only the effects of the Li-ion cells and the drive profile on PLC systems

have been considered. It is also required to consider the effects of expected noise

within the target communication medium. The maximum noise level expected within

a BEV energy storage system must be applied to the transmitted signal to improve

the accuracy of the system model. The most significant noise has been shown to be

produced by the DC-DC converter within powertrain systems, which causes spikes of

up to 2 MHz noise. An additional 12 MHz noise can be caused by the operation of the

CAN signal bus [169].
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Table 4.1: Parameters and their value ranges as used in the experimental method.

Parameter Value

Battery Load Constant 1Ω or Dynamic Drive

QAM Modulation order 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256

Number of Symbols 107

Carrier Frequency 100 kHz – 200 MHz

Frequency step 100 kHz

Li-ion Cell Configuration Two in parallel or two in series

Drive Profile Ambient Temperature 10 °C

A process diagram of the used methodology for the series of tests presented in

this chapter are shown in Figure 4.1, and a summary of the experimental parameters

and values described within this section are presented in Table 4.1. 107 QAM symbols

of random data are modulated in orders of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256, as has

been detailed in Section 3.3. Each QAM symbol is then processed by the simulated

energy storage system model, by first applying the calculated delay and gain for

the battery configuration under test. The QAM symbol is represented as a complex

value of real and imaginary values, which are its in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)

components, respectively, as previously stated in Section 2.9, where equations that

represent these facts are also presented. The delay and gain are applied by changing

the phase shift of the QAM symbol, and by performing a multiplication of the I/Q

components, respectively. Thereafter, the load of the system is taken into account,

either as a constant 1Ω load or taken from the dynamic drive profile. For the latter

scenario, the actual transmission times of each of the 107 QAM symbols are used, and

the simulated load is adjusted to the dynamic load at that specific time. Once the

load is specified, the internal resistance of the simulated Li-ion battery is obtained

from the battery model and is used in a voltage divider to calculate the attenuation of

the signal transmitted through the simulated battery system. Finally, the noise that is

expected within the target transmission medium is added.

After transmitting the QAM signal through the simulated energy storage system
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model, the resultant signal is demodulated to obtain a binary data stream that is then

compared to the original transmitted data. The bit error ratio (BER) is calculated by

comparing each bit of the two data streams, and the symbol error ratio (SER) compares

the symbols that the bits represent. Hence, SER is more sensitive to errors in data, and

is always equal to or higher than BER. The BER and SER may be reduced through the

use of signal conditioning techniques, and an analysis is given in Section 4.2 as to how

such techniques may be utilised to improve the PLC performance.

4.2 Results and Discussions

This section presents the results obtained using the methodology described in Sec-

tion 4.1, and evaluates the usability of the PLC systems under test. Furthermore,

various parameters including carrier frequencies and battery configuration of a pro-

spective PLC system for in-situ Li-ion energy storage systems are discussed.

4.2.1 Understanding the Effects of Noise with SNR

To understand the effects of noise on an in-situ battery communication system, a

simulation is performed within MATLAB that varies the power of random noise on the

communication channel. The steps used to perform this simulation are:

1. The data to be transmitted is modulated with the given QAM modulation order.

2. The effects of the Li-ion cell are applied to the QAM symbol stream. These

effects are gain and phase shift, which are derived from the impedance of the

cell model.

3. Noise is added to the QAM symbol stream to obtain the signal to noise ratios

(SNRs) of interest.

4. The QAM symbol stream is demodulated and the simulated differences between

the transmitted and the received data are compared to obtain the BER and SER.

In this work, the simulation is performed using SNRs of −27 dB, −18 dB, −9 dB,

−6 dB, −3 dB, 0 dB, 3 dB, 6 dB, 9 dB, 12 dB and 15 dB in order to simulate the expected
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communication error in times of low and high noise on the communication channel.

The results of this simulation are presented in Figure 4.2, where it is shown that the

decrease in SNR correlates with an increase in BER. The SER illustrates similar results,

therefore they are omitted without loss of generality.

These results demonstrate that the increase in noise has a significant effect on the

performance of the communication channel. However, this simulation performed in

MATLAB does not perform synchronisation to allow for phase shift compensation and

the application of gain to reduce the impact noise on the communication channel. In

the following chapters, the in-situ battery communication system will use training

symbols in order to perform these signal enhancement techniques. These results also

indicate that with a sufficiently high SNR, such synchronisation is not required in

order to achieve the best BER.

4.2.2 Performance of In-Situ Battery Communication System under

Constant Load

This research utilises existing battery experimental data to understand how changes

in resistance and reactance may affect an in-situ battery communication system

using simulation. This simulation can then be used to determine the performance

and implementation requirements, such as signal filtering, and battery configuration

limitations. However, it is not an objective of this research to determine the causes of

these differences in resistance and reactance with battery configuration.

The existing battery experimental data are presented in the Nyquist plots shown

in Figure 4.3 of two Li-ion cells in series and parallel, which are used to determine the

phase angle and the internal resistance of the cells required for the simulation of PLC

data through the cells models. The difference in resistance R and reactance X between

both configurations shown can clearly be observed, whereby the parallel configuration

shown in Figure 4.3a shows much greater inductive reactance XL , capacitive reactance

XC , and resistance in comparison to the series configuration illustrated in Figure 4.3b.

Moreover, it can be seen that a large change in both the resistance and reactance

occurs across the small frequency range of 90 MHz to 130 MHz for cells tested in

parallel configuration. In fact, the resistance R reaches a peak of 374Ω near 110 MHz,

and the reactance X varies between 196 XL and 155 XC. In contrast, cells in series
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Figure 4.2: BER for QAM-signals transmitted through a simulated Li-ion battery with
SNRs of −27 dB, −18 dB, −9 dB, −6 dB, −3 dB, 0 dB, 3 dB, 6 dB, 9 dB, 12 dB and 15 dB
applied. Each order of QAM has a different minimum BER since the number of
transmitted symbols is kept constant, rather than the number of transmitted bits.
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(b) Two Li-ion cells in series.

Figure 4.3: Nyquist plots of two Li-ion cells in parallel and in series. Circle and cross
markers indicate steps of 200 MHz and 10 MHz, respectively.

configuration exhibit a gradual change in resistance and reactance for all carrier

frequencies tested, reaching a peak resistance of 19Ω near 150 MHz, and reactances

of up to 12.5 XL and 3.1 XC.

As explained in Section 3.1, the reactance X and impedance Z can be used to

derive the phase angle using Equation (3.1). In addition, the attenuation of the com-

munication channel can be calculated by using the internal cell resistance R and the

system load in a voltage divider. Using these facts, Figure 4.4 presents the magnitude

of the phase change and attenuation of PLC signals transmitted through Li-ion cells

based on the existing battery EIS experimental data presented in Figure 4.3. It is shown

that both the attenuation on the communication channel and the phase angle change

significantly with carrier frequency. A direct comparison of Figures 4.4a and 4.4b indic-

ates that two Li-ion cells in series have a more negative impact in terms of attenuation

across the spectrum of carrier frequencies tested. For the parallel configuration as

shown in Figure 4.4a, the two Li-ion cells display the largest attenuation with a near-

zero gain at a carrier frequency of 110 MHz, before recovering towards a gain of 1 at

200 MHz. On the other hand, for the series configuration as shown in Figure 4.4b, the

gain falls slowly to 0.05 at 153 MHz, and then only rises slowly towards a gain of 0.15 at
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(b) Two Li-ion cells in series.

Figure 4.4: The carrier frequency dependence of the phase and gain of PLC signals
transmitted through two Li-ion cells in parallel and in series.

200 MHz. Whereas a parallel cell arrangement results in a stable gain of 0.7 between

13 MHz and 40 MHz, for a series configuration it is shown that the lower the carrier

frequency, the less attenuation is observed on the signal. The differences in both gain

and phase between series and parallel configuration may be due to multipath effects,

which, as explained in Section 2.7, may cause attenuation due to the signal arriving

at the receiver at different times. Notwithstanding, the frequency range of 13 MHz to

40 MHz demonstrates the least change in amplitude fading between both parallel and

series configurations, and would therefore be considered the best range of coherence

bandwidth, which is the range of frequencies within which the attenuation on the

communication channel remains relatively unchanged. However, as it will be men-

tioned later in this section, the change in phase shift in the series configuration within

this range may require QAM synchronisation to avoid communication error. These

observations signify that both the battery configuration and the carrier frequency

can significantly impact the performance of an in-situ battery PLC system. In the

following, the significance of these characteristics are examined a simulation of an

in-situ battery PLC system using this battery characteristic data.

The phase shift of the signal transmitted through two Li-ion cells in parallel, as
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shown in Figure 4.4a, is significant throughout the carrier frequencies tested, nearing

both −90° and 90° for most of the carrier frequencies tested. However, at 110 MHz,

the phase delay crosses 0° as it quickly deviates from 90° to −90°. The effect of this

momentary lack of delay at 110 MHz is shown in the following analysis, whereby an

improvement in error rates is seen for all QAM symbol rates. Nevertheless, the attenu-

ation at 110 MHz is too large for this carrier frequency to be useful, unless significant

signal conditioning is added for every two Li-ion cells in parallel to compensate for

the signal loss. It is possible that even small changes in characteristics of the Li-ion

cell could significantly alter the phase shift of the transmitted signal, due to the sharp

change in phase with frequency. As mentioned in Section 2.10, existing QAM systems

that use pilot symbols for synchronisation may provide adequate compensation for

the phase shift of the communication channel. Despite this fact, the sudden change

in phase shift at 110 MHz means that the available bandwidth for the communication

channel is reduced, as even slight changes in carrier frequency will cause great changes

in phase which may negatively influence a QAM systems’ ability to demodulate data

correctly.

In contrast to the parallel configuration, the phase shift of two cells in series,

as shown in Figure 4.4b, does not fluctuate as significantly, reaching a maximum

of 66°, before a trough that falls to a minimum of −16°. If both parallel and series

configurations are then taken into account, the performance of the PLC system is

expected to be optimal at 30 MHz, where both the attenuation and the phase remain

most steady. At this frequency, the communication system is thus less susceptible to

clock jitter noise, and may therefore use wider communication channels.

Figures 4.5a and 4.5b show the BER and SER of data streams transmitted with PLC

using various QAM orders through a model representing two Li-ion cells in series,

respectively. It can be observed that both BER and SER are either low at 10−7, or tend

to 1 due to the majority of data transmitted becoming corrupt. By comparing both

figures, it can be shown that 2-QAM is not affected by the characteristics of the Li-ion

cells throughout the entire frequency spectrum tested. In comparison, of the other

modulation orders, only 4-QAM signals are able to approach the minimum BER and

SER of 10−7 at frequencies of 1 MHz to 14 MHz, and 134 MHz to 200 MHz. Modulation

orders higher than 4-QAM fail to demonstrate any reasonable data communication.
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Figure 4.5: BER and SER of PLC through Li-ion cells under constant 1Ω load.
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Figures 4.5c and 4.5d display the BER and SER of data streams transmitted through

the battery model representing two Li-ion cells in parallel, respectively. When the

data are compared with the data transmission through two cells in series, these results

show degraded performance. Moreover, the results indicate that 2-QAM is able to

keep a BER and SER of 10−7 between 100 kHz and 199 MHz, but then immediately

increases to a maximum SER of 1 at 200 MHz. Of the other higher order modulated

data streams, only 4-QAM is able to demonstrate stability at any point across the

tested frequencies. Between 106 MHz and 114 MHz, the data stream modulated with

4-QAM yields a BER and SER of 10−7, deviating from a SER of 1 presented at all other

carrier frequencies tested. In fact, at these frequencies, all other QAM orders show a

decrease in both BER and SER. For instance, the BER and SER of 8-QAM at 110.6 MHz

are reduced to 0.16 and 0.48, from the maximum of 0.49 and 1, respectively. This

improvement in error rate is reduced with increasing QAM order. As already stated,

this sudden improvement in BER and SER occurs within the same range of frequencies

that produces a significant change in resistance and reactance within the Nyquist plot

shown in Figure 4.3a.

From these results, it can be concluded that using QAM causes increasing error

rates with increasing modulation order. Across the carrier frequencies tested, 2-QAM

demonstrates the best possible BER and SER for both series and parallel arrangements

of the two Li-ion cells modelled. For higher modulation orders of QAM, the window of

usable carrier frequencies not only decreases, but also varies significantly between

series and parallel cell arrangements, whereby the parallel arrangement poses a much

smaller window of 106 MHz to 114 MHz in comparison to the two windows of 950 kHz

to 14 MHz and 133 MHz to 200 MHz for the series arrangement.

Both the BER and SER for serial and parallel configurations displayed no differ-

ence between simulations that include expected noise on the target communication

channel, such as from switch-mode converters [169], and simulations without noise

consideration. By taking into account the intensity of attenuation and phase for spe-

cific carrier frequencies and configurations, these results may be used to predict the

usability of PLC within a target environment when a noise characterisation for the spe-

cific energy storage system is also considered. Due to the wide variety of powertrain

systems, it is expected that each will exhibit differing properties of electromagnetic
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noise, and therefore noise should only be considered for each specific system. Further-

more, consideration must be given to the noise generated as a consequence of user

behaviour, such as when acceleration or braking is applied, this action may produce

spikes of noise large enough to disrupt the communication channel.

The effects of delay and attenuation that the Li-ion cell imposes on the in-situ

transmitted signal increases with QAM order. As stated in Section 3.3, QAM is a

summation of in-phase and quadrature components, and the effects of delay and

attenuation of the Li-ion cells have a direct influence on these components and

therefore the quality of data transmission. The most successful modulation order,

2-QAM, is also known as binary phase shift keying (BPSK) as the only two symbols in

the constellation are two states of phase shift and hence do not need any amplitude

modulation used in higher orders of QAM. In order to fully exploit the performance

benefits of QAM for PLC in terms of achievable data rates, at least 4-QAM must be

used.

Through focusing on the resultant QAM constellation plots for each modulation

order, it can be observed as to why the error rates are so polarised. For example,

Figure 4.6 visualises that despite both 2-QAM and 4-QAM demonstrating very low

error rates, the attenuation is so significant that it is difficult to observe the different

constellation points in each plot without significantly reducing axes limits. If such

a system is to scale to many Li-ion cells in parallel, then the use of 110 MHz as a

carrier frequency will be unacceptable due to the level of signal amplification required

throughout the transmission medium. Therefore, in this case, the smallest amount of

noise could cause data corruption. In fact, a carrier frequency of 110 MHz is shown

to produce most appropriate results for two Li-ion cells in parallel only because the

phase shift is 9°, which is sufficiently low for the QAM symbols to remain within

their constellation sector. This response can be observed in Figure 4.6, whereby the

attenuation is so significant that the points approach the origin, however they are still

decoded correctly as the constellation points are within their correct sector. However,

as the QAM order is increased, symbols that are not mapped to the sectors closest

to the origin become invalid due to the significant attenuation that displaces these

symbols out of their correct sector. This behaviour can be seen for 8-QAM and 16-

QAM, whereby the outer 4 and 12 constellation points are not mapped to their correct
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(a) 2-QAM (b) 4-QAM

(c) 8-QAM (d) 16-QAM

Figure 4.6: QAM constellations of PLC data transferred through two Li-ion cells in
parallel at carrier frequencies of 110 MHz. Insets show green and red shaded segments
that denote constellation points within their correct and incorrect sectors, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Frequency sweep of 50 MHz to 110 MHz in 10 MHz steps of a 4-QAM signal.
The closer the symbol tends to the origin, the more significant the signal attenuation.
Green and red markers denote constellation points within their correct and incorrect
sectors, respectively.

sector, respectively. In other words, with increasing QAM order the system is more

prone to attenuation.

Figure 4.7 illustrates that the magnitude of the 4-QAM signal decreases as the

carrier frequency increases from 50 MHz towards 110 MHz. The rate with which the

magnitude decreases is greater than when the two Li-ion cells are connected in parallel.

In fact, Figure 4.7a shows that there is a decrease in magnitude of 0.68 between 50 MHz

and 110 MHz for a parallel configuration, whereas Figure 4.7b shows only a decrease

in magnitude of 0.25 for a series configuration. However, Figure 4.7a shows that

whilst the magnitude may be the lowest at 3.8 × 10−3 when using a carrier frequency of

110 MHz, the change in phase pushes the constellation points (shown in green) into

their correct sectors. This change in phase may also be seen in Figure 4.4a whereby

the constellation points rapidly decreases towards 0° at 110 MHz. This behaviour

corresponds to the improvement in SER that is also observed within Figure 4.5d.

Nevertheless, as already discussed, the high attenuation at 110 MHz means that an

increase in the magnitude of noise on the communication channel has the potential
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Figure 4.8: QAM constellations of PLC data transfer through two Li-ion cells in series
at carrier frequencies of 130 MHz and 140 MHz. Green and red markers denote con-
stellation points within their correct and incorrect sectors, respectively.

to reduce the reliability of the PLC system.

On the other hand, Figure 4.7b shows that there is only a gradual change in phase

and attenuation between 50 MHz and 110 MHz. In fact, over the full range of carrier

frequencies tested, the arrangement of two Li-ion cells in series showed only gradual

changes in reactance and internal resistance, in comparison to the sharp changes

in parallel configuration. This gradual change in phase is not sufficiently significant

enough to push any of the constellation points into their correct sectors at 110 MHz,

but rather does so from 133 MHz upwards. However, the attenuation identified in

the series configuration does not increase as significantly as seen in the parallel

configuration for the same range of carrier frequencies. This performance indicates

that less signal conditioning is required for Li-ion cells arranged in series than for cells

arranged in parallel. However, phase shift compensation will still be required for both

arrangements in order to place QAM symbols within their correct sector.

It is shown in Figure 4.8 that an improvement in SER can also be seen for PLC

transmission through two Li-ion cells in a series configuration when the carrier fre-

quency is increased from 130 MHz to 140 MHz. This improvement is reflected in the
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Figure 4.9: BER and SER of PLC through two Li-ion cells in series or parallel under the
dynamic drive profile load.
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Figure 4.10: Differences in BER and SER between a constant 1Ω load and the dynamic
drive profile load.
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reduction in SER for 4-QAM at 140 MHz, as displayed in Figure 4.5b. In this case, the

phase shift is too small to cause errors within the data stream as shown by the green

points. Despite this, the transmitted QAM symbols are displaced to near the origin,

highlighting that the attenuation is so substantial that significant signal conditioning

is required in order to achieve a SNR that allows for adequate data transmission rates.

Depending on the carrier frequency selected for the PLC system and the magnitude

of the noise on the target transmission channel, signal conditioning techniques may

be required. These techniques may consist of automatic gain control (AGC), phase

compensation, and band-pass filters. However, signal conditioning techniques may be

limited by the available space within a BEV battery, and by the reluctance to reduce the

energy density of the battery, especially if a significant number of in-situ signal condi-

tioning systems is required. Moreover, these signal conditioning techniques may vary

between different energy storage systems due to their unique design, electrochemical

chemistry, transmission channel characteristics and cell arrangement.

These results show that the phase shift caused by the Li-ion cell on the transmitted

PLC signal varies with frequency. These changes in phase shift are generally of signi-

ficance to cause QAM symbols to be displaced from their correct sector, resulting in

polarised changes in the achieved BER and SER. Phase shift correction must therefore

be utilised to reverse the Li-ion cells’ effects of such delay on the signals. Hence,

phase shift correction is utilised in the experimentation presented in Chapters 5 and 6.

Should simultaneous data transfer through the use of frequency division multiple ac-

cess (FDMA) be required, the significant change in phase shift at 110 MHz will severely

compromise the integrity of the in-phase and quadrature components of QAM, mak-

ing them misaligned with the reference QAM symbol mapping, and consequently

increase the SER in the communication system. A carrier frequency of 30 MHz is

therefore recommended for use within a PLC system utilised within a large BEV Li-ion

battery using QAM, on the precondition that phase shift compensation is employed.

The required amount of signal conditioning is dependant upon the number of cells

arranged in parallel and series within the battery.
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4.2.3 Performance of In-Situ Battery Communication System under

Dynamic Load

Real battery load profile data shown in Figure 4.11 has been obtained from a vehicle

driving on a motorway near Coventry, United Kingdom [166], is used to determine the

effects of dynamic load on the performance of the prospective PLC systems considered.

This drive load profile was recorded at an ambient temperature of 10 °C for a drive

duration of 44 minutes. Due to the high carrier frequencies of the communication

system under consideration, all of the 107 symbols are transmitted within 100 seconds

and only 50 milliseconds for carrier frequencies of 100 kHz and 200 MHz, respectively.

It is therefore expected that the drive load profile will have less influence on error rates

for communication systems utilising higher carrier frequencies due to the reduced

period of time that the drive profile is considered. Before the effects of the drive

load profile, which is based on a single 5 Ah Li-ion cell, are applied to the simulated

communication system, the drive profile is normalised for two 3 Ah 18650-model

Li-ion cells using

Normalised Load = Drive Load Profile

Iα
× Iβ×n (4.1)

where Iα = 5, Iβ = 3 and n = 2.

Figure 4.9 shows the BER and SER of a PLC system transmitted through two Li-ion

in series and in parallel when the drive load profile is considered. In comparison with

the results that use a constant load of 1Ω, the difference in results is not immediately

apparent. Therefore, the numerical difference in error rates between the constant 1Ω

load and the dynamic drive profile load is shown in Figure 4.10, whereby it can be

seen that only certain carrier frequencies provide substantial improvements in BER of

up to 0.15, but only little improvement in SER of up to 0.05 is observed.

This study shows that noticeable improvements in both BER and SER are observed

for cells in series arrangement. The greatest improvement in BER is occurred for 64-

QAM, but this does not correlate with the same degree of improvement in SER due to

some incorrect bits still existing within the received symbols. A greater improvement

in BER can be seen for cells in parallel between 10 MHz to 80 MHz and 160 MHz to

190 MHz, but only for modulation orders of 16-QAM and higher. This improvement

in BER does not translate to any change in SER within the same frequency ranges.
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Figure 4.11: Drive profile sampled from a single 5 A h Li-ion cell during driving on a
motorway near Coventry, United Kingdom [166].

This behaviour is due to multiple bits being decoded incorrectly for some symbols

when transmitted under the constant load model, but not under the dynamic drive

load profile due to a favourable reduction in attenuation. Although this improves BER,

there is no change in SER if there is still one bit set incorrectly within the transmitted

symbols. In contrast, a reduction in BER of up to 0.04 for cells in parallel is shown

between 90 MHz to 140 MHz, which indicates that a small number of additional bits

are changed during transmission at these frequencies, in the opposite effect of that

described for the improvements to the BER seen in Figure 4.10c.

The use of the drive load profile additionally simulates the effects on PLC of

a sudden change in drive load, such as through acceleration. These simulations
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demonstrates that it is exceptionally rare that corruption of data occurs due to sudden

changes in drive load. This is because the carrier frequencies tested are orders of

magnitude higher than the change in load seen within the drive load profile.

Based upon these comparisons, one can conclude that the most suitable carrier

frequency is 30 MHz as previously stated, even when the drive load profile is also con-

sidered. Firstly, it can be implied that this carrier frequency offers stable attenuation

and phase shift behaviour from the simulated Li-ion cell configurations. Secondly, the

drive load profile is responsible for only marginal change in error rates at this carrier

frequency. This is likely due to the rate of change of the battery load being orders of

magnitude lower than that of the carrier frequency.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, the existing impedance data of both a series and parallel configuration

of two in-situ connected 18650-model cylindrical Li-ion cells were utilised to create a

battery model for the novel purpose of simulating the effects of Li-ion cells on a PLC

system that utilises QAM.

Without any synchronisation, analogue filtering or digital error correction, the

modelled transmission medium of the two Li-ion cells has been shown to be mostly

inadequate for PLC with carrier frequencies between 100 kHz to 200 MHz. This beha-

viour is due to the significant attenuation of the signal transmitted through the cells

when a nominal constant load of 1Ω is connected or when real drive profile data is

utilised. Furthermore, it has been shown that a parallel arrangement of Li-ion cells

results in the highest BER and SER due to the increased magnitude of both attenuation

and phase shift in comparison to a series arrangement of cells.

Changes in signal attenuation and phase will reduce the range of frequencies

in a coherence bandwidth. Such changes may be due to the effects of multipath

characteristics caused by impedance mismatching, which, as explained in Sections 1.1

and 2.7, is caused by the propagation of signals through multiple paths causing it

to arrive at the receiver at different time intervals. These multipath characteristics

change with frequency, and as Chapter 6 will show, the multipath characteristics are

heavily influenced by the number of cells in a battery and the configuration of the
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cells in parallel and series. In this chapter, the differences in attenuation and phase

shift between the series and parallel configurations simulated in this chapter can

already be observed. Despite this fact, the focus of this chapter is the demonstration of

using existing EIS battery and BEV drive cycle data to perform a simulation of a novel

in-situ battery PLC system during a driving scenario, in order to determine the most

appropriate communication channel parameters, such as carrier frequency and signal

conditioning. In-depth analysis on the effects of battery configuration on multipath

fading is presented in Chapter 6.

In terms of coherence bandwidth, it has been shown that the range of frequencies

of 13 MHz to 40 MHz showed the least change in attenuation and phase shift for both

series and parallel configurations simulation in this experiment. In fact, it can also be

concluded that when a carrier frequency of 30 MHz is used, both the attenuation and

phase are least frequency dependent, allowing for wider communication channels and

increased tolerance for clock jitter. This system requires at least a phase compensation

component to counteract the significant (but steady) phase shift observed at that

frequency. Moreover, this chapter has shown that significant signal amplification will

be required for QAM PLC through large BEV battery packs across all evaluated carrier

frequencies. A closed-loop amplifier, such as automatic gain control, may be utilised

to overcome the observed signal attenuation. Further research is required to ensure

that this process does not modify the in-phase and quadrature components of QAM.

By simulating two batteries of different configurations, the effects of connecting

cells in series and parallel can be compared. However, the addition of further cells

to this battery model requires new measurements of impedance using EIS due to

the non-linear behaviour of cells which may be caused by the connections between

the terminals of the cells and the measurement equipment. Therefore, Chapter 6

discusses and measures the differences in S21 magnitude and PLC performance for

four distinct battery configurations, where it is shown that the differences between

these battery configurations are non-linear.

This chapter has also shown that existing Li-ion battery characteristic data based

upon EIS experimentation and drive profile data may be used to perform simulations

of an in-situ battery PLC system with QAM within a BEV environment. In the following

chapters, battery characterisation is performed for the specific purpose of commu-
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nication channel analysis using scattering parameters. Additionally, real PLC with

QAM data communication is conducted to determine the changes in communica-

tion system performance, such as error rates, with SoC (in Chapter 5) and battery

configuration (in Chapter 6).



Chapter 5

Impact of Lithium-ion Battery State of

Charge on In-Situ Power Line

Communication

In Chapter 4, an in-situ lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery power line communication (PLC)

system was simulated to measure the performance of such a communication system

within a simulated battery electric vehicle (BEV) load and noise environment. The

next stage of this research is to determine the performance of this communication

system with changes in Li-ion cell characteristics.

In this Chapter, the effects of Li-ion cell state of charge (SoC) on an in-situ PLC

system are evaluated for carrier frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz. Instead of using

existing electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements of Li-ion cells

as conducted in Chapter 4, scattering parameter (S-parameter) S21 measurements

and analysis are performed on a single 18650-model Li-ion cell using a vector network

analyser (VNA) to determine insertion loss of the communication channel and cell

impedance with carrier frequency. A bespoke cell holder for series-through configur-

ation is designed and calibrated to reduce the effects of noise, and is utilised within

this study to facilitate the characterisation of an 18650-model Li-ion cell. A vector

signal transceiver (VST) is used to perform actual tests of in-situ Li-ion PLC using

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Both tests with the VNA and VST are carried

out when the Li-ion cell is discharged to 95 %, 80 %, 60 %, 40 %, 20 % and 5 % SoC to

85
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determine the changes in communication performance as the cell is being discharged,

such as through driving a BEV. The performance of this PLC system is quantified by

quality of signal parameters obtained using the PLC, which are error vector magnitude

(EVM), bit error ratio (BER), and symbol error ratio (SER). Furthermore, QAM is used

to demonstrate the efficient use of the communication channel to achieve higher data

rates. Comparisons are made between the changes of the PLC performance and the

S21 forward transmission coefficient of this channel with the different SoCs tested.

Using these comparisons, a prediction of the expected data rate attainable is enabled

using the S21 magnitude when cell SoC is taken into account. The analysis of the

changes in S21 magnitude and PLC performance through a Li-ion cell with various

SoCs, up to high carrier frequencies of 6 GHz, is a main contribution to the research

community.

The overall results indicate that certain carrier frequencies and QAM orders may

not be suitable for the in-situ battery PLC due to changes in battery impedance with

certain Li-ion cell SoC, which cause an increase in EVM, BER, and SER. This research

shows that cell characterisation at a specific SoC only is inadequate to determine the

expected performance of an in-situ Li-ion cell PLC system. Recommendations and

trends on the impact of these changing characteristics based upon empirical results

are also presented in this chapter.

5.1 Experimental Details

In this experimental work, a VNA and VST are used to perform S21 measurements

of the Li-ion as a PLC channel, and to determine the effectiveness of a Li-ion cell

as a PLC channel using QAM. These measurements are analysed and compared to

determine the S21 magnitude thresholds with which symbol errors begin to occur in

the communication system, and how these thresholds change with Li-ion SoC.

The details on the use of the VNA and VST have been presented in Sections 3.2

and 3.3, respectively. In this chapter, the VNA is configured to perform a sweep of

S21 measurements over the frequency range from 10 MHz to 6 GHz with a step of

1 MHz. To improve the accuracy and confidence of the results obtained, this sweep

is performed 100 times. The S21 data is then processed to determine the median for
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the specific experimental process for the VNA.

each frequency tested. The series of 100 sweeps are performed for each SoC tested,

as shown in the experimental process overview on the use of the VNA in Figure 5.1.

The technical process of acquiring measurements with the VNA is shown in Figure 3.4,

which includes the use of the R&S ZN-Z129 calibration kit for performing ‘One-Path

Two-Port’ calibration with the series-through cell holder. The details and design of the

series-through cell holder are presented in Section 3.4.1 and Appendix A.1, respectively.

Since the ZN-Z129 calibration kit has a shorter signal path than the cell holder and the

Li-ion cell, the measured phase shift will include a linear background value, which will

be compensated for during data processing to obtain only the characteristics of Li-ion

cell on the phase of the signal. The process of removing the phase shift background is

presented in Section 3.2.

The VNA is connected to the cell holder such that the stimulus signal is output to

the negative terminal of the Li-ion cell, as is stated in Section 3.4.1. Also, the VNA is

connected to the cell holder using a coaxial cable with 2.92 mm SubMiniature version

A (SMA) connectors rated for frequencies up to 40 GHz. However, despite the 40 GHz

rating of the VNA and the cable, this experiment will limit the highest frequency

tested to 6 GHz, as this is the maximum frequency that can be tested using the VST, as

explained in Section 5.1.1. This part of the experiment results in a series of plots that

show alterations in Li-ion cell characteristics with frequency and SoC.

During this experiment, the S-parameters of the Li-ion cell are the only varying

properties with changing SoC. In which case, the impedance characteristics of the

experimental components, such as the cell holder, will not change. Therefore, using a

baseline measurement of the Li-ion cell S-parameters eliminates the characteristic

transmission coefficient of these experimental components, thereby only presenting
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the change in S21 caused only by changes to the Li-ion cell SoC. Hence, a baseline of

95 % SoC is selected as it is the first measurement performed within this experiment.

These results are used to identify changes in the transmission coefficient of the cell

with SoC at various carrier frequencies. In this regard, measuring the absolute trans-

mission coefficient of the Li-ion cell may not clearly demonstrate changes with SoC,

but are also presented to allow for analysis of the Li-ion cell in terms of its channel

characteristics. These results also include an S21 magnitude plot displaying the atten-

uation of the stimulus signal through the cell holder, and a plot displaying changes

in phase shift, relative to their respective baselines at 95 % SoC, in addition to figures

showing the measured S21 magnitude and phase.

5.1.1 Communication Error Analysis

To determine the effectiveness of a Li-ion cell as a PLC channel using QAM, a VST is

used. In this study, a NI PXIe-5840 VST and PXIe-8880 controller within a PXIe-1092

chassis, as shown in Figure 3.5, are used to transmit and to receive QAM symbols

at carrier frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz with a step of 50 MHz. In comparison to

the S21 measurements, this increased frequency step is selected to complete the

experiment within a reasonable period of time.

As previously explained, the VST is configured to transmit 100,000 known QAM

data symbols with a symbol rate of 100 kHz, and to receive the signal after it has

passed through the Li-ion cell. As explained in Section 2.9, pilot symbols are included

within this data stream to allow the VST to perform synchronisation through the

use of normalisation and phase compensation required for effective symbol trace

demodulation. Such synchronisation is necessary to ensure correct demodulation of

QAM data, and is commonly used in existing QAM transceivers. The series-through

cell holder is connected to the VST using coaxial SMA cables rated to 12.4 GHz at

a defined torque. The cell holder is configured such that the negative terminal of

the Li-ion cell is connected to the RF output of the VST, and the positive terminal is

connected to the RF input.

The experimentation with the VST is used to obtain measurements of BER, SER,

and EVM with changing SoC. By using such measurements, an analysis of how they

change as the SoC of the cell decreases can be performed. Note that the methods for
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart of the experimental process specific to the VST. The output
power is configured before commencing the sweep.

calculating these measurements have been presented in Section 3.3.

To measure the relationship between EVM and the BER and SER, VST output

powers of −9 dBm and −27 dBm are tested. The experimental processes of the VST are

repeated for each output power selected. The maximum output power of −9 dBm is

selected as it remains below the level at which the VST warns of overloading the input

RF terminal after the RF signal is passed through the Li-ion cell, which may cause

waveform clipping, signal corruption, and potential damage to the equipment. The

much lower output power of −27 dBm is expected to cause a great increase in EVM,

and highlight further susceptibility to changes in the PLC channel of the Li-ion cell

under test.

A summary of the experimental process using the VST is shown in Figure 5.2,

and a technical overview of this experimental process has previously been shown in

Figure 3.7.

5.1.2 Lithium-ion Cell Preparation

A single 18650-type Panasonic NCR18650BD-model Li-ion cell is tested in this experi-

ment. The Li-ion cell is tested at SoCs of 95 %, 80 %, 60 %, 40 %, 20 % and 5 %. 5 % and

95 % represent SoCs where the Li-ion cell is near the state of complete discharge and

fully charged, respectively. The other SoCs selected are equally separated with a step

of 20 %. The voltages used for charging and discharging the Li-ion cell to specific SoCs

are derived from the data provided on the manufacturer datasheet. The Li-ion cell is

to be within ±2 % of the desired SoC before commencing each experiment.

The Li-ion cell is discharged to the required SoC using a power resistor and a

microcontroller for SoC monitoring and automatic safety shut-off. An overview of
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magnitude with carrier frequency, immediately after discharging to 20 % SoC. The
frequency range is reduced to show only the greatest change in S21 magnitude for all
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the discharging apparatus is shown in Figure 5.4. The microcontroller uses a 10-bit

analogue to digital converter (ADC) to measure the voltage of the cell. The 10-bit ADC

allows for a precision of approximately 5 mV. The N-channel MOSFET is switched off

before the ADC samples the voltage of the cell, since the voltage of the cell decreases

with higher current draw. This MOSFET is controlled by the microcontroller. To

discharge the cell, the N-channel MOSFET is switched on by increasing the gate

voltage above the threshold voltage of the MOSFET. When the MOSFET is switched

on, the current from the cell passes through the 4.7Ω power resistor and the MOSFET

to ground. The power resistor dissipates the energy as heat. Therefore, a heat sink
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the discharging apparatus.

is attached to the power resistor and the resistance of 4.7Ω both ensure that the

temperature of the resistor is not hot to touch during discharging. The USB Serial

connection provides status monitoring of the system, including cell voltage, discharge

status, and setting a new target cell voltage.

The cell will remain clamped within the series-through cell holder during the

discharging process. Once the discharging is completed, the cell holder is disconnec-

ted from the discharging apparatus and left to cool-down for a period of 30 minutes.

Based on this experiment, it is observed that the magnitude and phase of the S21

transmission coefficient of the Li-ion cell do not change anymore with time after this

cool-down period. It is shown in Figure 5.3 that the S21 magnitude had changed

slightly during the cool-down period after discharging. The cool-down period is there-

fore essential in maintaining accurate results, as the charging of the Li-ion cell may

cause some changes in cell characteristics, such as internal resistance, resulting from

the changes in its core temperature, as described in Section 2.4.

5.1.3 Experimental Procedure

The individual measurement processes of using the Li-ion cell with the VNA and

the VST are combined into a single experimental procedure, of which an overview

is shown in Figure 5.5. The main details of the use of the VNA and VST have already

been presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

To reduce the effects of electromagnetic interference (EMI), the experiment is con-
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Figure 5.5: Flowchart of the overall experimental process for obtaining insights into
the characteristics of a Li-ion cell at various SoCs and into the associated quality of
in-situ PLC.

ducted in WMG’s vehicle drive-in anechoic chamber inside the National Automotive

Innovation Centre at the University of Warwick, U.K.. The ambient temperature within

this chamber is set to 20 °C for the duration of the experiment.

The procedure of the experiments is now presented. The Li-ion cell is first prepared

by placing it within the series-through cell holder. The screws of the cell holder are

tightened at a defined torque to keep the cell firmly clamped. The cell is charged to an

SoC of 95 %. After the cool-down period of 30 minutes, the cell holder is connected to

the VNA to measure the S21 magnitude of the Li-ion cell as a communication channel.

The second step, with the cell holder connected to the VNA, 100 frequency sweeps

are executed consecutively using the virtual instrument standard architecture (VISA)

communication interface described in Section 3.2. Thereafter, the cell holder is dis-

connected from the VNA and connected to the VST at a defined torque such that

the positive terminal of the cell is connected to the RF input. The bespoke program

made for this experiment is started on the VST, which executes the transmission and

receiving of QAM signal data, and records the received demodulated symbol data

and phase error traces for each carrier frequency tested. The technical details of this

bespoke program have already been presented in Figure 3.7. Finally, the cell holder is

disconnected from the VST, and connected to the discharging apparatus for dischar-

ging to the next SoC. The process is repeated for all of the SoCs under consideration

within the experiment.
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The magnitude and phase of the S21 transmission coefficient are retrieved from

the VNA and processed to achieve phase compensation, as stated in Section 3.2. These

results are combined with the results of other SoCs to highlight the alterations in

the transmission coefficient’s magnitude and phase with SoC. The symbol data and

phase error traces from the VST are retrieved with the symbol data processed to obtain

the EVM, BER, and SER for all SoCs tested. The phase error traces allow for further

analysis and investigation into how phase error in QAM symbols may cause instances

of increased bit and symbol error.

5.2 Results and Analysis

This section presents the results obtained from the experimentation described in

Section 5.1, and discusses the changes in cell characteristics with SoC by considering

PLC performance.

Using the S21 magnitude and phase shift data of the 100 sweeps performed, and

taking into account the standard deviation within such single set of measurements

and the reproducibility in cell charging, the achieved error margins are ±0.1 dB and

±1.0°, respectively.

5.2.1 S21 Analysis

Figure 5.7 shows the change in S21 magnitude of the Li-ion cell as the SoC is decreased

in comparison to the baseline of 95 % SoC, presented in Figure 5.6. It can be seen that

the change in S21 magnitude is dependent on the frequency tested. This may be due

to multipath fading, which as stated in Section 2.7, is caused by signals transmitted

through multiple paths reaching the receiver at different times, resulting in a reduction

in S21 magnitude which can degrade communication performance. The changes in

S21 magnitude with frequency may therefore be due to the changing intensity of

attenuation caused by the multipath fading. It is expected that significant attenuation

in S21 magnitude will also cause increases in EVM, BER, and SER, indicating the

relationship between increased communication error and decreased S21 magnitude.

Furthermore, it can also be seen in Figure 5.7 that some frequencies display greater

change with SoC than others. However, the measured S21 magnitude presented in
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Figure 5.6: Measured S21 magnitude of a Li-ion cell at various SoCs.

Figure 5.6 shows that the carrier frequency has the most significant impact on the S21

magnitude. By comparing the changes in S21 magnitude with each SoC, the effects of

the experimental setup, such as the cell holder on multipath fading, are eliminated,

allowing for specific analysis of the effects of the cell SoC on the communication

channel, rather than the full experimental setup.

The variations in S21 magnitude with SoC are now observed and analysed. The

first relatively major deviation in S21 magnitude can be seen at 964 MHz, whereby the

S21 magnitude of the signal across the Li-ion cell at 5 % SoC is decreased by 0.7 dB in

comparison to the baseline of 95 % SoC. In addition, between frequencies of 904 MHz

and 975 MHz, it can also be observed that there is a gradual, almost linear trend

between the S21 magnitude of the signal and the SoC, whereby the S21 magnitude is

reduced with decreasing SoC.These results are summarised in Table 5.1. Within these

range of frequencies, the characteristics of the Li-ion have changed with SoC such

that the difference in S21 magnitude is noticeable. However, Figure 5.6 shows that

these differences in S21 magnitude between the various SoCs tested are far smaller
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Figure 5.7: Change in S21 magnitude of the Li-ion cell at various SoCs, using 95 % SoC
as a baseline.

than the decrease in S21 magnitude for all of the SoCs tested, with a local minimum

of −5 dB for 95 % SoC. At this local minimum, it can be deduced that a destructive

effect is occurring at the receiver due to the multipath effect, in addition to a slight

dependence on the cell SoC. Despite this relatively small alteration in S21 magnitude

with SoC, it will be later shown that the root mean square (RMS) EVM of 5 % SoC

deviates significantly by −6 dB at 1 GHz, demonstrating that changes in SoC do have a

noticeable effect on the communication system. However, this effect could only be

seen with RMS EVM, as the BER and SER did not indicate any additional error within

904 MHz to 975 MHz.

This linear trend is broken as the frequency rises from 975 MHz whereby the

change in magnitude with SoC decreases to becoming SoC independent in the fre-

quency range from 1157 MHz and 1225 MHz. The S21 magnitudes for all SoCs begin

to rise, reaching a local maxima of −2 dB at 1500 MHz. At this frequency, it can be

deduced that neither the cell SoC nor the experimental setup has any significant

effect on the S21 magnitude. Hence, a carrier frequency of 1500 MHz may therefore
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Table 5.1: Changes in S21 magnitude (in dB) with SoC at selected frequencies using a
baseline of 95 % SoC.

Frequency

SoC
5 % 20 % 40 % 60 % 80 %

964 MHz −0.7 dB −0.6 dB −0.5 dB −0.4 dB −0.2 dB

1982 MHz 0.4 dB 0.0 dB −0.3 dB −0.2 dB −0.1 dB

2549 MHz 0.5 dB 0.4 dB 0.6 dB 0.5 dB 0.2 dB

2709 MHz −0.6 dB −0.5 dB −0.5 dB −0.4 dB −0.3 dB

2978 MHz −0.8 dB −0.3 dB −0.6 dB −0.2 dB 0.0 dB

3052 MHz 0.7 dB 0.9 dB 0.6 dB 0.5 dB 0.6 dB

5397 MHz −1.6 dB −2.2 dB −1.7 dB −2.3 dB −1.5 dB

6000 MHz −0.5 dB −1.8 dB −1.4 dB −1.8 dB −0.8 dB

be preferred for an in-situ battery PLC system as the communication channel is not

affected by changes in SoC and the effects of multipath fading are reduced. Despite

these facts, this frequency displays changes in phase with SoC, as it will be shown in

Section 5.2.2. Therefore, the receiver must be able to perform phase compensation

in order for synchronisation and QAM demodulation to be correctly performed. The

magnitude then begins to decrease, where at 1982 MHz, a small peak of 0.4 dB can

be seen with 5 % SoC only, with the other SoCs remaining with a negative magnitude

relative to the baseline. As the frequency increases, the change in magnitude with

SoC rises and falls between ±0.5 dB with no clear trend visible. Within 2000 MHz to

2500 MHz, the measured S21 magnitudes for all SoCs remain relatively constant at

−5 dB. In addition, the measured phases between these frequencies rise constantly

from 50° to 75°. When the 95 % baseline is considered however, it can be observed

that changes in phase magnitude do occur within ±2.5°, as explained in Section 5.2.2.

With adequate phase compensation on the QAM transceivers, it is possible to obtain a

bandwidth of 500 MHz within this range of frequencies thanks to the lack of changes

in S21 magnitude. At 2549 MHz, a peak of 0.6 dB can be seen with 40 % SoC. Peaks of

smaller change in magnitude can also be observed with the other SoCs, where with
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80 % SoC having the smallest change in magnitude relative to the baseline.

Moreover, this peak in magnitude sharply falls to a broad negative peak from

2592 MHz to 3018 MHz. Within this range, a weak trend can be seen between 2662 MHz

and 3009 MHz whereby 5 % SoC shows the lowest magnitude relative to the baseline.

This trend is briefly lost between 2757 MHz and 2867 MHz where 20 % to 80 % SoC

are less than −0.2 dB and within 0.1 dB of each other, whilst 5 % SoC remains more

than −0.4 dB from the baseline. A sharp peak can be seen at 3052 MHz which shows

the greatest positive difference in magnitude of 0.9 dB relative to the baseline for all

frequencies tested. This trend coincides with a large minimum at 3000 MHz in S21

magnitude for all SoCs tested reaching −10 dB, suggesting an increased behaviour of

attenuation due to multipath fading. Due to this minimum in S21 magnitude and also

the change in magnitude with SoC, this frequency will not be suitable for use in an

in-situ battery PLC system.

After this peak, the change in magnitude falls and remains within ±0.5 dB until

4500 MHz where the magnitudes begin to decrease relative to the baseline. At this

frequency, the measured S21 magnitude begins to decrease from −5 dB up to nearly

−20 dB at 5397 MHz, demonstrating great attenuation. In addition, the differences in

magnitude between SoCs continues to increase with a peak at 5397 MHz of −2.3 dB

for 60 % SoC. At this peak, whilst 80 % SoC displays the lowest change in magnitude

relative to the baseline compared to the other SoCs, it is the greatest change in mag-

nitude from the baseline for this SoC for all frequencies tested. After this peak, the

magnitudes of each SoC remain the furthest apart up to 6000 MHz, with 5 % SoC

approaching the baseline, whereas the other SoCs are spread relatively evenly up to

−1.9 dB. Therefore, carrier frequencies above 4500 MHz should not be selected for an

in-situ battery PLC system. This is not only due to the increased effect of multipath

fading in the measured S21 magnitude, but also due to the greatest change in mag-

nitude with SoC, which may increase as additional cells are added to the configuration,

as investigated in Chapter 6. However, the communication error testing performed

in this chapter does not exhibit any change in error above 4500 MHz. This is due to

the capability of the VST to utilise synchronisation and to perform normalisation,

effectively correcting for the impact of the Li-ion cell on the communication channel.
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Figure 5.8: Measured phase of a Li-ion cell at various SoCs with carrier frequency.

5.2.2 Phase Analysis

The measured phase for all SoCs tested are presented in Figure 5.8, and the change

in phase of the Li-ion cell as the SoC is decreased in comparison to the baseline of

95 % SoC is shown in Figure 5.9. Similar to the changes in S21 magnitude described

in Section 5.2.1, it can be observed that the most significant changes in phase occur

with changes in the tested carrier frequencies. Some sharp changes in phase occur

at the same frequencies where sharp changes in S21 magnitude take place, however

there are some distinct differences between them, particularly for 5 % SoC, as shown

in Table 5.2. Furthermore, it is also seen that there are changes in phase with SoC of

up to 17.1°. An analysis of these results is presented in this section.

As the frequency increases from 10 MHz, the difference in phase shifts for all

SoCs decrease in comparison with the 95 % SoC baseline, and follow a weak negative

trend whereby lower SoCs display a greater phase shift, but only when 5 % SoC is not

considered. The lowest SoC of 5 % yields the smallest phase shift, whilst the phase shift

of 20 % remains farthest from the baseline. The measured phase shown in Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.9: Change in phase of a Li-ion cell at various SoCs, using 95 % SoC as a
baseline.

shows a relatively constant phase close to 0° up to a carrier frequency of 875 MHz,

which coincides with a change in the weak trend in the magnitude of the change

in phase shift with SoCs, whereafter the phase shifts of all individual SoCs begin to

decrease by varying amounts in comparison to the baseline, whilst the measured

phase begins to increase. Such a change in phase at this frequency is caused by

changes in the reactance of the communication channel. Despite this fact, the change

in phase with SoC at 875 MHz shows only a maximum difference in phase shift of

3°, demonstrating that the Li-ion cell does not change in reactance with SoC, but is

rather caused by the entire communication channel, including the cell. This change

in reactance may cause multipath fading, which can cause signal attenuation and a

phase shift due to the propagation of signal on various paths that reach the receiver at

different times, leading to constructive or destructive interference. At this frequency,

a destructive interference is occurring due to the change in phase shift, whereas at
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Table 5.2: Change in phase shift (in degrees) with SoC at select frequencies using a
baseline of 95 % SoC.

Frequency

SoC
5 % 20 % 40 % 60 % 80 %

820 MHz −1.6° −2.2° −1.8° −1.6° −1.5°

1165 MHz 3.6° 1.4° 0.1° 0.2° −0.3°

1649 MHz 1.0° −4.1° −4.8° −4.4° −3.7°

2001 MHz −1.1° −2.8° −2.2° −2.2° −2.7°

2632 MHz −4.4° −7.2° −7.8° −6.9° −4.6°

3015 MHz 8.4° 0.5° 1.0° −1.4° −0.7°

3106 MHz 0.5° −10.5° −6.7° −7.5° −6.0°

5187 MHz −8.6° −15.2° −14.3° −17.1° −11.0°

5450 MHz 2.6° −3.7° −3.6° −6.8° −5.6°

6000 MHz −3.2° −5.4° −6.5° −5.6° −7.6°

frequencies below 875 MHz, a multipath fading effect cannot not be observed.

From 936 MHz, the phase shift of 5 % SoC rises, reaching a peak of 3.3° at 1165 MHz.

The phase shifts of the other SoCs also rise with respect to the baseline of 95 %, but by

a much lower amount. In fact, only the phase shift of 80 % SoC remains negative at this

frequency with a value of −0.2°. The phase shift of all SoC continues to rise gradually

at 1165 MHz, suggesting a continuation of the increasing multipath fading beginning

from 875 MHz. The difference in relative phase shift between 5 % SoC and the other

SoCs remains intact. This behaviour continues through the minimum in phase at

1649 MHz whereby 40 % SoC displays the highest relative phase shift of −4.8°, followed

closely by 60 %, 20 % and 80 % SoC. This result demonstrates that the SoC is having a

negative effect on the communication channel due to changes in cell reactance with

SoC. These changes in phase with SoC indicate that the receiver is required to perform

synchronisation at regular intervals to ensure that the correct phase offset is applied

as the Li-ion cell, that is being used as a communication channel, is being charged and
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discharged. The relatively large phase shift of 5 % SoC begins to subside at 1925 MHz

and approaches the other SoCs at 2001 MHz. At this frequency, the relatively stable

phase shift of all SoCs between 1200 MHz to 2001 MHz begins to increase once again,

continuing at an almost constant gradient until 2907 MHz reaching a phase of 100°. At

2001 MHz, the change in phase shift of 5 % SoC remains up to 7.5° from any other SoC

apart from the baseline. Despite this behaviour, the same features that are present

with the other SoCs are also displayed in 5 % SoC. This includes the sharp minimum at

2632 MHz whereby 5 % SoC reaches a relative phase shift of −4.7°, whereas the largest

phase shift recorded at this frequency is −7.8° with 40 % SoC. At this frequency, the

phase shift of 80 % SoC is shown to deviate from the SoCs of 20 %, 40 % and 60 % where

at lower frequencies these SoCs are within 1° from each other, the phase shift of 80 %

SoC is now the same as that for 5 % SoC. This deviation in phase shift between the

SoCs tested is also noticeable in Figure 5.8, and demonstrates that between 2001 MHz

and 2907 MHz the phase shift of the communication system is not only affected by

the changes in cell SoC, but also by the entire experimental setup and by the fixed

characteristics of the cell, i.e. the characteristics that do not change with SoC.

Beginning at 2907 MHz, a large maximum develops in phase shift with respect to

the baseline SoC of 95 %. At 3015 MHz, 5 % SoC produces the greatest rise in phase

shift at this frequency, reaching a peak of 8.2°. The same feature can be seen in the

other SoCs, whereby the positive change in phase shift causes the relative negative

phase shift of these SoCs to approach the baseline. After this peak, the phase shifts

of all SoCs with respect to the baseline begin to fall, with the phase shift of 5 % SoC

approaching the baseline, and the other SoCs becoming more negative, with 20 %

SoC reaching −10.9° at 3106 MHz. The phase shift for all SoCs display an increased

rate of change from 3015 MHz, reaching a peak at 3106 MHz of 150°. At this peak, the

difference in phase shift with SoC is noticeable in Figure 5.8, and is also observed

in Figure 5.9, the difference in phase between SoCs only becomes greater until the

maximum frequency measured of 6000 MHz is reached. In this range of frequencies it

can be deduced that both the fixed characteristics of the Li-ion cell and the differences

in characteristics with SoC are causing these changes in phase shift due to the changes

in the reactance of the cell.

As the frequency increases from 3015 MHz, both the relative phase shifts to the
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baseline and the phase shifts of all SoCs increase. Between 3180 MHz and 4000 MHz

minor peaks exist in SoCs of 5 %, 20 %, 40 % and 60 % relative to the baseline of 95 %.

In contrast, 80 % SoC does not display such features, but rather gradually increases

its phase shift, similar to the other SoCs, and continues to do so from 4350 MHz.

Where the phase shifts of the other SoCs cease to increase here, the phase shift of 80 %

SoC reaches a local maximum of −14.2°. This indicates a non-linear characteristic

behaviour of the Li-ion cell, where the internal reactance is changing with SoC, but

not with a noticeable trend. Because of these significant changes in phase shift with

SoC, frequent synchronisation would be required at the QAM receiver in order to cor-

rectly compensate for this phase shift whilst the Li-ion cell is charging or discharging.

The phase shift measured for all SoCs continues to remain between 120° and 152°

until 5400 MHz, demonstrating a potentially viable bandwidth of 1200 MHz where

the change in phase shift is not significant for a QAM transceiver system utilising

periodic synchronisation, such as by using pilot symbols as discussed in Section 2.7.

However, the change in phase shift with SoC becomes greatest within this bandwidth

at 5187 MHz, hence the use of synchronisation may be necessary to avoid data cor-

ruption with changing SoC, as described later.

The phase shift of 40 % SoC decreases at 4700 MHz in comparison to the baseline

of 95 % SoC, approaching the phase shift of 5 % SoC, and reaching a local minimum

of −6.1°. Despite this behaviour, the phase shift of 40 % SoC rapidly increases and

approaches 20 %, 40 % and 60 % SoC, whilst the phase shift of 80 % SoC decreases.

The largest maximum of −17.2° develops at 5187 MHz with 60 % SoC. Following this,

a sharp decrease in absolute phase shift occurs, with a local minimum of −3.5° at

5450 MHz with 40 % SoC, and the phase shift of 5 % SoC becoming positive. After this

sharp peak, the phase shifts of all SoCs gradually decrease until 6000 MHz where the

maximum relative phase shift is −7.6° with 80 % SoC.

Some features of relative phase shift discussed can be observed in all of the SoCs

presented in Figure 5.8. It is shown that the actual phase shift of the 95 % SoC baseline

exhibits such features as the sharp peak at 3015 MHz, which leads to proportional

changes in phase shift of the other SoCs tested. This section has shown that changes

in phase occur due to change in cell reactance which changes with frequency, and

also with changes in SoC, in varying amounts over the frequencies tested. The effects
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Figure 5.10: Scatter plots of the first 100 QAM symbols received by the VST during
1024-QAM PLC.

of the change in SoC on the communication error is addressed in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.3 Communication Error Analysis

In this section, the BER, SER and EVM of the PLC system are analysed and compared

with each other and also with the results of the S21 magnitude and phase shift. The

full results for BER and SER are presented in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, respectively. The

results are the same for both −9 dBm and −27 dBm output power, hence the results for

−27 dBm are omitted for brevity without loss of generality. These results indicate that

there is no significant attenuation or phase shift on the PLC channel that results in

any bit or symbol errors. However, the VST performs automatic filtering of the input

RF signal, including synchronisation, normalisation and phase compensation. These

techniques are typically required for QAM demodulators, as they allow for correct

mapping of QAM symbols to the constellation space [170]. However, changes in S21

magnitude and phase shift during communication may still cause data errors should

the frequency of synchronisation not be high enough before the changes in Li-ion

cell characteristics become significant enough to cause such errors. As such, this

investigation provides recommendations of communication parameters in order to

mitigate such errors.
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Figure 5.11: Mean phase error and mean frequency drift as detected by the VST for the
20 % SoC test.

The normalisation and phase compensation performed on the input RF signal

removes all errors but a single increase in BER and SER at 550 MHz with 20 % and 40 %

SoCs. At this frequency, the automatic phase shift compensation fails for the highest

modulation order of 1024-QAM. Figure 5.10 displays the scatter plots of the first 100

symbols during a test of 1024-QAM at 550 MHz and 600 MHz, respectively. Whereas

600 MHz shows the lowest error ratio possible, the constellation of the 550 MHz sym-

bol trace is phase shifted by −90°, which causes the maximum in BER and SER. The

BER and SER measurements at −9 dBm demonstrates that the Li-ion cell as a commu-

nication channel does not cause any significant issue in this communication system

when a QAM transceiver with signal conditioning techniques is utilised. These results

highlight that communication errors can be reduced by reducing the modulation order

of QAM or by increasing the magnitude of signal conditioning on the communication

channel, as explained later in Section 5.3.

In Figures 5.11a and 5.11b at 550 MHz, a slight increase in mean phase error and

frequency drift can be observed, respectively. The definitions of mean phase error

and frequency drift can be found in [143]. These increases in error and drift can
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be associated with the observation of incorrect phase shift compensation shown in

Figure 5.10. Furthermore, EVM results presented in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 all display a

large increase in EVM at 550 MHz, which remains constant regardless of the output

power. Conversely, no significant peak can be seen at 550 MHz in S21 magnitude or

phase shift, as presented in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. It can therefore be hypothesised

that this error is not likely to be due to a change in characteristics of the Li-ion cell, but

rather caused by an external factor, including the signal path and filter configuration

used within the VST causing higher error ratios at this specific frequency.

The EVM results for −9 dBm and −27 dBm output power are presented in Fig-

ures 5.15 and 5.16, respectively. It can be observed that the reduced output power

causes a slight rise in EVM for all carrier frequencies tested. This behaviour is due

to the reduced output power being more susceptible to the effects of noise on the

communication channel, such as EMI and multipath propagation. Due to time con-

siderations, only −9 dBm and −27 dBm output powers have been tested in this chapter,

but it is shown that some carrier frequencies display increased levels of EVM when a

reduced output power of −27 dBm is used. It can be safely assumed that the reduction

in output power would increase the effects of noise on the communication channel,

and may therefore result in an increased number of data errors. Due to the stable

response in BER and SER measured for these output powers, it is more beneficial to ob-

serve the EVM of the communication system which can be used to deduce thresholds

of EVM with which data errors may begin to occur. The first large increase in EVM

with an output power of −27 dBm is from 130 MHz to 400 MHz, whereby the EVM rises

from −58 dB to −44 dB for all SoCs. In Figure 5.16e a peak in EVM of 1024-QAM occurs,

reaching a maximum of −39 dB, before returning to the same EVM levels seen with

other SoCs. There is no noticeable correlation between this wide peak in EVM with

the S21 magnitude and phase results determined with the VNA. It may therefore be

hypothesised that this increase in EVM is due to effects caused by the internal signal

path and processing system of the VST, rather than changes in the characteristics of

the communication channel. Another peak in EVM occurs at 800 MHz for 5 % SoC, as

shown in Figure 5.16a, for 4, 32, 64 and mostly for 16-QAM, which reaches a value of

−41.2 dB.

Another peak specific to 5 % SoC is seen at 1000 MHz, whereby the EVM of only
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Figure 5.12: Change in RMS EVM of 4-QAM with SoC, using 95 % SoC as a baseline.

4-QAM rises to −49.5 dB. This peak may also be attributed to the sudden alteration

in S21 magnitude and phase shift, where 5 % SoC shows changes distinct from the

other SoCs tested. Since only 4-QAM shows this increase in EVM, it may be deduced

that the VNA is unable to normalise or phase-compensate the 4-QAM symbol trace as

effectively as the other modulation orders tested.

Figure 5.12 clarifies how significant the changes in EVM are at the frequencies of

700 MHz, 800 MHz and 900 MHz for 5 % SoC which reach −4.2 dB, −5.8 dB and −5.8 dB

relative to the baseline of 95 % SoC, respectively. Because of the reduced step in

frequency used on the VST in comparison to the VNA as discussed in Section 3.3,
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the peak in EVM at these specific frequencies is not recorded. Hence the specific

cause of this increased level of EVM may be multipath fading which also causes the

corresponding peaks in both phase and S21 magnitude. It should be noted that the

normalisation and phase compensation process of the VNA is unable to completely

filter this peak in EVM for these modulation orders, but is able to do this for 128, 256,

512, and 1024-QAM.

The next peak in EVM occurs at 1600 MHz for all SoCs, reaching an absolute value

of −43.0 dB. Figure 5.12 shows that relative to 95 % SoC, 40 % SoC has the greatest EVM

at this peak, whereas 95 % SoC has the lowest EVM. At this frequency, a correlation

can be observed with the gradual minima occurring in S21 magnitude and a peak

in negative phase shift, relative to their baselines. At this frequency, only a gradual

change in the measured S21 magnitude and phase shift occurs with all SoCs tested,

suggesting that a change in SoC does in fact cause an increase in EVM. Despite this

fact, this increase in EVM is not profound enough to cause any data corruption.

A smaller peak in EVM occurs at 2200 MHz, reaching to an EVM of −50.6 dB with

5 % SoC. At this frequency, Figure 5.12 shows that there is a variation of up to −2.6 dB in

EVM, where 5 % SoC has the highest EVM and 95 % SoC has the lowest. Furthermore,

the largest peak in EVM can be seen at 2400 MHz, reaching −42.2 dB with 80 % SoC.

A large variation in EVM occurs at this frequency, with 20 % SoC showing the least

EVM of −47.3 dB. As it has already been shown, small peaks in both S21 magnitude

and phase also occur at these frequencies relative to the baseline. However, at this

frequency no significant changes in S21 magnitude and phase occur for all SoCs tested.

This suggests that at 2200 MHz, only the sudden change in the phase relative to the

95 % SoC baseline, and hence the change in the cell reactance with SoC, may have

caused this increase in EVM.

Commencing 3500 MHz, the EVM for all SoCs tested begins to rise gradually up

to 6000 MHz. At 4700 MHz, the differences in EVM between the SoCs tested begin to

diverge to a maximum of 1.5 dB. This increase in EVM may be attributed to numerous

factors, including the increase in phase, and hence the reactance of the Li-ion cell,

which increases sharply at 5500 MHz. Another factor is the S21 magnitude of the

cell which displays its highest attenuation at the same frequency, in addition to the

greatest change in S21 magnitude with SoC. This therefore demonstrates the greatest
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change in the impedance of the communication channel, but also the change in

impedance of the cell with SoC. Both the mean phase error and the mean frequency

drift presented in Figure 5.11 have been shown to increase as the carrier frequency is

also increased. As such, it may be hypothesised that the increase in carrier frequency

towards the maximum capable of the VST used may have caused these increases

in error correction limits of the VST. A broad minimum in EVM can be observed at

5700 MHz, which decreases in all SoCs. These characteristics can be seen in both

S21 magnitude and phase results for all SoCs tested, which display a decrease in S21

magnitude and phase shift.
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Figure 5.13: BER for QAM-signals transmitted with a peak output power of −9 dBm
through a Li-ion cell at various SoC. Each QAM order is represented in a different
colour. Each order of QAM has a different minimum BER since the number of trans-
mitted symbols is kept constant, rather than the number of transmitted bits.
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Figure 5.14: SER for QAM-signals transmitted with a peak output power of −9 dBm
through a Li-ion cell at various SoC. Each QAM order is represented in a different
colour.
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Figure 5.15: RMS EVM for QAM-signals transmitted with a peak output power of
−9 dBm through a Li-ion cell at various SoC. Each QAM order is represented in a
different colour.
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Figure 5.16: RMS EVM for QAM-signals transmitted with a peak output power of
−27 dBm through a Li-ion cell at various SoC.
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5.2.4 Overall Analysis and Discussions

The presented experimental results have shown that changes in Li-ion cell SoC lead

to changes in in-situ PLC channel characteristics of both the S21 magnitude and

phase over the RF frequency range from 10 MHz to 6 GHz. At some frequencies, sharp

changes in these characteristics occur which cause an increase in EVM. Exemplary

frequencies include sharp changes in S21 magnitude and phase at 1165 MHz and

3015 MHz, respectively, which occur for all SoCs tested relative to the respective

baselines of 95 % SoC. In addition, it is shown that 5 % SoC yields the largest change

in phase shift for most frequencies, whereas the largest change in magnitude is not

observable with 5 % SoC. In fact, 60 % SoC displays the largest change in magnitude

for all frequencies tested at 5397 MHz. At certain frequencies, some trends between

the SoC and both the S21 magnitude and phase are noticed, whereby the S21 mag-

nitude and phase characteristics are in a almost linear order of 95 % to 5 % SoC. This

behaviour can be observed between frequencies of 904 MHz and 975 MHz for S21

magnitude, and a weaker trend at 10 MHz and 875 MHz for phase shift, where only

the phase shift of 5 % SoC deviates from this trend by remaining consistently between

95 % and 80 % SoC.

The EVM results verify that some increases in error can be attributed to certain

changes in the characteristics of the Li-ion cell, such as impedance. In particular, it is

found that large changes in S21 magnitude and phase correlate to specific increases

in EVM, such as for carrier frequencies between 1600 MHz and 2400 MHz. However,

BER and SER results indicate that these increases in EVM are not significant to impede

the successful demodulation of the signal data by the VST. The VST uses a filtered

signal path, with normalisation and phase shift compensation, which is expected to

automatically improve the results. Nevertheless, these are features which are available

to most QAM demodulators, as discussed in Section 5.1.

Based on this study, it can be implied that smaller changes in S21 magnitude and

phase with SoC at a given frequency will benefit an in-situ Li-ion PLC network. This

is because less reconfiguration of the transmitter and the receiver will be required as

the Li-ion cell’s SoC changes. For example, if 3000 MHz is selected as a PLC carrier

frequency, it is possible that data corruption can occur when the SoC of the Li-ion cell

is decreased to 5 % due to the relatively large changes that occur in S21 magnitude
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and phase shift of 0.9 dB and 8.2°, respectively.

From the results presented in this study, the appropriate carrier frequencies for

an in-situ Li-ion PLC network with consideration of the SoC of the Li-ion cell, can be

established. Firstly, the frequency range from 50 MHz to 400 MHz displays little vari-

ation in S21 magnitude and phase shift with SoC of 0.1 dB and 1.7°, respectively, and

also relatively little variation in the phase and S21 magnitude of the full experimental

setup. This variation in S21 magnitude and phase shift increases marginally up to

800 MHz, whereas significant changes in EVM begin to occur at 600 MHz with multiple

peaks present up to 1050 MHz. In addition, for frequencies between 1133 MHz and

1652 MHz, the difference in S21 magnitude and phase shift between SoCs is insignific-

ant, remaining at less than 0.2 dB and 4.8°, respectively. Further carrier frequencies of

recommendation include the range from 3300 MHz to 4000 MHz, which illustrates low

variation in S21 magnitude and phase shift of the Li-ion cell with SoC of a maximum

of 0.4 dB and −11.6°, respectively. At 5500 MHz, the S21 magnitude is at its lowest of

−20 dB, with the phase also showing erratic changes at the same frequency. These

results show an increased multipath fading effect at this frequency. Furthermore,

the communication channel properties are also shown to change with SoC at this

frequency, highlighting that the communication channel is particularly sensitive to

changes in cell characteristics with SoC. Hence, the frequency of 5500 MHz must be

avoided.

Because of commonly used normalisation and phase compensation techniques

already established within QAM demodulation, it is unlikely that an increase in QAM

order will have a negative effect on the PLC system’s performance in this particular

communication system. Nevertheless, the limitations of the QAM signal filtering must

be considered before increasing QAM order. The presented BER and SER data show

that the VST is unable to correctly phase compensate a 1024-QAM symbol trace. It

is therefore appropriate to select a lower modulation order QAM to ensure a higher

immunity to external factors, such as noise.
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5.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, the changing characteristics of an 18650-model lithium-ion cell with

varying state of charge (SoC) as an in-situ power line communication (PLC) channel

have been identified. The performance of the in-situ Li-ion PLC system has been valid-

ated for SoCs of 5 %, 20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 80 % and 95 % and for the entire communication

channel, by conducting communication tests with data modulated with quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) in orders of 4, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024-QAM

for high throughput communication.

These experiments reveal that reduced transmission power results in an increase

in error vector magnitude. Consequently, selecting a lower modulation order of QAM

is necessary for enhanced tolerance to changes in Li-ion cell characteristics with SoC

and to external factors such as noise.

It has been shown that the SoC of the Li-ion cell has an impact on the PLC channel

characteristics of the transmission coefficient’s S21 magnitude and phase. These

changes in SoC strongly depend on the used carrier frequency. In fact, it was found

that the Li-ion cell at 5 % SoC had the most significant negative impact on both the

S21 magnitude and phase, occurring at 1165 MHz, 3015 MHz and 5450 MHz. At these

frequencies significant changes in both S21 magnitude and phase shift are observed,

reaching maxima of 2.4 dB and 19.9° with respect to the baseline, respectively. Despite

the strong correlation with the change in SoC and the carrier frequency, it has also

been shown that the fixed characteristics of the Li-ion have a more profound effect on

the communication channel, which varies greatly with carrier frequency. However,

the only errors in BER and SER are due to the change in cell SoC, showing that the

cell SoC must be taken into account when designing an in-situ battery PLC system.

Based upon empirical evidence presented within this chapter, it can be concluded that

the most appropriate parameters for an in-situ Li-ion PLC system that utilises QAM

should be selected as follows: the selection of a carrier frequency between 50 MHz

to 400 MHz, 1133 MHz to 1652 MHz, or 3300 MHz to 4000 MHz; using a maximum

modulation order of 512-QAM; and the use of normalisation and phase compensation

within the QAM demodulator.

The changes in S21 magnitude and phase with carrier frequency and with cell SoC

are due to changes in the characteristics of the communication channel, whereby
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the impedance of the Li-ion cell changes with both SoC and carrier frequency, as

demonstrated in this chapter. These changes in impedance (and hence reactance and

resistance) of the communication channel may cause constructive and destructive

signal interference due to multipath fading, which has been addressed in Section 2.7.

The effects of multiple cells within a battery is presented in Chapter 6, which will

determine the significance of the addition of cells in series and parallel on the commu-

nication channel and whether a correlation exists between the battery configuration

and the characteristics of the communication channel.



Chapter 6

Effects of Lithium-Ion Battery

Configuration on QAM-based Power

Line Communication

In Chapter 5, the effects of state of charge (SoC) on an in-situ lithium-ion (Li-ion) cell

power line communication (PLC) system were analysed to evaluate the performance

of the communication system as the energy storage system is charged or discharged.

Such analysis is useful to determine the effects of the changing Li-ion cell characterist-

ics when used within a battery electric vehicle (BEV) or a smart grid energy storage

system, where cell cycling is the norm. Such energy storage systems are considered

large-scale due to the number of battery cells that they are comprised of. These large-

scale energy storage systems may be configured in various ways to change their output

voltage and current. Online battery reconfiguration may be employed to dynamically

alter these parameters as needed by the system. As presented in Chapter 1, the ability

for real-time coordination features, such as battery reconfiguration, can improve

battery performance and safety. A potential example of a safety feature enabled by this

smart technology is the ability to disconnect faulty cells or cells of poor health from

the battery as soon as faults are detected to mitigate a cascade of dangerous events,

such as thermal runaway and explosion. Hence, this research presents a PLC system

that allows for coordination features to become achievable within large-scale energy

storage systems without adding complexity or weight. Each smart cell within this

117
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next-generation battery pack consists of an embedded processing system that utilises

a PLC peripheral for communication with other smart cells. As such, the next stage of

this research is to determine the effects of battery configuration on the performance

of an in-situ Li-ion cell PLC system.

In this chapter the effects of Li-ion battery configuration on an in-situ PLC system

are evaluated for carrier frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz. Similarly to the experimental

method described in Chapter 5, a vector network analyser (VNA) and vector signal

transceiver (VST) are used to perform communication channel analysis using S21

scattering parameter measurements and actual data transfer tests using PLC with

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Such analysis is performed on 18650-model

Li-ion battery configurations of single cell, two cells in series (2S), two cells in parallel

(2P), and two cells in series and parallel (2S2P). These distinct configurations form

a baseline with which larger configurations, such as those seen in common BEVs

as shown in Table 2.3, are based upon. Performing this research on small battery

configurations as opposed to large-scale battery systems is advantageous for the

following reasons:

• Existing battery systems have not been designed for use with in-situ PLC. As

such, the design of the batteries, such as the connections between the cells

and to the bus bar, have not been characterised in the context of wired and

high frequency communication. Hence, it is practically impossible to accurately

determine whether changes in in-situ PLC performance and battery impedance

are due to the Li-ion cells, the configuration of Li-ion cells, and/or due to the

connections of the cells and the battery bus bar. In this research, the bespoke

shunt-through configurable cell holder presented in Section 3.4.2 is designed

to reduce the effects of the connections between the cells within the battery

configuration and to the measurement devices in order to focus on how the

configuration of cells and the cells themselves affect the impedance of the com-

munication channel and the performance of the PLC system. This bespoke

cell holder uses features such as high frequency SMA connectors and careful

PCB routing to reduce the effects of the cell holder on the measurements. In

contrast, existing battery systems do not have such features that benefit high

frequency communication. This configurable shunt-through cell holder is used
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within these experiments for ease of battery reconfiguration without necessit-

ating the removal of cells from the circuit or requiring re-calibration between

measurements.

• The small battery configurations characterised in this research can be used to

derive the characteristics of large-scale battery systems and future smart battery

systems. Performing such characterisation on a specific large-scale battery does

not yield the same benefits, as it would not be clear how further changes to the

battery configuration cause changes to the characteristics that affect the in-situ

PLC system.

• This research performs measurements of four distinct battery configurations

that are within the ±10 V rating of the measurement equipment for battery

impedance and communication quality, and the results of this research can be

used to determine the expected PLC performance of a large-scale battery and

to make requirements on communication parameters and the most suitable

battery configuration.

Each Li-ion cell is charged to an SoC of 95 %, to allow for comparisons with the

95 % baseline in the investigation of the effects of SoC on the communication channel

in Chapter 5.

Comparisons of error vector magnitude (EVM), symbol error ratio (SER), and bit

error ratio (BER) between battery configurations are used to determine the effects of

battery configuration on the PLC system. Further comparisons with the S21 forward

transmission coefficient of the communication channel are made to determine the

expected communication performance of the battery configurations tested. Using

this analysis, predictions can be made about the communication performance of the

PLC system based upon the battery configuration and the S21 magnitude measured.

The analysis of the changes in S21 magnitude and PLC performance through a Li-ion

battery of various cell configurations, up to high carrier frequencies of 6 GHz, is a main

contribution to the research community.

Overall, this method enables an evaluation of the limitations within the commu-

nication system, and recommendations are made on the parameters of such a PLC

system as well as on the design of a large-scale battery pack. This research benefits
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the BEV and the smart grid as it allows for smarter energy management using direct

PLC between the smart cells within the BEV battery pack directly to the smart grid.

This technique in turn grants remote online diagnostics of specific cells, improved

safety and performance of the smart battery, and optimal utilisation of the BEV when

attached to the smart grid.

The key contributions of this work are as follows:

1. Carrier frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz are investigated in scattering parameter

(S-parameter) measurements and real PLC testing with QAM up to orders of

1024, to evaluate their effectiveness of noise rejection and data rate with battery

configurations of single cell, two cells in series (2S), two cells in parallel (2P) and

a four cell configuration of two cells in parallel and in series (2S2P).

2. A configurable cell holder for 18650-model Li-ion cells is designed to allow

for ease of reconfiguration without the removal of the cell from the circuit or

requiring re-calibration between measurements.

3. An analysis is provided on the relationships between PLC performance, S-

parameter magnitude, and battery configuration, and how the expected data

rate may be determined based on these relationships.

4. Recommendations on parameters are made for prospective in-situ PLC systems

based upon empirical evidence, such as appropriate carrier frequencies and

PLC orders.

The results indicate that the addition of cells in parallel increases error ratios with

high-order QAM, and that this effect changes substantially with carrier frequency.

6.1 Experimental Details

The Rohde & Schwarz (R&S) ZNA43 VNA is used to perform scattering parameters

measurements of the Li-ion battery configuration as a PLC channel, which enables

determining impedance and insertion loss. Further details on how a VNA is utilised to

derive the performance of PLC are given in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the S21 mag-

nitudes are presented to demonstrate the changes in PLC channel performance with
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carrier frequency and battery configuration. Hence, the changes in S21 magnitude

of the cell affect the performance of PLC communication. The VNA is configured to

perform S21 measurements for frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz with a step of 100 kHz,

and is ‘One-Path Two-Port’ calibrated using the R&S ZN-Z129 calibration kit with a

single cell holder for the same frequencies, simplifying the comparison between the

cell configurations. These measurements are performed 20 times for each configura-

tion and are then averaged to reduce the effects of outliers, noise, and interference.

The NI PXIe-5840 vector signal transceiver VST is used to perform real PLC testing

of the battery with QAM orders of 4, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024-QAM. As

described in Chapter 3, the VST is configured to transmit 100,000 QAM symbols with a

symbol rate of 100 kHz at carrier frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz with a step of 50 MHz.

These QAM symbols include pilot symbols required for the VST to perform the syn-

chronisation used by QAM demodulation, as explained in Section 2.10. The step size

used with the VST is higher than that configured with the VNA due to experimental

time considerations. The modulated signal is transmitted across the battery with an

output power of −9 dBm or −27 dBm. The signal received on the VST input is demodu-

lated into QAM symbols and further into bits of data. The QAM symbols are compared

to a reference QAM constellation to obtain the root mean square (RMS) EVM. The

decoded bits of data received are compared with the transmitted data to obtain the

BER and the SER. Since 100,000 QAM symbols are transmitted in this experiment, the

theoretical minimum achievable SER is 1 × 10−5.

Each Li-ion cell is clamped within a bespoke shunt-through configurable cell

holder as shown in Figure 3.9, and is connected to the VST and VNA as shown in

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, respectively. This cell holder has been designed to simplify

its connection with other cell holders, making cell reconfiguration easier. As discussed

in Section 3.4, the design of the cell holder minimises the effect of electromagnetic

interference (EMI) on the signal, which includes using short traces and via stitching

on the ground plane.

The shunt-through configuration is used because of its increased accuracy in meas-

uring low-ohmic impedances [139]. In the employed shunt-through configuration, the

negative terminal of the Li-ion cell is connected to ground. It is therefore expected that

a decrease in internal resistance of the Li-ion cell will increase the attenuation of the
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Figure 6.1: Cell holders connected in 2P shunt-through configuration to the VST.

signal. Both the VNA and the VST are connected to the battery in shunt-through con-

figuration via SubMiniature version A (SMA) coaxial cables rated for frequencies up to

18 GHz. Figure 6.3 shows a circuit representation of the shunt-through configurations

used in this experiment.

To further reduce the effects of EMI, this experiment is conducted within the same

anechoic chamber used in Chapter 5. All of the Li-ion cells used in this research are

NCR18650BD-model, and have the same SoC of 95 % and the same state of health

(SoH). Due to manufacturing inaccuracies, each Li-ion cell will have slightly varying

impedance characteristics, even within the same batch and model. Furthermore,

where the VNA is calibrated with a single cell holder, further additional cell holders to

form larger battery configurations will cause additional changes in S21 magnitude and

phase delay. In this experiment, both the effects of the cells and their configurations

on the PLC channel as well as the effects caused by the battery bus bar are of interest.

It is important to consider that each battery pack model manufacturer may have

different designs, including the shape and size of the bus bar, the type and quality
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Figure 6.2: Cell holders connected in 2S2P shunt-through configuration to the VNA.

of the cell connections to the power bus, and the cell model used. Hence, in this

work, a single calibration is used for all four investigated battery configurations, not

correcting for additional scattering from interconnections between individual cell

holders. As already stated, using a single calibration profile provides a straightforward

comparison between the battery configurations tested.

As the wavelengths associated to the frequency range of 10 MHz to 6000 MHz

approach the dimensions from the Li-ion cell and holder, in a first step it is verified to

what extent RF power is radiated by them. For this test inside an anechoic chamber,

an Electro-Metrics EM-6116 omni-directional antenna is placed 50 cm away from and

oriented in parallel to a Li-ion cell that is clamped within the cell holder and connected

to the VST. In addition, RF absorber tiles are placed around the antenna and cell to
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(a) Single Cell (b) 2P (c) 2S (d) 2S2P

Figure 6.3: Circuit diagrams of shunt-through cell holder connections for each Li-ion
cell configuration of: (a) Single Cell; (b) 2P; (c) 2S; and, (d) 2S2P.

prevent reflected power from the setup itself affecting the results. The frequency

range from 2 GHz to 6 GHz is investigated for radiated emissions, with the EM-6116

having a typical gain of 1.1 dB to 2.3 dB. The cell is placed 50 cm from the antenna

to be in its far-field region. The antenna is connected to a R&S FSVA3000 signal

and spectrum analyser, which is configured to perform 20 sweeps in a frequency

step of 250 MHz, with the maximum power measured to be recorded. The VST is

configured to continuously transmit the same stream of 16-QAM symbols used in

the main experiment of testing various battery configurations at an output power of

−27 dBm, as already described. Table 6.1 shows the maximum power measured by the

spectrum analyser for each frequency tested. In each spectrum only the selected VST

carrier frequency can be observed and any possible harmonics or other signals are

below the VNA’s noise level of approximately −87 dBm.

In addition to this test, the orientation of the cell holder is changed twice such that

it is perpendicular, and then upright, to the antenna. For the frequency of 3.25 GHz,

which results in the highest recorded power radiated in the parallel arrangement,

the measured power is −72.84 dBm and −78.24 dBm for perpendicular and upright

orientations, respectively.

Taking into account the optimal alignment, the antenna distance, the EM-6116

antenna gain, and assuming a hypothetical transmitting antenna gain of 0 dB for the
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Frequency (GHz) Received Power (dBm) FSPL (dB) Excess Loss (dB)

2 -80.8 31.1 22.7

2.25 -79.5 32.2 20.4

2.5 -83.6 33.1 23.5

2.75 -83.9 34.0 22.9

3 -78.3 34.8 16.5

3.25 -75.0∗ 34.9 13.1

3.5 -79.9 35.0 17.9

3.75 -77.0 35.7 14.3

4 -76.1 36.4 12.7

4.25 -82.2 36.8 18.4

4.5 -83.4 37.2 19.2

4.75 -90.1 38.0 25.2

5 -83.6 38.7 17.9

5.25 -86.1 38.9 20.1

5.5 -87.0 39.1 20.9

5.75 -87.0 39.7 20.3

6 -85.0 40.2 17.8

Table 6.1: Maximum power radiated by the Li-ion cell and cell holder when it is placed
parallel to the antenna. The highest power measured is marked with ∗. In addition, the
calculated free-space path loss and excess loss related to the measurement conditions
are presented.

Li-ion cell, the expected free-space path loss (FSPL) can be calculated using

FSPL = 20log10(d)+20log10( f )+20log10

(
4π

c

)
−GT x −GRx (6.1)

and are provided in Table 6.1, where d is the distance between the antenna and the

Li-ion cell, f is the frequency, c is the speed of light, GT x is the transmitter (the Li-ion

cell) gain and is assumed to be 0, and GRx is the receiver gain of which the values are

obtained from the antenna data sheet. Comparing these values with the differences

between the output power of the VST and the received power levels of the VNA for

each selected frequency, the excess loss can be determined, which represents the

power fraction that is radiated by the Li-ion cell clamped within the cell holder. These

tests have thus demonstrated that for all investigated frequencies, the majority of the

power is transmitted through the Li-ion cell and not radiated by it.
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Figure 6.4: S21 magnitude of four different battery configurations.

6.2 Results and Discussions

This section presents the results of the experimentation described in Section 6.1 and

discusses the changes in PLC performance with battery configuration.

Using the S21 magnitude and phase shift data of the 20 sweeps performed, and by

taking into account the standard deviation within such single set of measurements

and the reproducibility in clamping the cells within the cell holders, the achieved error

margins are ±0.1 dB and ±1.0°, respectively.

6.2.1 S21 Magnitude Analysis

The S21 magnitude of the four battery configurations tested are shown in Figure 6.4.

It can be seen that both the carrier frequency and the battery configuration have a

significant impact on the S21 magnitude. However, the battery configurations tested

yield similar characteristics, such as peaks in S21 magnitude at the same frequencies.
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Figure 6.5: SER of PLC at −27 dBm through Li-ion cell configurations of: (a) Single Cell;
(b) 2P; (c) 2S; and, (d) 2S2P.

Further discussion on these similarities and how they may have been caused are now

presented.

At 10 MHz, the S21 magnitudes for all battery configurations begin with varying

levels of attenuation of −19 dB, −33 dB, −12 dB and −20 dB for single cell, 2P, 2S and

2S2P battery configurations, respectively. This result indicates attenuation of the

signal through the communication channel, which is contrary to the results of the

changes with SoC presented in Chapter 5. This is because in Chapter 5, a series-

through cell holder was utilised to transmit data through the Li-ion cell, whereas

this experimental work uses a shunt-through cell holder design which transmits data

across the positive terminals of the cells, as if the data was being communicated over

a bus bar. Hence, at 10 MHz, the resistance of the Li-ion cells are so low that the

signal transmitted across the battery is being significantly attenuated. This is further
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demonstrated with the 2P configuration, which shows the greatest signal attenuation

of all the configurations tested, since the effective resistance of the communication

channel is approximately halved in comparison to a single cell configuration. On the

other hand, the 2S and 2S2P configurations shows the least attenuation at 10 MHz due

to the increase in the resistance of the configuration due to the series arrangement of

the cells. It can therefore be deduced that the addition of cells in parallel will increase

the attenuation effect of the PLC signal, whereas a series configuration may reduce

this effect. As it will be described later in this section, this behaviour depends on the

carrier frequency. From 10 MHz, a minor trend can be seen whereby the single cell

and 2P battery configurations show similar properties, as well as 2S and 2S2P. In fact,

the S21 magnitudes for both 2S and 2S2P rise close to 0 dB by 200 MHz, indicating

little to no loss in signal power and therefore a very good communication channel

using this carrier frequency. On the other hand, the S21 magnitudes for both single

cell and 2P rise at a slower rate, and eventually tend close to 0 dB at 650 MHz. At

this frequency however, 2S and 2S2P display large reductions in signal power of up

to −30 dB, indicating that a change in battery configuration, such as from 1S to 2S

for example, will negatively impact the PLC system at 597 MHz. This change in the

signal power between battery configuration indicates that this frequency is unsuitable

for the smart battery technique of battery reconfiguration unless significant signal

conditioning is introduced.

The S21 magnitudes for 2S and 2S2P diverge at 300 MHz, with 2S falling to a

minimum of −13 dB at 398 MHz, whereas 2S2P falls much further to a minimum of

−27 dB at 396 MHz. Such behaviour may be attributed to differences in multipath

fading, whereby an increased destructive interference is seen to occur with the 2S2P

configuration in comparison to the 2S configuration at these frequencies. A further

two minima occur with both of these battery configurations, whereby 2S shows two

small peaks of −9 dB and −13 dB at 474 MHz and 555 MHz, respectively, and 2S2P

shows two large peaks of −30 dB and −26 dB at 597 MHz and 739 MHz, respectively. It

can be seen that the 2S2P battery configuration is having the most profound effect

on the S21 magnitude from 369 MHz to 955 MHz, where the destructive interference,

which causes signal attenuation, becomes even more significant. Within this range

of carrier frequencies, it is expected that the effect of noise, as in a decrease in signal
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to noise ratio (SNR), on the communication channel will become more significant.

In Section 6.2.2, it will be shown that certain S21 thresholds exist above which the

investigated communication channels are capable of successful transmission of a PLC

signal with a certain QAM order through these battery configurations tested.

The minor trend of similar properties between 2S and 2S2P, and also with single

cell and 2P, which seemingly occur due to their high and low resistances, respectively,

ceases at 955 MHz. Instead, the S21 magnitude for 2S2P and single cell begin to show

similarities, whereby another local minimum can be seen at 1338 MHz of −12 dB and

−14 dB, respectively. It may be concluded that the impact of the addition of cells in the

battery configuration on the performance of the communication channel is reduced

at this frequency, since the difference in S21 magnitude compared to the single cell

is minimal. In addition, at this frequency, a slight peak can also be observed for 2S

with an S21 magnitude of −4 dB, which exhibits the least signal attenuation in this

comparison. In contrast, 2P displays a similar peak at 1277 MHz, but with the greatest

attenuation and an S21 magnitude of −24 dB. This observation aligns with the fact

that arranging the cells in series increases the resistance of the signal path to ground

and therefore reduces attenuation, whereas the addition of cells in parallel reduces

this resistance, hence increasing signal attenuation.

Starting from 1530 MHz, the S21 magnitude of both 2S and 2S2P battery config-

urations fall from −2 dB and −7 dB to −14 dB and −32 dB at 1943 MHz. It is also shown

that these two battery configurations have a similar trend for the rates at which their

S21 magnitudes decrease, and that such trend indicates an increased significance

of the destructive interference caused by the multipath effect. Furthermore, the S21

magnitudes of the single cell and 2P configuration continue to rise until 1883 MHz,

where a much sharper peak then occurs with a minimum S21 magnitude of −21 dB

and −20 dB, respectively. After this peak, the S21 magnitudes of all battery configur-

ations rise and eventually settle at 2570 MHz with S21 magnitudes of −3 dB, −7 dB,

−5 dB and −12 dB for the single cell, 2P, 2S and 2S2P battery configurations, respect-

ively. This improvement in S21 magnitude suggests that the multipath effect still

occurs, but the timing of the signals at the receiver may be such that a constructive

interference is occurring at this carrier frequency. Various factors, such as the length,

connections and material of the bus bar may change the magnitude of this effect at
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various carrier frequencies. Between the frequencies of 2200 MHz to 2700 MHz, the

high S21 magnitude indicates a favourable PLC channel with minimal signal loss,

suggesting adequate communication quality and reliable data transmission with these

battery configurations. This channel allows for a bandwidth of 500 MHz. Despite this

fact, it can be clearly seen that the addition of Li-ion cells in parallel reduces the S21

magnitude, thereby indicating that adding further cells to the battery configuration

will cause signal attenuation and potentially poor performance and reduced data

reliability. It is expected that as the number of cells within the battery configuration

increases, the number of signal conditioning utilities, such as signal repeaters, will be

added into the communication network. However, the signal output power and/or

the number of signal repeaters can be reduced by selecting a bandwidth with a high

S21 magnitude as indicated in these battery configuration tests presented here. The

performance of this bandwidth is later verified in Section 6.2.2.

Between 2700 MHz and 2900 MHz, a minimum peak occurs in both single cell

and 2P battery configurations, whereas a maximum peak occurs in both 2S and 2S2P

battery configurations. These peaks illustrate the minor trends due to multipath fading

as already stated, whereby single cell and 2P, and 2S and 2S2P battery configurations

demonstrate similar properties.

After the local maximum in 2S and 2S2P battery configurations, a minimum occurs

at 3001 MHz and 3091 MHz with S21 magnitudes of −7 dB and −16 dB, respectively.

The S21 magnitude for the 2S battery configuration gradually rises after this peak.

However, the single cell, 2P and 2S2P battery configurations all have a minimum

peak at 3398 MHz, 3373 MHz and 3385 MHz with S21 magnitudes of −10 dB, −26 dB

and −17 dB, respectively. This phenomenon shows a deviation in the minor trend of

properties between the 2S and 2S2P battery configurations, whereby 2P and 2S2P now

have increased their likeliness until 6000 MHz. This suggests that arranging the cells

in parallel has a dominant effect on the S21 magnitude compared to arranging the

cell in series. At 3640 MHz, a local maximum can be seen in all battery configurations,

with S21 magnitudes of 0 dB, −7 dB, −1 dB and −8 dB for single cell, 2P, 2S and 2S2P,

respectively, again highlighting a very good communication channel for all battery

configurations. At this frequency, it is expected that the addition of cells in parallel and

series will have the least effect on the S21 magnitude, and hence the PLC performance,
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in comparison to all the other frequencies tested. However, the addition of cells

in parallel clearly has a negative effect on the S21 magnitude in comparison to the

addition of cells in series. Therefore, increasing the number of cells in parallel, even

at 3640 MHz where the change in S21 magnitude between battery configuration is

lowest, may still have a detrimental effect on the PLC system. As it will be stated later,

these results can be used to deduce the signal filtering required in order to mitigate

the effects of the addition of cells in parallel, which is inevitable in BEV energy storage

systems. The S21 magnitudes then decrease, with 2S2P decreasing very sharply and

displaying the greatest attenuation for all frequencies tested at 4070 MHz with an S21

magnitude of −52 dB. This low S21 magnitude indicates significant attenuation at this

frequency, hence it is most unsuitable for a PLC system as a signal repeater would be

required for each additional 2S2P configuration within the battery, thereby increasing

complexity, weight and cost of the smart communication system. In addition, at this

frequency of 4070 MHz, a large peak also occurs for 2P with an S21 magnitude of

−24 dB. After these peaks, the S21 magnitudes all rise above −10 dB and remain nearly

frequency-independent, hence improving their suitability as a PLC system. Between

4450 MHz to 6000 MHz, the S21 magnitude for all battery configurations indicates that

due to low signal attenuation on the communication channel, the number of signal

repeaters required within the battery system can be reduced, in comparison with other

frequencies, such as 4070 MHz, which shows very low S21 magnitude. This range in

high S21 magnitude for frequencies of 4450 MHz to 6000 MHz allows for a bandwidth

of 1550 MHz. By designing the in-situ battery PLC system to use this bandwidth, either

through orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) or as a wide-band single

carrier, the signal conditioning required, such as the use of signal repeaters, can be

minimised. This reduces the cost and complexity of integrating a PLC system within a

battery.

6.2.2 Communication Error Analysis

The results of the SER and BER measurements demonstrate identical behaviour, hence

the BER results are omitted for brevity and without loss of generality. Furthermore,

the results for −27 dBm output power display greater errors than for −9 dBm, hence

the focus of the following analysis is on the former results, i.e. −27 dBm.
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Figure 6.5 presents the SER of the PLC system with the four battery configurations

using an output power of −27 dBm. It is shown that similarly to the S21 magnitude,

the SER changes with battery configuration, carrier frequency, and QAM order. As

expected, where errors in SER occur, the highest QAM order of 1024-QAM exhibits

the highest SER, whereas 4-QAM does not show a single symbol error for all carrier

frequencies and battery configurations. Despite this behaviour, there are large carrier

frequency ranges where the VST is able to decode all symbols correctly, even for 1024-

QAM. Such carrier frequency ranges include 1050 MHz to 2800 MHz, and 4250 MHz

to 6000 MHz for the 2P battery configuration. Similarly, the 2S2P battery configuration

displays no symbol errors between ranges of 2000 MHz to 3250 MHz, and 4450 MHz

to 6000 MHz. In contrast, the single cell and 2S battery configurations show very little

occurrences of symbol error, with errors only in 1024-QAM at 10 MHz and 550 MHz for

single cell, and in 1024-QAM and 512-QAM at 400 MHz and additionally in 1024-QAM

at 2450 MHz for 2S. Crucially, these symbol errors correspond with instances where the

S21 magnitude is most attenuated. For instance, at 400 MHz, the S21 magnitude for

the 2S configuration is at a local minimum of −13 dB, which corresponds to the peak

in SER with 1024-QAM at the same frequency. Furthermore, both 2P and 2S2P battery

configurations demonstrate this trend in high SER with S21 magnitude attenuation. It

is also shown that the peaks in S21 magnitude at 395 MHz, 597 MHz and 739 MHz of

−27 dB, −30 dB and −26 dB correspond to sharp peaks in SER at 400 MHz, 600 MHz and

750 MHz, with an SER of 1 for 1024 and 512-QAM for all three peaks, and an SER of 1

for 256, 128, 64, and 32-QAM for the first of these two peaks, respectively. The greatest

attenuation in S21 magnitude with 2S2P at 4070 MHz of −52 dB also demonstrates the

greatest SER at the same frequency. In fact, the SER of 1024-QAM sharply rises to an

SER of 1 at 3950 MHz, and only decreases from 4150 MHz onwards to a minimum SER

at 4450 MHz. At 4050 MHz, only 4-QAM does not have an SER of 1, which continues

to remain at the lowest SER.

This communication analysis indicates that there is a strong correlation with S21

magnitude attenuation and SER. Moreover, it can be seen that the addition of cells in

parallel significantly reduces the S21 magnitude, which causes signal attenuation and

an increase in SER. This increase in SER is most pronounced in higher modulation

orders of QAM, which require a higher signal to noise ratio in order to function cor-
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Figure 6.6: RMS EVM of PLC at −27 dBm through Li-ion cell configurations of: (a)
Single Cell; (b) 2P; (c) 2S; and, (d) 2S2P.

rectly without error. Further evidence of these trends are observed in the RMS EVM

measurements presented in Figure 6.6 whereby rises in RMS EVM correlate with rises

in SER. The largest attenuation in S21 magnitude with the 2S2P battery configuration

at 4070 MHz corresponds with the high RMS EVM at 4050 MHz of −11 dB for 16-QAM.

At the same frequency, the 2P battery configuration reaches a high RMS EVM of −23 dB,

whereas 2S and single cell show a low RMS EVM of −42 dB and −44 dB, respectively.

For a VST output power of −27 dBm, the thresholds of S21 magnitude below which

symbol errors begin to occur for QAM orders of 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024

are −30 dB, −27 dB, −26 dB, −25 dB, −24 dB, −21 dB and −16 dB, respectively. At this

output power, no symbol error occurred for 4-QAM. This highlights the trend, that

with decreasing QAM order, the threshold in S21 magnitude to symbol error continues

to increase as well. Using these relationships between S21 magnitude, RMS EVM and
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SER, it is possible to estimate both the SER and RMS EVM based upon measurements

of the S21 magnitude of a cell configuration, allowing for a much simpler verification

procedure during the early design stage of a smart cell system.

In addition to EVM, the SNR is another crucial metric for evaluating signal qual-

ity. As explained in Section 2.11, SNR quantifies the ratio of signal power to noise

power, influencing the overall robustness of transmission and its susceptibility to

noise-induced errors. On the other hand, EVM measures the accuracy of received

signals compared to expected data by considering phase and amplitude errors, which

is indicative of transmission distortion. Whereas SNR and EVM offer distinct insights

into signal quality, they are not directly interchangeable as a high SNR does not neces-

sarily guarantee low EVM and vice versa. This fact may be due to signal conditioning

techniques that can be utilised by the communication system to mitigate the effects

of high noise, and therefore the effects of low SNR, on data transmission. Hence, both

metrics are essential for assessing different aspects of signal fidelity and reception

quality in communication systems. Despite this fact, the SNR was not under investiga-

tion within this experimental work as it is not an objective to determine the limitations

of the signal conditioning utilised within the VST used. Instead, this experimental

work determines the change in the quality of communication channel solely depend-

ant on the configuration of the Li-ion cells and the carrier frequency, with a focus on

keeping external factors, such as the SNR, constant. However, the effects of drive cycle

noise within a simulated BEV battery system has been addressed in Chapter 4.

6.2.3 Recommendations

From the results of this work it can be deduced that the PLC performance is affected

most by the 2P and 2S2P battery configurations, whereas the PLC performance of

the 2S battery configuration is least affected compared to that of a single cell. This is

most likely due to a reduction in the real resistance of the circuit under test, as the

two cells in the 2P configuration act as two resistors in parallel. In contrast, placing

two cells in series, and hence increasing the real resistance of the circuit, demon-

strates slightly improved PLC performance. It is unlikely that the reactance of this

circuit has a profound effect on the PLC performance due to the effectiveness of phase

compensation processing found in common QAM demodulators, particularly when
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the magnitude of the received signal is above a certain threshold. In addition to the

changing resistance in the shunt configuration of the batteries tested, an impedance

mismatch may be causing a multipath effect, whereby the signal propagates onto

additional paths causing it to arrive at the receiver at different time intervals, as men-

tioned previously. These effects can cause data corruption and/or loss as measured

with SER and RMS EVM in this research. The number of cells in parallel and series

must therefore be taken into account when designing a battery pack, as increasing the

number of cells in parallel will reduce the PLC performance and the achievable data

rate, whereas a decrease will reduce the maximum rated current output of the battery

pack.To mitigate this reduction in the PLC performance with the addition of Li-ion

cells in the battery configuration, the following techniques can be utilised:

• The addition of cells placed in series should be prioritised over the number of

cells in parallel due to the relatively lower impact on the performance of PLC.

• Increase the output power of the PLC signal to reduce the impact of attenuation

caused by the communication channel.

• Adding signal repeaters in the communication system per number of cells. The

selection of a frequency and bandwidth that has been demonstrated in this

research to show the least attenuation in S21 magnitude, will require fewer

signal repeaters than a bandwidth that has high attenuation in S21 magnitude.

Various trends in S21 magnitude between battery configurations have been iden-

tified which indicate that certain changes in battery configuration do not result in a

significant change in S21 magnitude, thereby scarcely affecting the PLC performance

in terms of SER. These trends change in strength with carrier frequency, and in the

instance at 3373 MHz, the trend in single cell and 2P battery configuration weakens

and changes in favour of the trend in the 2P and 2S2P configurations which remains

strong up to 6000 MHz. In fact, at 3600 MHz, the similarity in S21 magnitude and SER

between single cell and 2S, and also 2P and 2S2P, demonstrates that the addition of

cells in series does not have any significant effect on the PLC channel. Hence, these

measurements have highlighted that the addition of cells in series does not impact

the expected data rate that could be achieved from PLC within a large-scale battery

pack system.
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In addition, it can be concluded that suitable carrier frequencies for all investigated

battery configurations and QAM orders tested are within the range of 2200 MHz to

2700 MHz, 3500 MHz to 3800 MHz and 4450 MHz to 6000 MHz. Within these ranges,

the achievable data rate of the PLC system is expected to be the highest. The range

of suitable carrier frequencies may be increased by utilising a lower QAM order, but

then the advantages in QAM data rate are also reduced. For large-scale battery sys-

tems with an increased number of cells in parallel configuration, signal conditioning

techniques may be used to mitigate attenuation, which in turn may increase the cost

and complexity of the communication system.

These recommendations are based upon the 18650-model Li-ion cell tested in this

research. From existing literature, it can be found that the SoC, SoH, battery model,

and battery chemistry have an effect on the S21 magnitude. It is therefore required

that the presented experimentation is performed for each different battery design to

consider PLC performance differences caused by these characteristics. These results

can be validated by utilising impedance simulations of Li-ion cells to predict the PLC

performance [1].

6.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, a PLC network within four battery configurations was evaluated for

its effectiveness as a future smart battery communication system. The 18650-model

Li-ion cells were used as a communication channel for in-situ PLC. This technique

allows for future smart cells to communicate large amounts of embedded sensor data,

such as core cell temperature, to other smart cells in the battery system and to an

external battery management system (BMS), using the existing battery bus bar and

without the addition of a wire harness which would increase the complexity, cost, and

weight of the battery. The performance of a real large-scale Li-ion battery pack can

be derived from the experimental results of the four battery configurations presented

in this chapter. The use of QAM up to modulation orders of 1024 was analysed for

its usability as a modern modulation scheme in this battery system, and is also the

highest modulation order defined in the HomePlug AV standard.

This research has demonstrated that battery configuration, carrier frequency, and
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QAM order, all affect the performance of this PLC system. Based on these results,

recommendations for a future smart battery PLC network within BEV and smart

grid environments have been proposed. Furthermore, the results display trends in

the PLC performance with battery configuration, and that certain thresholds in S21

magnitude correspond to the occurrence of symbol errors. For instance, a high S21

magnitude of −16 dB indicates that 1024-QAM PLC is possible at a carrier frequency

of 3650 MHz with a bandwidth of ∼300 MHz and as such will exceed the physical

layer data rate capabilities found in IEEE 1901, for example [171]. This research thus

allows for future smart cells to communicate vast amounts of sensor data to the BMS

and the smart grid using PLC on the bus bar for improved performance, safety, and

energy management. Such sensor data communication within a smart battery system

may include temperature, cell balancing, and cell reconfiguration data, as previously

explained in Section 1.1.

The performance of large-scale battery systems can be determined using the

methods used within this experimental work. In addition, an estimation as to the char-

acteristics of large-scale battery systems may be made based upon the four distinct

configurations tested within this research. These results demonstrate that whereas

some carrier frequencies show significant S21 magnitude attenuation even with two

cells in series (2S), other carrier frequencies do not. With these exemplary frequencies,

such as 3600 MHz, the EVM and the SER also demonstrated good performance, and

therefore a relationship with the measured S21 magnitude. This relationship allows

for future designs of smart batteries to be verified for their in-situ battery PLC perform-

ance by only requiring a measurement of the communication channel S21 magnitude.

With such measurements, an appropriate carrier frequency can be chosen based on

the attenuation recorded in the S21 magnitude, but also the selection and magnitude

of any signal filtering techniques, such as signal repeaters. Such signal filtering may

be required when the number of cells within the communication system increases,

which has been demonstrated in this experimental work by the fact that an increase

of cells, such as from 2S to 2S2P, increased the attenuation of the S21 magnitude and

also reduced the performance of the in-situ battery PLC system with some carrier

frequencies that produced inferior communication performance. For instance, the

carrier frequency of 4070 MHz demonstrated the highest SER with all orders of QAM
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apart from the lowest modulation order tested of 4-QAM.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The use of power line communication (PLC) within lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries has

been investigated in this thesis for performance in both data rate and noise rejection

within a system of smart cells for next-generation energy storage systems. Extensive

simulations and laboratory experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of utilising

a PLC system within large-scale Li-ion energy storage systems, such as for battery

electric vehicles (BEVs) and smart grids. These applications stand to benefit from the

PLC system presented, allowing for the improvement of battery performance, capacity,

and safety, such as BEV driving distance on a single charge, or smart grid capabilities

to smooth out fluctuations in energy demand. It has been shown that this system

has the capability to withstand changes in the electrical characteristics of battery

cells, ensuring reliable communication even under varying operating conditions. This

chapter summarises the research motivations and highlights the novel contributions

made to the research field within this thesis. Moreover, suggestions on future research

opportunities on this topic are provided.

7.1 Conclusions

Li-ion cells are established as one of the most popular battery chemistries in use due

to their high power and energy densities. However, the potential dangers of their

use, such as thermal runaway caused by circuit overload, necessitates the need for a

battery management system (BMS) to control the use of such cells. The BMS makes

139
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measurements of the Li-ion cell voltage, discharge and charge current, and imped-

ance, in order to deduce the cell state of charge (SoC) and state of health (SoH), and

to perform tasks that improve safety, including cell balancing, over-voltage and over-

current protections. Using general characterisation data of the Li-ion cell, the BMS

makes assumptions as to the performance limitations of the cell, including the max-

imum capability of the cell to be used as a current source and sink for discharging and

charging, respectively. Recent work has presented the idea of smart cells to improve

the safety and performance of Li-ion cells by utilising smarter battery management

systems, such as through the use of embedded sensors and computer systems within

the Li-ion cell [40]. When using embedded sensors and cell instrumentation, the smart

cell is able to obtain real-time characterisation data of the Li-ion cell it is embedded

within, to use these data to determine accurate discharge and charge capabilities.

Furthermore, these real-time data can be used with applications based on state-of-

the-art research, such as constant-temperature constant-voltage (CT-CV) charging

profiles [172], to further improve the charging speed of Li-ion cells. The effectiveness

of the smart cell can be further enhanced through the use of a communication system

to enable the coordination of smart cells as a system that allows for techniques such

as online battery reconfiguration, cell disconnection, and fault diagnosis with external

systems.

In this thesis a PLC system was selected for use within such an application as it

does not require an additional wire harness within the battery. The challenges of

using PLC within Li-ion batteries in order to create a smart and connected battery

system capable of improving both safety and performance have now been addressed.

In addition, the use of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) has been tested as a

modern modulation scheme to increase data throughput. Chapter 1 has provided an

introduction into the context and significance of the research and the key research

contributions. Chapter 2 presented a thorough literature review on the various instru-

mentation and embedded technologies that are used within a Li-ion smart battery

system. Based upon three key experimental studies, this thesis has presented the

following novel contributions to the research community:

1. The ability to carry out accurate simulations of PLC with QAM communication

performance through a Li-ion cell using existing electrochemical impedance
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spectroscopy (EIS) characterisation data within the electrical environment of a

driving BEV.

2. Understanding the changes in communication performance of PLC with QAM

as the Li-ion cell’s SoC is changed, such as due to charging or discharging, for

carrier frequencies of up to 6 GHz.

3. Measuring the changes in communication performance of PLC with QAM in

various Li-ion battery configurations, such as due to online reconfiguration of

smart cells, or differences in battery architecture.

The experimental details pertaining to the three experimental works are presen-

ted in Chapter 3, where the use of the vector network analyser (VNA), vector signal

transceiver (VST), and bespoke cell holders, have been described. It is shown that the

VNA is used to perform S21 measurements of the Li-ion battery as a communication

channel, and that the VST is used to perform real communication tests with QAM

symbols transmitted through the Li-ion battery. In addition, the two bespoke cell

holder designs used within this research were detailed, including their use in improv-

ing the accuracy of cell characterisation. The use of this equipment to perform such

measurements with changing SoC and battery configuration is a novel contribution to

the research field.

As a precursor to performing tests on a real Li-ion battery, Chapter 4 defined the use

of existing Li-ion cell characterisation data to perform PLC performance simulations

using the QAM scheme through two Li-ion cells in series and separately, two in parallel.

In this work, it has been shown that the effects of noise from the BEV, which are mainly

produced by the DC-DC converter, has no effect on the communication performance.

However, a real BEV drive profile load, recorded as it was driven on a local motorway,

was shown to have a significant effect on the performance of the PLC system due

to substantial attenuation of the communication signal. In fact, the constant load

profile of 1Ω only showed minor improvement in communication error. This chapter

concluded that such a PLC system within a BEV will require automatic gain control

to compensate for significant signal attenuation, and also phase compensation to

counteract the substantial phase shift caused by the characteristics of the Li-ion cells.

In addition, it has been deduced that for the carrier frequencies tested of 100 kHz to
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200 MHz, the frequency range of 13 MHz to 40 MHz, demonstrates the least change

in phase shift and attenuation with carrier frequency, and is therefore most suitable

for use in an in-situ Li-ion battery PLC system. This is in comparison to the existing

HomePlug AV standard, which uses 1155 orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) 24.414 kHz spaced subcarriers in a frequency range of 1.8 MHz to 30 MHz.

For the frequency range of 13 MHz to 40 MHz it is possible to achieve 1105 OFDM

subcarriers equally spaced at 24.414 kHz. In comparison to HomePlug AV which offers

a maximum physical layer throughput of 200 Mbit/s, based on the results presented

in this research, it is possible for an in-situ battery PLC system to offer a throughput of

approximately 190 Mbit/s when the same modulation techniques, such as QAM order,

are utilised. It has also been demonstrated that increasing the QAM order increases

the communication error due to the decreased noise rejection performance of the

communication channel. Hence, the throughput of the in-situ battery PLC system may

be diminished due to the harsh nature of the in-situ battery communication channel.

Despite this fact, modulation techniques used in newer standards, such as the use of

multiple transmitters and receivers in the HomePlug AV2 and IEEE 1901 standards,

can be used to increase the performance of PLC within this harsh environment. For

instance, HomePlug AV2 can reach a maximum physical layer data rate of 2024 Mbit/s.

Furthermore, whilst the simulations presented in this research has demonstrated the

relatively harsh nature of the Li-ion cell as a communication channel, it is known that

BEVs use energy storage systems that utilise many cells. The sheer number of cells will

therefore have a significant impact on the performance of the in-situ PLC system. The

effect of the number of cells and their configuration within the battery pack has been

investigated in Chapter 6. In this harsh environment, the use of HomePlug Green PHY

may be used instead, which offers low power, low cost, and most importantly, reliable

communication [173]. This technology has been specifically designed for use with the

smart grid, and this research has outlined the potential use of such technology with

Li-ion batteries.

The changes in communication performance with Li-ion cell SoC have been de-

termined in Chapter 5. It has been shown that such changes were of greater signi-

ficance at certain carrier frequencies. Specifically, and using a maximum modula-

tion order of 512-QAM, for the tested carrier frequencies of 10 MHz to 6 GHz, carrier
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frequency ranges of 50 MHz to 400 MHz, 1133 MHz to 1652 MHz, and 3300 MHz to

4000 MHz were determined to be most suitable for an in-situ Li-ion PLC system when

changes due to SoC are taken into consideration. These ranges of carrier frequencies

offer much wider bandwidths than those specified in existing PLC standards, such

as HomePlug AV 2 which uses 3455 equally spaced OFDM subcarriers in the range of

1.8 MHz to 86.13 MHz. Using a range of 3300 MHz to 4000 MHz would allow for 28672

OFDM subcarriers. The advantage of such a wide frequency range of suitability allows

for communication with very large-scale energy storage systems with many thousands

of smart cells on a single network. Moreover, this wide frequency range allows for

ease of selection of a reduced bandwidth that is most appropriate not only based on

the changes with SoC of the cells, but also on the configuration of the cells within

the battery, as it has been presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the effects of SoC on the

communication system may increase with the addition of cells in the battery, hence it

may be appropriate to select a smaller bandwidth based on a higher threshold of S21

magnitude attenuation. This work has demonstrated the relationships between the

measured S21 magnitude and phase of the Li-ion cell as a communication channel,

and with the symbol error ratio (SER) and error vector magnitude (EVM) of the data

transmitted through the cell using PLC. Moreover, it has been shown that measuring

only S-parameters enables an adequate derivation of the expected communication

performance.

The effects of battery configuration on the PLC performance has been studied in

Chapter 6. These battery configurations were accomplished using a bespoke shunt-

through cell holder designed and fabricated within this research for the purpose of

straightforward reconfiguration within the experiment, high frequency capability, and

low electromagnetic interference (EMI). Using four different battery configurations to

represent a baseline of large-scale configurations used in BEV and smart grid systems,

it has been shown that the PLC performance changes with battery configuration,

and that increasing the number of Li-ion cells in series has a consequential negative

impact on the communication performance. Furthermore, these changes in com-

munication performance are carrier frequency dependent, whereby certain carrier

frequencies such as 4000 MHz show the maximum SER with modulation orders of

512-QAM and 1024-QAM, whereas other frequencies such as 2400 MHz show no SER
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and very low EVM. Specifically, the ranges of acceptable carrier frequencies for all

battery configurations tested are determined to be 2000 MHz to 2800 MHz, 3500 MHz

to 3800 MHz and 4450 MHz to 6000 MHz, wherein 1024-QAM can be used to achieve

the highest data rates. For example, it is expected that using 1024-QAM with a carrier

frequency of 3600 MHz with a bandwidth of approximately 300 MHz will exceed the

physical layer data rate capabilities found in IEEE 1901 [171]. Similarly to the findings

in Chapter 5 whereby the range of suitable carrier frequencies for a Li-ion at various

SoCs is large, the range of suitable carrier frequencies for an in-situ PLC in various

battery configurations is also large. Despite this fact, only the frequency range of

3500 MHz to 3800 MHz remains suitable for both change in battery configuration and

battery SoC. In addition, it is expected that the addition of cells in parallel configura-

tion will reduce the bandwidth and the performance of the communication system.

To mitigate this drawback, this research has shown that the addition of cells in series

reduces this attenuation in S21 magnitude. Hence, the architecture of future battery

systems may be able to take these results into account when designing large-scale

energy storage systems with an in-situ PLC system. For a bandwidth of 300 MHz,

12288 equally spaced OFDM subcarriers may be utilised. When using the same tech-

niques as HomePlug AV2, a theoretical maximum physical rate of 7190 Mbit/s may be

achieved. This value far exceeds the performance that would be required of a large-

scale battery system based on the data that each smart cell would communicate, such

as temperature and voltage sensor data. However, as already stated, this performance

is expected to change dependant on the configuration of the battery.

When considering the ranges of suitable carrier frequencies for an in-situ Li-ion

battery PLC system with QAM with the simulated BEV environment presented in

Chapter 4, for the changes with Li-ion cell SoC presented in Chapter 5, and for the

changes with Li-ion battery configuration presented in Chapter 6, it is determined that

the overall suitable carrier frequency ranges are 30 MHz to 50 MHz, and 3500 MHz

to 3800 MHz. At these carrier frequencies, the PLC system was able to function with

little hindrance from changes to both SoC and battery configuration. However, the

simulated environment created and used in Chapter 4 is limited to a maximum car-

rier frequency of 200 MHz due to the available Li-ion characteristic data available

in existing literature obtained using EIS. Furthermore, the configuration of the PLC
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system will impact these ranges of suitable carrier frequencies depending on whether

a series-through or shunt-through topology is chosen. This research demonstrates

that an increase in internal impedance of the Li-ion cell increases communication

error with series-through and decreases communication error with shunt-through

topologies.

These key contributions of this research explained above, have for the first time,

demonstrated the possibilities of using PLC and QAM within Li-ion batteries of various

SoC and cell configuration. My research has categorically demonstrated that under

certain conditions, it is possible to achieve high data rate capabilities despite the

changing characteristics of the Li-ion cell with SoC and cell configuration.

Through these contributions, this research has achieved the objectives outlined in

the Introduction:

• The requirements of a communication system capable of operating within large-

scale energy storage have been defined in Chapter 2.

• The parameters for the characterisation of Li-ion cells relevant to PLC have been

defined and explained in Chapter 3.

• Existing methodologies for the characterisation of Li-ion cells as a communica-

tion channel have been evaluated in Chapter 2 and supplement the techniques

used in the research methodology presented in Chapter 3. Such existing meth-

ods include the use of EIS for measuring various characteristics of the Li-ion

cell, such as SoH, using low frequency alternating current (AC). The research

presented in this thesis, however, performs S-parameter measurements for high

frequencies up to 6 GHz for cell characterisation as a communication channel.

• Improvements to Li-ion cell characterisation methods to enhance the reprodu-

cibility and accuracy of communication performance tests have been presented

in Chapter 3. The methodology used in this thesis includes the use of the VNA

and VST for communication channel and performance testing, with the inclu-

sion of bespoke cell holders for improving the reproducibility and accuracy of

the results.
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• The performance of an in-situ Li-ion battery communication system has been

determined in a variety of circumstances:

– when the Li-ion battery is under the load of a driving BEV, presented in

Chapter 4;

– when the Li-ion battery is at different SoC due to charging or discharging,

presented in Chapter 5;

– and when the Li-ion battery is configured in single cell, two cells in parallel,

two cells in series, and two cells in parallel and in series, presented in

Chapter 6.

• New experimental methodologies for testing the performance of PLC in Li-ion

cells have been defined and implemented throughout this thesis.

• Parameters of carrier frequency, QAM order, and battery configuration for an

in-situ Li-ion battery PLC system have been proposed within this Conclusions

and Future Work chapter.

7.2 Future Work

The high data rate capabilities within the Li-ion battery using PLC and QAM as demon-

strated within this thesis will enable the development of academically interesting

and applicable research topics. Further research may include, firstly, determining

the changes in communication performance with Li-ion SoH in order to understand

how changes in the characteristics of the Li-ion cell, such as internal impedance, may

impact the PLC due to cell ageing and charge cycles. Such research is important for

long-term usage of Li-ion batteries to ensure that the PLC system can continue to

operate for the full lifetime of the energy storage system and that it does not diminish

in functionality with cell ageing. Since the SoH of Li-ion cells change with calendar

ageing and cycling, reliably reproducing and controlling the SoH for such testing may

be challenging.

Secondly, to understand the changes in communication performance with batter-

ies of different chemistries. Notwithstanding exploration of Li-ion cells of different
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models, with the aim to determine any relationships between the characteristics of the

parameters of the battery, such as the thickness of the jelly roll, with the performance

of the in-situ PLC system. Using such research, it will be possible to determine the

most appropriate battery technology when an in-situ PLC is considered.

Thirdly, the realisation of a mesh network of smart cells within a large-scale battery,

and understanding the limits in communication performance due to EMI and the

sheer number of connected cells. Since a large-scale battery may consist of thousand

of cells, it is vital to determine factors that may limit the performance of PLC within

this system, including noise, signal reflections, and propagation of changing Li-ion

cell characteristics. These factors will affect the communication round trip time which

affects the smart cell’s ability to limit packet loss due to data corruption caused by

significant noise, for example.

Finally, the latency between a safety event, such as cell overheating, and the

communication of such an event with other smart cells or an external BMS must be

measured to determine whether the smart cell is capable of performing safety critical

actions within the small window of time with which an overheat event may cause

thermal runaway. The smart cell and the BMS must be able to act quickly to mitigate

loss of thermal stability within Li-ion cells.

7.3 Summary

This work has shown that PLC within Li-ion batteries can be used as a high through-

put communication system, with optimal parameters provided to utilise QAM as a

modulation scheme to enhance data rate for carrier frequencies up to 6 GHz. Through

the simulation methods presented in Chapter 4, an optimal battery architecture can

be designed for the purpose of smart battery communication, with Chapters 5 and 6

detailing the analysis of real performance data with various battery SoCs and cell

configurations. These key pertinent contributions are beneficial to improving energy

storage safety and performance in BEVs and smart grids.
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Appendix A

Source Code

The source code for the circuits and the programs developed during this research are

embedded as attachments in this PDF. Accessing these files requires a compatible PDF

reader, such as Firefox 107. The files may be found in the list of attachments or by

clicking on the red hyperlinks below. Additionally, these files can be downloaded from

the Warwick Research Archive Portal at https://wrap.warwick.ac.uk.

A.1 Series-through Lithium-ion Cell Holder

Click on the following link or find the attached file named .

The project files are compatible with KiCad 6.0.5 [174]. The terms of use and distribu-

tion are included in the LICENCE file within the archive.

Figure A.1: Preview of Li-ion series-through cell holder layout in KiCad. Used in
Chapter 5.
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    (fp_line (start 33 9) (end -33 9) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 8f31d2d0-a219-47bd-b286-ee1a69b512b4))
    (fp_line (start 39 -5) (end 39 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 93c94084-8b11-47f5-81fc-e8be5d603e24))
    (fp_line (start 33 -5) (end 39 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 9722d960-1296-464f-b05a-285eb0e6e513))
    (fp_line (start -33 -9) (end 33 -9) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 993faa67-5fda-4a2e-81b3-f070073652ac))
    (fp_line (start 33 5) (end 33 9) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp bfeacde9-353d-409c-ac36-4bc46c5cd3e7))
    (fp_line (start 39 5) (end 33 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp dabdaf40-ca18-41ed-9fb6-8a9be27fb2f1))
    (fp_line (start -39 -5) (end -33 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp ec7e7c0b-9c5d-466a-beac-7c3ba310f438))
    (fp_rect (start -32.5 -9) (end 32.5 9) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (fill none) (tstamp 57b15af2-ab7c-4bfa-914a-19bfe5e15fd1))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at -36 0) (size 5 10) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.1312336)
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pinfunction "+") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 2215b67b-b7c5-48e7-ada2-5ba365cf8893))
  )

  (footprint "Connector_Coaxial:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5A1C1810) (tstamp 5d49e9a6-41dd-4072-adde-ef1036c1979b)
    (at 67.8625 80 180)
    (descr "http://www.amphenolrf.com/132289.html")
    (tags "SMA")
    (property "LCSC" "")
    (property "MFR" "")
    (property "RS" "125-8190")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/21ccb6c5-91d1-45cc-87d8-8a6c3f62ae87")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "J1" (at 1.3625 6.5 180) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp aee7520e-3bfc-435f-a66b-1dd1f5aa6a87)
    )
    (fp_text value "Conn_Coaxial" (at 5 6) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 7b766787-7689-40b8-9ef5-c0b1af45a9ae)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 4.79 0 90) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 212bf70c-2324-47d9-8700-59771063baeb)
    )
    (fp_line (start -3.21 0) (end -3.71 -0.25) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 44035e53-ff94-45ad-801f-55a1ce042a0d))
    (fp_line (start -3.71 0.25) (end -3.21 0) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp c873689a-d206-42f5-aead-9199b4d63f51))
    (fp_line (start -3.71 -0.25) (end -3.71 0.25) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp cee2f43a-7d22-4585-a857-73949bd17a9d))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 5.58) (end -3.04 5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 430d6d73-9de6-41ca-b788-178d709f4aae))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 6a2bcc72-047b-4846-8583-1109e3552669))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end 14.47 5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 775e8983-a723-43c5-bf00-61681f0840f3))
    (fp_line (start -3.04 5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp a0e7a81b-2259-4f8d-8368-ba75f2004714))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 5.58) (end -3.04 5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 347562f5-b152-4e7b-8a69-40ca6daaaad4))
    (fp_line (start -3.04 5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 3efa2ece-8f3f-4a8c-96e9-6ab3ec6f1f70))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 70d34adf-9bd8-469e-8c77-5c0d7adf511e))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end 14.47 5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp cb083d38-4f11-4a80-8b19-ab751c405e4a))
    (fp_line (start 3.54 0) (end 2.54 0.75) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 0b9f21ed-3d41-4f23-ae45-74117a5f3153))
    (fp_line (start 13.97 -3.81) (end 13.97 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 1b023dd4-5185-4576-b544-68a05b9c360b))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 -3.81) (end 4.445 -5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 2c95b9a6-9c71-4108-9cde-57ddfdd2dd19))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 3.81) (end -1.91 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 3249bd81-9fd4-4194-9b4f-2e333b2195b8))
    (fp_line (start 13.97 3.81) (end 4.445 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 718e5c6d-0e4c-46d8-a149-2f2bfc54c7f1))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -5.08) (end 4.445 -5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 76afa8e0-9b3a-439d-843c-ad039d3b6354))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 -3.81) (end 2.54 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 8486c294-aa7e-43c3-b257-1ca3356dd17a))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 -3.81) (end 13.97 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 90f81af1-b6de-44aa-a46b-6504a157ce6c))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 5.08) (end 4.445 5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 946404ba-9297-43ec-9d67-30184041145f))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 -0.75) (end 3.54 0) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 9e0e6fc0-a269-4822-b93d-4c5e6689ff11))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -5.08) (end -1.91 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp a64aeb89-c24a-493b-9aab-87a6be930bde))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 5.08) (end 4.445 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp a76a574b-1cac-43eb-81e6-0e2e278cea39))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 3.81) (end -1.91 5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp cbde200f-1075-469a-89f8-abbdcf30e36a))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -3.81) (end 2.54 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp f50dae73-c5b5-475d-ac8c-5b555be54fa3))
    (pad "1" smd rect (at 0 0 270) (size 1.5 5.08) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask")
      (net 3 "Net-(J1-Pad1)") (pinfunction "In") (pintype "passive") (tstamp c8ab8246-b2bb-4b06-b45e-2548482466fd))
    (pad "2" smd rect (at 0 -4.25 270) (size 1.5 5.08) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask")
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 7f9683c1-2203-43df-8fa1-719a0dc360df))
    (pad "2" smd rect (at 0 4.25 270) (size 1.5 5.08) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask")
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp b0054ce1-b60e-41de-a6a2-bf712784dd39))
    (pad "2" smd rect (at 0 4.25 270) (size 1.5 5.08) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask")
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp be2983fa-f06e-485e-bea1-3dd96b916ec5))
    (pad "2" smd rect (at 0 -4.25 270) (size 1.5 5.08) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask")
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp dc1d84c8-33da-4489-be8e-2a1de3001779))
    (model "${KICAD6_3DMODEL_DIR}/Connector_Coaxial.3dshapes/SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount.wrl"
      (offset (xyz 0 0 0))
      (scale (xyz 1 1 1))
      (rotate (xyz 0 0 0))
    )
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp 66749c6a-b16f-43be-bab1-76caa7a8a44a)
    (at 105 95 -90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/c884647c-bd92-4513-b21b-d4fde0dd08f6")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H4" (at 0 -7 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 77ebc2e5-1f0f-4872-92a7-5d8ca6e9d738)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 1 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 66b9f7f0-dc5f-46d1-a083-ee17d860ec7e)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 2.5 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 5bd803d0-a1c4-418d-8427-0dde068d5c7b)
    )
    (fp_line (start 4 5) (end 3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 36d09947-f050-4608-9081-007a72d09a60))
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end 3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 58c4857b-b068-4140-8935-57de9b8c3c07))
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 5a20a063-d5c5-4b0a-8aa1-2183075882ba))
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end -3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 65da33b6-71ac-432a-8bda-3dcc548dcc44))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 66a55649-7561-483e-a895-6a95c97ff43a))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end 4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 6a343d68-36ef-4c6f-bcf9-c594ba8d7d95))
    (fp_line (start -4 5) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 8125a8db-8f90-408b-815a-1e37eccc42ca))
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 9a458650-0bcb-4412-a227-64373438204a))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 -1 270) (size 6 8) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 0b4e5d23-da3f-42ed-b306-b72a783421e1))
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp 8e73e860-7df5-47ee-9d85-a51cffff4073)
    (at 105 65 -90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/c1e97fc9-86e8-4f64-8994-4f8baf5fd792")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H3" (at 0 -7 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 826f9e8a-32ca-488a-9c0f-ba968f6909c1)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 1 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 4125a107-e7a0-4aba-bd60-6ba0ae9b01c2)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 2.5 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 86673908-b552-4cdb-8072-f49acba908a7)
    )
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 02c6efbb-e2ec-4278-ae62-5b9db928b782))
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end -3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 0ad7ddd9-c6b9-42a2-acfa-21cc811795bd))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end 4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 394bf056-4fcd-4bef-83a8-b9e06612d122))
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 680d5456-0c4e-42d0-ae0b-a9f715b4feaf))
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end 3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 7d7f31fa-7d98-4e16-a06a-9897372193a6))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 9ceceb67-4aa2-470c-b2ad-54f713965615))
    (fp_line (start -4 5) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp d89731e1-6e97-4507-b9f9-b61fcbd186f2))
    (fp_line (start 4 5) (end 3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp e493a38d-8dbf-4f35-9897-14e31fad797a))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 -1 270) (size 6 8) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp ecaffff4-f2f3-41b5-aac7-0a2252e57502))
  )

  (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 56D1B4CB) (tstamp b5ea13a8-3e37-4201-b115-0647094f76a8)
    (at 78 66)
    (descr "Mounting Hole 3.2mm, M3, DIN965")
    (tags "mounting hole 3.2mm m3 din965")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/b2bc2201-076d-41f4-99db-105488e3ce9d")
    (attr exclude_from_pos_files)
    (fp_text reference "H1" (at 0 -3.8) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 5e707534-c918-46f7-a5cb-689e5a18b5bb)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 3.8) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 6f80fbb2-ac4c-4cbd-929c-985047ad8ccc)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 0) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 60af2486-27b0-4394-8b74-bf0b63a58ade)
    )
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 2.8 0) (layer "Cmts.User") (width 0.15) (fill none) (tstamp 642bef19-f089-4145-8521-0c78a2141a57))
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 3.05 0) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (fill none) (tstamp 93ebecb5-a9cc-4d2c-95d6-f1997abc5a8e))
    (pad "1" thru_hole circle (at 0 0) (size 5.6 5.6) (drill 3.2) (layers *.Cu *.Mask)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 229089b5-d96a-45a7-930c-5b21e68180d7))
  )

  (footprint "Resistor_SMD:R_0603_1608Metric_Pad0.98x0.95mm_HandSolder" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5F68FEEE) (tstamp e2b24e25-1a0d-434a-876b-c595b47d80d2)
    (at 73.4 80)
    (descr "Resistor SMD 0603 (1608 Metric), square (rectangular) end terminal, IPC_7351 nominal with elongated pad for handsoldering. (Body size source: IPC-SM-782 page 72, https://www.pcb-3d.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ipc-sm-782a_amendment_1_and_2.pdf), generated with kicad-footprint-generator")
    (tags "resistor handsolder")
    (property "LCSC" "")
    (property "MFR" "")
    (property "RS" "198-5546")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/f00b80e7-dc70-46b4-a901-60498f1c5bb6")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "R2" (at 0.6 -2) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 17ed3508-fa2e-4593-a799-bfd39a6cc14d)
    )
    (fp_text value "50R" (at 0 1.43) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 0f560957-a8c5-442f-b20c-c2d88613742c)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 0) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 0.4 0.4) (thickness 0.06)))
      (tstamp 20901d7e-a300-4069-8967-a6a7e97a68bc)
    )
    (fp_line (start -0.254724 0.5225) (end 0.254724 0.5225) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 0d993e48-cea3-4104-9c5a-d8f97b64a3ac))
    (fp_line (start -0.254724 -0.5225) (end 0.254724 -0.5225) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp cf21dfe3-ab4f-4ad9-b7cf-dc892d833b13))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 -0.73) (end 1.65 0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 1c9f6fea-1796-4a2d-80b3-ae22ce51c8f5))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 -0.73) (end 1.65 -0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp b12e5309-5d01-40ef-a9c3-8453e00a555e))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 0.73) (end -1.65 0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp be6b17f9-34f5-44e9-a4c7-725d2e274a9d))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 0.73) (end -1.65 -0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp f56d244f-1fa4-4475-ac1d-f41eed31a48b))
    (fp_line (start -0.8 -0.4125) (end 0.8 -0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 02538207-54a8-4266-8d51-23871852b2ff))
    (fp_line (start 0.8 -0.4125) (end 0.8 0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 73fbe87f-3928-49c2-bf87-839d907c6aef))
    (fp_line (start 0.8 0.4125) (end -0.8 0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 86ad0555-08b3-4dde-9a3e-c1e5e29b6615))
    (fp_line (start -0.8 0.4125) (end -0.8 -0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp dd334895-c8ff-4719-bac4-c0b289bb5899))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at -0.9125 0) (size 0.975 0.95) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 3 "Net-(J1-Pad1)") (pintype "passive") (tstamp fad4c712-0a2e-465d-a9f8-83d26bd66e37))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at 0.9125 0) (size 0.975 0.95) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 422b10b9-e829-44a2-8808-05edd8cb3050))
    (model "${KICAD6_3DMODEL_DIR}/Resistor_SMD.3dshapes/R_0603_1608Metric.wrl"
      (offset (xyz 0 0 0))
      (scale (xyz 1 1 1))
      (rotate (xyz 0 0 0))
    )
  )

  (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 56D1B4CB) (tstamp eec00f97-9726-4990-8aef-95005e7267d9)
    (at 78 94)
    (descr "Mounting Hole 3.2mm, M3, DIN965")
    (tags "mounting hole 3.2mm m3 din965")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/3101cd20-ff9a-4cb7-b8d4-4b03e8ce7d4f")
    (attr exclude_from_pos_files)
    (fp_text reference "H2" (at 0 4.5) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp a7be9e53-3c65-4638-b824-3d5371aceb9f)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 3.8) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp fac37166-6544-4a5a-8523-75c307b4539f)
    )
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 2.8 0) (layer "Cmts.User") (width 0.15) (fill none) (tstamp d23ca5ac-bc4d-44a2-90ac-0b3eaa4af6f8))
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 3.05 0) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (fill none) (tstamp 89311f2b-7f4a-4f24-93ac-72dc2e834d5d))
    (pad "1" thru_hole circle (at 0 0) (size 5.6 5.6) (drill 3.2) (layers *.Cu *.Mask)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 1ddaccf1-4d0b-44e5-b2c4-dfcabfdb2934))
  )

  (footprint "Resistor_SMD:R_0603_1608Metric_Pad0.98x0.95mm_HandSolder" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5F68FEEE) (tstamp f97623f8-5404-4be5-83c6-39f4d00198e1)
    (at 74.3 82.5 -90)
    (descr "Resistor SMD 0603 (1608 Metric), square (rectangular) end terminal, IPC_7351 nominal with elongated pad for handsoldering. (Body size source: IPC-SM-782 page 72, https://www.pcb-3d.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ipc-sm-782a_amendment_1_and_2.pdf), generated with kicad-footprint-generator")
    (tags "resistor handsolder")
    (property "LCSC" "")
    (property "MFR" "")
    (property "RS" "198-5546")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/d8d4ae09-0e89-46ca-a91c-f33fd37d22d0")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "R1" (at 2.5 0.3 180) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp aa1c6f47-cbd4-4cbd-8265-e5ac08b7ffc8)
    )
    (fp_text value "50R" (at 0 1.43 90) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp f28e56e7-283b-4b9a-ae27-95e89770fbf8)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 0 90) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 0.4 0.4) (thickness 0.06)))
      (tstamp ee29d712-3378-4507-a00b-003526b29bb1)
    )
    (fp_line (start -0.254724 -0.5225) (end 0.254724 -0.5225) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 123968c6-74e7-4754-8c36-08ea08e42555))
    (fp_line (start -0.254724 0.5225) (end 0.254724 0.5225) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 3e3d55c8-e0ea-48fb-8421-a84b7cb7055b))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 0.73) (end -1.65 0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 083becc8-e25d-4206-9636-55457650bbe3))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 -0.73) (end 1.65 -0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 725cdf26-4b92-46db-bca9-10d930002dda))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 0.73) (end -1.65 -0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 7acd513a-187b-4936-9f93-2e521ce33ad5))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 -0.73) (end 1.65 0.73) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 8e295ed4-82cb-4d9f-8888-7ad2dd4d5129))
    (fp_line (start 0.8 -0.4125) (end 0.8 0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 4a7e3849-3bc9-4bb3-b16a-fab2f5cee0e5))
    (fp_line (start 0.8 0.4125) (end -0.8 0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 79451892-db6b-4999-916d-6392174ee493))
    (fp_line (start -0.8 0.4125) (end -0.8 -0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 888fd7cb-2fc6-480c-bcfa-0b71303087d3))
    (fp_line (start -0.8 -0.4125) (end 0.8 -0.4125) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp a92f3b72-ed6d-4d99-9da6-35771bec3c77))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at -0.9125 0 270) (size 0.975 0.95) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 99186658-0361-40ba-ae93-62f23c5622e6))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at 0.9125 0 270) (size 0.975 0.95) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 5f312b85-6822-40a3-b417-2df49696ca2d))
    (model "${KICAD6_3DMODEL_DIR}/Resistor_SMD.3dshapes/R_0603_1608Metric.wrl"
      (offset (xyz 0 0 0))
      (scale (xyz 1 1 1))
      (rotate (xyz 0 0 0))
    )
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "B.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp 00a5ff7e-31cc-4aab-9530-7f7359511c86)
    (at 105 65 90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/0397fac9-94cd-446c-88e5-f76316cbf6dc")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H5" (at 0 7 270 unlocked) (layer "B.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 66f3c310-45d4-42f4-a379-788fc82799c0)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 -1 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 0923c87e-f76f-44c5-b3c6-0c1398ba4449)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 -2.5 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 5ff9fafd-0e1a-4005-86c1-d355aa4273c9)
    )
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 307f059c-034f-413d-a735-41e286f3159d))
    (fp_line (start -4 -5) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 349c5424-554a-4af3-a494-98582698a2e7))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end 4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 37ed7359-18c4-4394-a3f3-6fb336c0bb27))
    (fp_line (start 4 -5) (end 3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 4d3cff36-00dc-4624-864d-ff3e1ed835f9))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 4d90925f-b497-4197-b43c-b2d7710cebd9))
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end -3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 9b962d72-ec9b-4ad3-9844-454940a098f0))
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp d40ea2ef-ed2e-4041-9420-5252f017c2d0))
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end 3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp f7b7cea4-bd16-4fa4-8053-33529b18f1b2))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 1 90) (size 6 8) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp f06c5ec9-e5eb-4e43-8259-454cf84addff))
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "B.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp 333877d9-fa92-48a1-8219-0391a82f5daa)
    (at 105 95 90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/fc89b516-824b-4437-8dac-6cb93531d540")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H6" (at 0 7 270 unlocked) (layer "B.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 7c0cba6a-23c5-45b2-a5a6-aaa590b1cdd4)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 -1 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 57dafbed-14b1-4a89-a892-382a5093ccd1)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 -2.5 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 34282c49-707d-45fb-b77b-021ddc811b60)
    )
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end 3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 18521a35-75be-4ca8-973c-4c4d31c83cdb))
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 295f6204-c40c-414f-b8da-ba500d1e7be5))
    (fp_line (start -4 -5) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 539a7aff-a789-4a73-a256-29047c2602e5))
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end -3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 5dbdb6d7-4fd7-4d07-9b95-0a392a38c9cc))
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 85fc2f3b-9ed5-418e-b292-ff328638ceaa))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end 4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 885d1273-80a6-4d15-817f-e588bf50c5ba))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 99dde06d-181a-4198-8b47-9c448d28aa2c))
    (fp_line (start 4 -5) (end 3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp db359b5e-dfa7-45aa-8a8b-9dda3b450993))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 1 90) (size 6 8) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 50b4ae4c-0e7c-4437-a448-be83abe3a6ad))
  )

  (gr_line (start 67 100) (end 112 100) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 050ac437-ad13-4cd1-8835-be4076365f3b))
  (gr_arc (start 113 69) (mid 112.707107 69.707107) (end 112 70) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 0860d1ea-850f-4cc0-bd0b-f727c905e488))
  (gr_arc (start 99.5 70.5) (mid 99.353553 70.853553) (end 99 71) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 0edf1bbb-1194-4e5d-9234-067ef6e272d0))
  (gr_line (start 82 78) (end 82 72) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 109ab46f-3066-4e57-8519-65a211604a69))
  (gr_line (start 82 82) (end 82 89) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 17a8c399-b3c2-4d92-9c32-c1d0e59ab9b7))
  (gr_line (start 93 90) (end 83 90) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 21ec5f5b-1f88-4e12-9138-faa2d8b04a9e))
  (gr_line (start 65 62) (end 65 98) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 302715d3-a984-4e91-9f27-e4b182c2e28a))
  (gr_arc (start 65 62) (mid 65.585786 60.585786) (end 67 60) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 33151597-2264-46ac-ac07-d9c51c2e6047))
  (gr_arc (start 93.5 89.5) (mid 93.646447 89.146447) (end 94 89) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 36a40ce3-7c41-4976-a2da-b12235a2ce37))
  (gr_line (start 113 99) (end 113 91) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 42f34fdc-0672-4c99-aea8-c9112d774398))
  (gr_line (start 113 69) (end 113 61) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 44494465-1977-4c21-9649-2ca8159a3777))
  (gr_arc (start 99.5 70.5) (mid 99.646447 70.146447) (end 100 70) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 55e32e3c-adb2-444b-bf8c-c52b9ddf8c5e))
  (gr_line (start 82 78) (end 82.5 78.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 5696bc61-9b51-46db-8e32-84007ad49203))
  (gr_arc (start 83 90) (mid 82.292893 89.707107) (end 82 89) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 60abe1e9-23a8-484f-a6e0-e22ae5de7b49))
  (gr_line (start 83 70) (end 93 70) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 6f960417-f72e-4567-8769-0d1d0f33441a))
  (gr_line (start 112 90) (end 100 90) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 71378830-de3b-4b0a-8dcc-9f1696aa89d7))
  (gr_arc (start 100 90) (mid 99.646447 89.853553) (end 99.5 89.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 751b0fc1-13a1-491a-bff3-c5c51ea5f70e))
  (gr_arc (start 67 100) (mid 65.585786 99.414214) (end 65 98) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 7ce6a06a-76d5-486c-9b7e-90ad4720b50c))
  (gr_arc (start 93 70) (mid 93.353553 70.146447) (end 93.5 70.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 8ac06923-f078-4dbf-8192-ab0b1af8a375))
  (gr_arc (start 112 60) (mid 112.707107 60.292893) (end 113 61) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 9015c223-c09c-4d00-bdaf-e24ac5b061cb))
  (gr_arc (start 99 89) (mid 99.353553 89.146447) (end 99.5 89.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp a9256017-1126-40c6-9732-7c41f0a02b63))
  (gr_line (start 82.5 78.5) (end 82.5 81.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp ae4f2cfc-6029-40d7-a032-0ec6a27bc2d5))
  (gr_arc (start 94 71) (mid 93.646447 70.853553) (end 93.5 70.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp ca7635c5-ad14-41a8-8d4a-d91fbcbb9bc0))
  (gr_line (start 99 89) (end 94 89) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp d804ef46-2ab6-41bb-b099-ba3f03b00c00))
  (gr_arc (start 112 90) (mid 112.707107 90.292893) (end 113 91) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp d8d75485-a181-4f40-a50f-290b2eacdce8))
  (gr_line (start 100 70) (end 112 70) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp da477574-0bb8-4eb6-a700-216e34cfdc45))
  (gr_line (start 112 60) (end 67 60) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp e4389919-6981-464b-9e40-338f8e18ab39))
  (gr_line (start 82.5 81.5) (end 82 82) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp e9f226af-321d-4932-be17-91991fca311f))
  (gr_arc (start 82 71) (mid 82.292893 70.292893) (end 83 70) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp ee5c962a-5b14-4f67-9b8e-e679dbd770e9))
  (gr_arc (start 93.5 89.5) (mid 93.353553 89.853553) (end 93 90) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp f3b865d4-f57d-4136-9319-f847fb8f8f01))
  (gr_arc (start 113 99) (mid 112.707107 99.707107) (end 112 100) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp f4c15c41-90f4-4a80-a240-ad2606d13013))
  (gr_line (start 82 72) (end 82 71) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp f515deab-911d-495f-ac9f-f60a12c7769b))
  (gr_line (start 94 71) (end 99 71) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp fb37fbce-a11c-442f-ba71-f2a022dbdf43))
  (gr_text "JLCJLCJLCJLC" (at 90.5 98) (layer "B.SilkS") (tstamp c3c462ec-5383-4ccb-8d7f-419971eef923)
    (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
  )
  (gr_text "18650 Cell Holder\nMahyar Koshkouei" (at 90 98) (layer "F.SilkS") (tstamp 7d76c5f7-dd25-4044-aeeb-e0fc2d3606c4)
    (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 247c9e8d-bf57-4abc-9b07-ca575a5cd8ef)
    (pts (xy 57 60) (xy 57 100))
    (height 4)
    (gr_text "40.0000 mm" (at 51.85 80 90) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 247c9e8d-bf57-4abc-9b07-ca575a5cd8ef)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 50b7e915-bc6a-41a3-a1ad-3bbec88c54a7)
    (pts (xy 50 71) (xy 50 89))
    (height 3)
    (gr_text "18.0000 mm" (at 45.85 80 90) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 50b7e915-bc6a-41a3-a1ad-3bbec88c54a7)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 6978c936-5959-414e-af28-6c2e696968e4)
    (pts (xy 98 48) (xy 131 48))
    (height -3)
    (gr_text "33.0000 mm" (at 114.5 43.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 6978c936-5959-414e-af28-6c2e696968e4)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp b1be14e4-dd1c-4310-811c-d22b34a1bd81)
    (pts (xy 82 56) (xy 147 56))
    (height 0)
    (gr_text "65.0000 mm" (at 114.5 54.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp b1be14e4-dd1c-4310-811c-d22b34a1bd81)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp b7061746-68f1-4fd8-b72f-1edc4b34ddea)
    (pts (xy 66 57) (xy 82 57))
    (height -1)
    (gr_text "16.0000 mm" (at 74 54.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp b7061746-68f1-4fd8-b72f-1edc4b34ddea)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp bd36edf5-8525-4369-93e6-7d8656d31047)
    (pts (xy 163 53) (xy 116 53))
    (height 2)
    (gr_text "47.0000 mm" (at 139.5 49.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp bd36edf5-8525-4369-93e6-7d8656d31047)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp c25d34d1-3a74-4fee-847c-7fa8148dc2ec)
    (pts (xy 113 53) (xy 66 53))
    (height 2)
    (gr_text "47.0000 mm" (at 89.5 49.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp c25d34d1-3a74-4fee-847c-7fa8148dc2ec)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp cba02506-5ca9-4ebf-972f-867d7ee40a8b)
    (pts (xy 147 57) (xy 163 57))
    (height -1)
    (gr_text "16.0000 mm" (at 155 54.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp cba02506-5ca9-4ebf-972f-867d7ee40a8b)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )

  (segment (start 74.3125 80) (end 74.3125 81.575) (width 0.25) (layer "F.Cu") (net 1) (tstamp 05225837-60cb-46ba-890e-44c32c2cdf8b))
  (segment (start 74.3125 81.575) (end 74.3 81.5875) (width 0.25) (layer "F.Cu") (net 1) (tstamp 37b5ba3c-6dd6-4be4-96d1-6f12c5a391b9))
  (segment (start 74.3125 80) (end 78.3 80) (width 0.25) (layer "F.Cu") (net 1) (tstamp 6ef7c715-50f9-4b9e-b1d3-73caa5558c90))
  (via (at 73.987315 94) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 034b44a2-aea6-414b-a1cc-dfae77402bf2))
  (via (at 69.487315 91) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 04003e36-4ea4-422f-a251-051cef366c64))
  (via (at 92 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 048cdda1-492a-44b7-8874-786e0610904a))
  (via (at 72.5 82) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 05030c2d-7890-4ba4-a8f7-3cbdf6c583ef))
  (via (at 66.5 69.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 0565eab0-3b3a-4168-80cf-bd999a21623d))
  (via (at 72.5 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 063b43a5-16c5-41cd-9d53-d5fd3d2a3419))
  (via (at 77 70.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 087265f9-1d39-4648-8c52-86231ba07f3e))
  (via (at 72.487315 95) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 0b221fa4-3308-49f0-a79c-f9e24d9cfa17))
  (via (at 96.5 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1050f150-0abd-49ec-9677-dc1a81653cbd))
  (via (at 66.5 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 172c5f04-6919-4eab-86f3-ee25ac112011))
  (via (at 81.5 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 17ed1936-cbf2-4e5b-bb54-952df8b90c83))
  (via (at 68 88) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 187fa065-9745-458c-83b3-61fbd4fed407))
  (via (at 78.5 87) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1f3c18b8-377f-4478-ae19-2aec4213ba7c))
  (via (at 83 93.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1f9a2712-9041-41be-8de5-35c44cff34c9))
  (via (at 89 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1fc0e99f-f78e-4916-9b50-293bc03c0b03))
  (via (at 95 93.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 2144762b-71c9-4aff-a719-4d5eeb9aaeab))
  (via (at 89 93.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 240a3bb1-40e9-4bed-9419-1e203e1b32d6))
  (via (at 80 72.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 2438a3cb-f603-4cf7-a786-01b5784844c3))
  (via (at 83 91.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 2577613d-51d3-4244-8b36-e5d90789bebc))
  (via (at 72.5 87) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 25f358d2-e700-4ddd-8e77-0dad657ac4fa))
  (via (at 75.5 89) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 272a0213-02d2-4f80-8973-477cadd7dfa2))
  (via (at 90.5 92.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 276cdd1d-369b-480b-9951-4330dafbe8ac))
  (via (at 72.5 69.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 27707420-8e93-42fd-9578-ad5e202f75a7))
  (via (at 80 88) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 30944fe9-6615-428c-b9f7-4384ded704af))
  (via (at 83 95.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 30bde459-db5b-4727-9750-f315762431fe))
  (via (at 78.5 89) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 311d0c62-3cfc-4c37-8c6b-3cf5757b180c))
  (via (at 93.5 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 31755e23-1578-4290-91c1-c1f100ac4d24))
  (via (at 92 93.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 31a08f89-9ac5-461b-bcfa-3e6e820ecdcc))
  (via (at 67.987315 98) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 34cda471-d6ec-49a2-80eb-505df6274300))
  (via (at 69.5 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 36a622e5-4091-4a5e-bae0-b659b4043931))
  (via (at 74 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 38ca7467-73ba-43cf-be6a-492ef9392a31))
  (via (at 68 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3a7acd1a-a80c-40c5-a099-37feb88fbe20))
  (via (at 89 95.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3c02f8ec-702e-4864-a25c-78df600acc0d))
  (via (at 74 76.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3c23c058-f7d3-46a0-a52b-3664037559a5))
  (via (at 96.5 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3df4d97e-2b48-4f61-b05f-5bd8049447e2))
  (via (at 75.5 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3ee6d9c7-acf6-4d53-8020-717fe9fff408))
  (via (at 74 72.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3ef1c9ac-e6bc-40d5-b67a-0d3619c573b2))
  (via (at 89 91.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3fa744bf-d47e-479f-b909-780a7057b630))
  (via (at 71 88) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 418c3a1d-094c-4c8f-81a8-10e92b19f828))
  (via (at 73.987315 96) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 43963cea-368b-4863-85f3-8f5acb306b53))
  (via (at 72.5 77.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 46c0fa6c-b0ae-416a-ac21-c884060afd73))
  (via (at 77 90) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 470fc2ed-3d69-47aa-9c6f-4c5cdf88f2d5))
  (via (at 92 95.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 491c5b0f-57d4-4de5-90d6-4fa25514f9cb))
  (via (at 95 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 493c0c0c-b33e-4680-a111-5236bf32a1ef))
  (via (at 72.5 73.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4a5cb15b-1ff4-4f05-9eb1-1bf9cf041491))
  (via (at 95 95.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4b857199-7bde-44b3-83b6-a2a6b1f3e841))
  (via (at 95 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4ba388ec-1785-4412-8081-33ae57dc423b))
  (via (at 87.5 94.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4cd3fc73-024c-49f3-9c7b-efcf178d4bf7))
  (via (at 72.5 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4d597a20-72a5-4a02-bc54-623ca5389e9a))
  (via (at 72.5 89) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4e7af8fa-8d8e-446c-9c81-dbfbd1029379))
  (via (at 66.487315 91) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 50a2e696-4c8c-4cd4-9545-4161b80b3a62))
  (via (at 72.5 84) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 51b1686a-e6a9-407e-94df-9aef395b1fdd))
  (via (at 83 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 538394c3-b6e1-4e5d-9f13-5ecc558d538b))
  (via (at 69.5 69.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 587e52f9-2cc4-4253-9e36-bda30d35b7e8))
  (via (at 71 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5a4c59a6-12d9-4862-be95-d2bbaba1d2bf))
  (via (at 84.5 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5afd4c60-32ad-4ad5-a59b-d7151faeaa04))
  (via (at 68 72.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5be650f1-0680-41f2-b9cb-c06a6112d3b7))
  (via (at 75.5 71.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5e7434f4-731e-4b81-b192-1b565e5329f8))
  (via (at 87.5 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5eff7b89-7f1e-401c-8383-c01b65fc04e3))
  (via (at 96.5 92.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5fd0138f-2608-4917-b3de-434aa1003330))
  (via (at 90.5 94.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 604df229-9955-4103-bc8f-75e45b3284ba))
  (via (at 69.5 89) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 614941c2-9997-4459-a46a-65b1f47ad8c1))
  (via (at 86 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 655c151c-37b9-483d-8d5e-ab369f42a876))
  (via (at 70.987315 98) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 658b956b-7765-4de8-8f3e-8a87cc34823c))
  (via (at 66.5 87) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 65cdf16e-5c31-46a9-8f11-8bb998adc54c))
  (via (at 71 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 66c27162-2bc5-43f8-96ff-f23a24f3569c))
  (via (at 68 70.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 68a3ea19-1965-4db0-8edc-83ba7a676c50))
  (via (at 67.987315 92) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 6a4818e7-349a-434f-a3a4-b04f1a959034))
  (via (at 71 90) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 6c206581-e0fd-461b-9470-b056303d171d))
  (via (at 69.5 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 6c7a519e-2a52-4b5e-ab85-e026aac9889b))
  (via (at 66.5 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 6d48eb80-6250-4820-bbb7-d4f3263a04d8))
  (via (at 86 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 6f678359-5e74-471b-a8de-cd320a0aa74f))
  (via (at 92 91.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 7084d1f1-d929-4b07-8762-42d23395ea4b))
  (via (at 95 91.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 73a6e8d8-c59e-4a43-be24-00a583aa0b97))
  (via (at 80 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 73b2d8b5-4a1d-4f1d-a6dd-2dbafeb2a573))
  (via (at 96.5 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 78e84090-5a96-43a6-9661-13de7713e618))
  (via (at 69.5 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 79a7e891-df9d-4325-909f-ac369f77c54c))
  (via (at 68 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 7aed7eeb-a940-4a4d-9768-1d0ee48439cd))
  (via (at 72.5 71.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 7b12f13d-2e99-45a7-85ea-330eaeea3be5))
  (via (at 71 72.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 80d3c200-fffc-4dcd-b46e-ff73f7a9aeb5))
  (via (at 68 90) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 80dc8ef1-940b-4013-8abb-d6cf8c6be5e8))
  (via (at 93.5 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8326c5bf-d461-4c7d-87c5-b33468c4e0e4))
  (via (at 84.5 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 833e9d24-f826-482c-ac39-3875c1e75ea5))
  (via (at 72.5 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 83418289-e239-4c86-9985-05f24e4100d4))
  (via (at 69.5 71.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 834c4fd3-7fd5-444e-b451-a4ac562f0cc2))
  (via (at 66.5 89) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 871d6184-92c3-46ec-bb43-46ca046825fc))
  (via (at 75.5 87) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 873928c0-bd88-4dd1-b711-8ae9ae3b7feb))
  (via (at 67.987315 94) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 880e5187-d296-4fb8-bf73-9a18b8f2d760))
  (via (at 74 88) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 88ceba52-1518-4398-ae3b-f72f543ba2a8))
  (via (at 71 70.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8997cf99-8749-44a3-a1ae-a79b697a91cc))
  (via (at 74 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8a17e471-398d-4b5e-8789-ff2c7b5ebc0d))
  (via (at 74 86) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8bd0be1f-5805-45c7-95ab-14f6991b71c4))
  (via (at 75.5 69.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8d3efff2-3f13-4488-8017-b2f8a1e42fa9))
  (via (at 89 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8d42a99b-5ea5-45f2-a57f-1b1b778dc192))
  (via (at 74 74.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8da0f2ae-2caf-46b8-9230-f4ee30838655))
  (via (at 90.5 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8ddd10f8-0402-4006-bb32-b8038bd2813c))
  (via (at 66.5 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8e5d6b39-aed1-451e-bdb2-812c94d5591c))
  (via (at 71 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 9280e48f-bc81-469e-897a-a0d1e8f16506))
  (via (at 77 72.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 932e8441-b4e5-40ef-87b5-ec826ad4d535))
  (via (at 70.987315 94) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 9557603c-6439-4766-b621-cc4ce336b945))
  (via (at 86 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 95cc9e30-eb50-4939-8ec0-2734db5728f8))
  (via (at 73.987315 92) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 96d0a0a8-3324-4474-9ad7-b368358f9ff7))
  (via (at 72.487315 93) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 974ddbc9-f8ee-4dc4-b05a-e1877f699b31))
  (via (at 74 90) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 97aadb15-ffc8-419e-91a3-9827b010442d))
  (via (at 86 93.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 986504f8-8bf7-45e2-94f8-6a2b63ce455a))
  (via (at 87.5 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 9cd65e94-0d9c-4751-9863-1313c78de2cd))
  (via (at 81.5 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 9dfbab85-e389-453d-80b1-d93483b84164))
  (via (at 78.5 71.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 9ef19275-2bf8-4a8f-902d-0b771cba69f1))
  (via (at 72.487315 97) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a0dcc2d8-3fe2-4e74-a368-4212b4da8df7))
  (via (at 93.5 66.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a3017b88-9d5e-4926-a2d5-93cfc5255755))
  (via (at 86 95.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a43ff426-3cdc-4320-910d-f05d2163a8ef))
  (via (at 80 90) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a5d78e8d-ac6e-47d8-b816-f6c5b277b7bd))
  (via (at 66.487315 93) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a671d3f1-87f6-4454-889d-e4de5e58c944))
  (via (at 67.987315 96) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a7543ace-3879-4f0e-89e3-85d63c99c97d))
  (via (at 86 91.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a7754c58-1062-4688-bacf-6b49a0a86c86))
  (via (at 84.5 94.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a8df6afa-cd7b-4388-9105-d3c691c0cdc3))
  (via (at 75.5 91) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp aab842d7-4d19-4b68-bb24-b42e53a6af19))
  (via (at 87.5 92.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp aacff617-cafa-4451-b789-9faa3975f452))
  (via (at 74 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp abf0c9d7-abd8-4ba6-9bb5-abdb51547741))
  (via (at 86 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ad88223b-daa2-459b-8a82-54c29a3dd6b5))
  (via (at 77 88) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp af4f58ab-1adb-4b83-ad57-75691d7fee65))
  (via (at 66.487315 95) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b1f0d2a5-7650-4555-8dda-50d4f17bca89))
  (via (at 72.5 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b3ba4f28-bfb4-4a1d-83f8-8ec43a35be29))
  (via (at 80 70.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b5e49f65-be6b-4bf9-b7f1-a33db442fe98))
  (via (at 87.5 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b63202c8-2cdc-46e9-b292-31a32a9b7667))
  (via (at 93.5 92.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b86b0229-34a3-42c2-b91e-700549127107))
  (via (at 90.5 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp bdfb4acf-3978-431e-9f80-746ef5e8d3d5))
  (via (at 90.5 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp be4c77cf-4b6e-47b3-a2f8-94d7ebd92d70))
  (via (at 93.5 94.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp be7c4029-cded-4f0a-92aa-45ca6ff47033))
  (via (at 84.5 92.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c1df1eb8-6645-4531-a585-7d476ad0152d))
  (via (at 70.987315 92) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c2e9c6de-1e09-4c4a-9cc1-6a293ab96dc2))
  (via (at 68 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c4e3d562-90f9-4653-bc60-00a5d8001f40))
  (via (at 73.987315 98) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c525f3c7-0a50-4dc8-94d8-d8b605966781))
  (via (at 83 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c5e19312-0d66-427b-a554-2f42bbd1dfdf))
  (via (at 69.487315 93) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c97a322d-689d-4507-abbc-12dcda7d09d2))
  (via (at 95 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp cccb275f-bb12-40ec-96d6-01f6079e1e73))
  (via (at 92 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp cd247050-6d18-4c34-90de-a4bc237d26cd))
  (via (at 96.5 94.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp d5262adf-33ed-4805-984b-54fc741305c4))
  (via (at 92 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp d5b7432f-56d2-4856-bba3-b5ff115264db))
  (via (at 74 70.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp db55dc71-12a2-4d76-9064-ccc7e20877e4))
  (via (at 69.5 87) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp db87089b-6373-4ba3-a2ff-5a1e38ab7c68))
  (via (at 83 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp dd228c0e-343c-4e12-aacd-33404ffd496f))
  (via (at 72.5 75.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ddca3cd0-e134-4639-9c53-50f1496e395b))
  (via (at 87.5 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp de05cd20-2a16-4c6b-9553-24ff6398a78a))
  (via (at 96.5 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp deebb378-0e68-4f97-b6ab-124ccf94c9e7))
  (via (at 83 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp df6fa2cb-8226-49e6-843c-c62f7e4ab582))
  (via (at 92 65.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e5871204-ecd5-4ba0-8ae7-115d6af7de77))
  (via (at 89 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e6eaa1e1-b7a5-45b2-a07d-037170f355fb))
  (via (at 84.5 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e7e7f224-4fa2-4326-a5bb-5ec8e5d24746))
  (via (at 66.5 71.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e80761a4-4588-4895-bc8d-7d46417c697d))
  (via (at 66.487315 97) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ea0ee2c9-885b-4c4e-992a-86782e1a690a))
  (via (at 74 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ea404c26-60ae-403d-bc79-976a0d3ac5e2))
  (via (at 69.5 67.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ef1a709c-9475-46da-a092-4fc32162d398))
  (via (at 90.5 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f0dba338-3387-46f5-bc80-58724756eb8d))
  (via (at 70.987315 96) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f49c07ee-4875-4029-8d68-64b0e312b306))
  (via (at 69.487315 95) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f4cb24f5-50ad-4238-a806-1526936c0410))
  (via (at 69.487315 97) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f51b4a43-f4f9-48ff-8dfe-9b9166efb80f))
  (via (at 68 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f558e181-2dde-4678-862f-01f18a240295))
  (via (at 71 64.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f59ed61f-c130-44db-a723-1e4444409783))
  (via (at 95 63.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f6d42436-bd32-4878-ac4a-e398e590873d))
  (via (at 93.5 68.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp fb816187-b562-47cd-a9cb-bbef4048ca42))
  (via (at 89 61.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp fe732144-34e2-43bf-9f2b-8d43da0d7536))
  (via (at 84.5 62.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp fee4d546-93f5-4ba2-b322-2e9ca5ac7361))
  (via (at 72.487315 91) (size 1.2) (drill 0.8) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ff6e0ca7-e447-46a6-a76e-e72bbb319510))
  (segment (start 72.4875 80) (end 67.8625 80) (width 0.25) (layer "F.Cu") (net 3) (tstamp fbca894a-649f-401e-a7f0-3653d82cdd60))

  (zone (net 2) (net_name "GND") (layer "F.Cu") (tstamp 7a2d11ec-786f-4d3f-964f-649d0c3a179f) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0.7))
    (min_thickness 0.25) (filled_areas_thickness no)
    (fill yes (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5) (smoothing fillet) (radius 1))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 114 101)
        (xy 64.5 101)
        (xy 64.5 59)
        (xy 114 59)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "F.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 71.514566 80.845185)
        (xy 71.543893 80.871465)
        (xy 71.566489 80.899369)
        (xy 71.566493 80.899373)
        (xy 71.57058 80.90442)
        (xy 71.723814 81.028506)
        (xy 71.729603 81.031455)
        (xy 71.729605 81.031457)
        (xy 71.809405 81.072117)
        (xy 71.899499 81.118022)
        (xy 71.905772 81.119703)
        (xy 71.905775 81.119704)
        (xy 71.979597 81.139484)
        (xy 72.089956 81.169055)
        (xy 72.095619 81.169501)
        (xy 72.095621 81.169501)
        (xy 72.117536 81.171226)
        (xy 72.171847 81.1755)
        (xy 72.174292 81.1755)
        (xy 72.488991 81.175499)
        (xy 72.803152 81.175499)
        (xy 72.823515 81.173897)
        (xy 72.879381 81.169501)
        (xy 72.879385 81.1695)
        (xy 72.885044 81.169055)
        (xy 72.968619 81.146661)
        (xy 73.038468 81.148324)
        (xy 73.09633 81.187486)
        (xy 73.123835 81.251714)
        (xy 73.124592 81.270674)
        (xy 73.1245 81.271847)
        (xy 73.124501 81.903152)
        (xy 73.130945 81.985044)
        (xy 73.181978 82.175501)
        (xy 73.271494 82.351186)
        (xy 73.39558 82.50442)
        (xy 73.400627 82.508507)
        (xy 73.448378 82.547175)
        (xy 73.488089 82.604662)
        (xy 73.490417 82.674493)
        (xy 73.475899 82.708607)
        (xy 73.393327 82.842564)
        (xy 73.387281 82.855529)
        (xy 73.337538 83.005499)
        (xy 73.334716 83.018665)
        (xy 73.325322 83.110346)
        (xy 73.325 83.116654)
        (xy 73.325 83.14467)
        (xy 73.329404 83.159669)
        (xy 73.330774 83.160856)
        (xy 73.338332 83.1625)
        (xy 74.426 83.1625)
        (xy 74.493039 83.182185)
        (xy 74.538794 83.234989)
        (xy 74.55 83.2865)
        (xy 74.55 84.382169)
        (xy 74.554404 84.397168)
        (xy 74.555774 84.398355)
        (xy 74.563332 84.399999)
        (xy 74.583308 84.399999)
        (xy 74.589687 84.399669)
        (xy 74.682596 84.39003)
        (xy 74.695779 84.387183)
        (xy 74.845643 84.337184)
        (xy 74.858599 84.331115)
        (xy 74.91025 84.299153)
        (xy 74.977616 84.280615)
        (xy 75.04431 84.30144)
        (xy 75.089158 84.355017)
        (xy 75.099501 84.404597)
        (xy 75.099501 84.434398)
        (xy 75.102559 84.490881)
        (xy 75.146687 84.716847)
        (xy 75.228257 84.932148)
        (xy 75.230919 84.936676)
        (xy 75.32737 85.100744)
        (xy 75.344937 85.130627)
        (xy 75.49339 85.30661)
        (xy 75.669373 85.455063)
        (xy 75.673892 85.45772)
        (xy 75.673894 85.457721)
        (xy 75.743017 85.498356)
        (xy 75.867852 85.571743)
        (xy 76.083153 85.653313)
        (xy 76.088303 85.654319)
        (xy 76.088304 85.654319)
        (xy 76.304904 85.696618)
        (xy 76.304906 85.696618)
        (xy 76.309119 85.697441)
        (xy 76.322163 85.698147)
        (xy 76.363933 85.70041)
        (xy 76.363945 85.70041)
        (xy 76.365601 85.7005)
        (xy 78.299424 85.7005)
        (xy 80.234398 85.700499)
        (xy 80.236052 85.700409)
        (xy 80.236069 85.700409)
        (xy 80.286582 85.697674)
        (xy 80.286586 85.697674)
        (xy 80.290881 85.697441)
        (xy 80.516847 85.653313)
        (xy 80.732148 85.571743)
        (xy 80.856983 85.498356)
        (xy 80.926106 85.457721)
        (xy 80.926108 85.45772)
        (xy 80.930627 85.455063)
        (xy 80.93463 85.451686)
        (xy 80.934636 85.451682)
        (xy 81.043112 85.360175)
        (xy 81.096047 85.315521)
        (xy 81.159981 85.287341)
        (xy 81.229002 85.2982)
        (xy 81.281195 85.344651)
        (xy 81.3 85.410302)
        (xy 81.3 88.941419)
        (xy 81.298763 88.958889)
        (xy 81.295014 88.985232)
        (xy 81.294859 88.999999)
        (xy 81.295347 89.004028)
        (xy 81.295347 89.004035)
        (xy 81.296448 89.013129)
        (xy 81.297029 89.019168)
        (xy 81.313006 89.242553)
        (xy 81.364695 89.480168)
        (xy 81.366239 89.484308)
        (xy 81.36624 89.484311)
        (xy 81.447546 89.702297)
        (xy 81.449676 89.708009)
        (xy 81.4518 89.711898)
        (xy 81.4518 89.711899)
        (xy 81.564089 89.917543)
        (xy 81.564094 89.91755)
        (xy 81.566216 89.921437)
        (xy 81.711944 90.116107)
        (xy 81.883893 90.288056)
        (xy 81.887445 90.290715)
        (xy 82.075009 90.431124)
        (xy 82.075014 90.431127)
        (xy 82.078563 90.433784)
        (xy 82.08245 90.435906)
        (xy 82.082457 90.435911)
        (xy 82.288101 90.5482)
        (xy 82.291991 90.550324)
        (xy 82.296134 90.551869)
        (xy 82.29614 90.551872)
        (xy 82.515689 90.63376)
        (xy 82.515692 90.633761)
        (xy 82.519832 90.635305)
        (xy 82.524155 90.636245)
        (xy 82.524157 90.636246)
        (xy 82.626102 90.658422)
        (xy 82.757447 90.686994)
        (xy 82.956591 90.701237)
        (xy 82.956885 90.701258)
        (xy 82.965512 90.702179)
        (xy 82.985234 90.704986)
        (xy 82.98929 90.705029)
        (xy 82.989296 90.705029)
        (xy 82.992715 90.705065)
        (xy 83.000001 90.705141)
        (xy 83.004935 90.704544)
        (xy 83.035064 90.700898)
        (xy 83.049961 90.7)
        (xy 92.941421 90.7)
        (xy 92.958891 90.701237)
        (xy 92.985234 90.704986)
        (xy 92.989292 90.705029)
        (xy 92.989297 90.705029)
        (xy 92.992667 90.705064)
        (xy 93.000001 90.705141)
        (xy 93.004031 90.704653)
        (xy 93.004037 90.704653)
        (xy 93.031217 90.701364)
        (xy 93.036383 90.700848)
        (xy 93.183451 90.689273)
        (xy 93.183453 90.689273)
        (xy 93.188303 90.688891)
        (xy 93.193031 90.687756)
        (xy 93.193037 90.687755)
        (xy 93.367232 90.645934)
        (xy 93.371968 90.644797)
        (xy 93.546474 90.572514)
        (xy 93.707524 90.473822)
        (xy 93.851152 90.351152)
        (xy 93.973822 90.207524)
        (xy 94.072514 90.046474)
        (xy 94.144797 89.871968)
        (xy 94.163263 89.795052)
        (xy 94.198054 89.734461)
        (xy 94.260081 89.702297)
        (xy 94.283837 89.7)
        (xy 98.716163 89.7)
        (xy 98.783202 89.719685)
        (xy 98.828957 89.772489)
        (xy 98.836737 89.795052)
        (xy 98.855203 89.871968)
        (xy 98.927486 90.046474)
        (xy 99.026178 90.207524)
        (xy 99.148848 90.351152)
        (xy 99.292476 90.473822)
        (xy 99.453526 90.572514)
        (xy 99.628032 90.644797)
        (xy 99.632768 90.645934)
        (xy 99.806963 90.687755)
        (xy 99.806969 90.687756)
        (xy 99.811697 90.688891)
        (xy 99.816549 90.689273)
        (xy 99.81655 90.689273)
        (xy 99.853208 90.692158)
        (xy 99.943039 90.699228)
        (xy 99.950768 90.700081)
        (xy 99.985232 90.704986)
        (xy 99.989288 90.705029)
        (xy 99.989294 90.705029)
        (xy 99.992713 90.705065)
        (xy 99.999999 90.705141)
        (xy 100.004933 90.704544)
        (xy 100.035062 90.700898)
        (xy 100.049959 90.7)
        (xy 111.945736 90.7)
        (xy 111.96192 90.701061)
        (xy 111.97718 90.70307)
        (xy 111.992617 90.705102)
        (xy 112.000048 90.704282)
        (xy 112.007523 90.70436)
        (xy 112.007521 90.704544)
        (xy 112.032397 90.705131)
        (xy 112.07331 90.711611)
        (xy 112.110202 90.723598)
        (xy 112.158838 90.748379)
        (xy 112.190224 90.771183)
        (xy 112.228817 90.809776)
        (xy 112.251621 90.841162)
        (xy 112.276402 90.889797)
        (xy 112.288389 90.92669)
        (xy 112.294356 90.964361)
        (xy 112.295875 90.985054)
        (xy 112.295873 90.985206)
        (xy 112.294898 90.992615)
        (xy 112.295718 91.000043)
        (xy 112.295718 91.000044)
        (xy 112.299251 91.032044)
        (xy 112.3 91.045651)
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        (xy 65.954617 61.228457)
        (xy 66.074423 61.088182)
        (xy 66.088182 61.074423)
        (xy 66.228457 60.954617)
        (xy 66.244198 60.94318)
        (xy 66.302758 60.907294)
        (xy 66.401493 60.846789)
        (xy 66.418827 60.837957)
        (xy 66.589262 60.767361)
        (xy 66.607767 60.761348)
        (xy 66.632786 60.755342)
        (xy 66.787151 60.718282)
        (xy 66.806358 60.71524)
        (xy 66.872225 60.710056)
        (xy 66.958132 60.703296)
        (xy 66.984036 60.703974)
        (xy 66.985199 60.704127)
        (xy 66.98521 60.704127)
        (xy 66.992616 60.705102)
        (xy 67.000043 60.704282)
        (xy 67.000044 60.704282)
        (xy 67.032045 60.700749)
        (xy 67.045652 60.7)
        (xy 111.945736 60.7)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 2) (net_name "GND") (layer "B.Cu") (tstamp 0449a58f-795a-4023-9003-8f18fff06b7c) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0.5))
    (min_thickness 0.254) (filled_areas_thickness no)
    (fill yes (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5) (smoothing fillet) (radius 1))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 114 101)
        (xy 64.5 101)
        (xy 64.5 59)
        (xy 114 59)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "B.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 73.342121 81.020002)
        (xy 73.388614 81.073658)
        (xy 73.4 81.126)
        (xy 73.4 82.6)
        (xy 74.874 82.6)
        (xy 74.942121 82.620002)
        (xy 74.988614 82.673658)
        (xy 75 82.726)
        (xy 75 86)
        (xy 81.374 86)
        (xy 81.442121 86.020002)
        (xy 81.488614 86.073658)
        (xy 81.5 86.126)
        (xy 81.5 88.947465)
        (xy 81.498254 88.968369)
        (xy 81.495009 88.987657)
        (xy 81.494858 88.999999)
        (xy 81.496845 89.013873)
        (xy 81.497793 89.022719)
        (xy 81.511475 89.214017)
        (xy 81.557083 89.423678)
        (xy 81.55865 89.42788)
        (xy 81.558652 89.427886)
        (xy 81.59301 89.520002)
        (xy 81.632066 89.624714)
        (xy 81.63422 89.628658)
        (xy 81.634221 89.628661)
        (xy 81.662051 89.679627)
        (xy 81.734896 89.813033)
        (xy 81.863479 89.984801)
        (xy 82.015199 90.136521)
        (xy 82.186967 90.265104)
        (xy 82.375286 90.367934)
        (xy 82.379498 90.369505)
        (xy 82.572114 90.441348)
        (xy 82.57212 90.44135)
        (xy 82.576322 90.442917)
        (xy 82.580708 90.443871)
        (xy 82.580711 90.443872)
        (xy 82.702342 90.47033)
        (xy 82.785983 90.488525)
        (xy 82.790471 90.488846)
        (xy 82.96056 90.501011)
        (xy 82.972473 90.502436)
        (xy 82.987659 90.504991)
        (xy 82.992524 90.505051)
        (xy 82.992529 90.505051)
        (xy 82.995142 90.505083)
        (xy 82.995148 90.505083)
        (xy 83.000001 90.505142)
        (xy 83.027017 90.501273)
        (xy 83.044879 90.5)
        (xy 92.947467 90.5)
        (xy 92.968371 90.501746)
        (xy 92.987659 90.504991)
        (xy 93.000001 90.505142)
        (xy 93.020321 90.502232)
        (xy 93.027182 90.501442)
        (xy 93.105851 90.494559)
        (xy 93.174312 90.488569)
        (xy 93.277367 90.460956)
        (xy 93.338017 90.444705)
        (xy 93.338019 90.444704)
        (xy 93.343327 90.443282)
        (xy 93.348309 90.440959)
        (xy 93.496923 90.371659)
        (xy 93.496928 90.371656)
        (xy 93.50191 90.369333)
        (xy 93.506986 90.365779)
        (xy 93.640732 90.272129)
        (xy 93.640735 90.272127)
        (xy 93.645243 90.26897)
        (xy 93.76897 90.145243)
        (xy 93.775078 90.136521)
        (xy 93.866176 90.006419)
        (xy 93.866177 90.006417)
        (xy 93.869333 90.00191)
        (xy 93.871656 89.996928)
        (xy 93.871659 89.996923)
        (xy 93.940959 89.848309)
        (xy 93.94096 89.848307)
        (xy 93.943282 89.843327)
        (xy 93.950433 89.816641)
        (xy 93.987145 89.679627)
        (xy 93.987145 89.679626)
        (xy 93.988569 89.674312)
        (xy 93.989049 89.668825)
        (xy 93.98905 89.668821)
        (xy 93.993758 89.615017)
        (xy 94.019621 89.548899)
        (xy 94.077125 89.50726)
        (xy 94.119278 89.5)
        (xy 98.880723 89.5)
        (xy 98.948844 89.520002)
        (xy 98.995337 89.573658)
        (xy 99.006243 89.615017)
        (xy 99.007437 89.628661)
        (xy 99.011431 89.674312)
        (xy 99.012856 89.679629)
        (xy 99.049568 89.816641)
        (xy 99.056718 89.843327)
        (xy 99.05904 89.848307)
        (xy 99.059041 89.848309)
        (xy 99.128341 89.996923)
        (xy 99.128344 89.996928)
        (xy 99.130667 90.00191)
        (xy 99.133823 90.006417)
        (xy 99.133824 90.006419)
        (xy 99.224923 90.136521)
        (xy 99.23103 90.145243)
        (xy 99.354757 90.26897)
        (xy 99.359265 90.272127)
        (xy 99.359268 90.272129)
        (xy 99.493014 90.365779)
        (xy 99.49809 90.369333)
        (xy 99.503072 90.371656)
        (xy 99.503077 90.371659)
        (xy 99.651691 90.440959)
        (xy 99.656673 90.443282)
        (xy 99.661981 90.444704)
        (xy 99.661983 90.444705)
        (xy 99.820373 90.487145)
        (xy 99.820374 90.487145)
        (xy 99.825688 90.488569)
        (xy 99.831174 90.489049)
        (xy 99.83118 90.48905)
        (xy 99.954795 90.499866)
        (xy 99.964717 90.501132)
        (xy 99.982859 90.504184)
        (xy 99.982862 90.504184)
        (xy 99.987657 90.504991)
        (xy 99.993846 90.505067)
        (xy 99.99514 90.505083)
        (xy 99.995146 90.505083)
        (xy 99.999999 90.505142)
        (xy 100.027015 90.501273)
        (xy 100.044877 90.5)
        (xy 111.951298 90.5)
        (xy 111.970682 90.5015)
        (xy 111.984957 90.503723)
        (xy 111.98496 90.503723)
        (xy 111.99383 90.505104)
        (xy 112.002734 90.50394)
        (xy 112.004391 90.50396)
        (xy 112.032888 90.503706)
        (xy 112.097156 90.510947)
        (xy 112.124664 90.517226)
        (xy 112.203541 90.544826)
        (xy 112.228962 90.557068)
        (xy 112.299726 90.601532)
        (xy 112.321785 90.619124)
        (xy 112.380876 90.678215)
        (xy 112.398468 90.700274)
        (xy 112.442932 90.771038)
        (xy 112.455174 90.796459)
        (xy 112.482774 90.875336)
        (xy 112.489053 90.902842)
        (xy 112.491962 90.928654)
        (xy 112.495597 90.960917)
        (xy 112.49638 90.976564)
        (xy 112.496278 90.984954)
        (xy 112.494896 90.993828)
        (xy 112.496061 91.002734)
        (xy 112.498936 91.024724)
        (xy 112.5 91.041061)
        (xy 112.5 98.951298)
        (xy 112.4985 98.970682)
        (xy 112.496693 98.982291)
        (xy 112.494896 98.99383)
        (xy 112.49606 99.002734)
        (xy 112.49604 99.004391)
        (xy 112.496294 99.032888)
        (xy 112.489053 99.097156)
        (xy 112.482774 99.124664)
        (xy 112.455174 99.203541)
        (xy 112.442932 99.228962)
        (xy 112.398468 99.299726)
        (xy 112.380876 99.321785)
        (xy 112.321785 99.380876)
        (xy 112.299726 99.398468)
        (xy 112.228962 99.442932)
        (xy 112.203541 99.455174)
        (xy 112.124664 99.482774)
        (xy 112.097158 99.489053)
        (xy 112.083546 99.490587)
        (xy 112.039079 99.495597)
        (xy 112.023436 99.49638)
        (xy 112.015046 99.496278)
        (xy 112.006172 99.494896)
        (xy 111.975276 99.498936)
        (xy 111.958939 99.5)
        (xy 67.048703 99.5)
        (xy 67.029319 99.4985)
        (xy 67.015044 99.496277)
        (xy 67.015041 99.496277)
        (xy 67.006171 99.494896)
        (xy 66.991381 99.49683)
        (xy 66.96606 99.497573)
        (xy 66.823725 99.487393)
        (xy 66.795518 99.485375)
        (xy 66.777724 99.482817)
        (xy 66.756708 99.478245)
        (xy 66.586202 99.441154)
        (xy 66.568957 99.43609)
        (xy 66.385318 99.367595)
        (xy 66.368966 99.360128)
        (xy 66.196946 99.266199)
        (xy 66.181822 99.256479)
        (xy 66.02492 99.139023)
        (xy 66.011334 99.12725)
        (xy 65.87275 98.988666)
        (xy 65.860977 98.97508)
        (xy 65.743521 98.818178)
        (xy 65.733801 98.803054)
        (xy 65.639872 98.631034)
        (xy 65.632405 98.614682)
        (xy 65.56391 98.431043)
        (xy 65.558844 98.413793)
        (xy 65.55243 98.384305)
        (xy 65.517183 98.222276)
        (xy 65.514625 98.204482)
        (xy 65.502928 98.040945)
        (xy 65.503632 98.024018)
        (xy 65.503613 98.024018)
        (xy 65.503723 98.015042)
        (xy 65.505104 98.006171)
        (xy 65.501064 97.975275)
        (xy 65.5 97.958938)
        (xy 65.5 97.786003)
        (xy 101.500001 97.786003)
        (xy 101.500052 97.787797)
        (xy 101.501473 97.797728)
        (xy 101.539063 97.960549)
        (xy 101.543713 97.973752)
        (xy 101.615695 98.122654)
        (xy 101.623156 98.134502)
        (xy 101.726346 98.263767)
        (xy 101.736233 98.273654)
        (xy 101.865498 98.376844)
        (xy 101.877346 98.384305)
        (xy 102.026248 98.456287)
        (xy 102.039451 98.460937)
        (xy 102.20227 98.498527)
        (xy 102.212188 98.499947)
        (xy 102.214027 98.5)
        (xy 105.731885 98.5)
        (xy 105.747124 98.495525)
        (xy 105.748329 98.494135)
        (xy 105.75 98.486452)
        (xy 105.75 98.481884)
        (xy 106.25 98.481884)
        (xy 106.254475 98.497123)
        (xy 106.255865 98.498328)
        (xy 106.263548 98.499999)
        (xy 109.786003 98.499999)
        (xy 109.787805 98.499947)
        (xy 109.797728 98.498527)
        (xy 109.960549 98.460937)
        (xy 109.973752 98.456287)
        (xy 110.122654 98.384305)
        (xy 110.134502 98.376844)
        (xy 110.263767 98.273654)
        (xy 110.273654 98.263767)
        (xy 110.376844 98.134502)
        (xy 110.384305 98.122654)
        (xy 110.456287 97.973752)
        (xy 110.460937 97.960549)
        (xy 110.498527 97.79773)
        (xy 110.499947 97.787812)
        (xy 110.5 97.785973)
        (xy 110.5 95.268115)
        (xy 110.495525 95.252876)
        (xy 110.494135 95.251671)
        (xy 110.486452 95.25)
        (xy 106.268115 95.25)
        (xy 106.252876 95.254475)
        (xy 106.251671 95.255865)
        (xy 106.25 95.263548)
        (xy 106.25 98.481884)
        (xy 105.75 98.481884)
        (xy 105.75 95.268115)
        (xy 105.745525 95.252876)
        (xy 105.744135 95.251671)
        (xy 105.736452 95.25)
        (xy 101.518116 95.25)
        (xy 101.502877 95.254475)
        (xy 101.501672 95.255865)
        (xy 101.500001 95.263548)
        (xy 101.500001 97.786003)
        (xy 65.5 97.786003)
        (xy 65.5 96.507958)
        (xy 75.851925 96.507958)
        (xy 75.852001 96.509029)
        (xy 75.855101 96.513734)
        (xy 76.130158 96.724793)
        (xy 76.135788 96.728648)
        (xy 76.435377 96.910801)
        (xy 76.441379 96.914019)
        (xy 76.758899 97.062757)
        (xy 76.765204 97.065304)
        (xy 77.096932 97.17888)
        (xy 77.103483 97.180733)
        (xy 77.445525 97.257815)
        (xy 77.452244 97.258952)
        (xy 77.800619 97.298645)
        (xy 77.807409 97.299048)
        (xy 78.158028 97.300883)
        (xy 78.164829 97.300551)
        (xy 78.5136 97.26451)
        (xy 78.520328 97.263444)
        (xy 78.863173 97.189944)
        (xy 78.869721 97.188165)
        (xy 79.202626 97.078067)
        (xy 79.208968 97.075581)
        (xy 79.528011 96.930185)
        (xy 79.534065 96.92702)
        (xy 79.835527 96.748026)
        (xy 79.841208 96.744223)
        (xy 80.121582 96.533712)
        (xy 80.126809 96.529327)
        (xy 80.138876 96.518034)
        (xy 80.146945 96.504354)
        (xy 80.146917 96.503629)
        (xy 80.141775 96.495328)
        (xy 78.012812 94.366365)
        (xy 77.998868 94.358751)
        (xy 77.997035 94.358882)
        (xy 77.99042 94.363133)
        (xy 75.859539 96.494014)
        (xy 75.851925 96.507958)
        (xy 65.5 96.507958)
        (xy 65.5 93.99186)
        (xy 74.695345 93.99186)
        (xy 74.713085 94.342056)
        (xy 74.713795 94.348812)
        (xy 74.769251 94.69503)
        (xy 74.77069 94.701685)
        (xy 74.86321 95.039881)
        (xy 74.865359 95.046342)
        (xy 74.993866 95.372576)
        (xy 74.996697 95.378759)
        (xy 75.159685 95.689207)
        (xy 75.163168 95.69505)
        (xy 75.358729 95.986075)
        (xy 75.362832 95.991519)
        (xy 75.484689 96.13623)
        (xy 75.497428 96.144673)
        (xy 75.507872 96.138575)
        (xy 77.633635 94.012812)
        (xy 77.640013 94.001132)
        (xy 78.358751 94.001132)
        (xy 78.358882 94.002965)
        (xy 78.363133 94.00958)
        (xy 80.490719 96.137166)
        (xy 80.504316 96.144591)
        (xy 80.513925 96.137894)
        (xy 80.616177 96.019016)
        (xy 80.620326 96.013628)
        (xy 80.818925 95.724666)
        (xy 80.822472 95.718855)
        (xy 80.988693 95.410147)
        (xy 80.9916 95.403969)
        (xy 81.123514 95.079105)
        (xy 81.125728 95.072675)
        (xy 81.221785 94.735462)
        (xy 81.222598 94.731885)
        (xy 101.5 94.731885)
        (xy 101.504475 94.747124)
        (xy 101.505865 94.748329)
        (xy 101.513548 94.75)
        (xy 105.731885 94.75)
        (xy 105.747124 94.745525)
        (xy 105.748329 94.744135)
        (xy 105.75 94.736452)
        (xy 105.75 94.731885)
        (xy 106.25 94.731885)
        (xy 106.254475 94.747124)
        (xy 106.255865 94.748329)
        (xy 106.263548 94.75)
        (xy 110.481884 94.75)
        (xy 110.497123 94.745525)
        (xy 110.498328 94.744135)
        (xy 110.499999 94.736452)
        (xy 110.499999 92.213997)
        (xy 110.499947 92.212195)
        (xy 110.498527 92.202272)
        (xy 110.460937 92.039451)
        (xy 110.456287 92.026248)
        (xy 110.384305 91.877346)
        (xy 110.376844 91.865498)
        (xy 110.273654 91.736233)
        (xy 110.263767 91.726346)
        (xy 110.134502 91.623156)
        (xy 110.122654 91.615695)
        (xy 109.973752 91.543713)
        (xy 109.960549 91.539063)
        (xy 109.79773 91.501473)
        (xy 109.787812 91.500053)
        (xy 109.785973 91.5)
        (xy 106.268115 91.5)
        (xy 106.252876 91.504475)
        (xy 106.251671 91.505865)
        (xy 106.25 91.513548)
        (xy 106.25 94.731885)
        (xy 105.75 94.731885)
        (xy 105.75 91.518116)
        (xy 105.745525 91.502877)
        (xy 105.744135 91.501672)
        (xy 105.736452 91.500001)
        (xy 102.213997 91.500001)
        (xy 102.212195 91.500053)
        (xy 102.202272 91.501473)
        (xy 102.039451 91.539063)
        (xy 102.026248 91.543713)
        (xy 101.877346 91.615695)
        (xy 101.865498 91.623156)
        (xy 101.736233 91.726346)
        (xy 101.726346 91.736233)
        (xy 101.623156 91.865498)
        (xy 101.615695 91.877346)
        (xy 101.543713 92.026248)
        (xy 101.539063 92.039451)
        (xy 101.501473 92.20227)
        (xy 101.500053 92.212188)
        (xy 101.5 92.214027)
        (xy 101.5 94.731885)
        (xy 81.222598 94.731885)
        (xy 81.223292 94.728832)
        (xy 81.282373 94.383197)
        (xy 81.283153 94.376457)
        (xy 81.304656 94.02487)
        (xy 81.304772 94.021266)
        (xy 81.304841 94.001819)
        (xy 81.304749 93.998194)
        (xy 81.285701 93.646481)
        (xy 81.284966 93.639715)
        (xy 81.228301 93.293684)
        (xy 81.226845 93.287064)
        (xy 81.133138 92.949163)
        (xy 81.130972 92.942727)
        (xy 81.001325 92.616939)
        (xy 80.998469 92.610759)
        (xy 80.834406 92.300897)
        (xy 80.830894 92.295053)
        (xy 80.63432 92.004713)
        (xy 80.630207 91.999295)
        (xy 80.515293 91.863793)
        (xy 80.502469 91.855357)
        (xy 80.492143 91.86141)
        (xy 78.366365 93.987188)
        (xy 78.358751 94.001132)
        (xy 77.640013 94.001132)
        (xy 77.641249 93.998868)
        (xy 77.641118 93.997035)
        (xy 77.636867 93.99042)
        (xy 75.509273 91.862826)
        (xy 75.495736 91.855434)
        (xy 75.486035 91.862221)
        (xy 75.376791 91.990128)
        (xy 75.372659 91.995533)
        (xy 75.175072 92.285186)
        (xy 75.171551 92.290999)
        (xy 75.0064 92.600297)
        (xy 75.003514 92.606487)
        (xy 74.872739 92.931801)
        (xy 74.870548 92.938236)
        (xy 74.775665 93.275792)
        (xy 74.774182 93.282428)
        (xy 74.716312 93.628247)
        (xy 74.715553 93.635019)
        (xy 74.695369 93.985065)
        (xy 74.695345 93.99186)
        (xy 65.5 93.99186)
        (xy 65.5 91.495267)
        (xy 75.852696 91.495267)
        (xy 75.852731 91.496106)
        (xy 75.857786 91.504233)
        (xy 77.987188 93.633635)
        (xy 78.001132 93.641249)
        (xy 78.002965 93.641118)
        (xy 78.00958 93.636867)
        (xy 80.140043 91.506404)
        (xy 80.147657 91.49246)
        (xy 80.147589 91.491505)
        (xy 80.142717 91.484138)
        (xy 80.139228 91.481168)
        (xy 79.860307 91.268687)
        (xy 79.854683 91.264865)
        (xy 79.554453 91.083755)
        (xy 79.548441 91.080558)
        (xy 79.230395 90.932926)
        (xy 79.224095 90.930406)
        (xy 78.891975 90.81799)
        (xy 78.885397 90.816154)
        (xy 78.543108 90.740271)
        (xy 78.536369 90.739155)
        (xy 78.187863 90.700679)
        (xy 78.181082 90.7003)
        (xy 77.830435 90.699688)
        (xy 77.823662 90.700043)
        (xy 77.475001 90.737304)
        (xy 77.468291 90.738391)
        (xy 77.125714 90.813085)
        (xy 77.119139 90.814896)
        (xy 76.786633 90.926151)
        (xy 76.780311 90.928654)
        (xy 76.461771 91.075166)
        (xy 76.455728 91.078352)
        (xy 76.154881 91.258406)
        (xy 76.149235 91.262214)
        (xy 75.869571 91.473721)
        (xy 75.86439 91.4781)
        (xy 75.860719 91.481559)
        (xy 75.852696 91.495267)
        (xy 65.5 91.495267)
        (xy 65.5 85.626)
        (xy 65.520002 85.557879)
        (xy 65.573658 85.511386)
        (xy 65.626 85.5)
        (xy 67.594385 85.5)
        (xy 67.609624 85.495525)
        (xy 67.610829 85.494135)
        (xy 67.6125 85.486452)
        (xy 67.6125 85.481885)
        (xy 68.1125 85.481885)
        (xy 68.116975 85.497124)
        (xy 68.118365 85.498329)
        (xy 68.126048 85.5)
        (xy 70.446415 85.5)
        (xy 70.453229 85.499631)
        (xy 70.503121 85.494211)
        (xy 70.518367 85.490586)
        (xy 70.636677 85.446233)
        (xy 70.652263 85.437701)
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        (xy 75.852731 63.496106)
        (xy 75.857786 63.504233)
        (xy 77.987188 65.633635)
        (xy 78.001132 65.641249)
        (xy 78.002965 65.641118)
        (xy 78.00958 65.636867)
        (xy 80.140043 63.506404)
        (xy 80.147657 63.49246)
        (xy 80.147589 63.491505)
        (xy 80.142717 63.484138)
        (xy 80.139228 63.481168)
        (xy 79.860307 63.268687)
        (xy 79.854683 63.264865)
        (xy 79.554453 63.083755)
        (xy 79.548441 63.080558)
        (xy 79.230395 62.932926)
        (xy 79.224095 62.930406)
        (xy 78.891975 62.81799)
        (xy 78.885397 62.816154)
        (xy 78.543108 62.740271)
        (xy 78.536369 62.739155)
        (xy 78.187863 62.700679)
        (xy 78.181082 62.7003)
        (xy 77.830435 62.699688)
        (xy 77.823662 62.700043)
        (xy 77.475001 62.737304)
        (xy 77.468291 62.738391)
        (xy 77.125714 62.813085)
        (xy 77.119139 62.814896)
        (xy 76.786633 62.926151)
        (xy 76.780311 62.928654)
        (xy 76.461771 63.075166)
        (xy 76.455728 63.078352)
        (xy 76.154881 63.258406)
        (xy 76.149235 63.262214)
        (xy 75.869571 63.473721)
        (xy 75.86439 63.4781)
        (xy 75.860719 63.481559)
        (xy 75.852696 63.495267)
        (xy 65.5 63.495267)
        (xy 65.5 62.048703)
        (xy 65.5015 62.029319)
        (xy 65.503723 62.015044)
        (xy 65.503723 62.015041)
        (xy 65.505104 62.006171)
        (xy 65.50317 61.991381)
        (xy 65.502427 61.966057)
        (xy 65.514625 61.795518)
        (xy 65.517183 61.777724)
        (xy 65.534502 61.698108)
        (xy 65.558846 61.586202)
        (xy 65.56391 61.568957)
        (xy 65.632405 61.385318)
        (xy 65.639872 61.368966)
        (xy 65.733801 61.196946)
        (xy 65.743521 61.181822)
        (xy 65.860977 61.02492)
        (xy 65.87275 61.011334)
        (xy 66.011334 60.87275)
        (xy 66.02492 60.860977)
        (xy 66.181822 60.743521)
        (xy 66.196946 60.733801)
        (xy 66.368966 60.639872)
        (xy 66.385318 60.632405)
        (xy 66.568957 60.56391)
        (xy 66.586202 60.558846)
        (xy 66.777723 60.517183)
        (xy 66.795518 60.514625)
        (xy 66.824725 60.512536)
        (xy 66.959059 60.502928)
        (xy 66.975982 60.503632)
        (xy 66.975982 60.503613)
        (xy 66.984958 60.503723)
        (xy 66.993829 60.505104)
        (xy 67.002731 60.50394)
        (xy 67.002734 60.50394)
        (xy 67.024725 60.501064)
        (xy 67.041062 60.5)
        (xy 111.951298 60.5)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 0) (net_name "") (layer "B.Cu") (tstamp 19482e0f-aa5f-43e1-868c-a4c78ac62b61) (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0))
    (min_thickness 0.254)
    (keepout (tracks allowed) (vias not_allowed) (pads not_allowed ) (copperpour not_allowed) (footprints allowed))
    (fill (thermal_gap 0.508) (thermal_bridge_width 0.508))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 82 86)
        (xy 75 86)
        (xy 75 82.6)
        (xy 73.4 82.6)
        (xy 73.4 81)
        (xy 64.5 81)
        (xy 64.5 79)
        (xy 75 79)
        (xy 75 74)
        (xy 82 74)
      )
    )
  )
)







liion_holder.kicad_pro

{
  "board": {
    "design_settings": {
      "defaults": {
        "board_outline_line_width": 0.09999999999999999,
        "copper_line_width": 0.19999999999999998,
        "copper_text_italic": false,
        "copper_text_size_h": 1.5,
        "copper_text_size_v": 1.5,
        "copper_text_thickness": 0.3,
        "copper_text_upright": false,
        "courtyard_line_width": 0.049999999999999996,
        "dimension_precision": 4,
        "dimension_units": 3,
        "dimensions": {
          "arrow_length": 1270000,
          "extension_offset": 500000,
          "keep_text_aligned": true,
          "suppress_zeroes": false,
          "text_position": 0,
          "units_format": 1
        },
        "fab_line_width": 0.09999999999999999,
        "fab_text_italic": false,
        "fab_text_size_h": 1.0,
        "fab_text_size_v": 1.0,
        "fab_text_thickness": 0.15,
        "fab_text_upright": false,
        "other_line_width": 0.15,
        "other_text_italic": false,
        "other_text_size_h": 1.0,
        "other_text_size_v": 1.0,
        "other_text_thickness": 0.15,
        "other_text_upright": false,
        "pads": {
          "drill": 0.762,
          "height": 1.524,
          "width": 1.524
        },
        "silk_line_width": 0.15,
        "silk_text_italic": false,
        "silk_text_size_h": 1.0,
        "silk_text_size_v": 1.0,
        "silk_text_thickness": 0.15,
        "silk_text_upright": false,
        "zones": {
          "45_degree_only": false,
          "min_clearance": 0.7
        }
      },
      "diff_pair_dimensions": [
        {
          "gap": 0.0,
          "via_gap": 0.0,
          "width": 0.0
        }
      ],
      "drc_exclusions": [],
      "meta": {
        "version": 2
      },
      "rule_severities": {
        "annular_width": "error",
        "clearance": "error",
        "copper_edge_clearance": "error",
        "courtyards_overlap": "error",
        "diff_pair_gap_out_of_range": "error",
        "diff_pair_uncoupled_length_too_long": "error",
        "drill_out_of_range": "error",
        "duplicate_footprints": "warning",
        "extra_footprint": "warning",
        "footprint_type_mismatch": "error",
        "hole_clearance": "error",
        "hole_near_hole": "error",
        "invalid_outline": "error",
        "item_on_disabled_layer": "error",
        "items_not_allowed": "error",
        "length_out_of_range": "error",
        "malformed_courtyard": "error",
        "microvia_drill_out_of_range": "error",
        "missing_courtyard": "ignore",
        "missing_footprint": "warning",
        "net_conflict": "warning",
        "npth_inside_courtyard": "ignore",
        "padstack": "error",
        "pth_inside_courtyard": "ignore",
        "shorting_items": "error",
        "silk_over_copper": "warning",
        "silk_overlap": "warning",
        "skew_out_of_range": "error",
        "through_hole_pad_without_hole": "error",
        "too_many_vias": "error",
        "track_dangling": "warning",
        "track_width": "error",
        "tracks_crossing": "error",
        "unconnected_items": "error",
        "unresolved_variable": "error",
        "via_dangling": "warning",
        "zone_has_empty_net": "error",
        "zones_intersect": "error"
      },
      "rules": {
        "allow_blind_buried_vias": false,
        "allow_microvias": false,
        "max_error": 0.005,
        "min_clearance": 0.0,
        "min_copper_edge_clearance": 0.0,
        "min_hole_clearance": 0.25,
        "min_hole_to_hole": 0.25,
        "min_microvia_diameter": 0.19999999999999998,
        "min_microvia_drill": 0.09999999999999999,
        "min_silk_clearance": 0.0,
        "min_through_hole_diameter": 0.3,
        "min_track_width": 0.19999999999999998,
        "min_via_annular_width": 0.049999999999999996,
        "min_via_diameter": 0.39999999999999997,
        "solder_mask_clearance": 0.0,
        "solder_mask_min_width": 0.0,
        "use_height_for_length_calcs": true
      },
      "track_widths": [
        0.0,
        0.8,
        1.2,
        1.5,
        1.6,
        2.0
      ],
      "via_dimensions": [
        {
          "diameter": 0.0,
          "drill": 0.0
        }
      ],
      "zones_allow_external_fillets": false,
      "zones_use_no_outline": true
    },
    "layer_presets": []
  },
  "boards": [],
  "cvpcb": {
    "equivalence_files": []
  },
  "erc": {
    "erc_exclusions": [],
    "meta": {
      "version": 0
    },
    "pin_map": [
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        1,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        1,
        2,
        1,
        1,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        0,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        1,
        2,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        1,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2
      ]
    ],
    "rule_severities": {
      "bus_definition_conflict": "error",
      "bus_entry_needed": "error",
      "bus_label_syntax": "error",
      "bus_to_bus_conflict": "error",
      "bus_to_net_conflict": "error",
      "different_unit_footprint": "error",
      "different_unit_net": "error",
      "duplicate_reference": "error",
      "duplicate_sheet_names": "error",
      "extra_units": "error",
      "global_label_dangling": "warning",
      "hier_label_mismatch": "error",
      "label_dangling": "error",
      "lib_symbol_issues": "warning",
      "multiple_net_names": "warning",
      "net_not_bus_member": "warning",
      "no_connect_connected": "warning",
      "no_connect_dangling": "warning",
      "pin_not_connected": "error",
      "pin_not_driven": "error",
      "pin_to_pin": "warning",
      "power_pin_not_driven": "error",
      "similar_labels": "warning",
      "unannotated": "error",
      "unit_value_mismatch": "error",
      "unresolved_variable": "error",
      "wire_dangling": "error"
    }
  },
  "libraries": {
    "pinned_footprint_libs": [],
    "pinned_symbol_libs": []
  },
  "meta": {
    "filename": "liion_holder.kicad_pro",
    "version": 1
  },
  "net_settings": {
    "classes": [
      {
        "bus_width": 12.0,
        "clearance": 0.2,
        "diff_pair_gap": 0.25,
        "diff_pair_via_gap": 0.25,
        "diff_pair_width": 0.2,
        "line_style": 0,
        "microvia_diameter": 0.3,
        "microvia_drill": 0.1,
        "name": "Default",
        "pcb_color": "rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.000)",
        "schematic_color": "rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.000)",
        "track_width": 0.25,
        "via_diameter": 0.8,
        "via_drill": 0.4,
        "wire_width": 6.0
      }
    ],
    "meta": {
      "version": 2
    },
    "net_colors": null
  },
  "pcbnew": {
    "last_paths": {
      "gencad": "",
      "idf": "",
      "netlist": "",
      "specctra_dsn": "",
      "step": "",
      "vrml": ""
    },
    "page_layout_descr_file": ""
  },
  "schematic": {
    "annotate_start_num": 0,
    "drawing": {
      "default_line_thickness": 6.0,
      "default_text_size": 50.0,
      "field_names": [],
      "intersheets_ref_own_page": false,
      "intersheets_ref_prefix": "",
      "intersheets_ref_short": false,
      "intersheets_ref_show": false,
      "intersheets_ref_suffix": "",
      "junction_size_choice": 3,
      "label_size_ratio": 0.375,
      "pin_symbol_size": 25.0,
      "text_offset_ratio": 0.15
    },
    "legacy_lib_dir": "",
    "legacy_lib_list": [],
    "meta": {
      "version": 1
    },
    "net_format_name": "",
    "ngspice": {
      "fix_include_paths": true,
      "fix_passive_vals": false,
      "meta": {
        "version": 0
      },
      "model_mode": 0,
      "workbook_filename": ""
    },
    "page_layout_descr_file": "",
    "plot_directory": "",
    "spice_adjust_passive_values": false,
    "spice_external_command": "spice \"%I\"",
    "subpart_first_id": 65,
    "subpart_id_separator": 0
  },
  "sheets": [
    [
      "9538e4ed-27e6-4c37-b989-9859dc0d49e8",
      ""
    ]
  ],
  "text_variables": {}
}







liion_holder.kicad_sch

(kicad_sch (version 20211123) (generator eeschema)

  (uuid 9538e4ed-27e6-4c37-b989-9859dc0d49e8)

  (paper "A4")

  (lib_symbols
    (symbol "Connector:Conn_Coaxial" (pin_names (offset 1.016) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "J" (id 0) (at 0.254 3.048 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Value" "Conn_Coaxial" (id 1) (at 2.921 0 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" " ~" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "BNC SMA SMB SMC LEMO coaxial connector CINCH RCA" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "coaxial connector (BNC, SMA, SMB, SMC, Cinch/RCA, LEMO, ...)" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_fp_filters" "*BNC* *SMA* *SMB* *SMC* *Cinch* *LEMO*" (id 6) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "Conn_Coaxial_0_1"
        (arc (start -1.778 -0.508) (mid 0.222 -1.808) (end 1.778 0)
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy -2.54 0)
            (xy -0.508 0)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 -2.54)
            (xy 0 -1.778)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (circle (center 0 0) (radius 0.508)
          (stroke (width 0.2032) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (arc (start 1.778 0) (mid 0.222 1.8083) (end -1.778 0.508)
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "Conn_Coaxial_1_1"
        (pin passive line (at -5.08 0 0) (length 2.54)
          (name "In" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
        (pin passive line (at 0 -5.08 90) (length 2.54)
          (name "Ext" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "2" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "Device:Battery_Cell" (pin_numbers hide) (pin_names (offset 0) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "BT" (id 0) (at 2.54 2.54 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
      )
      (property "Value" "Battery_Cell" (id 1) (at 2.54 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 1.524 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 0 1.524 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "battery cell" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Single-cell battery" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "Battery_Cell_0_1"
        (rectangle (start -2.286 1.778) (end 2.286 1.524)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type outline))
        )
        (rectangle (start -1.5748 1.1938) (end 1.4732 0.6858)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type outline))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 0.762)
            (xy 0 0)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 1.778)
            (xy 0 2.54)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0.508 3.429)
            (xy 1.524 3.429)
          )
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 1.016 3.937)
            (xy 1.016 2.921)
          )
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "Battery_Cell_1_1"
        (pin passive line (at 0 5.08 270) (length 2.54)
          (name "+" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
        (pin passive line (at 0 -2.54 90) (length 2.54)
          (name "-" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "2" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "Device:R" (pin_numbers hide) (pin_names (offset 0)) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "R" (id 0) (at 2.032 0 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Value" "R" (id 1) (at 0 0 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at -1.778 0 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "R res resistor" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Resistor" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_fp_filters" "R_*" (id 6) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "R_0_1"
        (rectangle (start -1.016 -2.54) (end 1.016 2.54)
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "R_1_1"
        (pin passive line (at 0 3.81 270) (length 1.27)
          (name "~" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
        (pin passive line (at 0 -3.81 90) (length 1.27)
          (name "~" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "2" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad" (pin_numbers hide) (pin_names (offset 1.016) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "H" (id 0) (at 0 6.35 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 0 4.445 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "mounting hole" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Mounting Hole with connection" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_fp_filters" "MountingHole*Pad*" (id 6) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "MountingHole_Pad_0_1"
        (circle (center 0 1.27) (radius 1.27)
          (stroke (width 1.27) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "MountingHole_Pad_1_1"
        (pin input line (at 0 -2.54 90) (length 2.54)
          (name "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "power:GND" (power) (pin_names (offset 0)) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "#PWR" (id 0) (at 0 -6.35 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 0 -3.81 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "power-flag" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Power symbol creates a global label with name \"GND\" , ground" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "GND_0_1"
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 0)
            (xy 0 -1.27)
            (xy 1.27 -1.27)
            (xy 0 -2.54)
            (xy -1.27 -1.27)
            (xy 0 -1.27)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "GND_1_1"
        (pin power_in line (at 0 0 270) (length 0) hide
          (name "GND" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
  )

  (junction (at 144.78 116.84) (diameter 0) (color 0 0 0 0)
    (uuid ac8d0aa7-2f45-4f1b-9802-2eed4e8afe9f)
  )

  (no_connect (at 157.48 116.84) (uuid de9dae7c-29ee-4b40-9aa2-9eef27636b3e))

  (wire (pts (xy 144.78 116.84) (xy 149.86 116.84))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid 0ce766ea-47cd-4fb3-b4ee-b81ba3efd087)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 144.78 116.84) (xy 144.78 119.38))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid 3f30b482-3c67-46f5-b862-2260eefc7102)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 140.97 116.84) (xy 144.78 116.84))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid 61716d24-9023-4188-8c19-618edcebdf23)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 127 116.84) (xy 133.35 116.84))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid b63ec9f9-1aca-435f-9ed4-503fbf06ad9b)
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 240.03 105.41 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 0397fac9-94cd-446c-88e5-f76316cbf6dc)
    (property "Reference" "H5" (id 0) (at 242.57 102.8699 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 242.57 105.4099 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 240.03 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 240.03 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid bd6b86c4-f11a-42c9-a4bc-92d300efb476))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 144.78 127 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid 097dd44f-897d-4c18-88d5-0ed87b0a6c53)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR02" (id 0) (at 144.78 133.35 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 144.78 130.81 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 144.78 127 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 144.78 127 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 3f4c3330-82d2-4ba9-8b6b-17eb2c5ca83b))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Connector:Conn_Coaxial") (at 121.92 116.84 0) (mirror y) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid 21ccb6c5-91d1-45cc-87d8-8a6c3f62ae87)
    (property "Reference" "J1" (id 0) (at 116.84 115.57 0))
    (property "Value" "Conn_Coaxial" (id 1) (at 111.76 118.11 0))
    (property "Footprint" "Connector_Coaxial:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount" (id 2) (at 121.92 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" " ~" (id 3) (at 121.92 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "LCSC" "" (id 4) (at 121.92 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "MFR" "" (id 5) (at 121.92 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "RS" "125-8190" (id 6) (at 121.92 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 90d6b4cf-e583-4cbd-a6bf-b3f2f84e8bb8))
    (pin "2" (uuid aefc1721-698c-4de0-b600-890f3150e28a))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 185.42 119.38 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 3101cd20-ff9a-4cb7-b8d4-4b03e8ce7d4f)
    (property "Reference" "H2" (id 0) (at 187.96 116.8399 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 187.96 119.3799 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (id 2) (at 185.42 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 185.42 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 7055ee85-d667-44a6-a582-203649852f54))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 214.63 121.92 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 68e253e3-d260-4cca-9c4c-ad92eb41a915)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR06" (id 0) (at 214.63 128.27 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 214.63 127 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 214.63 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 214.63 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid ce5b2749-5cdb-4128-9060-4f46bb280b28))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Device:Battery_Cell") (at 154.94 116.84 90) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 955cc99e-a129-42cf-abc7-aa99813fdb5f)
    (property "Reference" "BT1" (id 0) (at 152.908 109.22 90))
    (property "Value" "Battery_Cell" (id 1) (at 152.908 111.76 90))
    (property "Footprint" "cell:18650_cell" (id 2) (at 153.416 116.84 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 153.416 116.84 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 0fafc6b9-fd35-4a55-9270-7a8e7ce3cb13))
    (pin "2" (uuid 66218487-e316-4467-9eba-79d4626ab24e))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 240.03 107.95 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 9f8ce846-25e2-4bd0-b636-87185cb21cb3)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR07" (id 0) (at 240.03 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 240.03 113.03 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 240.03 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 240.03 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 0dc3121e-0d23-437d-90b4-90054af9c76f))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 185.42 121.92 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid a9bc5b76-d55c-49dd-97eb-466234ca1e98)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR04" (id 0) (at 185.42 128.27 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 185.42 127 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 185.42 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 185.42 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 1fb89931-d235-4222-b334-9c1d98a7d2d2))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 240.03 121.92 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid ae698e5a-4fc1-4ba8-9d76-3f1d1b43bf27)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR08" (id 0) (at 240.03 128.27 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 240.03 127 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 240.03 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 240.03 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid bc1d5b8f-1352-4ccf-9b0c-9b33364f928d))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 185.42 105.41 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid b2bc2201-076d-41f4-99db-105488e3ce9d)
    (property "Reference" "H1" (id 0) (at 187.96 102.8699 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 187.96 105.4099 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (id 2) (at 185.42 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 185.42 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid a483773f-7e7b-47f0-a01d-26c3320c9a26))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 214.63 105.41 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid c1e97fc9-86e8-4f64-8994-4f8baf5fd792)
    (property "Reference" "H3" (id 0) (at 217.17 102.8699 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 217.17 105.4099 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 214.63 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 214.63 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 5201a1ca-ce6d-4c58-b8b5-c861211e2631))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 214.63 119.38 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid c884647c-bd92-4513-b21b-d4fde0dd08f6)
    (property "Reference" "H4" (id 0) (at 217.17 116.8399 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 217.17 119.3799 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 214.63 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 214.63 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 80fe1fd0-4ec8-43a9-bfde-5903cfa229ec))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Device:R") (at 144.78 123.19 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid d8d4ae09-0e89-46ca-a91c-f33fd37d22d0)
    (property "Reference" "R1" (id 0) (at 147.32 121.9199 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "50R" (id 1) (at 147.32 124.4599 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "Resistor_SMD:R_0603_1608Metric_Pad0.98x0.95mm_HandSolder" (id 2) (at 143.002 123.19 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 144.78 123.19 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "LCSC" "" (id 4) (at 144.78 123.19 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "MFR" "" (id 5) (at 144.78 123.19 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "RS" "198-5546" (id 6) (at 144.78 123.19 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 90237cfa-2244-4133-88f4-0d92320f310d))
    (pin "2" (uuid 4fe7c824-44a1-4391-bdc7-615cb87b1ac0))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 214.63 107.95 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid db7f001a-23fb-4185-a201-e82d656486ad)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR05" (id 0) (at 214.63 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 214.63 113.03 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 214.63 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 214.63 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 05fb255d-01ae-4079-ac4d-867c4381afeb))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 121.92 121.92 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid dbbdab50-cb74-4755-91bc-f7cdcd5657f0)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR01" (id 0) (at 121.92 128.27 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 121.92 125.73 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 121.92 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 121.92 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid bfc432e8-3fa0-4f5f-b80d-3f907d0688c7))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Device:R") (at 137.16 116.84 90) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid f00b80e7-dc70-46b4-a901-60498f1c5bb6)
    (property "Reference" "R2" (id 0) (at 137.16 110.49 90))
    (property "Value" "50R" (id 1) (at 137.16 113.03 90))
    (property "Footprint" "Resistor_SMD:R_0603_1608Metric_Pad0.98x0.95mm_HandSolder" (id 2) (at 137.16 118.618 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 137.16 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "LCSC" "" (id 4) (at 137.16 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "MFR" "" (id 5) (at 137.16 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "RS" "198-5546" (id 6) (at 137.16 116.84 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 44cf8a3b-0a5b-4f7e-867a-1cf352af2979))
    (pin "2" (uuid 7900f0a6-3d60-4b33-82c3-a6bff36bb862))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 185.42 107.95 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid f95581e2-8e7f-4b57-83f1-fd1887573d48)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR03" (id 0) (at 185.42 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 185.42 113.03 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 185.42 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 185.42 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid e687a96d-656d-4eed-a641-a969284f51bc))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 240.03 119.38 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid fc89b516-824b-4437-8dac-6cb93531d540)
    (property "Reference" "H6" (id 0) (at 242.57 116.8399 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 242.57 119.3799 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 240.03 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 240.03 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid fdeb07c6-0024-4de5-9a80-d80f7611bdcb))
  )

  (sheet_instances
    (path "/" (page "1"))
  )

  (symbol_instances
    (path "/dbbdab50-cb74-4755-91bc-f7cdcd5657f0"
      (reference "#PWR01") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/097dd44f-897d-4c18-88d5-0ed87b0a6c53"
      (reference "#PWR02") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/f95581e2-8e7f-4b57-83f1-fd1887573d48"
      (reference "#PWR03") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/a9bc5b76-d55c-49dd-97eb-466234ca1e98"
      (reference "#PWR04") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/db7f001a-23fb-4185-a201-e82d656486ad"
      (reference "#PWR05") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/68e253e3-d260-4cca-9c4c-ad92eb41a915"
      (reference "#PWR06") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/9f8ce846-25e2-4bd0-b636-87185cb21cb3"
      (reference "#PWR07") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/ae698e5a-4fc1-4ba8-9d76-3f1d1b43bf27"
      (reference "#PWR08") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/955cc99e-a129-42cf-abc7-aa99813fdb5f"
      (reference "BT1") (unit 1) (value "Battery_Cell") (footprint "cell:18650_cell")
    )
    (path "/b2bc2201-076d-41f4-99db-105488e3ce9d"
      (reference "H1") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad")
    )
    (path "/3101cd20-ff9a-4cb7-b8d4-4b03e8ce7d4f"
      (reference "H2") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad")
    )
    (path "/c1e97fc9-86e8-4f64-8994-4f8baf5fd792"
      (reference "H3") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/c884647c-bd92-4513-b21b-d4fde0dd08f6"
      (reference "H4") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/0397fac9-94cd-446c-88e5-f76316cbf6dc"
      (reference "H5") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/fc89b516-824b-4437-8dac-6cb93531d540"
      (reference "H6") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/21ccb6c5-91d1-45cc-87d8-8a6c3f62ae87"
      (reference "J1") (unit 1) (value "Conn_Coaxial") (footprint "Connector_Coaxial:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount")
    )
    (path "/d8d4ae09-0e89-46ca-a91c-f33fd37d22d0"
      (reference "R1") (unit 1) (value "50R") (footprint "Resistor_SMD:R_0603_1608Metric_Pad0.98x0.95mm_HandSolder")
    )
    (path "/f00b80e7-dc70-46b4-a901-60498f1c5bb6"
      (reference "R2") (unit 1) (value "50R") (footprint "Resistor_SMD:R_0603_1608Metric_Pad0.98x0.95mm_HandSolder")
    )
  )
)





Archive containing the KiCad project for the Series-through 18650 Cell Holder

https://wrap.warwick.ac.uk
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A.2 Shunt-through Lithium-ion Cell Holder

Click on the following link or find the attached file named .

The project files are compatible with KiCad 6.0.5 [174]. The terms of use and distribu-

tion are included in the LICENCE file within the archive.

Figure A.2: Preview of Li-ion shunt-through cell holder layout in KiCad. Used in
Chapter 6.

A.3 Program for testing PLC QAM using NI PXIe-5840

VST

This program was exclusively written for this research and used in Chapters 5 and 6

to output data modulated with quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) to test power

line communication (PLC) through Li-ion cells, using a NI PXIe-5840 vector signal

transceiver (VST). This program requires proprietary libraries from NI, including NI

RFSG, and NI RFmx. The Microsoft Visual Studio 2022 project file is included and has

these library dependencies configured. The functions used in this program may not

be compatible with other VSTs. The terms of use and distribution are included in the

LICENCE file within the archive.

Click on the following link or find the attached file named .




LICENCE

Copyright (c) 2022 Mahyar Koshkouei

This EDA project is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this project.

Permission is granted to anyone to use the EDA project, including the schematics and layouts, for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this EDA project must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original. If you use this EDA project in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation is required.
2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.






liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_pcb

(kicad_pcb (version 20211014) (generator pcbnew)

  (general
    (thickness 1.6)
  )

  (paper "A4")
  (title_block
    (title "Configurable Cell Holder")
    (date "2022-12-14")
    (rev "1")
    (company "Mahyar Koshkouei")
    (comment 1 "See LICENCE file for details.")
    (comment 2 "Copyright (c) 2022 Mahyar Koshkouei")
  )

  (layers
    (0 "F.Cu" signal)
    (31 "B.Cu" signal)
    (32 "B.Adhes" user "B.Adhesive")
    (33 "F.Adhes" user "F.Adhesive")
    (34 "B.Paste" user)
    (35 "F.Paste" user)
    (36 "B.SilkS" user "B.Silkscreen")
    (37 "F.SilkS" user "F.Silkscreen")
    (38 "B.Mask" user)
    (39 "F.Mask" user)
    (40 "Dwgs.User" user "User.Drawings")
    (41 "Cmts.User" user "User.Comments")
    (42 "Eco1.User" user "User.Eco1")
    (43 "Eco2.User" user "User.Eco2")
    (44 "Edge.Cuts" user)
    (45 "Margin" user)
    (46 "B.CrtYd" user "B.Courtyard")
    (47 "F.CrtYd" user "F.Courtyard")
    (48 "B.Fab" user)
    (49 "F.Fab" user)
    (50 "User.1" user)
    (51 "User.2" user)
    (52 "User.3" user)
    (53 "User.4" user)
    (54 "User.5" user)
    (55 "User.6" user)
    (56 "User.7" user)
    (57 "User.8" user)
    (58 "User.9" user)
  )

  (setup
    (stackup
      (layer "F.SilkS" (type "Top Silk Screen"))
      (layer "F.Paste" (type "Top Solder Paste"))
      (layer "F.Mask" (type "Top Solder Mask") (thickness 0.01))
      (layer "F.Cu" (type "copper") (thickness 0.035))
      (layer "dielectric 1" (type "core") (thickness 1.51) (material "FR4") (epsilon_r 4.5) (loss_tangent 0.02))
      (layer "B.Cu" (type "copper") (thickness 0.035))
      (layer "B.Mask" (type "Bottom Solder Mask") (thickness 0.01))
      (layer "B.Paste" (type "Bottom Solder Paste"))
      (layer "B.SilkS" (type "Bottom Silk Screen"))
      (copper_finish "None")
      (dielectric_constraints no)
    )
    (pad_to_mask_clearance 0)
    (pcbplotparams
      (layerselection 0x00010fc_ffffffff)
      (disableapertmacros false)
      (usegerberextensions true)
      (usegerberattributes false)
      (usegerberadvancedattributes false)
      (creategerberjobfile false)
      (svguseinch false)
      (svgprecision 6)
      (excludeedgelayer true)
      (plotframeref false)
      (viasonmask false)
      (mode 1)
      (useauxorigin false)
      (hpglpennumber 1)
      (hpglpenspeed 20)
      (hpglpendiameter 15.000000)
      (dxfpolygonmode true)
      (dxfimperialunits true)
      (dxfusepcbnewfont true)
      (psnegative false)
      (psa4output false)
      (plotreference true)
      (plotvalue false)
      (plotinvisibletext false)
      (sketchpadsonfab false)
      (subtractmaskfromsilk true)
      (outputformat 1)
      (mirror false)
      (drillshape 0)
      (scaleselection 1)
      (outputdirectory "shunt-out")
    )
  )

  (net 0 "")
  (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)")
  (net 2 "GND")
  (net 3 "Net-(C1-Pad1)")
  (net 4 "Net-(C2-Pad1)")

  (footprint "cell:18650_cell" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 6231F9E5) (tstamp 02cea40b-7311-496e-bed4-70e3d23d0d4d)
    (at 117 58)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/955cc99e-a129-42cf-abc7-aa99813fdb5f")
    (fp_text reference "BT1" (at -18.6 -9.9 unlocked) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp ed7f2a8b-3cbf-4e7a-a26d-cc34721e139e)
    )
    (fp_text value "Battery_Cell" (at 0 1 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 68f31db8-f17d-463a-846c-76f3d5e438ad)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 2.5 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 6fa4073b-4b72-4b2f-a886-0414b39855d0)
    )
    (fp_rect (start 39 -9) (end -39 9) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (fill none) (tstamp 2dd523b3-8117-4f56-a1c8-d4a1c8942941))
    (fp_rect (start -39 -9) (end 39 9) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (fill none) (tstamp 8acd974c-f547-418b-ab6d-690266147e0a))
    (fp_rect (start -32.5 -9) (end 32.5 9) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (fill none) (tstamp 9cf99f8e-516f-4789-a7d3-5eeee8373e59))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect locked (at -36 0) (size 5 10) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.1312336)
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pinfunction "+") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 410017f8-95cd-44cf-bcc1-b0bdbdc9b6e6))
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp 048b1c9f-860d-4efb-935a-4cbfebb6daca)
    (at 104 73 -90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/c884647c-bd92-4513-b21b-d4fde0dd08f6")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H4" (at 0 -7 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp de97f72c-145f-421e-9d30-3ea6c267e995)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 1 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 8fef3e34-5b57-4536-9105-58f678c09126)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 2.5 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp b57cb3cb-b05b-460b-b134-4c7a7157b029)
    )
    (fp_line (start 4 5) (end 3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 1743963b-9e47-4af7-810b-f3c67acc62ff))
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 289739bf-4b99-4ef0-83bb-3e791fcc7edb))
    (fp_line (start -4 5) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 4648af25-41e2-4d64-bc83-c5b2563a8efa))
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end 3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 58a3b943-5175-4201-8514-118236c11731))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end 4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 63fd4135-e44a-48a6-9335-6b79e927a2ab))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 6c04c126-25b7-47a5-b8f9-6589981e90a5))
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 8fa80728-2e5c-4749-86e6-f5988587e0e0))
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end -3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp e21df90b-aafd-4407-a7ef-ad4a82b2d03c))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 -1 270) (size 6 8) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 6f4154a1-bd41-46cc-8f0e-e56ee193e7ad))
  )

  (footprint "Capacitor_SMD:C_0805_2012Metric" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5F68FEEE) (tstamp 3b49604d-df14-4d01-987a-e53109f65b0b)
    (at 76.671751 64.728249 45)
    (descr "Capacitor SMD 0805 (2012 Metric), square (rectangular) end terminal, IPC_7351 nominal, (Body size source: IPC-SM-782 page 76, https://www.pcb-3d.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ipc-sm-782a_amendment_1_and_2.pdf, https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BsfQQcO9C6DZCsRaXUlFlo91Tg2WpOkGARC1WS5S8t0/edit?usp=sharing), generated with kicad-footprint-generator")
    (tags "capacitor")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/21b1de5f-cc3b-4836-b55d-2b2108df71e0")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "C2" (at 0 -1.68 45) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp fa0701a2-1bf6-4589-aa76-d7f9b106b546)
    )
    (fp_text value "C_Small" (at 0 1.68 45) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp b27cd388-ac70-464f-adea-f9f3587aa8b7)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 0 45) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 0.5 0.5) (thickness 0.08)))
      (tstamp 228a0ff8-92c1-4115-9154-72c54bb6e4bc)
    )
    (fp_line (start -0.261252 0.735) (end 0.261252 0.735) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 6ba15e77-815b-4854-a089-06a1388c07b3))
    (fp_line (start -0.261252 -0.735) (end 0.261252 -0.735) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp c4f48ee6-294e-4e60-9def-88f71f1da8d1))
    (fp_line (start -1.7 -0.98) (end 1.7 -0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 1c8d4ba6-2657-444e-ac4b-884f511f6fe2))
    (fp_line (start -1.7 0.98) (end -1.7 -0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 5b695242-475b-4f60-97ae-6a30264ee0a4))
    (fp_line (start 1.7 0.98) (end -1.7 0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 981e28fd-86ba-4c81-b33d-104287fbeef0))
    (fp_line (start 1.7 -0.98) (end 1.7 0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp f6969083-2eb9-45f8-ab02-4bfbd94b6ef9))
    (fp_line (start 1 0.625) (end -1 0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 212a2b58-dcbe-41a7-a6db-9881d858a521))
    (fp_line (start 1 -0.625) (end 1 0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 4effca6f-6bda-4fee-8cfc-dc2007cd0779))
    (fp_line (start -1 0.625) (end -1 -0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 738c7977-a5ff-47e8-9e30-4df2dd51cb53))
    (fp_line (start -1 -0.625) (end 1 -0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 831623e9-d7b5-42d5-b6a8-872579e0cb18))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at -0.95 0 45) (size 1 1.45) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 4 "Net-(C2-Pad1)") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 9988f1a7-8c42-404a-8d3d-589f9acf898e))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at 0.95 0 45) (size 1 1.45) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 7b90876c-95d9-4f04-a8e9-beecb145c1db))
    (model "${KICAD6_3DMODEL_DIR}/Capacitor_SMD.3dshapes/C_0805_2012Metric.wrl"
      (offset (xyz 0 0 0))
      (scale (xyz 1 1 1))
      (rotate (xyz 0 0 0))
    )
  )

  (footprint "cell:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5A1C1810) (tstamp 4a1ada16-17bc-4b8a-8427-919197dab1cd)
    (at 75 70.6 -90)
    (descr "http://www.amphenolrf.com/132289.html")
    (tags "SMA")
    (property "LCSC" "")
    (property "MFR" "")
    (property "RS" "125-8190")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/21ccb6c5-91d1-45cc-87d8-8a6c3f62ae87")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "J2" (at 2.8 7.5) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 708d8195-e28d-4e2f-9af1-2068b607846c)
    )
    (fp_text value "Conn_Coaxial" (at 5 6 90) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 7d4a7e79-037b-42f5-812b-5e4249863585)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 4.79 0) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp a31e132a-a03b-45c7-9bc0-36fb448d0356)
    )
    (fp_line (start -3.21 0) (end -3.71 -0.25) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 2c0784f1-b985-43d7-857d-0efd7bd0ac66))
    (fp_line (start -3.71 0.25) (end -3.21 0) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 691e3812-5b4a-48e6-b7b5-cc432426d3d5))
    (fp_line (start -3.71 -0.25) (end -3.71 0.25) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp a7e9a645-8691-479f-abdc-0320a5218b6c))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 04966b19-f366-4a1d-bc43-6101cccfb41f))
    (fp_line (start -3.04 5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 23b12ffd-10db-4423-ada2-556cbca8129b))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end 14.47 5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 3ede15ba-c6c6-43e3-921a-22ec2e593800))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 5.58) (end -3.04 5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp d204ae51-9ab7-429b-9741-e83b77abd75a))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end 14.47 5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 1298ccdd-3cf4-4453-8141-0709a7a121dd))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 17508753-e52b-4501-9d02-9df54e0a90cf))
    (fp_line (start -3.04 5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp ac3bd30b-cb89-4f76-b0aa-d3ff3234b483))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 5.58) (end -3.04 5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp ba221093-02c8-4afa-a58a-c56763ca4cc2))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 5.08) (end 4.445 5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 10702a96-406e-400b-9569-aab548d96d3f))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 3.81) (end -1.91 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 238c470c-74af-4e2c-9176-145754036f29))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -5.08) (end 4.445 -5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 32b5edf9-cc8a-4dec-8c31-0768d8fc7cbf))
    (fp_line (start 3.54 0) (end 2.54 0.75) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 62375355-d0fd-40e9-a963-517fef6c6232))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -5.08) (end -1.91 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 6caf4178-45bd-48e4-aac2-65d9508b558b))
    (fp_line (start 13.97 -3.81) (end 13.97 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 72b6d375-fd0c-429b-a04b-8257efa32e81))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 -0.75) (end 3.54 0) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 75b821cf-fbc0-42b8-b2f8-2b7011f6219a))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 -3.81) (end 2.54 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 77e89c7f-e628-497b-a52c-27dce6674014))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 -3.81) (end 13.97 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 9c715f2f-cfa5-4174-8d91-bb608fa908d3))
    (fp_line (start 13.97 3.81) (end 4.445 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 9dd665b4-a4ba-4f4d-bfdc-445ffad82951))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 -3.81) (end 4.445 -5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp c200fb3b-2dc5-442f-abaa-aaf2efab23c6))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 5.08) (end 4.445 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp c3bb2bec-680f-4e73-9f57-358b0c61bda4))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -3.81) (end 2.54 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp dd9b0a5c-ae62-41a5-9e57-4fc5394a2f1a))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 3.81) (end -1.91 5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp f489c042-7f7c-4151-83ee-940fcd3b971b))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 0) (size 1.5 5.08) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 4 "Net-(C2-Pad1)") (pinfunction "In") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 7c6f3003-c717-4379-8982-3539607afd1d))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 -4.25) (size 2.5 7) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 1467d039-1242-4186-adbc-a40db2da5f86))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 4.25) (size 2.5 7) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 3f9fdcd6-8712-4a42-bdde-7f1383e29157))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 -4.25) (size 2.5 7) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 9915d5d3-9b95-4e3a-a40a-51c2f44e670d))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 4.25) (size 2.5 7) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp ac22025b-bbfd-411f-9d76-f043088836e4))
    (model "${KICAD6_3DMODEL_DIR}/Connector_Coaxial.3dshapes/SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount.wrl"
      (offset (xyz 0 0 0))
      (scale (xyz 1 1 1))
      (rotate (xyz 0 0 0))
    )
  )

  (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 56D1B4CB) (tstamp 84f3b0c1-80fa-407c-ac63-4d08ebfecc34)
    (at 64.5 65.5)
    (descr "Mounting Hole 3.2mm, M3, DIN965")
    (tags "mounting hole 3.2mm m3 din965")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/3101cd20-ff9a-4cb7-b8d4-4b03e8ce7d4f")
    (attr exclude_from_pos_files)
    (fp_text reference "H2" (at 0 -3.8) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp c268db32-c1ac-46a0-893c-255257139b5e)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 3.8) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp f6e381ba-f659-4edb-886f-2fd226faa5f6)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 0) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp f40b373d-d107-435a-9309-7d9ada0e4918)
    )
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 2.8 0) (layer "Cmts.User") (width 0.15) (fill none) (tstamp 316ca50e-5c8c-4f09-b74a-56d57eee73bc))
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 3.05 0) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (fill none) (tstamp 819ddf3d-651a-47e0-a630-ed9e911f1eb8))
    (pad "1" thru_hole circle (at 0 0) (size 5.6 5.6) (drill 3.2) (layers *.Cu *.Mask)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 7ea79fe2-0371-4481-8b29-06f0fe0eed91))
  )

  (footprint "Capacitor_SMD:C_0805_2012Metric" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5F68FEEE) (tstamp 956e2e0f-2570-430c-868e-be23351c0444)
    (at 76.671751 51.4 -45)
    (descr "Capacitor SMD 0805 (2012 Metric), square (rectangular) end terminal, IPC_7351 nominal, (Body size source: IPC-SM-782 page 76, https://www.pcb-3d.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ipc-sm-782a_amendment_1_and_2.pdf, https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BsfQQcO9C6DZCsRaXUlFlo91Tg2WpOkGARC1WS5S8t0/edit?usp=sharing), generated with kicad-footprint-generator")
    (tags "capacitor")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/f7b7f773-d8b5-4c0b-a849-2f0ca9a26396")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "C1" (at 0 -1.68 135) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 19512d3f-418c-4ee4-a4c2-a8efa3d99c66)
    )
    (fp_text value "C_Small" (at 0 1.68 135) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 72c25842-bdff-438e-8704-6a2f4b862606)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 0 135) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 0.5 0.5) (thickness 0.08)))
      (tstamp b3ca1827-289d-4ea9-9687-7515c610450d)
    )
    (fp_line (start -0.261252 -0.735) (end 0.261252 -0.735) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 7c624514-4e4f-40ba-b986-35927ef42901))
    (fp_line (start -0.261252 0.735) (end 0.261252 0.735) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp c12a2f20-09b7-4e60-9287-65fb047b6822))
    (fp_line (start 1.7 0.98) (end -1.7 0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 57227ce2-9415-4a78-8f23-bff685ed0a68))
    (fp_line (start 1.7 -0.98) (end 1.7 0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 9126cc7e-f841-44c1-841d-16ec04247814))
    (fp_line (start -1.7 -0.98) (end 1.7 -0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp b160930a-6245-4a21-83bd-1140ba05432a))
    (fp_line (start -1.7 0.98) (end -1.7 -0.98) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp b5718cda-bbd2-4a24-ad6b-935b2b38c90b))
    (fp_line (start 1 0.625) (end -1 0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 0a6f8cf0-8b35-4b17-b088-ad21c87a29e1))
    (fp_line (start 1 -0.625) (end 1 0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 37b447d2-3156-409a-a8ff-93896cdd7f13))
    (fp_line (start -1 0.625) (end -1 -0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 5da4796e-a790-4646-9c31-b4ebe0b6d958))
    (fp_line (start -1 -0.625) (end 1 -0.625) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp b5d99748-fef7-4bc2-8628-060d2618d252))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at -0.95 0 315) (size 1 1.45) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 3 "Net-(C1-Pad1)") (pintype "passive") (tstamp faa006a3-a95e-436b-84c0-063985447689))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at 0.95 0 315) (size 1 1.45) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pintype "passive") (tstamp ef19902a-8189-4b09-a941-555e46f6aa5b))
    (model "${KICAD6_3DMODEL_DIR}/Capacitor_SMD.3dshapes/C_0805_2012Metric.wrl"
      (offset (xyz 0 0 0))
      (scale (xyz 1 1 1))
      (rotate (xyz 0 0 0))
    )
  )

  (footprint "Jumper:SolderJumper-2_P1.3mm_Open_RoundedPad1.0x1.5mm" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5B391E66) (tstamp b68c33a5-8f10-4dc9-bdfa-57cabd4b39a5)
    (at 81.3 52.85 -90)
    (descr "SMD Solder Jumper, 1x1.5mm, rounded Pads, 0.3mm gap, open")
    (tags "solder jumper open")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/5ebbbd42-7195-48d9-aacb-82281e8951a8")
    (attr exclude_from_pos_files)
    (fp_text reference "JP1" (at -1.45 -1.8 90) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 9562eff8-76a9-42c2-afe8-1283415cc87b)
    )
    (fp_text value "SolderJumper_2_Open" (at 0 1.9 90) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp fd175eb5-3581-41e8-a9b7-9859b4398b51)
    )
    (fp_line (start -0.7 -1) (end 0.7 -1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 412bc312-3ca4-4987-9993-a7117ad262ef))
    (fp_line (start 0.7 1) (end -0.7 1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 58575cbc-2e39-4b18-8278-b0b495dc921b))
    (fp_line (start -1.4 0.3) (end -1.4 -0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 68070b8a-8e54-4c40-8d5c-62e8fe31c16b))
    (fp_line (start 1.4 -0.3) (end 1.4 0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 956fea70-f66d-4fff-a4e1-f9d20629817a))
    (fp_arc (start 1.4 0.3) (mid 1.194975 0.794975) (end 0.7 1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 1387031f-7a96-4b60-9ac1-23fa96b6c237))
    (fp_arc (start 0.7 -1) (mid 1.194975 -0.794975) (end 1.4 -0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 1f74c16d-a996-41a4-8d9e-69f14f82a7f3))
    (fp_arc (start -0.7 1) (mid -1.194975 0.794975) (end -1.4 0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 264e57f3-d195-4b96-811d-30ad02134175))
    (fp_arc (start -1.4 -0.3) (mid -1.194975 -0.794975) (end -0.7 -1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 69d75fea-bf98-4675-9ad4-55cadfb28e6e))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 1.25) (end 1.65 -1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 600fcb3d-3f6e-4865-bd07-8facc661bcdd))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 1.25) (end -1.65 1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp a8873962-90fc-4b8b-a607-8537dec6a963))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 -1.25) (end -1.65 1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp f2f67008-4533-4e31-af47-9aa71d45b6fe))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 -1.25) (end 1.65 -1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp fc9da483-2528-494b-8e34-407c5a8cf940))
    (pad "1" smd custom (at -0.65 0 270) (size 1 0.5) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Mask")
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "A") (pintype "passive") (zone_connect 2)
      (options (clearance outline) (anchor rect))
      (primitives
        (gr_circle (center 0 0.25) (end 0.5 0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_circle (center 0 -0.25) (end 0.5 -0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_poly (pts
            (xy 0.5 0.75)
            (xy 0 0.75)
            (xy 0 -0.75)
            (xy 0.5 -0.75)
          ) (width 0) (fill yes))
      ) (tstamp 81d24231-8e82-4baf-9b94-5f2b8ea2a0a9))
    (pad "2" smd custom (at 0.65 0 270) (size 1 0.5) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Mask")
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pinfunction "B") (pintype "passive") (zone_connect 2)
      (options (clearance outline) (anchor rect))
      (primitives
        (gr_circle (center 0 0.25) (end 0.5 0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_circle (center 0 -0.25) (end 0.5 -0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_poly (pts
            (xy 0 0.75)
            (xy -0.5 0.75)
            (xy -0.5 -0.75)
            (xy 0 -0.75)
          ) (width 0) (fill yes))
      ) (tstamp 6e81b93b-b17b-47f8-8ba5-7f6b13059e48))
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp e0dbf26b-9a57-4be8-8a2a-4c521db56c9b)
    (at 104 43 -90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/c1e97fc9-86e8-4f64-8994-4f8baf5fd792")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H3" (at 0 -7 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 97fa712d-a604-46b4-8df6-4160345c1db5)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 1 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp fc8a9e8f-b193-4838-ab9a-169315ddf344)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 2.5 -90 unlocked) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 4180bb40-f91a-40bd-87ae-28c8898a4a43)
    )
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end -3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 07ee0d36-0c6d-4361-a538-dbf8e8b1b6c4))
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 29218643-8920-4757-8b2c-10bae0aac4d0))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end 4 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 2a0af483-8b55-4c82-877a-46e8fdd9fd9a))
    (fp_line (start 4 7) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 71079055-52b4-439a-ba8b-6b7a503e352b))
    (fp_line (start 4 5) (end 3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 99472eec-3bb3-4c41-9ba3-d459a0fe87fe))
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -3 5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp af15b5e4-62af-47b2-a8cf-e5873b541f26))
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end 3 -5) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp d04bbb6a-ea18-49f2-9e61-779a85c6f230))
    (fp_line (start -4 5) (end -4 7) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp d0dea029-a8cf-4ddf-bd93-72b676e35652))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 -1 270) (size 6 8) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 06a96265-a745-4363-879d-5b00a6c4e216))
  )

  (footprint "Jumper:SolderJumper-2_P1.3mm_Open_RoundedPad1.0x1.5mm" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5B391E66) (tstamp e4a00676-3122-4d4c-8c28-5bc8f27a58a1)
    (at 81.3 63.15 90)
    (descr "SMD Solder Jumper, 1x1.5mm, rounded Pads, 0.3mm gap, open")
    (tags "solder jumper open")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/4c5818c7-bc29-485c-8408-d73538877621")
    (attr exclude_from_pos_files)
    (fp_text reference "JP2" (at -2.25 1.7 270) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp bf39e478-4aad-4443-92a3-19d5096baf9f)
    )
    (fp_text value "SolderJumper_2_Open" (at 0 1.9 90) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 2148be40-08de-4222-a254-af2a606c1ab9)
    )
    (fp_line (start -1.4 0.3) (end -1.4 -0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 0c34ef83-8232-4baa-ad52-ce3b09a6e752))
    (fp_line (start 0.7 1) (end -0.7 1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 62da862c-fd81-4e6b-9df7-02676ee0a82a))
    (fp_line (start 1.4 -0.3) (end 1.4 0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 9e900371-bd8b-40a9-a0c3-4b0ab841d55e))
    (fp_line (start -0.7 -1) (end 0.7 -1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp e2bdbbdd-550d-4f15-aafc-6db7fb654645))
    (fp_arc (start -1.4 -0.3) (mid -1.194975 -0.794975) (end -0.7 -1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 2cb0decf-f169-46e1-bd0c-42575b897215))
    (fp_arc (start -0.7 1) (mid -1.194975 0.794975) (end -1.4 0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 939bc34e-19fb-4d52-92f2-802bb6bd4292))
    (fp_arc (start 1.4 0.3) (mid 1.194975 0.794975) (end 0.7 1) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp ca4ba033-8a88-4867-8fe7-9cc993d2ccaf))
    (fp_arc (start 0.7 -1) (mid 1.194975 -0.794975) (end 1.4 -0.3) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp d8c362e7-172d-41a0-9b5e-495f6ad6d2f7))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 -1.25) (end 1.65 -1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 34e3eb64-8e73-4ac6-8e1d-801648d3e930))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 1.25) (end -1.65 1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 54c7df82-2e7e-4d06-a181-9d88d2bbb166))
    (fp_line (start 1.65 1.25) (end 1.65 -1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 5e0317d9-4ca9-4fa8-9a48-62763a86eec7))
    (fp_line (start -1.65 -1.25) (end -1.65 1.25) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp a9593631-a009-486c-a3f7-afc84b74ea63))
    (pad "1" smd custom (at -0.65 0 90) (size 1 0.5) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Mask")
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "A") (pintype "passive") (zone_connect 2)
      (options (clearance outline) (anchor rect))
      (primitives
        (gr_circle (center 0 0.25) (end 0.5 0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_circle (center 0 -0.25) (end 0.5 -0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_poly (pts
            (xy 0.5 0.75)
            (xy 0 0.75)
            (xy 0 -0.75)
            (xy 0.5 -0.75)
          ) (width 0) (fill yes))
      ) (tstamp 1a3d57c9-0fc5-4281-820c-0d4a284acd43))
    (pad "2" smd custom (at 0.65 0 90) (size 1 0.5) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Mask")
      (net 1 "Net-(BT1-Pad1)") (pinfunction "B") (pintype "passive") (zone_connect 2)
      (options (clearance outline) (anchor rect))
      (primitives
        (gr_circle (center 0 0.25) (end 0.5 0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_circle (center 0 -0.25) (end 0.5 -0.25) (width 0) (fill yes))
        (gr_poly (pts
            (xy 0 0.75)
            (xy -0.5 0.75)
            (xy -0.5 -0.75)
            (xy 0 -0.75)
          ) (width 0) (fill yes))
      ) (tstamp 9eb3c374-439a-4429-8f7b-fbc43a993ff8))
  )

  (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 56D1B4CB) (tstamp f32d47d0-1514-4da9-9f91-ddca39d53593)
    (at 64.5 50.5)
    (descr "Mounting Hole 3.2mm, M3, DIN965")
    (tags "mounting hole 3.2mm m3 din965")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/b2bc2201-076d-41f4-99db-105488e3ce9d")
    (attr exclude_from_pos_files)
    (fp_text reference "H1" (at 0 -3.8) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp f986b654-9165-4595-8ec9-87b9f057c4b5)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 3.8) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp f3a9daae-61d6-4594-a564-5f269468787e)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 0) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 8e4a534f-fc02-4d71-8f66-2b3416864ff2)
    )
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 2.8 0) (layer "Cmts.User") (width 0.15) (fill none) (tstamp 6d97265e-940c-4e42-8551-048c80f88884))
    (fp_circle (center 0 0) (end 3.05 0) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (fill none) (tstamp ee7f9b19-0939-4e95-8c16-e105ca5aeb3a))
    (pad "1" thru_hole circle (at 0 0) (size 5.6 5.6) (drill 3.2) (layers *.Cu *.Mask)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 55fdc523-9a79-4e6d-93c6-276941d8d40e))
  )

  (footprint "cell:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount" (layer "F.Cu")
    (tedit 5A1C1810) (tstamp ffc40518-8955-4e9d-88c3-c1d99a292aee)
    (at 75 45.3 90)
    (descr "http://www.amphenolrf.com/132289.html")
    (tags "SMA")
    (property "LCSC" "")
    (property "MFR" "")
    (property "RS" "125-8190")
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/60c7cf6e-dadc-4f9e-add9-3131292bb1b8")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "J1" (at 2.9 -7.5) (layer "F.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 304edbec-5254-49f2-9568-24b2c1dfd4e4)
    )
    (fp_text value "Conn_Coaxial" (at 5 6 90) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 6bc92c76-b980-4f89-bca8-fceafe135ca9)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 4.79 0) (layer "F.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
      (tstamp 8468d18f-e98d-4b93-ad62-918950e8c400)
    )
    (fp_line (start -3.21 0) (end -3.71 -0.25) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 34e72da8-c568-4522-978d-0742ddbcd613))
    (fp_line (start -3.71 -0.25) (end -3.71 0.25) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp 642a8d59-51a5-4811-9c1d-a7259356ceae))
    (fp_line (start -3.71 0.25) (end -3.21 0) (layer "F.SilkS") (width 0.12) (tstamp e2be290a-75a7-4b44-bfc4-eab32132e2b8))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end 14.47 5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 43ed304b-5f70-4008-9868-e74472c36b1d))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 5.58) (end -3.04 5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 6ddca357-5a2e-46a6-b9dc-b458c93bc23f))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 6f9b8e6c-4eee-4b1c-8372-6b6a9e9cbe38))
    (fp_line (start -3.04 5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp ed94d871-01ad-4d95-bc86-75de7462be93))
    (fp_line (start -3.04 5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 4c2a7a33-b9c0-4b3d-af7f-15b23150423d))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end 14.47 5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 888323e4-a05e-4c84-9184-aefc3ce5594b))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 -5.58) (end -3.04 -5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp beae034f-c4b9-4b6d-8aff-a6e8e4e83c4c))
    (fp_line (start 14.47 5.58) (end -3.04 5.58) (layer "F.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp d19b998e-47d7-4275-8be7-3ba350c896a0))
    (fp_line (start 3.54 0) (end 2.54 0.75) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 05fbc3cc-2219-4615-8511-bcabac4cb336))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 5.08) (end 4.445 5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 1a5101a8-c5fe-4790-9b6a-5490e25dc522))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -5.08) (end -1.91 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 1c380864-645f-42a4-bfa6-e1cc48763da7))
    (fp_line (start 13.97 -3.81) (end 13.97 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 25ebccdc-ebe2-4c91-a8bb-5f098ef136ef))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 3.81) (end -1.91 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 2a5e98ce-476c-4bc9-bd06-3272e7d228c7))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 -0.75) (end 3.54 0) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 3a2dda6d-d7b0-4561-9b02-9b7d76a70237))
    (fp_line (start 13.97 3.81) (end 4.445 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 48f57a17-8b15-47f3-b55e-28e19ff63323))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -5.08) (end 4.445 -5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 5b58c2af-aeeb-4e4c-86b4-08f9c068a87f))
    (fp_line (start 2.54 -3.81) (end 2.54 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 607d3fcb-7ccb-4cae-a08a-ab23f91ec211))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 5.08) (end 4.445 3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp 7e0f8d8e-22d6-416c-95e2-0b6cd8820973))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 -3.81) (end 13.97 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp ba9dac9d-d332-43f4-9aaa-45adafffcf54))
    (fp_line (start 4.445 -3.81) (end 4.445 -5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp e5419988-64c6-4b40-8f43-fe5a8b83fb3a))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 3.81) (end -1.91 5.08) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp e5429228-9cc5-4e53-9235-d74138d8049f))
    (fp_line (start -1.91 -3.81) (end 2.54 -3.81) (layer "F.Fab") (width 0.1) (tstamp fb79d7c5-d79b-4498-b29c-507229c26ba5))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 0 180) (size 1.5 5.08) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 3 "Net-(C1-Pad1)") (pinfunction "In") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 34831fe3-663f-4b05-9318-dd4671a1a422))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 4.25 180) (size 2.5 7) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 42eae29c-8bda-43b0-8800-a133030d945f))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 -4.25 180) (size 2.5 7) (layers "F.Cu" "F.Paste" "F.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 73b0e909-4a84-440d-bfe0-62f534b92dff))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 4.25 180) (size 2.5 7) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp 950adbbf-60a4-454f-8f74-88167157424d))
    (pad "2" smd roundrect (at -0.75 -4.25 180) (size 2.5 7) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.25)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "Ext") (pintype "passive") (tstamp fdabbed9-7d64-44ee-8f7f-c549afab27d3))
    (model "${KICAD6_3DMODEL_DIR}/Connector_Coaxial.3dshapes/SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount.wrl"
      (offset (xyz 0 0 0))
      (scale (xyz 1 1 1))
      (rotate (xyz 0 0 0))
    )
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "B.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp 3f421205-849d-45bd-8771-41650170395f)
    (at 104 43 90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/0397fac9-94cd-446c-88e5-f76316cbf6dc")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H5" (at 0 7 270 unlocked) (layer "B.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 7a989357-2c2e-4648-af76-fde2657f1743)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 -1 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 8caefaff-5ced-4b73-b350-c53963002a9b)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 -2.5 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp 770ede2b-4e3a-4651-bc69-47b270c623c7)
    )
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end -3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 3c12ccb0-003b-4f7a-8660-9fe073d18918))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end 4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 40ef967f-a99a-40f9-9089-fb9f27590e05))
    (fp_line (start 4 -5) (end 3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 44717681-13d8-4849-abb0-5cfb81d6f365))
    (fp_line (start -4 -5) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 5f7828b8-7d40-43e9-a432-4557a318fafa))
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp b3e2362e-001a-435a-b795-6f7e40f07756))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp c30073b7-a27e-44da-814d-642fcdb05ea1))
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end 3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp e1b40109-d7dd-4973-83e4-962341e3ec57))
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp e6c06bd9-5655-4d38-8676-005aa4a02383))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 1 90) (size 6 8) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp ca888cd1-d3e4-42f9-abc6-6342accd59a9))
  )

  (footprint "cell:PC1L187" (layer "B.Cu")
    (tedit 6231D73C) (tstamp 978b4638-7be2-4909-b4d3-7a5b30e04112)
    (at 104 73 90)
    (property "Sheetfile" "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch")
    (property "Sheetname" "")
    (path "/fc89b516-824b-4437-8dac-6cb93531d540")
    (attr smd)
    (fp_text reference "H6" (at 0 7 270 unlocked) (layer "B.SilkS")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp f4b554e4-5ac8-4c39-9afd-2881c0055efb)
    )
    (fp_text value "MountingHole_Pad" (at 0 -1 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp e45ba681-9ee5-4ccf-9911-ea9915417617)
    )
    (fp_text user "${REFERENCE}" (at 0 -2.5 270 unlocked) (layer "B.Fab")
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
      (tstamp aec2dbf4-8278-418e-a872-b38e0a3c7e97)
    )
    (fp_line (start -4 -5) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 1a003184-bee5-40b8-b772-cd5411457a8f))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end -4 -7) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 31561a9a-e4d2-4fd2-874f-fd6449d28384))
    (fp_line (start 4 -5) (end 3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 36ee5173-947f-43bc-8e49-82abeb7d0c6c))
    (fp_line (start -3 -5) (end -4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 3b504b0d-4b85-41d6-ab8b-3301ce20d1ce))
    (fp_line (start 3 5) (end -3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 8af88c92-a0a4-4c18-b419-616a5cf77722))
    (fp_line (start -3 5) (end -3 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp 8e51eddf-8db8-4705-85be-dcce8c92201a))
    (fp_line (start 4 -7) (end 4 -5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp c60c894f-441e-4fa1-8262-0593d3f56907))
    (fp_line (start 3 -5) (end 3 5) (layer "B.CrtYd") (width 0.05) (tstamp e2206cbb-6278-4051-86be-64035d611413))
    (pad "1" smd roundrect (at 0 1 90) (size 6 8) (layers "B.Cu" "B.Paste" "B.Mask") (roundrect_rratio 0.05)
      (net 2 "GND") (pinfunction "1") (pintype "input") (tstamp 011c129d-7217-45a7-ad1e-c6f539508ece))
  )

  (gr_rect (start 84.5 45.9) (end 99.5 47.9) (layer "B.SilkS") (width 0.15) (fill solid) (tstamp 34c37e03-9b45-4864-a1d7-d0a81757611d))
  (gr_poly
    (pts
      (xy 116.8 70.2)
      (xy 116.9 70.3)
      (xy 118.6 70.3)
      (xy 118.8 70.5)
      (xy 118.8 71.7)
      (xy 118.6 71.9)
      (xy 117 71.9)
      (xy 116.8 72.1)
      (xy 116.8 74.2)
      (xy 116.9 74.3)
      (xy 118.6 74.3)
      (xy 118.8 74.5)
      (xy 118.8 75.7)
      (xy 118.6 75.9)
      (xy 116.9 75.9)
      (xy 116.8 76)
      (xy 116.8 76.5)
      (xy 114.9 76.5)
      (xy 114.9 69.7)
      (xy 116.8 69.7)
    ) (layer "B.Mask") (width 0.15) (fill solid) (tstamp 85054390-7cf9-4ae4-86fc-26080079af06))
  (gr_poly
    (pts
      (xy 116.393574 38.295968)
      (xy 116.693574 38.595968)
      (xy 116.793574 38.895968)
      (xy 116.793574 39.595968)
      (xy 116.693574 39.695968)
      (xy 114.793574 39.695968)
      (xy 114.693574 39.795968)
      (xy 114.693574 42.195968)
      (xy 114.793574 42.295968)
      (xy 116.693574 42.295968)
      (xy 116.793574 42.395968)
      (xy 116.793574 43.595968)
      (xy 116.693574 43.695968)
      (xy 114.793574 43.695968)
      (xy 114.693574 43.795968)
      (xy 114.693574 46.195968)
      (xy 114.793574 46.295968)
      (xy 116.693574 46.295968)
      (xy 116.793574 46.395968)
      (xy 116.793574 47.195968)
      (xy 116.693574 47.395968)
      (xy 116.393574 47.695968)
      (xy 116.093574 47.795968)
      (xy 113.893574 47.795968)
      (xy 113.193574 46.495968)
      (xy 113.193574 39.495968)
      (xy 113.893574 38.195968)
      (xy 115.993574 38.195968)
    ) (layer "B.Mask") (width 0.05) (fill solid) (tstamp e92f4784-39fa-4c8a-b18c-efa573ffe813))
  (gr_poly
    (pts
      (xy 116.8 70.1)
      (xy 116.9 70.2)
      (xy 118.6 70.2)
      (xy 118.8 70.4)
      (xy 118.8 71.6)
      (xy 118.6 71.8)
      (xy 117 71.8)
      (xy 116.8 72)
      (xy 116.8 74.1)
      (xy 116.9 74.2)
      (xy 118.6 74.2)
      (xy 118.8 74.4)
      (xy 118.8 75.6)
      (xy 118.6 75.8)
      (xy 116.9 75.8)
      (xy 116.8 75.9)
      (xy 116.8 76.4)
      (xy 114.9 76.4)
      (xy 114.9 69.6)
      (xy 116.8 69.6)
    ) (layer "F.Mask") (width 0.15) (fill solid) (tstamp 5642e2ab-d561-43e3-8af7-b327aa1c60c2))
  (gr_poly
    (pts
      (xy 116.4 38.3)
      (xy 116.7 38.6)
      (xy 116.8 38.9)
      (xy 116.8 39.6)
      (xy 116.7 39.7)
      (xy 114.8 39.7)
      (xy 114.7 39.8)
      (xy 114.7 42.2)
      (xy 114.8 42.3)
      (xy 116.7 42.3)
      (xy 116.8 42.4)
      (xy 116.8 43.6)
      (xy 116.7 43.7)
      (xy 114.8 43.7)
      (xy 114.7 43.8)
      (xy 114.7 46.2)
      (xy 114.8 46.3)
      (xy 116.7 46.3)
      (xy 116.8 46.4)
      (xy 116.8 47.2)
      (xy 116.7 47.4)
      (xy 116.4 47.7)
      (xy 116.1 47.8)
      (xy 113.9 47.8)
      (xy 113.2 46.5)
      (xy 113.2 39.5)
      (xy 113.9 38.2)
      (xy 116 38.2)
    ) (layer "F.Mask") (width 0.05) (fill solid) (tstamp d47fbbb7-70d5-4e90-adc5-f3824826313d))
  (gr_line (start 115.8 68.004032) (end 101.8 68) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 021439ac-feee-4a6d-9163-d2cc5985b986))
  (gr_line (start 85 48) (end 95.2 48) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 046682b9-07dd-4c9d-b6f5-17e72ecec1be))
  (gr_line (start 116.6 40) (end 116.6 39) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 049a9b65-bb75-48e7-b5f5-f28b2ffc0c65))
  (gr_arc (start 84 49) (mid 84.292893 48.292893) (end 85 48) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 06bde860-3da3-416b-9e89-7da819f751e9))
  (gr_line (start 116.8 75.8) (end 118.8 75.8) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 07953dc6-6279-40f8-abae-e4e49a957e6e))
  (gr_line (start 118.8 70.2) (end 118.8 71.8) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 14ba239b-e511-4117-bd91-f815ad2bef5e))
  (gr_line (start 116.8 71.8) (end 118.8 71.8) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 18f80b5e-0dd3-4122-a263-49a962fd6caf))
  (gr_line (start 118.8 74.2) (end 118.8 75.8) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 28159d0e-3481-4818-9d25-1d0c6f904da6))
  (gr_arc (start 85.5 38) (mid 84.474874 40.474874) (end 82 41.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 2ceb7ffa-84a0-4f1e-873e-e15c33052df5))
  (gr_arc (start 85 68) (mid 84.292893 67.707107) (end 84 67) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 314a7f47-a2d8-40ea-a902-ab4946b7f433))
  (gr_arc (start 64.5 78) (mid 65.525126 75.525126) (end 68 74.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 340167b4-7d9c-477b-a8d2-6e9f44c79bad))
  (gr_line (start 114.6 46) (end 116.6 46) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 35dc89d9-c7dd-428f-953a-4ff6ecb8b624))
  (gr_line (start 101.8 48) (end 115.592893 47.992893) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 48c1c86c-fa89-4f0b-bafc-b49d9369d25c))
  (gr_line (start 84 60) (end 84 67) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 4c782d44-2417-44ef-81f3-df48502a7c04))
  (gr_line (start 84.5 59.5) (end 84 60) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 4f3b56c3-cd7e-4fdf-bcef-9aa6369d5d8c))
  (gr_line (start 116.8 70.2) (end 116.8 69.002016) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 58b4639d-fb49-420d-843f-da7e65916511))
  (gr_line (start 116.8 75.8) (end 116.8 77.002016) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 5c00021b-62e6-466d-a028-2077d059e934))
  (gr_line (start 57.5 78) (end 64.5 78) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 5c8e1b02-b806-4217-8d07-7ac29f187c11))
  (gr_line (start 84 56) (end 84 50) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 5e956335-b528-4b91-9a58-ba7d86bb1f92))
  (gr_line (start 116.6 46) (end 116.6 47) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 61ce5dbe-6df0-4f6f-90b6-2b25ffa60db7))
  (gr_line (start 95.2 68) (end 85 68) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 671a9a3d-b0d3-49ed-a1c9-83a0cc0faa10))
  (gr_line (start 96 48.8) (end 101 48.8) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 7190c921-8fc9-4a0d-bcae-b9099e9dcb8d))
  (gr_line (start 118.8 70.2) (end 116.8 70.2) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 76ca83b6-9ed8-4925-89f5-7007be2f39a6))
  (gr_line (start 118.8 74.2) (end 116.8 74.2) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 810aac50-11b8-4fca-a4a6-e643acdb7b0b))
  (gr_line (start 101 67.2) (end 96 67.2) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 870e14ba-68d0-4416-ae08-a74b0891b646))
  (gr_arc (start 68 41.5) (mid 65.525126 40.474874) (end 64.5 38) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 8db91d4f-fa8e-4f39-aa64-fbd8d40dc771))
  (gr_line (start 116.6 42) (end 116.6 44) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 8f9ad49e-59ee-4038-84bd-b029143af89d))
  (gr_arc (start 82 74.5) (mid 84.474874 75.525126) (end 85.5 78) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 92c68067-210d-47b3-a0a5-9086bff8f138))
  (gr_arc (start 116.8 77.002016) (mid 116.507107 77.709123) (end 115.8 78.002016) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 953b446d-ec8e-4062-96bf-88d789a2d881))
  (gr_arc (start 57.5 78) (mid 57.146447 77.853553) (end 57 77.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 979a1a64-0529-4f29-8c08-85ed88dfff7c))
  (gr_line (start 68 41.5) (end 82 41.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 990ce7cc-de20-47a4-95ed-0a08970320bf))
  (gr_line (start 84.5 56.5) (end 84.5 59.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 9c9e5ed8-2780-400a-99ab-35242af725c7))
  (gr_line (start 85.5 78) (end 115.8 78.002016) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp 9eaea063-96db-47fa-8b02-3ec06b93e5a3))
  (gr_arc (start 101.8 68) (mid 101.517157 67.882843) (end 101.4 67.6) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp a2d45f31-a3b0-42ca-b348-56ec83e82c56))
  (gr_arc (start 101 67.2) (mid 101.282843 67.317157) (end 101.4 67.6) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp a4d46bf8-79aa-4a39-a4ad-11439f2e06f1))
  (gr_line (start 85.5 38) (end 115.592893 38) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp a56849c2-3690-4bb5-be9e-65832b3e1dea))
  (gr_line (start 84 50) (end 84 49) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp a8b361d0-ebc7-49bc-b3b8-7706f4f76e6c))
  (gr_arc (start 95.6 67.6) (mid 95.717157 67.317157) (end 96 67.2) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp a9e83c21-b153-444a-bbdd-bdc71e82235f))
  (gr_arc (start 95.6 67.6) (mid 95.482843 67.882843) (end 95.2 68) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp aa098192-343c-47e1-be5a-5dd1411d5cf0))
  (gr_arc (start 95.2 48) (mid 95.482843 48.117157) (end 95.6 48.4) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp ab789296-dee6-4d40-827d-263948fd18df))
  (gr_line (start 116.6 40) (end 114.6 40) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp b3875341-104a-44f1-937b-7bb614eeb8c7))
  (gr_arc (start 96 48.8) (mid 95.717157 48.682843) (end 95.6 48.4) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp b8608c60-22fe-46fe-b89b-bf957558ad94))
  (gr_arc (start 116.592893 46.992893) (mid 116.3 47.7) (end 115.592893 47.992893) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp bc45a03d-840b-4575-a626-ab6a2fe670a8))
  (gr_line (start 84 56) (end 84.5 56.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp bd96fd79-9bc0-473d-9298-8db07b6cbee4))
  (gr_line (start 64.5 38) (end 57.5 38) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp c3bd24a0-eb93-491b-82b3-15079ebdcbb1))
  (gr_arc (start 101.4 48.4) (mid 101.517157 48.117157) (end 101.8 48) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp c8b3bb46-6ea1-4e2e-ac09-7ea068451423))
  (gr_arc (start 57 38.5) (mid 57.146447 38.146447) (end 57.5 38) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp cc1e8e79-d7cb-4094-ad9b-2ecc7cae955c))
  (gr_arc (start 115.792893 68.004032) (mid 116.5 68.296925) (end 116.792893 69.004032) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp d12be722-58c4-461a-80cb-1a0faf559be4))
  (gr_arc (start 101.4 48.4) (mid 101.282843 48.682843) (end 101 48.8) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp d3ccde24-a29c-42ae-a01b-5b315ee2ef39))
  (gr_line (start 116.6 44) (end 114.6 44) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp d8bc1bfc-d6a7-438e-b15b-7de892f9b0a2))
  (gr_line (start 114.6 42) (end 116.6 42) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp da2894dc-32cf-4988-9c82-582fc921c455))
  (gr_line (start 57 38.5) (end 57 77.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp df31433d-ed46-4e70-9766-beefd971d797))
  (gr_line (start 116.8 71.8) (end 116.8 74.2) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp e547f67a-04c6-4c04-ba10-9a2dec14b94c))
  (gr_arc (start 115.592893 38) (mid 116.3 38.292893) (end 116.592893 39) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp e5b9d0c0-eacd-4f91-b0b7-c995dca190a1))
  (gr_line (start 114.6 44) (end 114.6 46) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp e6a7604e-5ba3-411f-9ed1-9156146de018))
  (gr_line (start 114.6 40) (end 114.6 42) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp ec85e711-f9de-41b1-816d-82880ff21bd2))
  (gr_line (start 82 74.5) (end 68 74.5) (layer "Edge.Cuts") (width 0.1) (tstamp fb8b7d18-692e-42dc-a955-7179cb409cb4))
  (gr_text "JLCJLCJLCJLC" (at 92 77) (layer "B.SilkS") (tstamp c4b6107a-4071-4de7-b8f3-ae2825248152)
    (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)) (justify mirror))
  )
  (gr_text "M Koshkouei" (at 91 77) (layer "F.SilkS") (tstamp 4e8cd8ba-bd2c-450b-88d5-c43297a669a4)
    (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
  )
  (gr_text "08/22" (at 92 39) (layer "F.SilkS") (tstamp 6e33d937-1c5c-4e6f-9b5a-a321f2f45ecc)
    (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
  )
  (gr_text "Conf. Cell Holder" (at 91 69) (layer "F.SilkS") (tstamp c67f8a1c-4263-436f-a1d8-2239cd399912)
    (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 143b2188-1515-48e0-a475-03c46b0508b0)
    (pts (xy 51 38) (xy 51 78))
    (height 4)
    (gr_text "40.0000 mm" (at 45.85 58 90) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 143b2188-1515-48e0-a475-03c46b0508b0)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 5f9d60f0-ba6b-475a-bb19-4f2e79241a05)
    (pts (xy 57 80) (xy 118.8 80))
    (height 8.8)
    (gr_text "61.8000 mm" (at 87.9 87.65) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 5f9d60f0-ba6b-475a-bb19-4f2e79241a05)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 7cd64915-21b1-42e0-9a9d-117ea6234916)
    (pts (xy 43.5 38) (xy 43.5 50.5))
    (height 3)
    (gr_text "12.5000 mm" (at 39.35 44.25 90) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 7cd64915-21b1-42e0-9a9d-117ea6234916)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 82c4465b-1c13-4c08-90ef-185878022221)
    (pts (xy 57 35) (xy 84 35))
    (height -1)
    (gr_text "27.0 mm" (at 70.5 32.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 82c4465b-1c13-4c08-90ef-185878022221)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 1))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 913a99c7-edeb-4de3-907b-2ca1705dbdf4)
    (pts (xy 84.5 34) (xy 149.5 34))
    (height 0)
    (gr_text "65 mm" (at 117 32.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 913a99c7-edeb-4de3-907b-2ca1705dbdf4)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 4) suppress_zeroes)
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 91c05aa0-5c75-41c8-8969-f24315d81866)
    (pts (xy 150 35) (xy 177 35))
    (height -1)
    (gr_text "27.0 mm" (at 163.5 32.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp 91c05aa0-5c75-41c8-8969-f24315d81866)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 1))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp c13dace0-e4fa-45fd-a23b-d35d58e37bf0)
    (pts (xy 116 29.5) (xy 118 29.5))
    (height -1.5)
    (gr_text "2.0 mm" (at 117 26.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp c13dace0-e4fa-45fd-a23b-d35d58e37bf0)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 1))
    (style (thickness 0.1) (arrow_length 0.8) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp c7d1a885-aedf-4783-a909-15468d39c078)
    (pts (xy 177 31) (xy 118 31))
    (height 1)
    (gr_text "59.0 mm" (at 147.5 28.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp c7d1a885-aedf-4783-a909-15468d39c078)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 1))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp e44a9dbe-a787-4361-932f-c1c37341a24b)
    (pts (xy 84.5 26) (xy 117 26))
    (height -2)
    (gr_text "32.5 mm" (at 100.75 22.85) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp e44a9dbe-a787-4361-932f-c1c37341a24b)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 1))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 0) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )
  (dimension (type aligned) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp f257ef3d-5a04-4479-8e6f-2da05e8344b4)
    (pts (xy 57 32) (xy 116 32))
    (height -2)
    (gr_text "59.0 mm" (at 87 29) (layer "Dwgs.User") (tstamp f257ef3d-5a04-4479-8e6f-2da05e8344b4)
      (effects (font (size 1 1) (thickness 0.15)))
    )
    (format (units 3) (units_format 1) (precision 1))
    (style (thickness 0.15) (arrow_length 1.27) (text_position_mode 2) (extension_height 0.58642) (extension_offset 0.5) keep_text_aligned)
  )

  (segment (start 79.4 54.2) (end 75.8 50.6) (width 1.5) (layer "B.Cu") (net 0) (tstamp 0a508b77-8859-4dc6-afbe-e02b54a4e615))
  (segment (start 79.6 61.8) (end 76 65.4) (width 1.5) (layer "B.Cu") (net 0) (tstamp 15d3be22-976a-4e9b-8921-7b9d279f4c33))
  (segment (start 75 48.66863) (end 75 43.2) (width 1.5) (layer "B.Cu") (net 0) (tstamp 1d272fb7-3d00-41c5-8214-574c0436a1af))
  (segment (start 75 67.814213) (end 75 72.8) (width 1.5) (layer "B.Cu") (net 0) (tstamp c3f339df-fc57-42da-8ef4-6a3866c4086f))
  (arc (start 76 65.4) (mid 75.259891 66.507651) (end 75 67.814213) (width 1.5) (layer "B.Cu") (net 0) (tstamp 172e05b3-e8f8-47c3-b54e-29bf96dcaa76))
  (arc (start 75.8 50.6) (mid 75.207913 49.71388) (end 75 48.66863) (width 1.5) (layer "B.Cu") (net 0) (tstamp cf61ca58-3144-4fae-889f-09e39d0918b3))
  (segment (start 81 58) (end 81 55.728249) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 1) (tstamp 069b0476-e3b9-402e-9f88-71c6c24ab668))
  (segment (start 77.343502 64.056498) (end 81 60.4) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 1) (tstamp 56b8ee00-1ba7-4095-a307-ce8925a6b092))
  (segment (start 81 55.728249) (end 77.343502 52.071751) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 1) (tstamp 77d230a9-463a-4050-86f4-5d5dbac939a2))
  (segment (start 81 60.4) (end 81 58) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 1) (tstamp ca31472a-d6fd-4e8d-9c03-2cb4a7788622))
  (segment (start 81.3 52.2) (end 81.3 51.2) (width 0.25) (layer "F.Cu") (net 2) (tstamp 425162c0-e5b4-4bdd-92b8-58a70bd8e119))
  (segment (start 81.3 63.8) (end 81.3 64.8) (width 0.25) (layer "F.Cu") (net 2) (tstamp eabe353b-2d19-4f22-811e-451bd41d6018))
  (via (at 88 42) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 04fa068f-a6ad-4333-9c5c-4d6e8e85c205))
  (via (at 88 72) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 050eeddf-746e-44d1-8f0a-f01bb69b9081))
  (via (at 76.3 55.2) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 09290758-2df2-4d75-af6d-76ffbc130b3f))
  (via (at 99.5 72) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 09588922-9612-458d-be3b-275081da5006))
  (via (at 85 43) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 09e111b1-2442-4607-bd90-ad801b8aad2a))
  (via (at 97 75) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 0a92f978-05e0-4602-b0a8-fa31ef25ec9a))
  (via (at 80.4 65.2) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 0ac1fbbe-ffea-4371-a56d-7b0c279a0c51))
  (via (at 60 49) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 0f5e2ac4-12b1-42a4-aa06-8822e35c322d))
  (via (at 60 70) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 107333ee-f7ab-4292-bafe-2f05219eb1e8))
  (via (at 62 62) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 126370d9-ae65-49fd-8bf3-19cf32533177))
  (via (at 68 72) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 130185ff-d6ca-4e92-b051-2222338bff88))
  (via (at 70 63) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 148aaa4f-4b91-4077-87e8-94e8c8dbb587))
  (via (at 94 74) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 15c64fb5-ac9f-4c3f-acb1-ad693d25d926))
  (via (at 85 45) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 16116130-f7d4-49a3-ad3d-59f75da61a39))
  (via (at 60 58) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 17f740cc-c796-48a8-813b-dd0b765de90d))
  (via (at 62 47) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1b4faed6-713a-47c7-9322-17e3ce288b50))
  (via (at 112.5 74) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1c703ccf-7ca7-470c-8653-006256343053))
  (via (at 60 43) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1cf27bef-cde3-4195-8c4c-f11f88678248))
  (via (at 110.5 74) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 1df7038d-a28c-4e7b-b118-94fcd1159a0b))
  (via (at 64 45) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 211172e6-a5b9-4d6c-9a29-39d322160008))
  (via (at 82 69) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 230cf38e-346f-4d17-9802-10690303a171))
  (via (at 76.5 57.9) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 2361ef1f-048f-41f9-a579-5fd23b37b104))
  (via (at 70 54) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 247a3670-c562-420a-9d26-a340b5cf20fd))
  (via (at 74 56) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 264d85a7-d61a-4370-9158-5183f74786f7))
  (via (at 76.5 59.7) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 26e02c83-d95b-4e94-9df4-834944157d4f))
  (via (at 72 58) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 2760eefc-9927-4b93-8b97-7b793cf7d03b))
  (via (at 99.5 74) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 27faf541-c930-4e5a-b0e5-27a31cf2e2a2))
  (via (at 70 60) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 291ef165-7d35-49d3-a92e-e26aaea170a2))
  (via (at 112.5 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 29433b8e-422e-4234-89b5-070f6df7fc2f))
  (via (at 60 67) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 2ef0869a-173b-4031-b938-f05e9e0830af))
  (via (at 68 62) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 302a2eee-f65a-4cec-a9a5-02359a335761))
  (via (at 72 64) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 32870291-d6a1-4910-a6e3-0019652409d5))
  (via (at 97 71) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3488ecb3-83f8-4976-a62b-fdf83435e28e))
  (via (at 75 53.7) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 38e9775e-1fbe-4da7-b30e-206e3e55c2e8))
  (via (at 62 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 38e9e542-df27-446f-9d7f-494f37f670fe))
  (via (at 82 72) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3cba04f3-6754-4ae5-af30-d9fce3ffc23b))
  (via (at 60 64) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3cde9f89-4927-46f5-99a1-5f46f57e60c7))
  (via (at 75.25 62.4) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3e3141eb-34c1-4874-aa0b-73e224401e91))
  (via (at 72 61) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 3f288047-e627-4f48-9cea-cdd53de4398e))
  (via (at 68 59) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 418344a1-cbdb-4833-85f2-934ca65b629a))
  (via (at 88 74) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 45d76325-e50d-49fa-a79d-8833f589c636))
  (via (at 112.5 41) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4648327a-5be9-486b-939d-6a0c668b4a44))
  (via (at 72.9 51.1) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 48405ba8-93ab-4846-8115-ccd5d82f5d78))
  (via (at 60 46) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 495d8ccc-e0ea-495d-a8ae-b0e557e3ec73))
  (via (at 111.5 45.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4aa4a7ee-a7d2-4a84-8b67-5904b863e869))
  (via (at 110.5 41) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4ac07d05-42d3-4b9b-9654-f69de1b7a121))
  (via (at 75.7 54.5) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4e5c718c-f72b-436b-899b-0d8c2cbc1480))
  (via (at 76.1 61.5) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 4ff698f2-3002-4cca-a41e-296404299a45))
  (via (at 70 57) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 50582bae-75f1-45a4-87b8-792389df013e))
  (via (at 76.5 56.1) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5279dd1e-5027-4927-98bf-5c37083e9d6e))
  (via (at 110.5 71) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5368e7a3-3e7e-4907-ba47-a85ecec029cc))
  (via (at 111.5 72.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 540522f9-4e24-4648-9f08-45c25a3464ce))
  (via (at 82 47) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 58b15722-2f57-4f40-a2d8-68bef6dade99))
  (via (at 64 57) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5af4badb-9374-4041-83b7-3fbdea5d21c7))
  (via (at 62 71) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5c3a96ac-0ec9-403a-8b12-7d3c21f0d1c1))
  (via (at 85 71) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5c9e32e3-ef0e-4521-a29f-954bd8202d8c))
  (via (at 111.5 75.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 5d6940fa-35ec-4e5c-9a5f-fc9fc8018b4b))
  (via (at 72 52) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 62d5a410-fbef-41b7-9c3b-eec76229e48d))
  (via (at 91 45) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 6b7fb508-645f-48f5-b2b1-a7f6f2227fc3))
  (via (at 70 51) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 703bb4ea-6f8d-41bf-9293-f847f077f0c9))
  (via (at 114 72.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 705d15ad-05ba-4ecb-ab76-0e1807fb4df7))
  (via (at 88 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 7392e990-5649-41c2-9a55-99c2d1c1c3e7))
  (via (at 99.5 42) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 7684c7bc-525b-4240-8fc2-cb51ec344595))
  (via (at 91 43) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 771f75e3-ded9-4999-8aa1-f939f109548c))
  (via (at 73.55 64.15) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 801f0c6a-8513-4d2c-8be5-e485405429ea))
  (via (at 91 75) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 80805ad5-9923-44f6-80ed-a1fed39be693))
  (via (at 64 72) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 81bd5026-31ea-45dc-952d-a550e42c09be))
  (via (at 73.4 52) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 81cdc28e-18e8-4518-a4a6-6f07115da1c8))
  (via (at 91 71) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 84e754e8-0299-4c67-b462-0f80e573a84a))
  (via (at 62 59) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 85df5e0f-1bb6-4584-94e7-9735de70ca7f))
  (via (at 76.5 60.6) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8621664a-75e9-442b-ad3c-878e46dbdadc))
  (via (at 72.6 50.2) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8946825e-7703-4411-9135-4cfa8a4b1df3))
  (via (at 97 43) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8a9e8251-d0d2-458f-81c7-c6bca316f890))
  (via (at 66 71) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8dd1de2c-5a66-411e-920c-81215f3ad511))
  (via (at 62 56) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 8de39120-db99-4edd-b8fc-e16c45cfdc0a))
  (via (at 91 41) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 90e929b4-0dc8-41ff-9b23-f998d58a2a69))
  (via (at 82 50.7) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 94e858f2-a2bf-4e22-b315-7ae01d214230))
  (via (at 81.7 49.4) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 9922ccf3-0d4d-4878-aed6-d7a4278cbd57))
  (via (at 72.6 66) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp 9c0ca3c8-eab9-4c07-a4ef-9603e344dbc2))
  (via (at 60 61) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a014b96c-ea74-44a3-8de3-c709dce63171))
  (via (at 94 42) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a0925105-403b-4007-8a14-52ccffdabb58))
  (via (at 97 41) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a1199e28-8f0e-47b2-a66c-75c1a8897911))
  (via (at 111.5 42.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a3682e48-1a31-42ee-97fa-adc32e7b30b5))
  (via (at 112.5 71) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a3d37764-4dda-4443-b7e0-8407ad98aab0))
  (via (at 68 47) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a716f48b-defe-4384-9cb3-fc98147bd1f9))
  (via (at 76.5 57) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a734b5b0-b68a-4cfe-8993-7f3f666d66bc))
  (via (at 68 53) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a74e4241-08bb-4f8c-bb00-c8a6e041ea4f))
  (via (at 66 43) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp a8bd11e9-f4c3-4789-881d-53b6e6f434da))
  (via (at 66 46) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ac951001-8e80-413d-a689-e4a816d6406b))
  (via (at 72.95 65.1) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp aecaea92-4bb9-4fd1-b572-63b24fdc794c))
  (via (at 66 61) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b3b5356d-af5f-4960-8496-2b0e011df41f))
  (via (at 94 72) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b519ce55-23d2-40a2-ae6e-e7f7384b49b0))
  (via (at 68 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b594e060-9e90-4c17-ae07-9894593a7359))
  (via (at 82 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp b5c77df0-bea0-4551-8650-a84c5a8ec624))
  (via (at 68 56) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp bd4a6c34-9165-43ed-bff4-c13a3ad9a5ca))
  (via (at 74 59) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp bdaabe49-beea-4d89-816a-69e7e1d1ab42))
  (via (at 60 73) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c1f67bd4-76c9-4d3b-a2a2-be9a47a790df))
  (via (at 94 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c2d2d71d-1302-496f-956a-72b94ed3d420))
  (via (at 80.6 50.7) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c3c38a87-c65e-4f5f-9f0e-75666f91f4d5))
  (via (at 81.9 65.2) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c55a9913-1b77-4ee5-acc4-0c01892334b1))
  (via (at 97 73) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp c681b68b-5c3b-4116-b7c2-62e0549f9995))
  (via (at 64 60) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp cb873ac4-4712-497a-93d0-2235cb03e28f))
  (via (at 110.5 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp d3e29bab-a72c-40d4-9e8c-95c2031169a7))
  (via (at 74.35 63.3) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp d6801aeb-d7ec-49bc-93e2-9d6278e44bb1))
  (via (at 76.5 58.8) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp d6d2ccbe-b753-4128-80f6-789c722ce386))
  (via (at 66 58) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp d6e80041-55b0-4831-8704-86471b050b41))
  (via (at 60 52) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp dba371b9-1e54-4faf-a8b8-27a46d446e38))
  (via (at 114 75.5) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp dd7925be-3c1f-4fb5-9715-30bdd760001f))
  (via (at 62 74) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e1ae4faa-2278-4766-9a82-577771ae0e4a))
  (via (at 66 55) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e1b22912-775c-41ae-a88e-7576e477534f))
  (via (at 97 45) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e39a31bf-3294-4666-a34a-95cbfc352cc9))
  (via (at 99.5 44) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e7682c28-8402-4172-9e93-af4aeea78dce))
  (via (at 64 42) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp e8d390ed-992b-4d00-9951-c844079b2717))
  (via (at 81.7 66.5) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ea1b6818-9618-4997-827a-485108423428))
  (via (at 74.2 52.9) (size 0.8) (drill 0.4) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp eaac8a80-5154-490d-a600-e7ef38c58173))
  (via (at 85 73) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp eb1baf46-5001-4fb0-af5d-6353c6f417e4))
  (via (at 91 73) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f5db3e89-ced1-4da6-9cff-1ff27d5c7960))
  (via (at 72 55) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f8c8c98a-d5ed-4a17-91a4-ade34e02d439))
  (via (at 60 55) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp f9b2eb71-97fa-4bcc-8273-23792dc3e2ff))
  (via (at 62 41) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp fd917860-d440-4fa9-b585-718e02e009a8))
  (via (at 74 62) (size 1.2) (drill 0.6) (layers "F.Cu" "B.Cu") (free) (net 2) (tstamp ffd19503-511c-4d49-8d51-6e52b4586b08))
  (segment (start 75 45.3) (end 75 48.314036) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 3) (tstamp 5266d086-f70d-49b4-8d1a-3b33b9bc8825))
  (arc (start 75 48.314036) (mid 75.259892 49.620598) (end 76 50.728249) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 3) (tstamp 3ce69bc7-1ba5-4d07-8d00-aa2634f722ab))
  (segment (start 75 70.6) (end 75 67.814213) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 4) (tstamp deb5b556-2f4b-4373-83de-91cea868d093))
  (arc (start 75 67.814213) (mid 75.259891 66.507651) (end 76 65.4) (width 1.5) (layer "F.Cu") (net 4) (tstamp aaffcaab-2b1a-40fa-bfc7-6c04bc3280ae))

  (zone (net 0) (net_name "") (layer "F.Cu") (tstamp 123cd0f9-4be0-4e79-b362-edfdea962507) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0))
    (min_thickness 0.254)
    (keepout (tracks allowed) (vias allowed) (pads allowed ) (copperpour not_allowed) (footprints allowed))
    (fill (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 72.25 67.5)
        (xy 72.25 73.25)
        (xy 73.5 73.25)
        (xy 73.5 67.5)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 2) (net_name "GND") (layers F&B.Cu) (tstamp 1f605621-814b-45b5-b21e-d417f735411a) (name "TAB") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0.2))
    (min_thickness 0.254) (filled_areas_thickness no)
    (fill yes (thermal_gap 0.508) (thermal_bridge_width 0.508) (smoothing fillet) (radius 1))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 119 76.5)
        (xy 113.25 76.504032)
        (xy 113.25 69.504032)
        (xy 119 69.5)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "F.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 116.5995 70.194108)
        (xy 116.599455 70.245563)
        (xy 116.605597 70.258354)
        (xy 116.606713 70.263267)
        (xy 116.60935 70.270817)
        (xy 116.611532 70.275351)
        (xy 116.614688 70.289185)
        (xy 116.623529 70.30028)
        (xy 116.625875 70.305154)
        (xy 116.629546 70.311006)
        (xy 116.632912 70.315238)
        (xy 116.639052 70.328024)
        (xy 116.650131 70.336884)
        (xy 116.653265 70.340824)
        (xy 116.658916 70.346485)
        (xy 116.662852 70.349627)
        (xy 116.671695 70.360724)
        (xy 116.684477 70.366889)
        (xy 116.688704 70.370263)
        (xy 116.694547 70.373942)
        (xy 116.69941 70.376293)
        (xy 116.710492 70.385156)
        (xy 116.72432 70.388336)
        (xy 116.728851 70.390526)
        (xy 116.736397 70.393176)
        (xy 116.741307 70.3943)
        (xy 116.754087 70.400465)
        (xy 116.777155 70.400485)
        (xy 116.777153 70.40251)
        (xy 116.777219 70.402526)
        (xy 116.777219 70.4005)
        (xy 116.794108 70.4005)
        (xy 116.845563 70.400545)
        (xy 116.845559 70.40535)
        (xy 116.845657 70.405356)
        (xy 116.845657 70.4005)
        (xy 118.472567 70.4005)
        (xy 118.540688 70.420502)
        (xy 118.561662 70.437405)
        (xy 118.562595 70.438338)
        (xy 118.596621 70.50065)
        (xy 118.5995 70.527433)
        (xy 118.5995 71.472567)
        (xy 118.579498 71.540688)
        (xy 118.562595 71.561662)
        (xy 118.561662 71.562595)
        (xy 118.49935 71.596621)
        (xy 118.472567 71.5995)
        (xy 116.805892 71.5995)
        (xy 116.768626 71.599467)
        (xy 116.768624 71.599467)
        (xy 116.754437 71.599455)
        (xy 116.741646 71.605597)
        (xy 116.736733 71.606713)
        (xy 116.729183 71.60935)
        (xy 116.724649 71.611532)
        (xy 116.710815 71.614688)
        (xy 116.69972 71.623529)
        (xy 116.694846 71.625875)
        (xy 116.688994 71.629546)
        (xy 116.684762 71.632912)
        (xy 116.671976 71.639052)
        (xy 116.663116 71.650131)
        (xy 116.659176 71.653265)
        (xy 116.653515 71.658916)
        (xy 116.650373 71.662852)
        (xy 116.639276 71.671695)
        (xy 116.633111 71.684477)
        (xy 116.629737 71.688704)
        (xy 116.626058 71.694547)
        (xy 116.623707 71.69941)
        (xy 116.614844 71.710492)
        (xy 116.611664 71.72432)
        (xy 116.609474 71.728851)
        (xy 116.606824 71.736397)
        (xy 116.6057 71.741307)
        (xy 116.599535 71.754087)
        (xy 116.599515 71.777155)
        (xy 116.59749 71.777153)
        (xy 116.597474 71.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 71.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 71.794108)
        (xy 116.599455 71.845563)
        (xy 116.59465 71.845559)
        (xy 116.594644 71.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 71.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 74.194108)
        (xy 116.599455 74.245563)
        (xy 116.605597 74.258354)
        (xy 116.606713 74.263267)
        (xy 116.60935 74.270817)
        (xy 116.611532 74.275351)
        (xy 116.614688 74.289185)
        (xy 116.623529 74.30028)
        (xy 116.625875 74.305154)
        (xy 116.629546 74.311006)
        (xy 116.632912 74.315238)
        (xy 116.639052 74.328024)
        (xy 116.650131 74.336884)
        (xy 116.653265 74.340824)
        (xy 116.658916 74.346485)
        (xy 116.662852 74.349627)
        (xy 116.671695 74.360724)
        (xy 116.684477 74.366889)
        (xy 116.688704 74.370263)
        (xy 116.694547 74.373942)
        (xy 116.69941 74.376293)
        (xy 116.710492 74.385156)
        (xy 116.72432 74.388336)
        (xy 116.728851 74.390526)
        (xy 116.736397 74.393176)
        (xy 116.741307 74.3943)
        (xy 116.754087 74.400465)
        (xy 116.777155 74.400485)
        (xy 116.777153 74.40251)
        (xy 116.777219 74.402526)
        (xy 116.777219 74.4005)
        (xy 116.794108 74.4005)
        (xy 116.845563 74.400545)
        (xy 116.845559 74.40535)
        (xy 116.845657 74.405356)
        (xy 116.845657 74.4005)
        (xy 118.472567 74.4005)
        (xy 118.540688 74.420502)
        (xy 118.561662 74.437405)
        (xy 118.562595 74.438338)
        (xy 118.596621 74.50065)
        (xy 118.5995 74.527433)
        (xy 118.5995 75.472567)
        (xy 118.579498 75.540688)
        (xy 118.562595 75.561662)
        (xy 118.561662 75.562595)
        (xy 118.49935 75.596621)
        (xy 118.472567 75.5995)
        (xy 116.805892 75.5995)
        (xy 116.768626 75.599467)
        (xy 116.768624 75.599467)
        (xy 116.754437 75.599455)
        (xy 116.741646 75.605597)
        (xy 116.736733 75.606713)
        (xy 116.729183 75.60935)
        (xy 116.724649 75.611532)
        (xy 116.710815 75.614688)
        (xy 116.69972 75.623529)
        (xy 116.694846 75.625875)
        (xy 116.688994 75.629546)
        (xy 116.684762 75.632912)
        (xy 116.671976 75.639052)
        (xy 116.663116 75.650131)
        (xy 116.659176 75.653265)
        (xy 116.653515 75.658916)
        (xy 116.650373 75.662852)
        (xy 116.639276 75.671695)
        (xy 116.633111 75.684477)
        (xy 116.629737 75.688704)
        (xy 116.626058 75.694547)
        (xy 116.623707 75.69941)
        (xy 116.614844 75.710492)
        (xy 116.611664 75.72432)
        (xy 116.609474 75.728851)
        (xy 116.606824 75.736397)
        (xy 116.6057 75.741307)
        (xy 116.599535 75.754087)
        (xy 116.599515 75.777155)
        (xy 116.59749 75.777153)
        (xy 116.597474 75.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 75.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 75.794108)
        (xy 116.599455 75.845563)
        (xy 116.59465 75.845559)
        (xy 116.594644 75.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 75.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 76.501684)
        (xy 113.25 76.504032)
        (xy 113.25 69.504032)
        (xy 116.5995 69.501684)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "B.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 116.5995 70.194108)
        (xy 116.599455 70.245563)
        (xy 116.605597 70.258354)
        (xy 116.606713 70.263267)
        (xy 116.60935 70.270817)
        (xy 116.611532 70.275351)
        (xy 116.614688 70.289185)
        (xy 116.623529 70.30028)
        (xy 116.625875 70.305154)
        (xy 116.629546 70.311006)
        (xy 116.632912 70.315238)
        (xy 116.639052 70.328024)
        (xy 116.650131 70.336884)
        (xy 116.653265 70.340824)
        (xy 116.658916 70.346485)
        (xy 116.662852 70.349627)
        (xy 116.671695 70.360724)
        (xy 116.684477 70.366889)
        (xy 116.688704 70.370263)
        (xy 116.694547 70.373942)
        (xy 116.69941 70.376293)
        (xy 116.710492 70.385156)
        (xy 116.72432 70.388336)
        (xy 116.728851 70.390526)
        (xy 116.736397 70.393176)
        (xy 116.741307 70.3943)
        (xy 116.754087 70.400465)
        (xy 116.777155 70.400485)
        (xy 116.777153 70.40251)
        (xy 116.777219 70.402526)
        (xy 116.777219 70.4005)
        (xy 116.794108 70.4005)
        (xy 116.845563 70.400545)
        (xy 116.845559 70.40535)
        (xy 116.845657 70.405356)
        (xy 116.845657 70.4005)
        (xy 118.472567 70.4005)
        (xy 118.540688 70.420502)
        (xy 118.561662 70.437405)
        (xy 118.562595 70.438338)
        (xy 118.596621 70.50065)
        (xy 118.5995 70.527433)
        (xy 118.5995 71.472567)
        (xy 118.579498 71.540688)
        (xy 118.562595 71.561662)
        (xy 118.561662 71.562595)
        (xy 118.49935 71.596621)
        (xy 118.472567 71.5995)
        (xy 116.805892 71.5995)
        (xy 116.768626 71.599467)
        (xy 116.768624 71.599467)
        (xy 116.754437 71.599455)
        (xy 116.741646 71.605597)
        (xy 116.736733 71.606713)
        (xy 116.729183 71.60935)
        (xy 116.724649 71.611532)
        (xy 116.710815 71.614688)
        (xy 116.69972 71.623529)
        (xy 116.694846 71.625875)
        (xy 116.688994 71.629546)
        (xy 116.684762 71.632912)
        (xy 116.671976 71.639052)
        (xy 116.663116 71.650131)
        (xy 116.659176 71.653265)
        (xy 116.653515 71.658916)
        (xy 116.650373 71.662852)
        (xy 116.639276 71.671695)
        (xy 116.633111 71.684477)
        (xy 116.629737 71.688704)
        (xy 116.626058 71.694547)
        (xy 116.623707 71.69941)
        (xy 116.614844 71.710492)
        (xy 116.611664 71.72432)
        (xy 116.609474 71.728851)
        (xy 116.606824 71.736397)
        (xy 116.6057 71.741307)
        (xy 116.599535 71.754087)
        (xy 116.599515 71.777155)
        (xy 116.59749 71.777153)
        (xy 116.597474 71.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 71.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 71.794108)
        (xy 116.599455 71.845563)
        (xy 116.59465 71.845559)
        (xy 116.594644 71.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 71.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 74.194108)
        (xy 116.599455 74.245563)
        (xy 116.605597 74.258354)
        (xy 116.606713 74.263267)
        (xy 116.60935 74.270817)
        (xy 116.611532 74.275351)
        (xy 116.614688 74.289185)
        (xy 116.623529 74.30028)
        (xy 116.625875 74.305154)
        (xy 116.629546 74.311006)
        (xy 116.632912 74.315238)
        (xy 116.639052 74.328024)
        (xy 116.650131 74.336884)
        (xy 116.653265 74.340824)
        (xy 116.658916 74.346485)
        (xy 116.662852 74.349627)
        (xy 116.671695 74.360724)
        (xy 116.684477 74.366889)
        (xy 116.688704 74.370263)
        (xy 116.694547 74.373942)
        (xy 116.69941 74.376293)
        (xy 116.710492 74.385156)
        (xy 116.72432 74.388336)
        (xy 116.728851 74.390526)
        (xy 116.736397 74.393176)
        (xy 116.741307 74.3943)
        (xy 116.754087 74.400465)
        (xy 116.777155 74.400485)
        (xy 116.777153 74.40251)
        (xy 116.777219 74.402526)
        (xy 116.777219 74.4005)
        (xy 116.794108 74.4005)
        (xy 116.845563 74.400545)
        (xy 116.845559 74.40535)
        (xy 116.845657 74.405356)
        (xy 116.845657 74.4005)
        (xy 118.472567 74.4005)
        (xy 118.540688 74.420502)
        (xy 118.561662 74.437405)
        (xy 118.562595 74.438338)
        (xy 118.596621 74.50065)
        (xy 118.5995 74.527433)
        (xy 118.5995 75.472567)
        (xy 118.579498 75.540688)
        (xy 118.562595 75.561662)
        (xy 118.561662 75.562595)
        (xy 118.49935 75.596621)
        (xy 118.472567 75.5995)
        (xy 116.805892 75.5995)
        (xy 116.768626 75.599467)
        (xy 116.768624 75.599467)
        (xy 116.754437 75.599455)
        (xy 116.741646 75.605597)
        (xy 116.736733 75.606713)
        (xy 116.729183 75.60935)
        (xy 116.724649 75.611532)
        (xy 116.710815 75.614688)
        (xy 116.69972 75.623529)
        (xy 116.694846 75.625875)
        (xy 116.688994 75.629546)
        (xy 116.684762 75.632912)
        (xy 116.671976 75.639052)
        (xy 116.663116 75.650131)
        (xy 116.659176 75.653265)
        (xy 116.653515 75.658916)
        (xy 116.650373 75.662852)
        (xy 116.639276 75.671695)
        (xy 116.633111 75.684477)
        (xy 116.629737 75.688704)
        (xy 116.626058 75.694547)
        (xy 116.623707 75.69941)
        (xy 116.614844 75.710492)
        (xy 116.611664 75.72432)
        (xy 116.609474 75.728851)
        (xy 116.606824 75.736397)
        (xy 116.6057 75.741307)
        (xy 116.599535 75.754087)
        (xy 116.599515 75.777155)
        (xy 116.59749 75.777153)
        (xy 116.597474 75.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 75.777219)
        (xy 116.5995 75.794108)
        (xy 116.599455 75.845563)
        (xy 116.59465 75.845559)
        (xy 116.594644 75.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 75.845657)
        (xy 116.5995 76.501684)
        (xy 113.25 76.504032)
        (xy 113.25 69.504032)
        (xy 116.5995 69.501684)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 2) (net_name "GND") (layer "F.Cu") (tstamp c6446d58-cbb6-496b-ba9c-d756f74d986e) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 1.5))
    (min_thickness 0.254) (filled_areas_thickness no)
    (fill yes (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5) (smoothing fillet) (radius 1))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 120 79)
        (xy 52 79)
        (xy 52 37)
        (xy 120 37)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "F.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 80.493122 64.50093)
        (xy 80.547399 64.505428)
        (xy 80.547412 64.505429)
        (xy 80.55 64.505643)
        (xy 80.940913 64.505643)
        (xy 80.952851 64.50621)
        (xy 80.986197 64.509384)
        (xy 80.986201 64.509384)
        (xy 80.990655 64.509808)
        (xy 81.017669 64.508528)
        (xy 81.076663 64.505733)
        (xy 81.082862 64.506247)
        (xy 81.082862 64.505643)
        (xy 81.440913 64.505643)
        (xy 81.452851 64.50621)
        (xy 81.486197 64.509384)
        (xy 81.486201 64.509384)
        (xy 81.490655 64.509808)
        (xy 81.517669 64.508528)
        (xy 81.576663 64.505733)
        (xy 81.582862 64.506247)
        (xy 81.582862 64.505643)
        (xy 82.05 64.505643)
        (xy 82.171724 64.500608)
        (xy 82.176931 64.5005)
        (xy 82.3735 64.5005)
        (xy 82.441621 64.520502)
        (xy 82.488114 64.574158)
        (xy 82.4995 64.6265)
        (xy 82.4995 66.91257)
        (xy 82.498787 66.925958)
        (xy 82.498374 66.929826)
        (xy 82.494806 66.963214)
        (xy 82.495103 66.968367)
        (xy 82.495103 66.968371)
        (xy 82.496475 66.992165)
        (xy 82.495979 67)
        (xy 82.49493 67)
        (xy 82.495443 67.008479)
        (xy 82.512224 67.285893)
        (xy 82.513195 67.301953)
        (xy 82.567723 67.599502)
        (xy 82.568855 67.603134)
        (xy 82.568855 67.603135)
        (xy 82.579686 67.637894)
        (xy 82.657719 67.88831)
        (xy 82.659281 67.89178)
        (xy 82.659283 67.891786)
        (xy 82.705884 67.995328)
        (xy 82.781871 68.164164)
        (xy 82.938368 68.423042)
        (xy 82.94072 68.426044)
        (xy 82.940722 68.426047)
        (xy 82.943964 68.430185)
        (xy 83.124928 68.661169)
        (xy 83.338831 68.875072)
        (xy 83.576958 69.061632)
        (xy 83.580222 69.063605)
        (xy 83.832575 69.216158)
        (xy 83.832579 69.21616)
        (xy 83.835836 69.218129)
        (xy 83.909406 69.25124)
        (xy 84.108214 69.340717)
        (xy 84.10822 69.340719)
        (xy 84.11169 69.342281)
        (xy 84.400498 69.432277)
        (xy 84.698047 69.486805)
        (xy 84.701841 69.487035)
        (xy 84.701845 69.487035)
        (xy 84.876713 69.497613)
        (xy 84.88555 69.498461)
        (xy 84.893875 69.499557)
        (xy 84.92645 69.503845)
        (xy 84.929802 69.503927)
        (xy 84.929803 69.503927)
        (xy 84.996636 69.505561)
        (xy 84.99664 69.505561)
        (xy 85 69.505643)
        (xy 85.038196 69.502503)
        (xy 85.057398 69.500924)
        (xy 85.067722 69.5005)
        (xy 95.092784 69.5005)
        (xy 95.10923 69.501578)
        (xy 95.123128 69.503408)
        (xy 95.123134 69.503408)
        (xy 95.12645 69.503845)
        (xy 95.129802 69.503927)
        (xy 95.129803 69.503927)
        (xy 95.196636 69.505561)
        (xy 95.19664 69.505561)
        (xy 95.2 69.505643)
        (xy 95.262526 69.500502)
        (xy 95.262531 69.500502)
        (xy 95.262554 69.5005)
        (xy 95.262744 69.500484)
        (xy 95.264878 69.500326)
        (xy 95.38261 69.492609)
        (xy 95.444481 69.488554)
        (xy 95.444484 69.488554)
        (xy 95.448597 69.488284)
        (xy 95.452637 69.48748)
        (xy 95.45264 69.48748)
        (xy 95.688896 69.440486)
        (xy 95.688902 69.440484)
        (xy 95.692941 69.439681)
        (xy 95.696845 69.438356)
        (xy 95.696848 69.438355)
        (xy 95.924944 69.360927)
        (xy 95.924945 69.360926)
        (xy 95.92885 69.359601)
        (xy 96.08755 69.281339)
        (xy 96.148585 69.25124)
        (xy 96.14859 69.251237)
        (xy 96.152289 69.249413)
        (xy 96.225696 69.200364)
        (xy 96.356003 69.113296)
        (xy 96.356008 69.113292)
        (xy 96.359434 69.111003)
        (xy 96.362528 69.108289)
        (xy 96.362534 69.108285)
        (xy 96.543651 68.949449)
        (xy 96.54674 68.94674)
        (xy 96.711003 68.759434)
        (xy 96.713293 68.756007)
        (xy 96.715805 68.752733)
        (xy 96.716674 68.7534)
        (xy 96.767439 68.710972)
        (xy 96.81773 68.7005)
        (xy 100.18227 68.7005)
        (xy 100.250391 68.720502)
        (xy 100.283637 68.753161)
        (xy 100.284195 68.752733)
        (xy 100.286707 68.756007)
        (xy 100.288997 68.759434)
        (xy 100.45326 68.94674)
        (xy 100.456349 68.949449)
        (xy 100.637466 69.108285)
        (xy 100.637472 69.108289)
        (xy 100.640566 69.111003)
        (xy 100.643992 69.113292)
        (xy 100.643997 69.113296)
        (xy 100.774304 69.200364)
        (xy 100.847711 69.249413)
        (xy 100.85141 69.251237)
        (xy 100.851415 69.25124)
        (xy 101.006013 69.327479)
        (xy 101.058262 69.375547)
        (xy 101.076229 69.444233)
        (xy 101.05421 69.511729)
        (xy 101.005124 69.553925)
        (xy 100.877346 69.615695)
        (xy 100.865498 69.623156)
        (xy 100.736233 69.726346)
        (xy 100.726346 69.736233)
        (xy 100.623156 69.865498)
        (xy 100.615695 69.877346)
        (xy 100.543713 70.026248)
        (xy 100.539063 70.039451)
        (xy 100.501473 70.20227)
        (xy 100.500053 70.212188)
        (xy 100.5 70.214027)
        (xy 100.5 72.731885)
        (xy 100.504475 72.747124)
        (xy 100.505865 72.748329)
        (xy 100.513548 72.75)
        (xy 109.481884 72.75)
        (xy 109.497123 72.745525)
        (xy 109.498328 72.744135)
        (xy 109.499999 72.736452)
        (xy 109.499999 70.213997)
        (xy 109.499947 70.212195)
        (xy 109.498527 70.202272)
        (xy 109.460937 70.039451)
        (xy 109.456287 70.026248)
        (xy 109.384305 69.877346)
        (xy 109.376844 69.865498)
        (xy 109.273654 69.736233)
        (xy 109.258779 69.721358)
        (xy 109.259914 69.720223)
        (xy 109.224009 69.669012)
        (xy 109.221149 69.598073)
        (xy 109.257096 69.536849)
        (xy 109.320437 69.504779)
        (xy 109.343413 69.502673)
        (xy 115.173536 69.504352)
        (xy 115.241651 69.524374)
        (xy 115.288129 69.578043)
        (xy 115.2995 69.630352)
        (xy 115.2995 70.183484)
        (xy 115.299491 70.185022)
        (xy 115.298025 70.305028)
        (xy 115.298807 70.310137)
        (xy 115.298807 70.31014)
        (xy 115.308095 70.370832)
        (xy 115.30912 70.379559)
        (xy 115.314575 70.445911)
        (xy 115.315834 70.450922)
        (xy 115.325943 70.491169)
        (xy 115.328289 70.502805)
        (xy 115.335347 70.54893)
        (xy 115.356027 70.612201)
        (xy 115.358466 70.620651)
        (xy 115.374684 70.685217)
        (xy 115.39329 70.728007)
        (xy 115.397505 70.739103)
        (xy 115.412003 70.78346)
        (xy 115.414387 70.78804)
        (xy 115.414391 70.788049)
        (xy 115.442747 70.842521)
        (xy 115.446532 70.850455)
        (xy 115.473072 70.911493)
        (xy 115.475883 70.915838)
        (xy 115.485068 70.930036)
        (xy 115.505274 70.998097)
        (xy 115.490086 71.055945)
        (xy 115.490851 71.0563)
        (xy 115.468984 71.103409)
        (xy 115.462821 71.116686)
        (xy 115.458841 71.12453)
        (xy 115.426673 71.182802)
        (xy 115.424947 71.187677)
        (xy 115.424944 71.187683)
        (xy 115.411096 71.226791)
        (xy 115.406616 71.23777)
        (xy 115.386965 71.280104)
        (xy 115.385583 71.285089)
        (xy 115.385581 71.285093)
        (xy 115.369176 71.344247)
        (xy 115.366532 71.352633)
        (xy 115.344309 71.41539)
        (xy 115.343402 71.420482)
        (xy 115.336126 71.461327)
        (xy 115.333497 71.472901)
        (xy 115.321026 71.517871)
        (xy 115.320478 71.523003)
        (xy 115.320477 71.523006)
        (xy 115.313952 71.58407)
        (xy 115.312715 71.592762)
        (xy 115.301039 71.658306)
        (xy 115.300976 71.663468)
        (xy 115.300469 71.704972)
        (xy 115.300014 71.712611)
        (xy 115.300035 71.712612)
        (xy 115.299857 71.715947)
        (xy 115.2995 71.719292)
        (xy 115.2995 71.783484)
        (xy 115.299491 71.785023)
        (xy 115.29822 71.889096)
        (xy 115.298025 71.905028)
        (xy 115.298808 71.910142)
        (xy 115.299168 71.915294)
        (xy 115.298819 71.915318)
        (xy 115.2995 71.92425)
        (xy 115.2995 74.183484)
        (xy 115.299491 74.185022)
        (xy 115.298025 74.305028)
        (xy 115.298807 74.310137)
        (xy 115.298807 74.31014)
        (xy 115.308095 74.370832)
        (xy 115.30912 74.379559)
        (xy 115.314575 74.445911)
        (xy 115.315834 74.450922)
        (xy 115.325943 74.491169)
        (xy 115.328289 74.502805)
        (xy 115.335347 74.54893)
        (xy 115.356027 74.612201)
        (xy 115.358466 74.620651)
        (xy 115.374684 74.685217)
        (xy 115.39329 74.728007)
        (xy 115.397505 74.739103)
        (xy 115.412003 74.78346)
        (xy 115.414387 74.78804)
        (xy 115.414391 74.788049)
        (xy 115.442747 74.842521)
        (xy 115.446532 74.850455)
        (xy 115.473072 74.911493)
        (xy 115.483828 74.928119)
        (xy 115.485068 74.930036)
        (xy 115.505274 74.998097)
        (xy 115.490086 75.055945)
        (xy 115.490851 75.0563)
        (xy 115.468984 75.103409)
        (xy 115.462821 75.116686)
        (xy 115.458841 75.12453)
        (xy 115.426673 75.182802)
        (xy 115.424947 75.187677)
        (xy 115.424944 75.187683)
        (xy 115.411096 75.226791)
        (xy 115.406616 75.23777)
        (xy 115.386965 75.280104)
        (xy 115.385583 75.285089)
        (xy 115.385581 75.285093)
        (xy 115.369176 75.344247)
        (xy 115.366532 75.352633)
        (xy 115.344309 75.41539)
        (xy 115.343402 75.420482)
        (xy 115.336126 75.461327)
        (xy 115.333497 75.472901)
        (xy 115.321026 75.517871)
        (xy 115.320478 75.523003)
        (xy 115.320477 75.523006)
        (xy 115.313952 75.58407)
        (xy 115.312715 75.592762)
        (xy 115.301039 75.658306)
        (xy 115.300976 75.663468)
        (xy 115.300469 75.704972)
        (xy 115.300014 75.712611)
        (xy 115.300035 75.712612)
        (xy 115.299857 75.715947)
        (xy 115.2995 75.719292)
        (xy 115.2995 75.783484)
        (xy 115.299491 75.785023)
        (xy 115.29822 75.889096)
        (xy 115.298025 75.905028)
        (xy 115.298808 75.910142)
        (xy 115.299168 75.915294)
        (xy 115.298819 75.915318)
        (xy 115.2995 75.92425)
        (xy 115.2995 76.375474)
        (xy 115.279498 76.443595)
        (xy 115.225842 76.490088)
        (xy 115.173494 76.501474)
        (xy 109.338659 76.501086)
        (xy 109.27054 76.481079)
        (xy 109.224051 76.427421)
        (xy 109.213952 76.357146)
        (xy 109.243449 76.292567)
        (xy 109.26006 76.276614)
        (xy 109.263763 76.273658)
        (xy 109.273654 76.263767)
        (xy 109.376844 76.134502)
        (xy 109.384305 76.122654)
        (xy 109.456287 75.973752)
        (xy 109.460937 75.960549)
        (xy 109.498527 75.79773)
        (xy 109.499947 75.787812)
        (xy 109.5 75.785973)
        (xy 109.5 73.268115)
        (xy 109.495525 73.252876)
        (xy 109.494135 73.251671)
        (xy 109.486452 73.25)
        (xy 100.518116 73.25)
        (xy 100.502877 73.254475)
        (xy 100.501672 73.255865)
        (xy 100.500001 73.263548)
        (xy 100.500001 75.786003)
        (xy 100.500052 75.787797)
        (xy 100.501473 75.797728)
        (xy 100.539063 75.960549)
        (xy 100.543713 75.973752)
        (xy 100.615695 76.122654)
        (xy 100.623156 76.134502)
        (xy 100.726346 76.263767)
        (xy 100.736234 76.273655)
        (xy 100.739219 76.276038)
        (xy 100.740631 76.278052)
        (xy 100.741221 76.278642)
        (xy 100.741117 76.278746)
        (xy 100.779977 76.33417)
        (xy 100.782837 76.405109)
        (xy 100.74689 76.466332)
        (xy 100.68355 76.498403)
        (xy 100.660605 76.500509)
        (xy 92.112258 76.49994)
        (xy 86.864654 76.499591)
        (xy 86.796534 76.479584)
        (xy 86.750045 76.425926)
        (xy 86.7439 76.409543)
        (xy 86.734344 76.377444)
        (xy 86.734343 76.377442)
        (xy 86.733602 76.374952)
        (xy 86.732653 76.372518)
        (xy 86.584189 75.992039)
        (xy 86.584187 75.992034)
        (xy 86.583239 75.989605)
        (xy 86.541892 75.905028)
        (xy 86.402716 75.620337)
        (xy 86.40271 75.620325)
        (xy 86.401568 75.61799)
        (xy 86.34191 75.517871)
        (xy 86.191166 75.264889)
        (xy 86.191159 75.264878)
        (xy 86.18983 75.262648)
        (xy 85.949471 74.926004)
        (xy 85.682133 74.610358)
        (xy 85.389642 74.317867)
        (xy 85.073996 74.050529)
        (xy 84.737352 73.81017)
        (xy 84.735122 73.808841)
        (xy 84.735111 73.808834)
        (xy 84.384249 73.599766)
        (xy 84.384246 73.599764)
        (xy 84.38201 73.598432)
        (xy 84.379675 73.59729)
        (xy 84.379663 73.597284)
        (xy 84.012739 73.417907)
        (xy 84.010395 73.416761)
        (xy 84.007966 73.415813)
        (xy 84.007961 73.415811)
        (xy 83.627476 73.267345)
        (xy 83.627467 73.267342)
        (xy 83.625048 73.266398)
        (xy 83.589669 73.255865)
        (xy 83.231109 73.149117)
        (xy 83.23111 73.149117)
        (xy 83.2286 73.14837)
        (xy 82.823759 73.063484)
        (xy 82.413291 73.012319)
        (xy 82.102581 72.999468)
        (xy 82.091346 72.998498)
        (xy 82.076876 72.996592)
        (xy 82.076859 72.996591)
        (xy 82.07355 72.996155)
        (xy 82.070203 72.996073)
        (xy 82.070201 72.996073)
        (xy 82.003364 72.994439)
        (xy 82.00336 72.994439)
        (xy 82 72.994357)
        (xy 81.972816 72.996592)
        (xy 81.942602 72.999076)
        (xy 81.932278 72.9995)
        (xy 81.121953 72.9995)
        (xy 81.053832 72.979498)
        (xy 81.007339 72.925842)
        (xy 80.997492 72.858829)
        (xy 80.997167 72.85881)
        (xy 80.99726 72.857246)
        (xy 80.997127 72.856342)
        (xy 80.997456 72.853951)
        (xy 80.99989 72.812983)
        (xy 81 72.809271)
        (xy 81 70.118115)
        (xy 80.995525 70.102876)
        (xy 80.994135 70.101671)
        (xy 80.986452 70.1)
        (xy 79.126 70.1)
        (xy 79.057879 70.079998)
        (xy 79.011386 70.026342)
        (xy 79 69.974)
        (xy 79 69.581885)
        (xy 79.5 69.581885)
        (xy 79.504475 69.597124)
        (xy 79.505865 69.598329)
        (xy 79.513548 69.6)
        (xy 80.981884 69.6)
        (xy 80.997123 69.595525)
        (xy 80.998328 69.594135)
        (xy 80.999999 69.586452)
        (xy 80.999999 66.890822)
        (xy 80.999879 66.886927)
        (xy 80.997231 66.844071)
        (xy 80.995895 66.834493)
        (xy 80.9523 66.635384)
        (xy 80.948653 66.624025)
        (xy 80.868644 66.437798)
        (xy 80.862913 66.427331)
        (xy 80.749134 66.259595)
        (xy 80.741528 66.250402)
        (xy 80.598086 66.10721)
        (xy 80.588873 66.099615)
        (xy 80.420951 65.986138)
        (xy 80.410461 65.980418)
        (xy 80.224105 65.900738)
        (xy 80.212734 65.897109)
        (xy 80.013573 65.853867)
        (xy 80.003945 65.852544)
        (xy 79.962983 65.85011)
        (xy 79.959271 65.85)
        (xy 79.518115 65.85)
        (xy 79.502876 65.854475)
        (xy 79.501671 65.855865)
        (xy 79.5 65.863548)
        (xy 79.5 69.581885)
        (xy 79 69.581885)
        (xy 79 65.868116)
        (xy 78.995525 65.852877)
        (xy 78.984528 65.843348)
        (xy 78.941195 65.819688)
        (xy 78.907168 65.757376)
        (xy 78.912231 65.68656)
        (xy 78.941193 65.641495)
        (xy 80.045283 64.537405)
        (xy 80.107595 64.503379)
        (xy 80.134378 64.5005)
        (xy 80.482717 64.5005)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "F.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 63.203485 39.520502)
        (xy 63.249978 39.574158)
        (xy 63.256125 39.590546)
        (xy 63.26565 39.622537)
        (xy 63.266398 39.625048)
        (xy 63.299161 39.709012)
        (xy 63.411976 39.998131)
        (xy 63.416761 40.010395)
        (xy 63.417907 40.012739)
        (xy 63.597284 40.379663)
        (xy 63.59729 40.379675)
        (xy 63.598432 40.38201)
        (xy 63.599764 40.384246)
        (xy 63.599766 40.384249)
        (xy 63.808834 40.735111)
        (xy 63.808841 40.735122)
        (xy 63.81017 40.737352)
        (xy 64.050529 41.073996)
        (xy 64.317867 41.389642)
        (xy 64.610358 41.682133)
        (xy 64.926004 41.949471)
        (xy 65.262648 42.18983)
        (xy 65.264878 42.191159)
        (xy 65.264889 42.191166)
        (xy 65.615751 42.400234)
        (xy 65.61799 42.401568)
        (xy 65.620325 42.40271)
        (xy 65.620337 42.402716)
        (xy 65.789097 42.485217)
        (xy 65.989605 42.583239)
        (xy 65.992034 42.584187)
        (xy 65.992039 42.584189)
        (xy 66.372524 42.732655)
        (xy 66.372533 42.732658)
        (xy 66.374952 42.733602)
        (xy 66.377442 42.734343)
        (xy 66.377444 42.734344)
        (xy 66.432279 42.750669)
        (xy 66.7714 42.85163)
        (xy 67.176241 42.936516)
        (xy 67.586709 42.987681)
        (xy 67.897419 43.000532)
        (xy 67.908654 43.001502)
        (xy 67.923124 43.003408)
        (xy 67.923141 43.003409)
        (xy 67.92645 43.003845)
        (xy 67.929797 43.003927)
        (xy 67.929799 43.003927)
        (xy 67.996636 43.005561)
        (xy 67.99664 43.005561)
        (xy 68 43.005643)
        (xy 68.047594 43.00173)
        (xy 68.057398 43.000924)
        (xy 68.067722 43.0005)
        (xy 68.874 43.0005)
        (xy 68.942121 43.020502)
        (xy 68.988614 43.074158)
        (xy 69 43.1265)
        (xy 69 45.781885)
        (xy 69.004475 45.797124)
        (xy 69.005865 45.798329)
        (xy 69.013548 45.8)
        (xy 70.874 45.8)
        (xy 70.942121 45.820002)
        (xy 70.988614 45.873658)
        (xy 71 45.926)
        (xy 71 50.031884)
        (xy 71.004475 50.047123)
        (xy 71.005865 50.048328)
        (xy 71.013548 50.049999)
        (xy 71.459179 50.049999)
        (xy 71.463073 50.049879)
        (xy 71.505929 50.047231)
        (xy 71.515507 50.045895)
        (xy 71.714616 50.0023)
        (xy 71.725975 49.998653)
        (xy 71.912202 49.918644)
        (xy 71.922669 49.912913)
        (xy 72.090405 49.799134)
        (xy 72.099598 49.791528)
        (xy 72.24279 49.648086)
        (xy 72.250385 49.638873)
        (xy 72.363862 49.470951)
        (xy 72.369582 49.460461)
        (xy 72.449262 49.274105)
        (xy 72.452891 49.262734)
        (xy 72.496133 49.063573)
        (xy 72.497456 49.053945)
        (xy 72.49989 49.012983)
        (xy 72.5 49.009271)
        (xy 72.5 48.626)
        (xy 72.520002 48.557879)
        (xy 72.573658 48.511386)
        (xy 72.626 48.5)
        (xy 72.631291 48.5)
        (xy 72.699412 48.520002)
        (xy 72.745905 48.573658)
        (xy 72.757194 48.621052)
        (xy 72.758492 48.654063)
        (xy 72.76261 48.75885)
        (xy 72.762901 48.761311)
        (xy 72.762902 48.76132)
        (xy 72.780805 48.912565)
        (xy 72.814934 49.200897)
        (xy 72.815413 49.203307)
        (xy 72.815415 49.203317)
        (xy 72.845643 49.355274)
        (xy 72.90178 49.637476)
        (xy 72.905199 49.649598)
        (xy 73.017317 50.047123)
        (xy 73.022611 50.065895)
        (xy 73.176684 50.483514)
        (xy 73.19575 50.52487)
        (xy 73.349736 50.858882)
        (xy 73.363047 50.887756)
        (xy 73.364254 50.889911)
        (xy 73.557777 51.235462)
        (xy 73.580553 51.276131)
        (xy 73.581919 51.278175)
        (xy 73.58192 51.278177)
        (xy 73.826486 51.644189)
        (xy 73.826493 51.644198)
        (xy 73.827859 51.646243)
        (xy 74.103442 51.995811)
        (xy 74.105123 51.997629)
        (xy 74.105126 51.997633)
        (xy 74.391873 52.307828)
        (xy 74.394078 52.310277)
        (xy 74.402545 52.319931)
        (xy 74.402549 52.319935)
        (xy 74.405258 52.323024)
        (xy 74.627061 52.517536)
        (xy 74.669742 52.546054)
        (xy 74.683329 52.55654)
        (xy 74.755341 52.620401)
        (xy 74.758813 52.622739)
        (xy 74.758815 52.62274)
        (xy 74.967287 52.763091)
        (xy 74.967292 52.763094)
        (xy 74.971169 52.765704)
        (xy 75.157471 52.854367)
        (xy 75.210385 52.901702)
        (xy 75.217004 52.913797)
        (xy 75.307567 53.103242)
        (xy 75.453246 53.318815)
        (xy 75.527941 53.402798)
        (xy 75.535718 53.412463)
        (xy 75.61061 53.515542)
        (xy 75.61298 53.518137)
        (xy 75.672759 53.583605)
        (xy 75.672775 53.583622)
        (xy 75.673724 53.584661)
        (xy 76.962595 54.873532)
        (xy 76.996621 54.935844)
        (xy 76.9995 54.962627)
        (xy 76.9995 61.165622)
        (xy 76.979498 61.233743)
        (xy 76.962595 61.254717)
        (xy 75.698535 62.518777)
        (xy 75.551671 62.686539)
        (xy 75.549353 62.690028)
        (xy 75.524276 62.727772)
        (xy 75.513605 62.741638)
        (xy 75.45135 62.811839)
        (xy 75.449012 62.815311)
        (xy 75.449011 62.815313)
        (xy 75.321824 63.004233)
        (xy 75.306047 63.027667)
        (xy 75.304038 63.031889)
        (xy 75.217384 63.213969)
        (xy 75.170049 63.266883)
        (xy 75.157954 63.273502)
        (xy 74.968509 63.364065)
        (xy 74.752936 63.509744)
        (xy 74.689391 63.566262)
        (xy 74.683211 63.571758)
        (xy 74.669476 63.582374)
        (xy 74.630474 63.608434)
        (xy 74.630469 63.608438)
        (xy 74.627043 63.610727)
        (xy 74.623949 63.613441)
        (xy 74.623943 63.613445)
        (xy 74.408331 63.802533)
        (xy 74.405242 63.805242)
        (xy 74.402533 63.808331)
        (xy 74.402529 63.808335)
        (xy 74.394968 63.816956)
        (xy 74.392764 63.819404)
        (xy 74.23785 63.98699)
        (xy 74.103403 64.132435)
        (xy 73.827823 64.482007)
        (xy 73.826446 64.484068)
        (xy 73.826443 64.484072)
        (xy 73.809247 64.509808)
        (xy 73.580519 64.852124)
        (xy 73.450741 65.08386)
        (xy 73.415672 65.146481)
        (xy 73.363017 65.240503)
        (xy 73.176657 65.64475)
        (xy 73.175799 65.647076)
        (xy 73.052478 65.981356)
        (xy 73.022589 66.062373)
        (xy 72.901762 66.490796)
        (xy 72.885659 66.571753)
        (xy 72.816531 66.919292)
        (xy 72.814922 66.927379)
        (xy 72.814634 66.929816)
        (xy 72.814632 66.929826)
        (xy 72.791063 67.12897)
        (xy 72.762603 67.369429)
        (xy 72.762282 67.377598)
        (xy 72.762229 67.378947)
        (xy 72.739568 67.44623)
        (xy 72.684128 67.49058)
        (xy 72.636326 67.5)
        (xy 72.625999 67.5)
        (xy 72.557878 67.479998)
        (xy 72.511385 67.426342)
        (xy 72.499999 67.374)
        (xy 72.499999 66.890822)
        (xy 72.499879 66.886927)
        (xy 72.497231 66.844071)
        (xy 72.495895 66.834493)
        (xy 72.4523 66.635384)
        (xy 72.448653 66.624025)
        (xy 72.368644 66.437798)
        (xy 72.362913 66.427331)
        (xy 72.249134 66.259595)
        (xy 72.241528 66.250402)
        (xy 72.098086 66.10721)
        (xy 72.088873 66.099615)
        (xy 71.920951 65.986138)
        (xy 71.910461 65.980418)
        (xy 71.724105 65.900738)
        (xy 71.712734 65.897109)
        (xy 71.513573 65.853867)
        (xy 71.503945 65.852544)
        (xy 71.462983 65.85011)
        (xy 71.459271 65.85)
        (xy 71.018115 65.85)
        (xy 71.002876 65.854475)
        (xy 71.001671 65.855865)
        (xy 71 65.863548)
        (xy 71 69.974)
        (xy 70.979998 70.042121)
        (xy 70.926342 70.088614)
        (xy 70.874 70.1)
        (xy 69.018116 70.1)
        (xy 69.002877 70.104475)
        (xy 69.001672 70.105865)
        (xy 69.000001 70.113548)
        (xy 69.000001 72.809179)
        (xy 69.000121 72.813073)
        (xy 69.002769 72.855927)
        (xy 69.002792 72.856093)
        (xy 69.002783 72.856154)
        (xy 69.003068 72.860769)
        (xy 69.002091 72.860829)
        (xy 68.992392 72.926324)
        (xy 68.945674 72.979784)
        (xy 68.878 72.9995)
        (xy 68.107216 72.9995)
        (xy 68.09077 72.998422)
        (xy 68.076872 72.996592)
        (xy 68.076866 72.996592)
        (xy 68.07355 72.996155)
        (xy 68.070198 72.996073)
        (xy 68.070197 72.996073)
        (xy 68.003364 72.994439)
        (xy 68.00336 72.994439)
        (xy 68 72.994357)
        (xy 67.990696 72.995122)
        (xy 67.981305 72.995894)
        (xy 67.976187 72.99621)
        (xy 67.852546 73.001324)
        (xy 67.586709 73.012319)
        (xy 67.176241 73.063484)
        (xy 66.7714 73.14837)
        (xy 66.76889 73.149117)
        (xy 66.768891 73.149117)
        (xy 66.410332 73.255865)
        (xy 66.374952 73.266398)
        (xy 66.372533 73.267342)
        (xy 66.372524 73.267345)
        (xy 65.992039 73.415811)
        (xy 65.992034 73.415813)
        (xy 65.989605 73.416761)
        (xy 65.987261 73.417907)
        (xy 65.620337 73.597284)
        (xy 65.620325 73.59729)
        (xy 65.61799 73.598432)
        (xy 65.615754 73.599764)
        (xy 65.615751 73.599766)
        (xy 65.264889 73.808834)
        (xy 65.264878 73.808841)
        (xy 65.262648 73.81017)
        (xy 64.926004 74.050529)
        (xy 64.610358 74.317867)
        (xy 64.317867 74.610358)
        (xy 64.050529 74.926004)
        (xy 63.81017 75.262648)
        (xy 63.808841 75.264878)
        (xy 63.808834 75.264889)
        (xy 63.65809 75.517871)
        (xy 63.598432 75.61799)
        (xy 63.59729 75.620325)
        (xy 63.597284 75.620337)
        (xy 63.458108 75.905028)
        (xy 63.416761 75.989605)
        (xy 63.415813 75.992034)
        (xy 63.415811 75.992039)
        (xy 63.41123 76.003779)
        (xy 63.266398 76.374952)
        (xy 63.265653 76.377454)
        (xy 63.26565 76.377463)
        (xy 63.256125 76.409454)
        (xy 63.217516 76.469035)
        (xy 63.152825 76.498284)
        (xy 63.135364 76.4995)
        (xy 58.6265 76.4995)
        (xy 58.558379 76.479498)
        (xy 58.511886 76.425842)
        (xy 58.5005 76.3735)
        (xy 58.5005 69.581885)
        (xy 69 69.581885)
        (xy 69.004475 69.597124)
        (xy 69.005865 69.598329)
        (xy 69.013548 69.6)
        (xy 70.481885 69.6)
        (xy 70.497124 69.595525)
        (xy 70.498329 69.594135)
        (xy 70.5 69.586452)
        (xy 70.5 65.868116)
        (xy 70.495525 65.852877)
        (xy 70.494135 65.851672)
        (xy 70.486452 65.850001)
        (xy 70.040822 65.850001)
        (xy 70.036927 65.850121)
        (xy 69.994071 65.852769)
        (xy 69.984493 65.854105)
        (xy 69.785384 65.8977)
        (xy 69.774025 65.901347)
        (xy 69.587798 65.981356)
        (xy 69.577331 65.987087)
        (xy 69.409595 66.100866)
        (xy 69.400402 66.108472)
        (xy 69.25721 66.251914)
        (xy 69.249615 66.261127)
        (xy 69.136138 66.429049)
        (xy 69.130418 66.439539)
        (xy 69.050738 66.625895)
        (xy 69.047109 66.637266)
        (xy 69.003867 66.836427)
        (xy 69.002544 66.846055)
        (xy 69.00011 66.887017)
        (xy 69 66.890729)
        (xy 69 69.581885)
        (xy 58.5005 69.581885)
        (xy 58.5005 68.007958)
        (xy 62.351925 68.007958)
        (xy 62.352001 68.009029)
        (xy 62.355101 68.013734)
        (xy 62.630158 68.224793)
        (xy 62.635788 68.228648)
        (xy 62.935377 68.410801)
        (xy 62.941379 68.414019)
        (xy 63.258899 68.562757)
        (xy 63.265204 68.565304)
        (xy 63.596932 68.67888)
        (xy 63.603483 68.680733)
        (xy 63.945525 68.757815)
        (xy 63.952244 68.758952)
        (xy 64.300619 68.798645)
        (xy 64.307409 68.799048)
        (xy 64.658028 68.800883)
        (xy 64.664829 68.800551)
        (xy 65.0136 68.76451)
        (xy 65.020328 68.763444)
        (xy 65.363173 68.689944)
        (xy 65.369721 68.688165)
        (xy 65.702626 68.578067)
        (xy 65.708968 68.575581)
        (xy 66.028011 68.430185)
        (xy 66.034065 68.42702)
        (xy 66.335527 68.248026)
        (xy 66.341208 68.244223)
        (xy 66.621582 68.033712)
        (xy 66.626809 68.029327)
        (xy 66.638876 68.018034)
        (xy 66.646945 68.004354)
        (xy 66.646917 68.003629)
        (xy 66.641775 67.995328)
        (xy 64.512812 65.866365)
        (xy 64.498868 65.858751)
        (xy 64.497035 65.858882)
        (xy 64.49042 65.863133)
        (xy 62.359539 67.994014)
        (xy 62.351925 68.007958)
        (xy 58.5005 68.007958)
        (xy 58.5005 65.49186)
        (xy 61.195345 65.49186)
        (xy 61.213085 65.842056)
        (xy 61.213795 65.848812)
        (xy 61.269251 66.19503)
        (xy 61.27069 66.201685)
        (xy 61.36321 66.539881)
        (xy 61.365359 66.546342)
        (xy 61.493866 66.872576)
        (xy 61.496697 66.878759)
        (xy 61.659685 67.189207)
        (xy 61.663168 67.19505)
        (xy 61.858729 67.486075)
        (xy 61.862832 67.491519)
        (xy 61.984689 67.63623)
        (xy 61.997428 67.644673)
        (xy 62.007872 67.638575)
        (xy 64.133635 65.512812)
        (xy 64.140013 65.501132)
        (xy 64.858751 65.501132)
        (xy 64.858882 65.502965)
        (xy 64.863133 65.50958)
        (xy 66.990719 67.637166)
        (xy 67.004316 67.644591)
        (xy 67.013925 67.637894)
        (xy 67.116177 67.519016)
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        (xy 85.070197 46.496073)
        (xy 85.003365 46.494439)
        (xy 85.00336 46.494439)
        (xy 85 46.494357)
        (xy 84.996643 46.494633)
        (xy 84.974998 46.496412)
        (xy 84.972284 46.496606)
        (xy 84.701845 46.512965)
        (xy 84.701841 46.512966)
        (xy 84.698047 46.513195)
        (xy 84.400498 46.567723)
        (xy 84.11169 46.657719)
        (xy 84.10822 46.659281)
        (xy 84.108214 46.659283)
        (xy 84.078801 46.672521)
        (xy 83.835836 46.781871)
        (xy 83.832579 46.78384)
        (xy 83.832575 46.783842)
        (xy 83.662421 46.886704)
        (xy 83.576958 46.938368)
        (xy 83.338831 47.124928)
        (xy 83.124928 47.338831)
        (xy 82.938368 47.576958)
        (xy 82.781871 47.835836)
        (xy 82.780307 47.839312)
        (xy 82.706082 48.004233)
        (xy 82.657719 48.11169)
        (xy 82.656586 48.115326)
        (xy 82.579651 48.362221)
        (xy 82.567723 48.400498)
        (xy 82.513195 48.698047)
        (xy 82.512966 48.701839)
        (xy 82.512965 48.701844)
        (xy 82.500395 48.909656)
        (xy 82.499912 48.915436)
        (xy 82.494806 48.963214)
        (xy 82.495103 48.968368)
        (xy 82.495103 48.96837)
        (xy 82.495524 48.975669)
        (xy 82.495503 48.990525)
        (xy 82.49493 49.000001)
        (xy 82.494099 48.999951)
        (xy 82.494086 49.000165)
        (xy 82.496927 49.000001)
        (xy 82.499291 49.040998)
        (xy 82.4995 49.048251)
        (xy 82.4995 51.3735)
        (xy 82.479498 51.441621)
        (xy 82.425842 51.488114)
        (xy 82.3735 51.4995)
        (xy 82.117283 51.4995)
        (xy 82.106878 51.49907)
        (xy 82.052601 51.494572)
        (xy 82.052588 51.494571)
        (xy 82.05 51.494357)
        (xy 81.659087 51.494357)
        (xy 81.647149 51.49379)
        (xy 81.613803 51.490616)
        (xy 81.613799 51.490616)
        (xy 81.609345 51.490192)
        (xy 81.582331 51.491472)
        (xy 81.523337 51.494267)
        (xy 81.517138 51.493753)
        (xy 81.517138 51.494357)
        (xy 81.159087 51.494357)
        (xy 81.147149 51.49379)
        (xy 81.113803 51.490616)
        (xy 81.113799 51.490616)
        (xy 81.109345 51.490192)
        (xy 81.082331 51.491472)
        (xy 81.023337 51.494267)
        (xy 81.017138 51.493753)
        (xy 81.017138 51.494357)
        (xy 80.55 51.494357)
        (xy 80.428276 51.499392)
        (xy 80.423069 51.4995)
        (xy 80.006129 51.4995)
        (xy 79.938008 51.479498)
        (xy 79.917034 51.462595)
        (xy 78.881223 50.426784)
        (xy 78.868739 50.415855)
        (xy 78.71661 50.282676)
        (xy 78.716603 50.282671)
        (xy 78.713461 50.27992)
        (xy 78.709978 50.277606)
        (xy 78.708003 50.276096)
        (xy 78.666036 50.21883)
        (xy 78.661691 50.147967)
        (xy 78.696348 50.086004)
        (xy 78.759003 50.052614)
        (xy 78.784533 50.05)
        (xy 78.981885 50.05)
        (xy 78.997124 50.045525)
        (xy 78.998329 50.044135)
        (xy 79 50.036452)
        (xy 79 50.031884)
        (xy 79.5 50.031884)
        (xy 79.504475 50.047123)
        (xy 79.505865 50.048328)
        (xy 79.513548 50.049999)
        (xy 79.959179 50.049999)
        (xy 79.963073 50.049879)
        (xy 80.005929 50.047231)
        (xy 80.015507 50.045895)
        (xy 80.214616 50.0023)
        (xy 80.225975 49.998653)
        (xy 80.412202 49.918644)
        (xy 80.422669 49.912913)
        (xy 80.590405 49.799134)
        (xy 80.599598 49.791528)
        (xy 80.74279 49.648086)
        (xy 80.750385 49.638873)
        (xy 80.863862 49.470951)
        (xy 80.869582 49.460461)
        (xy 80.949262 49.274105)
        (xy 80.952891 49.262734)
        (xy 80.996133 49.063573)
        (xy 80.997456 49.053945)
        (xy 80.99989 49.012983)
        (xy 81 49.009271)
        (xy 81 46.318115)
        (xy 80.995525 46.302876)
        (xy 80.994135 46.301671)
        (xy 80.986452 46.3)
        (xy 79.518115 46.3)
        (xy 79.502876 46.304475)
        (xy 79.501671 46.305865)
        (xy 79.5 46.313548)
        (xy 79.5 50.031884)
        (xy 79 50.031884)
        (xy 79 45.926)
        (xy 79.020002 45.857879)
        (xy 79.073658 45.811386)
        (xy 79.126 45.8)
        (xy 80.981884 45.8)
        (xy 80.997123 45.795525)
        (xy 80.998328 45.794135)
        (xy 80.999999 45.786452)
        (xy 80.999999 43.1265)
        (xy 81.020001 43.058379)
        (xy 81.073657 43.011886)
        (xy 81.125999 43.0005)
        (xy 81.892784 43.0005)
        (xy 81.90923 43.001578)
        (xy 81.923128 43.003408)
        (xy 81.923134 43.003408)
        (xy 81.92645 43.003845)
        (xy 81.929802 43.003927)
        (xy 81.929803 43.003927)
        (xy 81.996636 43.005561)
        (xy 81.99664 43.005561)
        (xy 82 43.005643)
        (xy 82.009304 43.004878)
        (xy 82.018695 43.004106)
        (xy 82.023813 43.00379)
        (xy 82.14863 42.998627)
        (xy 82.413291 42.987681)
        (xy 82.823759 42.936516)
        (xy 83.2286 42.85163)
        (xy 83.567721 42.750669)
        (xy 83.622556 42.734344)
        (xy 83.622558 42.734343)
        (xy 83.625048 42.733602)
        (xy 83.627467 42.732658)
        (xy 83.627476 42.732655)
        (xy 84.007961 42.584189)
        (xy 84.007966 42.584187)
        (xy 84.010395 42.583239)
        (xy 84.210903 42.485217)
        (xy 84.379663 42.402716)
        (xy 84.379675 42.40271)
        (xy 84.38201 42.401568)
        (xy 84.384249 42.400234)
        (xy 84.735111 42.191166)
        (xy 84.735122 42.191159)
        (xy 84.737352 42.18983)
        (xy 85.073996 41.949471)
        (xy 85.389642 41.682133)
        (xy 85.682133 41.389642)
        (xy 85.949471 41.073996)
        (xy 86.18983 40.737352)
        (xy 86.191159 40.735122)
        (xy 86.191166 40.735111)
        (xy 86.400234 40.384249)
        (xy 86.400236 40.384246)
        (xy 86.401568 40.38201)
        (xy 86.40271 40.379675)
        (xy 86.402716 40.379663)
        (xy 86.582093 40.012739)
        (xy 86.583239 40.010395)
        (xy 86.588025 39.998131)
        (xy 86.700839 39.709012)
        (xy 86.733602 39.625048)
        (xy 86.73435 39.622537)
        (xy 86.743875 39.590546)
        (xy 86.782484 39.530965)
        (xy 86.847175 39.501716)
        (xy 86.864636 39.5005)
        (xy 100.659345 39.5005)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 0) (net_name "") (layer "F.Cu") (tstamp e68e9e71-c7ee-4b21-ba92-0562248b6d6e) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0))
    (min_thickness 0.254)
    (keepout (tracks allowed) (vias allowed) (pads allowed ) (copperpour not_allowed) (footprints allowed))
    (fill (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 72.25 42.75)
        (xy 72.25 48.5)
        (xy 73.5 48.5)
        (xy 73.5 42.75)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 2) (net_name "GND") (layers F&B.Cu) (tstamp fe8f1597-5b0b-4746-a454-9121517423fb) (name "TAB") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0.2))
    (min_thickness 0.254) (filled_areas_thickness no)
    (fill yes (thermal_gap 0.508) (thermal_bridge_width 0.508) (smoothing fillet) (radius 1))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 117 47.9)
        (xy 114 47.9)
        (xy 112.65 46.5)
        (xy 112.65 39.5)
        (xy 114 38.1)
        (xy 117 38.1)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "F.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 115.57314 38.202466)
        (xy 115.578704 38.202476)
        (xy 115.592535 38.205656)
        (xy 115.606376 38.202524)
        (xy 115.6075 38.202526)
        (xy 115.619626 38.203133)
        (xy 115.73652 38.214645)
        (xy 115.760743 38.219463)
        (xy 115.886978 38.257756)
        (xy 115.909797 38.267208)
        (xy 116.026129 38.329388)
        (xy 116.046667 38.34311)
        (xy 116.148637 38.426794)
        (xy 116.166103 38.44426)
        (xy 116.249786 38.546227)
        (xy 116.263509 38.566765)
        (xy 116.325692 38.6831)
        (xy 116.335141 38.70591)
        (xy 116.373437 38.832155)
        (xy 116.378254 38.856375)
        (xy 116.389809 38.973697)
        (xy 116.390398 38.985894)
        (xy 116.387237 38.999641)
        (xy 116.390369 39.01348)
        (xy 116.396393 39.040103)
        (xy 116.3995 39.067912)
        (xy 116.3995 39.6735)
        (xy 116.379498 39.741621)
        (xy 116.325842 39.788114)
        (xy 116.2735 39.7995)
        (xy 114.605892 39.7995)
        (xy 114.568626 39.799467)
        (xy 114.568624 39.799467)
        (xy 114.554437 39.799455)
        (xy 114.541646 39.805597)
        (xy 114.536733 39.806713)
        (xy 114.529183 39.80935)
        (xy 114.524649 39.811532)
        (xy 114.510815 39.814688)
        (xy 114.49972 39.823529)
        (xy 114.494846 39.825875)
        (xy 114.488994 39.829546)
        (xy 114.484762 39.832912)
        (xy 114.471976 39.839052)
        (xy 114.463116 39.850131)
        (xy 114.459176 39.853265)
        (xy 114.453515 39.858916)
        (xy 114.450373 39.862852)
        (xy 114.439276 39.871695)
        (xy 114.433111 39.884477)
        (xy 114.429737 39.888704)
        (xy 114.426058 39.894547)
        (xy 114.423707 39.89941)
        (xy 114.414844 39.910492)
        (xy 114.411664 39.92432)
        (xy 114.409474 39.928851)
        (xy 114.406824 39.936397)
        (xy 114.4057 39.941307)
        (xy 114.399535 39.954087)
        (xy 114.399515 39.977155)
        (xy 114.39749 39.977153)
        (xy 114.397474 39.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 39.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 39.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 40.045563)
        (xy 114.39465 40.045559)
        (xy 114.394644 40.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 40.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 41.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 42.045563)
        (xy 114.405597 42.058354)
        (xy 114.406713 42.063267)
        (xy 114.40935 42.070817)
        (xy 114.411532 42.075351)
        (xy 114.414688 42.089185)
        (xy 114.423529 42.10028)
        (xy 114.425875 42.105154)
        (xy 114.429546 42.111006)
        (xy 114.432912 42.115238)
        (xy 114.439052 42.128024)
        (xy 114.450131 42.136884)
        (xy 114.453265 42.140824)
        (xy 114.458916 42.146485)
        (xy 114.462852 42.149627)
        (xy 114.471695 42.160724)
        (xy 114.484477 42.166889)
        (xy 114.488704 42.170263)
        (xy 114.494547 42.173942)
        (xy 114.49941 42.176293)
        (xy 114.510492 42.185156)
        (xy 114.52432 42.188336)
        (xy 114.528851 42.190526)
        (xy 114.536397 42.193176)
        (xy 114.541307 42.1943)
        (xy 114.554087 42.200465)
        (xy 114.577155 42.200485)
        (xy 114.577153 42.20251)
        (xy 114.577219 42.202526)
        (xy 114.577219 42.2005)
        (xy 114.594108 42.2005)
        (xy 114.645563 42.200545)
        (xy 114.645559 42.20535)
        (xy 114.645657 42.205356)
        (xy 114.645657 42.2005)
        (xy 116.149442 42.2005)
        (xy 116.217563 42.220502)
        (xy 116.229376 42.229101)
        (xy 116.297514 42.285021)
        (xy 116.314979 42.302486)
        (xy 116.370899 42.370624)
        (xy 116.398653 42.435971)
        (xy 116.3995 42.450558)
        (xy 116.3995 43.549442)
        (xy 116.379498 43.617563)
        (xy 116.370899 43.629376)
        (xy 116.314979 43.697514)
        (xy 116.297514 43.714979)
        (xy 116.229376 43.770899)
        (xy 116.164029 43.798653)
        (xy 116.149442 43.7995)
        (xy 114.605892 43.7995)
        (xy 114.568626 43.799467)
        (xy 114.568624 43.799467)
        (xy 114.554437 43.799455)
        (xy 114.541646 43.805597)
        (xy 114.536733 43.806713)
        (xy 114.529183 43.80935)
        (xy 114.524649 43.811532)
        (xy 114.510815 43.814688)
        (xy 114.49972 43.823529)
        (xy 114.494846 43.825875)
        (xy 114.488994 43.829546)
        (xy 114.484762 43.832912)
        (xy 114.471976 43.839052)
        (xy 114.463116 43.850131)
        (xy 114.459176 43.853265)
        (xy 114.453515 43.858916)
        (xy 114.450373 43.862852)
        (xy 114.439276 43.871695)
        (xy 114.433111 43.884477)
        (xy 114.429737 43.888704)
        (xy 114.426058 43.894547)
        (xy 114.423707 43.89941)
        (xy 114.414844 43.910492)
        (xy 114.411664 43.92432)
        (xy 114.409474 43.928851)
        (xy 114.406824 43.936397)
        (xy 114.4057 43.941307)
        (xy 114.399535 43.954087)
        (xy 114.399515 43.977155)
        (xy 114.39749 43.977153)
        (xy 114.397474 43.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 43.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 43.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 44.045563)
        (xy 114.39465 44.045559)
        (xy 114.394644 44.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 44.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 45.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 46.045563)
        (xy 114.405597 46.058354)
        (xy 114.406713 46.063267)
        (xy 114.40935 46.070817)
        (xy 114.411532 46.075351)
        (xy 114.414688 46.089185)
        (xy 114.423529 46.10028)
        (xy 114.425875 46.105154)
        (xy 114.429546 46.111006)
        (xy 114.432912 46.115238)
        (xy 114.439052 46.128024)
        (xy 114.450131 46.136884)
        (xy 114.453265 46.140824)
        (xy 114.458916 46.146485)
        (xy 114.462852 46.149627)
        (xy 114.471695 46.160724)
        (xy 114.484477 46.166889)
        (xy 114.488704 46.170263)
        (xy 114.494547 46.173942)
        (xy 114.49941 46.176293)
        (xy 114.510492 46.185156)
        (xy 114.52432 46.188336)
        (xy 114.528851 46.190526)
        (xy 114.536397 46.193176)
        (xy 114.541307 46.1943)
        (xy 114.554087 46.200465)
        (xy 114.577155 46.200485)
        (xy 114.577153 46.20251)
        (xy 114.577219 46.202526)
        (xy 114.577219 46.2005)
        (xy 114.594108 46.2005)
        (xy 114.645563 46.200545)
        (xy 114.645559 46.20535)
        (xy 114.645657 46.205356)
        (xy 114.645657 46.2005)
        (xy 116.2735 46.2005)
        (xy 116.341621 46.220502)
        (xy 116.388114 46.274158)
        (xy 116.3995 46.3265)
        (xy 116.3995 46.924902)
        (xy 116.396296 46.953138)
        (xy 116.387237 46.992535)
        (xy 116.390369 47.006376)
        (xy 116.390367 47.0075)
        (xy 116.38976 47.019623)
        (xy 116.385708 47.060776)
        (xy 116.378249 47.136514)
        (xy 116.37343 47.160741)
        (xy 116.335136 47.286978)
        (xy 116.325684 47.309797)
        (xy 116.263505 47.426127)
        (xy 116.249782 47.446666)
        (xy 116.166099 47.548634)
        (xy 116.148634 47.566099)
        (xy 116.046666 47.649782)
        (xy 116.026127 47.663505)
        (xy 115.909797 47.725684)
        (xy 115.886978 47.735136)
        (xy 115.760741 47.77343)
        (xy 115.736517 47.778248)
        (xy 115.645246 47.787237)
        (xy 115.619129 47.789809)
        (xy 115.606987 47.790395)
        (xy 115.593253 47.787237)
        (xy 115.579413 47.790368)
        (xy 115.574691 47.79036)
        (xy 115.556372 47.792411)
        (xy 113.897078 47.793266)
        (xy 112.65 46.5)
        (xy 112.65 39.5)
        (xy 113.903089 38.2005)
        (xy 115.555814 38.2005)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "B.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 115.57314 38.202466)
        (xy 115.578704 38.202476)
        (xy 115.592535 38.205656)
        (xy 115.606376 38.202524)
        (xy 115.6075 38.202526)
        (xy 115.619626 38.203133)
        (xy 115.73652 38.214645)
        (xy 115.760743 38.219463)
        (xy 115.886978 38.257756)
        (xy 115.909797 38.267208)
        (xy 116.026129 38.329388)
        (xy 116.046667 38.34311)
        (xy 116.148637 38.426794)
        (xy 116.166103 38.44426)
        (xy 116.249786 38.546227)
        (xy 116.263509 38.566765)
        (xy 116.325692 38.6831)
        (xy 116.335141 38.70591)
        (xy 116.373437 38.832155)
        (xy 116.378254 38.856375)
        (xy 116.389809 38.973697)
        (xy 116.390398 38.985894)
        (xy 116.387237 38.999641)
        (xy 116.390369 39.01348)
        (xy 116.396393 39.040103)
        (xy 116.3995 39.067912)
        (xy 116.3995 39.6735)
        (xy 116.379498 39.741621)
        (xy 116.325842 39.788114)
        (xy 116.2735 39.7995)
        (xy 114.605892 39.7995)
        (xy 114.568626 39.799467)
        (xy 114.568624 39.799467)
        (xy 114.554437 39.799455)
        (xy 114.541646 39.805597)
        (xy 114.536733 39.806713)
        (xy 114.529183 39.80935)
        (xy 114.524649 39.811532)
        (xy 114.510815 39.814688)
        (xy 114.49972 39.823529)
        (xy 114.494846 39.825875)
        (xy 114.488994 39.829546)
        (xy 114.484762 39.832912)
        (xy 114.471976 39.839052)
        (xy 114.463116 39.850131)
        (xy 114.459176 39.853265)
        (xy 114.453515 39.858916)
        (xy 114.450373 39.862852)
        (xy 114.439276 39.871695)
        (xy 114.433111 39.884477)
        (xy 114.429737 39.888704)
        (xy 114.426058 39.894547)
        (xy 114.423707 39.89941)
        (xy 114.414844 39.910492)
        (xy 114.411664 39.92432)
        (xy 114.409474 39.928851)
        (xy 114.406824 39.936397)
        (xy 114.4057 39.941307)
        (xy 114.399535 39.954087)
        (xy 114.399515 39.977155)
        (xy 114.39749 39.977153)
        (xy 114.397474 39.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 39.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 39.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 40.045563)
        (xy 114.39465 40.045559)
        (xy 114.394644 40.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 40.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 41.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 42.045563)
        (xy 114.405597 42.058354)
        (xy 114.406713 42.063267)
        (xy 114.40935 42.070817)
        (xy 114.411532 42.075351)
        (xy 114.414688 42.089185)
        (xy 114.423529 42.10028)
        (xy 114.425875 42.105154)
        (xy 114.429546 42.111006)
        (xy 114.432912 42.115238)
        (xy 114.439052 42.128024)
        (xy 114.450131 42.136884)
        (xy 114.453265 42.140824)
        (xy 114.458916 42.146485)
        (xy 114.462852 42.149627)
        (xy 114.471695 42.160724)
        (xy 114.484477 42.166889)
        (xy 114.488704 42.170263)
        (xy 114.494547 42.173942)
        (xy 114.49941 42.176293)
        (xy 114.510492 42.185156)
        (xy 114.52432 42.188336)
        (xy 114.528851 42.190526)
        (xy 114.536397 42.193176)
        (xy 114.541307 42.1943)
        (xy 114.554087 42.200465)
        (xy 114.577155 42.200485)
        (xy 114.577153 42.20251)
        (xy 114.577219 42.202526)
        (xy 114.577219 42.2005)
        (xy 114.594108 42.2005)
        (xy 114.645563 42.200545)
        (xy 114.645559 42.20535)
        (xy 114.645657 42.205356)
        (xy 114.645657 42.2005)
        (xy 116.149442 42.2005)
        (xy 116.217563 42.220502)
        (xy 116.229376 42.229101)
        (xy 116.297514 42.285021)
        (xy 116.314979 42.302486)
        (xy 116.370899 42.370624)
        (xy 116.398653 42.435971)
        (xy 116.3995 42.450558)
        (xy 116.3995 43.549442)
        (xy 116.379498 43.617563)
        (xy 116.370899 43.629376)
        (xy 116.314979 43.697514)
        (xy 116.297514 43.714979)
        (xy 116.229376 43.770899)
        (xy 116.164029 43.798653)
        (xy 116.149442 43.7995)
        (xy 114.605892 43.7995)
        (xy 114.568626 43.799467)
        (xy 114.568624 43.799467)
        (xy 114.554437 43.799455)
        (xy 114.541646 43.805597)
        (xy 114.536733 43.806713)
        (xy 114.529183 43.80935)
        (xy 114.524649 43.811532)
        (xy 114.510815 43.814688)
        (xy 114.49972 43.823529)
        (xy 114.494846 43.825875)
        (xy 114.488994 43.829546)
        (xy 114.484762 43.832912)
        (xy 114.471976 43.839052)
        (xy 114.463116 43.850131)
        (xy 114.459176 43.853265)
        (xy 114.453515 43.858916)
        (xy 114.450373 43.862852)
        (xy 114.439276 43.871695)
        (xy 114.433111 43.884477)
        (xy 114.429737 43.888704)
        (xy 114.426058 43.894547)
        (xy 114.423707 43.89941)
        (xy 114.414844 43.910492)
        (xy 114.411664 43.92432)
        (xy 114.409474 43.928851)
        (xy 114.406824 43.936397)
        (xy 114.4057 43.941307)
        (xy 114.399535 43.954087)
        (xy 114.399515 43.977155)
        (xy 114.39749 43.977153)
        (xy 114.397474 43.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 43.977219)
        (xy 114.3995 43.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 44.045563)
        (xy 114.39465 44.045559)
        (xy 114.394644 44.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 44.045657)
        (xy 114.3995 45.994108)
        (xy 114.399455 46.045563)
        (xy 114.405597 46.058354)
        (xy 114.406713 46.063267)
        (xy 114.40935 46.070817)
        (xy 114.411532 46.075351)
        (xy 114.414688 46.089185)
        (xy 114.423529 46.10028)
        (xy 114.425875 46.105154)
        (xy 114.429546 46.111006)
        (xy 114.432912 46.115238)
        (xy 114.439052 46.128024)
        (xy 114.450131 46.136884)
        (xy 114.453265 46.140824)
        (xy 114.458916 46.146485)
        (xy 114.462852 46.149627)
        (xy 114.471695 46.160724)
        (xy 114.484477 46.166889)
        (xy 114.488704 46.170263)
        (xy 114.494547 46.173942)
        (xy 114.49941 46.176293)
        (xy 114.510492 46.185156)
        (xy 114.52432 46.188336)
        (xy 114.528851 46.190526)
        (xy 114.536397 46.193176)
        (xy 114.541307 46.1943)
        (xy 114.554087 46.200465)
        (xy 114.577155 46.200485)
        (xy 114.577153 46.20251)
        (xy 114.577219 46.202526)
        (xy 114.577219 46.2005)
        (xy 114.594108 46.2005)
        (xy 114.645563 46.200545)
        (xy 114.645559 46.20535)
        (xy 114.645657 46.205356)
        (xy 114.645657 46.2005)
        (xy 116.2735 46.2005)
        (xy 116.341621 46.220502)
        (xy 116.388114 46.274158)
        (xy 116.3995 46.3265)
        (xy 116.3995 46.924902)
        (xy 116.396296 46.953138)
        (xy 116.387237 46.992535)
        (xy 116.390369 47.006376)
        (xy 116.390367 47.0075)
        (xy 116.38976 47.019623)
        (xy 116.385708 47.060776)
        (xy 116.378249 47.136514)
        (xy 116.37343 47.160741)
        (xy 116.335136 47.286978)
        (xy 116.325684 47.309797)
        (xy 116.263505 47.426127)
        (xy 116.249782 47.446666)
        (xy 116.166099 47.548634)
        (xy 116.148634 47.566099)
        (xy 116.046666 47.649782)
        (xy 116.026127 47.663505)
        (xy 115.909797 47.725684)
        (xy 115.886978 47.735136)
        (xy 115.760741 47.77343)
        (xy 115.736517 47.778248)
        (xy 115.645246 47.787237)
        (xy 115.619129 47.789809)
        (xy 115.606987 47.790395)
        (xy 115.593253 47.787237)
        (xy 115.579413 47.790368)
        (xy 115.574691 47.79036)
        (xy 115.556372 47.792411)
        (xy 113.897078 47.793266)
        (xy 112.65 46.5)
        (xy 112.65 39.5)
        (xy 113.903089 38.2005)
        (xy 115.555814 38.2005)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 0) (net_name "") (layer "B.Cu") (tstamp 1550843e-8e05-44a5-b216-2b7bcf2b53a6) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0))
    (min_thickness 0.254)
    (keepout (tracks allowed) (vias allowed) (pads allowed ) (copperpour not_allowed) (footprints allowed))
    (fill (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 73.5 42.75)
        (xy 73.5 48.5)
        (xy 72.25 48.5)
        (xy 72.25 42.75)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 0) (net_name "") (layer "B.Cu") (tstamp 8fd189a0-4721-4a94-bcd8-ed30e3c8785b) (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0))
    (min_thickness 0.254)
    (keepout (tracks allowed) (vias not_allowed) (pads allowed ) (copperpour not_allowed) (footprints allowed))
    (fill (thermal_gap 0.508) (thermal_bridge_width 0.508))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 84 64.5)
        (xy 77 64.5)
        (xy 77 51.5)
        (xy 84 51.5)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 2) (net_name "GND") (layer "B.Cu") (tstamp a723e646-e7f8-4809-9df1-8a464ec251c9) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 1.5))
    (min_thickness 0.254) (filled_areas_thickness no)
    (fill yes (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5) (smoothing fillet) (radius 1))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 120 79)
        (xy 52 79)
        (xy 52 37)
        (xy 120 37)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "B.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 82.441621 64.520002)
        (xy 82.488114 64.573658)
        (xy 82.4995 64.626)
        (xy 82.4995 66.912571)
        (xy 82.498787 66.92596)
        (xy 82.495354 66.95808)
        (xy 82.495354 66.958088)
        (xy 82.494806 66.963214)
        (xy 82.495103 66.968367)
        (xy 82.495103 66.968371)
        (xy 82.496475 66.992165)
        (xy 82.495979 67)
        (xy 82.49493 67)
        (xy 82.495443 67.008479)
        (xy 82.512224 67.285896)
        (xy 82.513195 67.301953)
        (xy 82.567723 67.599502)
        (xy 82.568855 67.603134)
        (xy 82.568855 67.603135)
        (xy 82.579686 67.637894)
        (xy 82.657719 67.88831)
        (xy 82.659281 67.89178)
        (xy 82.659283 67.891786)
        (xy 82.705884 67.995328)
        (xy 82.781871 68.164164)
        (xy 82.938368 68.423042)
        (xy 82.94072 68.426044)
        (xy 82.940722 68.426047)
        (xy 82.943964 68.430185)
        (xy 83.124928 68.661169)
        (xy 83.338831 68.875072)
        (xy 83.576958 69.061632)
        (xy 83.580222 69.063605)
        (xy 83.832575 69.216158)
        (xy 83.832579 69.21616)
        (xy 83.835836 69.218129)
        (xy 83.909406 69.25124)
        (xy 84.108214 69.340717)
        (xy 84.10822 69.340719)
        (xy 84.11169 69.342281)
        (xy 84.400498 69.432277)
        (xy 84.698047 69.486805)
        (xy 84.701841 69.487035)
        (xy 84.701845 69.487035)
        (xy 84.876713 69.497613)
        (xy 84.88555 69.498461)
        (xy 84.893875 69.499557)
        (xy 84.92645 69.503845)
        (xy 84.929802 69.503927)
        (xy 84.929803 69.503927)
        (xy 84.996636 69.505561)
        (xy 84.99664 69.505561)
        (xy 85 69.505643)
        (xy 85.038196 69.502503)
        (xy 85.057398 69.500924)
        (xy 85.067722 69.5005)
        (xy 95.092784 69.5005)
        (xy 95.10923 69.501578)
        (xy 95.123128 69.503408)
        (xy 95.123134 69.503408)
        (xy 95.12645 69.503845)
        (xy 95.129802 69.503927)
        (xy 95.129803 69.503927)
        (xy 95.196636 69.505561)
        (xy 95.19664 69.505561)
        (xy 95.2 69.505643)
        (xy 95.262526 69.500502)
        (xy 95.262531 69.500502)
        (xy 95.262554 69.5005)
        (xy 95.262744 69.500484)
        (xy 95.264878 69.500326)
        (xy 95.38261 69.492609)
        (xy 95.444481 69.488554)
        (xy 95.444484 69.488554)
        (xy 95.448597 69.488284)
        (xy 95.452637 69.48748)
        (xy 95.45264 69.48748)
        (xy 95.688896 69.440486)
        (xy 95.688902 69.440484)
        (xy 95.692941 69.439681)
        (xy 95.696845 69.438356)
        (xy 95.696848 69.438355)
        (xy 95.924944 69.360927)
        (xy 95.924945 69.360926)
        (xy 95.92885 69.359601)
        (xy 96.08755 69.281339)
        (xy 96.148585 69.25124)
        (xy 96.14859 69.251237)
        (xy 96.152289 69.249413)
        (xy 96.225696 69.200364)
        (xy 96.356003 69.113296)
        (xy 96.356008 69.113292)
        (xy 96.359434 69.111003)
        (xy 96.362528 69.108289)
        (xy 96.362534 69.108285)
        (xy 96.543651 68.949449)
        (xy 96.54674 68.94674)
        (xy 96.711003 68.759434)
        (xy 96.713293 68.756007)
        (xy 96.715805 68.752733)
        (xy 96.716674 68.7534)
        (xy 96.767439 68.710972)
        (xy 96.81773 68.7005)
        (xy 100.18227 68.7005)
        (xy 100.250391 68.720502)
        (xy 100.283637 68.753161)
        (xy 100.284195 68.752733)
        (xy 100.286707 68.756007)
        (xy 100.288997 68.759434)
        (xy 100.45326 68.94674)
        (xy 100.456349 68.949449)
        (xy 100.637466 69.108285)
        (xy 100.637472 69.108289)
        (xy 100.640566 69.111003)
        (xy 100.643992 69.113292)
        (xy 100.643997 69.113296)
        (xy 100.774304 69.200364)
        (xy 100.847711 69.249413)
        (xy 100.85141 69.251237)
        (xy 100.851415 69.25124)
        (xy 101.006013 69.327479)
        (xy 101.058262 69.375547)
        (xy 101.076229 69.444233)
        (xy 101.05421 69.511729)
        (xy 101.005124 69.553925)
        (xy 100.877346 69.615695)
        (xy 100.865498 69.623156)
        (xy 100.736233 69.726346)
        (xy 100.726346 69.736233)
        (xy 100.623156 69.865498)
        (xy 100.615695 69.877346)
        (xy 100.543713 70.026248)
        (xy 100.539063 70.039451)
        (xy 100.501473 70.20227)
        (xy 100.500053 70.212188)
        (xy 100.5 70.214027)
        (xy 100.5 72.731885)
        (xy 100.504475 72.747124)
        (xy 100.505865 72.748329)
        (xy 100.513548 72.75)
        (xy 109.481884 72.75)
        (xy 109.497123 72.745525)
        (xy 109.498328 72.744135)
        (xy 109.499999 72.736452)
        (xy 109.499999 70.213997)
        (xy 109.499947 70.212195)
        (xy 109.498527 70.202272)
        (xy 109.460937 70.039451)
        (xy 109.456287 70.026248)
        (xy 109.384305 69.877346)
        (xy 109.376844 69.865498)
        (xy 109.273654 69.736233)
        (xy 109.258779 69.721358)
        (xy 109.259914 69.720223)
        (xy 109.224009 69.669012)
        (xy 109.221149 69.598073)
        (xy 109.257096 69.536849)
        (xy 109.320437 69.504779)
        (xy 109.343413 69.502673)
        (xy 115.173536 69.504352)
        (xy 115.241651 69.524374)
        (xy 115.288129 69.578043)
        (xy 115.2995 69.630352)
        (xy 115.2995 70.183484)
        (xy 115.299491 70.185022)
        (xy 115.298025 70.305028)
        (xy 115.298807 70.310137)
        (xy 115.298807 70.31014)
        (xy 115.308095 70.370832)
        (xy 115.30912 70.379559)
        (xy 115.314575 70.445911)
        (xy 115.315834 70.450922)
        (xy 115.325943 70.491169)
        (xy 115.328289 70.502805)
        (xy 115.335347 70.54893)
        (xy 115.356027 70.612201)
        (xy 115.358466 70.620651)
        (xy 115.374684 70.685217)
        (xy 115.39329 70.728007)
        (xy 115.397505 70.739103)
        (xy 115.412003 70.78346)
        (xy 115.414387 70.78804)
        (xy 115.414391 70.788049)
        (xy 115.442747 70.842521)
        (xy 115.446532 70.850455)
        (xy 115.473072 70.911493)
        (xy 115.475883 70.915838)
        (xy 115.485068 70.930036)
        (xy 115.505274 70.998097)
        (xy 115.490086 71.055945)
        (xy 115.490851 71.0563)
        (xy 115.468984 71.103409)
        (xy 115.462821 71.116686)
        (xy 115.458841 71.12453)
        (xy 115.426673 71.182802)
        (xy 115.424947 71.187677)
        (xy 115.424944 71.187683)
        (xy 115.411096 71.226791)
        (xy 115.406616 71.23777)
        (xy 115.386965 71.280104)
        (xy 115.385583 71.285089)
        (xy 115.385581 71.285093)
        (xy 115.369176 71.344247)
        (xy 115.366532 71.352633)
        (xy 115.344309 71.41539)
        (xy 115.343402 71.420482)
        (xy 115.336126 71.461327)
        (xy 115.333497 71.472901)
        (xy 115.321026 71.517871)
        (xy 115.320478 71.523003)
        (xy 115.320477 71.523006)
        (xy 115.313952 71.58407)
        (xy 115.312715 71.592762)
        (xy 115.301039 71.658306)
        (xy 115.300976 71.663468)
        (xy 115.300469 71.704972)
        (xy 115.300014 71.712611)
        (xy 115.300035 71.712612)
        (xy 115.299857 71.715947)
        (xy 115.2995 71.719292)
        (xy 115.2995 71.783484)
        (xy 115.299491 71.785023)
        (xy 115.29822 71.889096)
        (xy 115.298025 71.905028)
        (xy 115.298808 71.910142)
        (xy 115.299168 71.915294)
        (xy 115.298819 71.915318)
        (xy 115.2995 71.92425)
        (xy 115.2995 74.183484)
        (xy 115.299491 74.185022)
        (xy 115.298025 74.305028)
        (xy 115.298807 74.310137)
        (xy 115.298807 74.31014)
        (xy 115.308095 74.370832)
        (xy 115.30912 74.379559)
        (xy 115.314575 74.445911)
        (xy 115.315834 74.450922)
        (xy 115.325943 74.491169)
        (xy 115.328289 74.502805)
        (xy 115.335347 74.54893)
        (xy 115.356027 74.612201)
        (xy 115.358466 74.620651)
        (xy 115.374684 74.685217)
        (xy 115.39329 74.728007)
        (xy 115.397505 74.739103)
        (xy 115.412003 74.78346)
        (xy 115.414387 74.78804)
        (xy 115.414391 74.788049)
        (xy 115.442747 74.842521)
        (xy 115.446532 74.850455)
        (xy 115.473072 74.911493)
        (xy 115.483828 74.928119)
        (xy 115.485068 74.930036)
        (xy 115.505274 74.998097)
        (xy 115.490086 75.055945)
        (xy 115.490851 75.0563)
        (xy 115.468984 75.103409)
        (xy 115.462821 75.116686)
        (xy 115.458841 75.12453)
        (xy 115.426673 75.182802)
        (xy 115.424947 75.187677)
        (xy 115.424944 75.187683)
        (xy 115.411096 75.226791)
        (xy 115.406616 75.23777)
        (xy 115.386965 75.280104)
        (xy 115.385583 75.285089)
        (xy 115.385581 75.285093)
        (xy 115.369176 75.344247)
        (xy 115.366532 75.352633)
        (xy 115.344309 75.41539)
        (xy 115.343402 75.420482)
        (xy 115.336126 75.461327)
        (xy 115.333497 75.472901)
        (xy 115.321026 75.517871)
        (xy 115.320478 75.523003)
        (xy 115.320477 75.523006)
        (xy 115.313952 75.58407)
        (xy 115.312715 75.592762)
        (xy 115.301039 75.658306)
        (xy 115.300976 75.663468)
        (xy 115.300469 75.704972)
        (xy 115.300014 75.712611)
        (xy 115.300035 75.712612)
        (xy 115.299857 75.715947)
        (xy 115.2995 75.719292)
        (xy 115.2995 75.783484)
        (xy 115.299491 75.785023)
        (xy 115.29822 75.889096)
        (xy 115.298025 75.905028)
        (xy 115.298808 75.910142)
        (xy 115.299168 75.915294)
        (xy 115.298819 75.915318)
        (xy 115.2995 75.92425)
        (xy 115.2995 76.375474)
        (xy 115.279498 76.443595)
        (xy 115.225842 76.490088)
        (xy 115.173494 76.501474)
        (xy 109.338659 76.501086)
        (xy 109.27054 76.481079)
        (xy 109.224051 76.427421)
        (xy 109.213952 76.357146)
        (xy 109.243449 76.292567)
        (xy 109.26006 76.276614)
        (xy 109.263763 76.273658)
        (xy 109.273654 76.263767)
        (xy 109.376844 76.134502)
        (xy 109.384305 76.122654)
        (xy 109.456287 75.973752)
        (xy 109.460937 75.960549)
        (xy 109.498527 75.79773)
        (xy 109.499947 75.787812)
        (xy 109.5 75.785973)
        (xy 109.5 73.268115)
        (xy 109.495525 73.252876)
        (xy 109.494135 73.251671)
        (xy 109.486452 73.25)
        (xy 100.518116 73.25)
        (xy 100.502877 73.254475)
        (xy 100.501672 73.255865)
        (xy 100.500001 73.263548)
        (xy 100.500001 75.786003)
        (xy 100.500052 75.787797)
        (xy 100.501473 75.797728)
        (xy 100.539063 75.960549)
        (xy 100.543713 75.973752)
        (xy 100.615695 76.122654)
        (xy 100.623156 76.134502)
        (xy 100.726346 76.263767)
        (xy 100.736234 76.273655)
        (xy 100.739219 76.276038)
        (xy 100.740631 76.278052)
        (xy 100.741221 76.278642)
        (xy 100.741117 76.278746)
        (xy 100.779977 76.33417)
        (xy 100.782837 76.405109)
        (xy 100.74689 76.466332)
        (xy 100.68355 76.498403)
        (xy 100.660605 76.500509)
        (xy 92.112258 76.49994)
        (xy 86.864654 76.499591)
        (xy 86.796534 76.479584)
        (xy 86.750045 76.425926)
        (xy 86.7439 76.409543)
        (xy 86.734344 76.377444)
        (xy 86.734343 76.377442)
        (xy 86.733602 76.374952)
        (xy 86.732653 76.372518)
        (xy 86.584189 75.992039)
        (xy 86.584187 75.992034)
        (xy 86.583239 75.989605)
        (xy 86.541892 75.905028)
        (xy 86.402716 75.620337)
        (xy 86.40271 75.620325)
        (xy 86.401568 75.61799)
        (xy 86.34191 75.517871)
        (xy 86.191166 75.264889)
        (xy 86.191159 75.264878)
        (xy 86.18983 75.262648)
        (xy 85.949471 74.926004)
        (xy 85.682133 74.610358)
        (xy 85.389642 74.317867)
        (xy 85.073996 74.050529)
        (xy 84.737352 73.81017)
        (xy 84.735122 73.808841)
        (xy 84.735111 73.808834)
        (xy 84.384249 73.599766)
        (xy 84.384246 73.599764)
        (xy 84.38201 73.598432)
        (xy 84.379675 73.59729)
        (xy 84.379663 73.597284)
        (xy 84.012739 73.417907)
        (xy 84.010395 73.416761)
        (xy 84.007966 73.415813)
        (xy 84.007961 73.415811)
        (xy 83.627476 73.267345)
        (xy 83.627467 73.267342)
        (xy 83.625048 73.266398)
        (xy 83.589669 73.255865)
        (xy 83.231109 73.149117)
        (xy 83.23111 73.149117)
        (xy 83.2286 73.14837)
        (xy 82.823759 73.063484)
        (xy 82.413291 73.012319)
        (xy 82.102581 72.999468)
        (xy 82.091346 72.998498)
        (xy 82.076876 72.996592)
        (xy 82.076859 72.996591)
        (xy 82.07355 72.996155)
        (xy 82.070203 72.996073)
        (xy 82.070201 72.996073)
        (xy 82.003364 72.994439)
        (xy 82.00336 72.994439)
        (xy 82 72.994357)
        (xy 81.972816 72.996592)
        (xy 81.942602 72.999076)
        (xy 81.932278 72.9995)
        (xy 81.121953 72.9995)
        (xy 81.053832 72.979498)
        (xy 81.007339 72.925842)
        (xy 80.997492 72.858829)
        (xy 80.997167 72.85881)
        (xy 80.99726 72.857246)
        (xy 80.997127 72.856342)
        (xy 80.997456 72.853951)
        (xy 80.99989 72.812983)
        (xy 81 72.809271)
        (xy 81 70.118115)
        (xy 80.995525 70.102876)
        (xy 80.994135 70.101671)
        (xy 80.986452 70.1)
        (xy 79.126 70.1)
        (xy 79.057879 70.079998)
        (xy 79.011386 70.026342)
        (xy 79 69.974)
        (xy 79 69.581885)
        (xy 79.5 69.581885)
        (xy 79.504475 69.597124)
        (xy 79.505865 69.598329)
        (xy 79.513548 69.6)
        (xy 80.981884 69.6)
        (xy 80.997123 69.595525)
        (xy 80.998328 69.594135)
        (xy 80.999999 69.586452)
        (xy 80.999999 66.890822)
        (xy 80.999879 66.886927)
        (xy 80.997231 66.844071)
        (xy 80.995895 66.834493)
        (xy 80.9523 66.635384)
        (xy 80.948653 66.624025)
        (xy 80.868644 66.437798)
        (xy 80.862913 66.427331)
        (xy 80.749134 66.259595)
        (xy 80.741528 66.250402)
        (xy 80.598086 66.10721)
        (xy 80.588873 66.099615)
        (xy 80.420951 65.986138)
        (xy 80.410461 65.980418)
        (xy 80.224105 65.900738)
        (xy 80.212734 65.897109)
        (xy 80.013573 65.853867)
        (xy 80.003945 65.852544)
        (xy 79.962983 65.85011)
        (xy 79.959271 65.85)
        (xy 79.518115 65.85)
        (xy 79.502876 65.854475)
        (xy 79.501671 65.855865)
        (xy 79.5 65.863548)
        (xy 79.5 69.581885)
        (xy 79 69.581885)
        (xy 79 65.868116)
        (xy 78.995525 65.852877)
        (xy 78.984528 65.843348)
        (xy 78.941195 65.819688)
        (xy 78.907168 65.757376)
        (xy 78.912231 65.68656)
        (xy 78.941193 65.641495)
        (xy 80.045783 64.536905)
        (xy 80.108095 64.502879)
        (xy 80.134878 64.5)
        (xy 82.3735 64.5)
      )
    )
    (filled_polygon
      (layer "B.Cu")
      (pts
        (xy 63.203485 39.520502)
        (xy 63.249978 39.574158)
        (xy 63.256125 39.590546)
        (xy 63.26565 39.622537)
        (xy 63.266398 39.625048)
        (xy 63.299161 39.709012)
        (xy 63.411976 39.998131)
        (xy 63.416761 40.010395)
        (xy 63.417907 40.012739)
        (xy 63.597284 40.379663)
        (xy 63.59729 40.379675)
        (xy 63.598432 40.38201)
        (xy 63.599764 40.384246)
        (xy 63.599766 40.384249)
        (xy 63.808834 40.735111)
        (xy 63.808841 40.735122)
        (xy 63.81017 40.737352)
        (xy 64.050529 41.073996)
        (xy 64.317867 41.389642)
        (xy 64.610358 41.682133)
        (xy 64.926004 41.949471)
        (xy 65.262648 42.18983)
        (xy 65.264878 42.191159)
        (xy 65.264889 42.191166)
        (xy 65.615751 42.400234)
        (xy 65.61799 42.401568)
        (xy 65.620325 42.40271)
        (xy 65.620337 42.402716)
        (xy 65.789097 42.485217)
        (xy 65.989605 42.583239)
        (xy 65.992034 42.584187)
        (xy 65.992039 42.584189)
        (xy 66.372524 42.732655)
        (xy 66.372533 42.732658)
        (xy 66.374952 42.733602)
        (xy 66.377442 42.734343)
        (xy 66.377444 42.734344)
        (xy 66.432279 42.750669)
        (xy 66.7714 42.85163)
        (xy 67.176241 42.936516)
        (xy 67.586709 42.987681)
        (xy 67.897419 43.000532)
        (xy 67.908654 43.001502)
        (xy 67.923124 43.003408)
        (xy 67.923141 43.003409)
        (xy 67.92645 43.003845)
        (xy 67.929797 43.003927)
        (xy 67.929799 43.003927)
        (xy 67.996636 43.005561)
        (xy 67.99664 43.005561)
        (xy 68 43.005643)
        (xy 68.047594 43.00173)
        (xy 68.057398 43.000924)
        (xy 68.067722 43.0005)
        (xy 68.874 43.0005)
        (xy 68.942121 43.020502)
        (xy 68.988614 43.074158)
        (xy 69 43.1265)
        (xy 69 45.781885)
        (xy 69.004475 45.797124)
        (xy 69.005865 45.798329)
        (xy 69.013548 45.8)
        (xy 70.874 45.8)
        (xy 70.942121 45.820002)
        (xy 70.988614 45.873658)
        (xy 71 45.926)
        (xy 71 50.031884)
        (xy 71.004475 50.047123)
        (xy 71.005865 50.048328)
        (xy 71.013548 50.049999)
        (xy 71.459179 50.049999)
        (xy 71.463073 50.049879)
        (xy 71.505929 50.047231)
        (xy 71.515507 50.045895)
        (xy 71.714616 50.0023)
        (xy 71.725975 49.998653)
        (xy 71.912202 49.918644)
        (xy 71.922669 49.912913)
        (xy 72.090405 49.799134)
        (xy 72.099598 49.791528)
        (xy 72.24279 49.648086)
        (xy 72.250385 49.638873)
        (xy 72.363862 49.470951)
        (xy 72.369582 49.460461)
        (xy 72.449262 49.274105)
        (xy 72.452891 49.262734)
        (xy 72.496133 49.063573)
        (xy 72.497456 49.053945)
        (xy 72.49989 49.012983)
        (xy 72.5 49.009271)
        (xy 72.5 48.832873)
        (xy 72.520002 48.764752)
        (xy 72.573658 48.718259)
        (xy 72.643932 48.708155)
        (xy 72.708512 48.737649)
        (xy 72.746896 48.797375)
        (xy 72.751903 48.827925)
        (xy 72.761017 49.059827)
        (xy 72.761308 49.062288)
        (xy 72.761309 49.062297)
        (xy 72.767777 49.116939)
        (xy 72.807034 49.448587)
        (xy 72.88341 49.832539)
        (xy 72.884076 49.8349)
        (xy 72.884079 49.834913)
        (xy 72.931455 50.002891)
        (xy 72.989674 50.209315)
        (xy 73.023274 50.30039)
        (xy 73.104762 50.521266)
        (xy 73.125173 50.576592)
        (xy 73.1262 50.578821)
        (xy 73.126201 50.578822)
        (xy 73.263415 50.876457)
        (xy 73.289069 50.932105)
        (xy 73.290276 50.93426)
        (xy 73.458959 51.235462)
        (xy 73.480353 51.273664)
        (xy 73.481733 51.275729)
        (xy 73.481734 51.275731)
        (xy 73.684443 51.579105)
        (xy 73.697845 51.599163)
        (xy 73.699381 51.601111)
        (xy 73.938136 51.903969)
        (xy 73.940205 51.906594)
        (xy 73.941882 51.908408)
        (xy 73.941887 51.908414)
        (xy 74.073276 52.050549)
        (xy 74.073772 52.051089)
        (xy 74.130222 52.11291)
        (xy 74.137707 52.120395)
        (xy 74.141137 52.123961)
        (xy 74.179365 52.165316)
        (xy 74.181542 52.167734)
        (xy 74.205242 52.194758)
        (xy 74.208339 52.197474)
        (xy 74.208341 52.197476)
        (xy 74.257656 52.240724)
        (xy 74.263673 52.246361)
        (xy 76.963095 54.945783)
        (xy 76.997121 55.008095)
        (xy 77 55.034878)
        (xy 77 61.165122)
        (xy 76.979998 61.233243)
        (xy 76.963095 61.254217)
        (xy 74.463673 63.753639)
        (xy 74.457656 63.759276)
        (xy 74.410197 63.800897)
        (xy 74.405242 63.805242)
        (xy 74.402526 63.808339)
        (xy 74.39481 63.817138)
        (xy 74.392604 63.819588)
        (xy 74.103408 64.132438)
        (xy 73.827828 64.482011)
        (xy 73.580524 64.852127)
        (xy 73.363022 65.240506)
        (xy 73.176663 65.644753)
        (xy 73.022595 66.062375)
        (xy 72.901768 66.490798)
        (xy 72.885482 66.572675)
        (xy 72.816537 66.919292)
        (xy 72.814928 66.92738)
        (xy 72.81464 66.929817)
        (xy 72.814638 66.929827)
        (xy 72.811294 66.95808)
        (xy 72.762609 67.36943)
        (xy 72.762285 67.377669)
        (xy 72.762235 67.378948)
        (xy 72.739573 67.446231)
        (xy 72.684133 67.490581)
        (xy 72.636332 67.5)
        (xy 72.625999 67.5)
        (xy 72.557878 67.479998)
        (xy 72.511385 67.426342)
        (xy 72.499999 67.374)
        (xy 72.499999 66.890822)
        (xy 72.499879 66.886927)
        (xy 72.497231 66.844071)
        (xy 72.495895 66.834493)
        (xy 72.4523 66.635384)
        (xy 72.448653 66.624025)
        (xy 72.368644 66.437798)
        (xy 72.362913 66.427331)
        (xy 72.249134 66.259595)
        (xy 72.241528 66.250402)
        (xy 72.098086 66.10721)
        (xy 72.088873 66.099615)
        (xy 71.920951 65.986138)
        (xy 71.910461 65.980418)
        (xy 71.724105 65.900738)
        (xy 71.712734 65.897109)
        (xy 71.513573 65.853867)
        (xy 71.503945 65.852544)
        (xy 71.462983 65.85011)
        (xy 71.459271 65.85)
        (xy 71.018115 65.85)
        (xy 71.002876 65.854475)
        (xy 71.001671 65.855865)
        (xy 71 65.863548)
        (xy 71 69.974)
        (xy 70.979998 70.042121)
        (xy 70.926342 70.088614)
        (xy 70.874 70.1)
        (xy 69.018116 70.1)
        (xy 69.002877 70.104475)
        (xy 69.001672 70.105865)
        (xy 69.000001 70.113548)
        (xy 69.000001 72.809179)
        (xy 69.000121 72.813073)
        (xy 69.002769 72.855927)
        (xy 69.002792 72.856093)
        (xy 69.002783 72.856154)
        (xy 69.003068 72.860769)
        (xy 69.002091 72.860829)
        (xy 68.992392 72.926324)
        (xy 68.945674 72.979784)
        (xy 68.878 72.9995)
        (xy 68.107216 72.9995)
        (xy 68.09077 72.998422)
        (xy 68.076872 72.996592)
        (xy 68.076866 72.996592)
        (xy 68.07355 72.996155)
        (xy 68.070198 72.996073)
        (xy 68.070197 72.996073)
        (xy 68.003364 72.994439)
        (xy 68.00336 72.994439)
        (xy 68 72.994357)
        (xy 67.990696 72.995122)
        (xy 67.981305 72.995894)
        (xy 67.976187 72.99621)
        (xy 67.852546 73.001324)
        (xy 67.586709 73.012319)
        (xy 67.176241 73.063484)
        (xy 66.7714 73.14837)
        (xy 66.76889 73.149117)
        (xy 66.768891 73.149117)
        (xy 66.410332 73.255865)
        (xy 66.374952 73.266398)
        (xy 66.372533 73.267342)
        (xy 66.372524 73.267345)
        (xy 65.992039 73.415811)
        (xy 65.992034 73.415813)
        (xy 65.989605 73.416761)
        (xy 65.987261 73.417907)
        (xy 65.620337 73.597284)
        (xy 65.620325 73.59729)
        (xy 65.61799 73.598432)
        (xy 65.615754 73.599764)
        (xy 65.615751 73.599766)
        (xy 65.264889 73.808834)
        (xy 65.264878 73.808841)
        (xy 65.262648 73.81017)
        (xy 64.926004 74.050529)
        (xy 64.610358 74.317867)
        (xy 64.317867 74.610358)
        (xy 64.050529 74.926004)
        (xy 63.81017 75.262648)
        (xy 63.808841 75.264878)
        (xy 63.808834 75.264889)
        (xy 63.65809 75.517871)
        (xy 63.598432 75.61799)
        (xy 63.59729 75.620325)
        (xy 63.597284 75.620337)
        (xy 63.458108 75.905028)
        (xy 63.416761 75.989605)
        (xy 63.415813 75.992034)
        (xy 63.415811 75.992039)
        (xy 63.41123 76.003779)
        (xy 63.266398 76.374952)
        (xy 63.265653 76.377454)
        (xy 63.26565 76.377463)
        (xy 63.256125 76.409454)
        (xy 63.217516 76.469035)
        (xy 63.152825 76.498284)
        (xy 63.135364 76.4995)
        (xy 58.6265 76.4995)
        (xy 58.558379 76.479498)
        (xy 58.511886 76.425842)
        (xy 58.5005 76.3735)
        (xy 58.5005 69.581885)
        (xy 69 69.581885)
        (xy 69.004475 69.597124)
        (xy 69.005865 69.598329)
        (xy 69.013548 69.6)
        (xy 70.481885 69.6)
        (xy 70.497124 69.595525)
        (xy 70.498329 69.594135)
        (xy 70.5 69.586452)
        (xy 70.5 65.868116)
        (xy 70.495525 65.852877)
        (xy 70.494135 65.851672)
        (xy 70.486452 65.850001)
        (xy 70.040822 65.850001)
        (xy 70.036927 65.850121)
        (xy 69.994071 65.852769)
        (xy 69.984493 65.854105)
        (xy 69.785384 65.8977)
        (xy 69.774025 65.901347)
        (xy 69.587798 65.981356)
        (xy 69.577331 65.987087)
        (xy 69.409595 66.100866)
        (xy 69.400402 66.108472)
        (xy 69.25721 66.251914)
        (xy 69.249615 66.261127)
        (xy 69.136138 66.429049)
        (xy 69.130418 66.439539)
        (xy 69.050738 66.625895)
        (xy 69.047109 66.637266)
        (xy 69.003867 66.836427)
        (xy 69.002544 66.846055)
        (xy 69.00011 66.887017)
        (xy 69 66.890729)
        (xy 69 69.581885)
        (xy 58.5005 69.581885)
        (xy 58.5005 68.007958)
        (xy 62.351925 68.007958)
        (xy 62.352001 68.009029)
        (xy 62.355101 68.013734)
        (xy 62.630158 68.224793)
        (xy 62.635788 68.228648)
        (xy 62.935377 68.410801)
        (xy 62.941379 68.414019)
        (xy 63.258899 68.562757)
        (xy 63.265204 68.565304)
        (xy 63.596932 68.67888)
        (xy 63.603483 68.680733)
        (xy 63.945525 68.757815)
        (xy 63.952244 68.758952)
        (xy 64.300619 68.798645)
        (xy 64.307409 68.799048)
        (xy 64.658028 68.800883)
        (xy 64.664829 68.800551)
        (xy 65.0136 68.76451)
        (xy 65.020328 68.763444)
        (xy 65.363173 68.689944)
        (xy 65.369721 68.688165)
        (xy 65.702626 68.578067)
        (xy 65.708968 68.575581)
        (xy 66.028011 68.430185)
        (xy 66.034065 68.42702)
        (xy 66.335527 68.248026)
        (xy 66.341208 68.244223)
        (xy 66.621582 68.033712)
        (xy 66.626809 68.029327)
        (xy 66.638876 68.018034)
        (xy 66.646945 68.004354)
        (xy 66.646917 68.003629)
        (xy 66.641775 67.995328)
        (xy 64.512812 65.866365)
        (xy 64.498868 65.858751)
        (xy 64.497035 65.858882)
        (xy 64.49042 65.863133)
        (xy 62.359539 67.994014)
        (xy 62.351925 68.007958)
        (xy 58.5005 68.007958)
        (xy 58.5005 65.49186)
        (xy 61.195345 65.49186)
        (xy 61.213085 65.842056)
        (xy 61.213795 65.848812)
        (xy 61.269251 66.19503)
        (xy 61.27069 66.201685)
        (xy 61.36321 66.539881)
        (xy 61.365359 66.546342)
        (xy 61.493866 66.872576)
        (xy 61.496697 66.878759)
        (xy 61.659685 67.189207)
        (xy 61.663168 67.19505)
        (xy 61.858729 67.486075)
        (xy 61.862832 67.491519)
        (xy 61.984689 67.63623)
        (xy 61.997428 67.644673)
        (xy 62.007872 67.638575)
        (xy 64.133635 65.512812)
        (xy 64.140013 65.501132)
        (xy 64.858751 65.501132)
        (xy 64.858882 65.502965)
        (xy 64.863133 65.50958)
        (xy 66.990719 67.637166)
        (xy 67.004316 67.644591)
        (xy 67.013925 67.637894)
        (xy 67.116177 67.519016)
        (xy 67.120326 67.513628)
        (xy 67.318925 67.224666)
        (xy 67.322472 67.218855)
        (xy 67.488693 66.910147)
        (xy 67.4916 66.903969)
        (xy 67.623514 66.579105)
        (xy 67.625728 66.572675)
        (xy 67.721785 66.235462)
        (xy 67.723292 66.228832)
        (xy 67.782373 65.883197)
        (xy 67.783153 65.876457)
        (xy 67.804656 65.52487)
        (xy 67.804772 65.521266)
        (xy 67.804841 65.501819)
        (xy 67.804749 65.498194)
        (xy 67.785701 65.146481)
        (xy 67.784966 65.139715)
        (xy 67.728301 64.793684)
        (xy 67.726845 64.787064)
        (xy 67.633138 64.449163)
        (xy 67.630972 64.442727)
        (xy 67.501325 64.116939)
        (xy 67.498469 64.110759)
        (xy 67.334406 63.800897)
        (xy 67.330894 63.795053)
        (xy 67.13432 63.504713)
        (xy 67.130207 63.499295)
        (xy 67.015293 63.363793)
        (xy 67.002469 63.355357)
        (xy 66.992143 63.36141)
        (xy 64.866365 65.487188)
        (xy 64.858751 65.501132)
        (xy 64.140013 65.501132)
        (xy 64.141249 65.498868)
        (xy 64.141118 65.497035)
        (xy 64.136867 65.49042)
        (xy 62.009273 63.362826)
        (xy 61.995736 63.355434)
        (xy 61.986035 63.362221)
        (xy 61.876791 63.490128)
        (xy 61.872659 63.495533)
        (xy 61.675072 63.785186)
        (xy 61.671551 63.790999)
        (xy 61.5064 64.100297)
        (xy 61.503514 64.106487)
        (xy 61.372739 64.431801)
        (xy 61.370548 64.438236)
        (xy 61.275665 64.775792)
        (xy 61.274182 64.782428)
        (xy 61.216312 65.128247)
        (xy 61.215553 65.135019)
        (xy 61.195369 65.485065)
        (xy 61.195345 65.49186)
        (xy 58.5005 65.49186)
        (xy 58.5005 62.995267)
        (xy 62.352696 62.995267)
        (xy 62.352731 62.996106)
        (xy 62.357786 63.004233)
        (xy 64.487188 65.133635)
        (xy 64.501132 65.141249)
        (xy 64.502965 65.141118)
        (xy 64.50958 65.136867)
        (xy 66.640043 63.006404)
        (xy 66.647657 62.99246)
        (xy 66.647589 62.991505)
        (xy 66.642717 62.984138)
        (xy 66.639228 62.981168)
        (xy 66.360307 62.768687)
        (xy 66.354683 62.764865)
        (xy 66.054453 62.583755)
        (xy 66.048441 62.580558)
        (xy 65.730395 62.432926)
        (xy 65.724095 62.430406)
        (xy 65.391975 62.31799)
        (xy 65.385397 62.316154)
        (xy 65.043108 62.240271)
        (xy 65.036369 62.239155)
        (xy 64.687863 62.200679)
        (xy 64.681082 62.2003)
        (xy 64.330435 62.199688)
        (xy 64.323662 62.200043)
        (xy 63.975001 62.237304)
        (xy 63.968291 62.238391)
        (xy 63.625714 62.313085)
        (xy 63.619139 62.314896)
        (xy 63.286633 62.426151)
        (xy 63.280311 62.428654)
        (xy 62.961771 62.575166)
        (xy 62.955728 62.578352)
        (xy 62.654881 62.758406)
        (xy 62.649235 62.762214)
        (xy 62.369571 62.973721)
        (xy 62.36439 62.9781)
        (xy 62.360719 62.981559)
        (xy 62.352696 62.995267)
        (xy 58.5005 62.995267)
        (xy 58.5005 53.007958)
        (xy 62.351925 53.007958)
        (xy 62.352001 53.009029)
        (xy 62.355101 53.013734)
        (xy 62.630158 53.224793)
        (xy 62.635788 53.228648)
        (xy 62.935377 53.410801)
        (xy 62.941379 53.414019)
        (xy 63.258899 53.562757)
        (xy 63.265204 53.565304)
        (xy 63.596932 53.67888)
        (xy 63.603483 53.680733)
        (xy 63.945525 53.757815)
        (xy 63.952244 53.758952)
        (xy 64.300619 53.798645)
        (xy 64.307409 53.799048)
        (xy 64.658028 53.800883)
        (xy 64.664829 53.800551)
        (xy 65.0136 53.76451)
        (xy 65.020328 53.763444)
        (xy 65.363173 53.689944)
        (xy 65.369721 53.688165)
        (xy 65.702626 53.578067)
        (xy 65.708968 53.575581)
        (xy 66.028011 53.430185)
        (xy 66.034065 53.42702)
        (xy 66.335527 53.248026)
        (xy 66.341208 53.244223)
        (xy 66.621582 53.033712)
        (xy 66.626809 53.029327)
        (xy 66.638876 53.018034)
        (xy 66.646945 53.004354)
        (xy 66.646917 53.003629)
        (xy 66.641775 52.995328)
        (xy 64.512812 50.866365)
        (xy 64.498868 50.858751)
        (xy 64.497035 50.858882)
        (xy 64.49042 50.863133)
        (xy 62.359539 52.994014)
        (xy 62.351925 53.007958)
        (xy 58.5005 53.007958)
        (xy 58.5005 50.49186)
        (xy 61.195345 50.49186)
        (xy 61.213085 50.842056)
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        (xy 85.073996 41.949471)
        (xy 85.389642 41.682133)
        (xy 85.682133 41.389642)
        (xy 85.949471 41.073996)
        (xy 86.18983 40.737352)
        (xy 86.191159 40.735122)
        (xy 86.191166 40.735111)
        (xy 86.400234 40.384249)
        (xy 86.400236 40.384246)
        (xy 86.401568 40.38201)
        (xy 86.40271 40.379675)
        (xy 86.402716 40.379663)
        (xy 86.582093 40.012739)
        (xy 86.583239 40.010395)
        (xy 86.588025 39.998131)
        (xy 86.700839 39.709012)
        (xy 86.733602 39.625048)
        (xy 86.73435 39.622537)
        (xy 86.743875 39.590546)
        (xy 86.782484 39.530965)
        (xy 86.847175 39.501716)
        (xy 86.864636 39.5005)
        (xy 100.659345 39.5005)
      )
    )
  )
  (zone (net 0) (net_name "") (layer "B.Cu") (tstamp e867aa3c-9d57-4e6d-82c0-fae1c7532cf8) (name "GND") (hatch edge 0.508)
    (connect_pads (clearance 0))
    (min_thickness 0.254)
    (keepout (tracks allowed) (vias allowed) (pads allowed ) (copperpour not_allowed) (footprints allowed))
    (fill (thermal_gap 0.5) (thermal_bridge_width 0.5))
    (polygon
      (pts
        (xy 73.5 67.5)
        (xy 73.5 73.25)
        (xy 72.25 73.25)
        (xy 72.25 67.5)
      )
    )
  )
)







liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_prl

{
  "board": {
    "active_layer": 0,
    "active_layer_preset": "All Copper Layers",
    "auto_track_width": true,
    "hidden_nets": [],
    "high_contrast_mode": 0,
    "net_color_mode": 1,
    "opacity": {
      "pads": 1.0,
      "tracks": 1.0,
      "vias": 1.0,
      "zones": 0.6
    },
    "ratsnest_display_mode": 0,
    "selection_filter": {
      "dimensions": true,
      "footprints": true,
      "graphics": true,
      "keepouts": true,
      "lockedItems": false,
      "otherItems": true,
      "pads": true,
      "text": true,
      "tracks": true,
      "vias": true,
      "zones": true
    },
    "visible_items": [
      0,
      1,
      2,
      3,
      4,
      5,
      8,
      9,
      10,
      11,
      12,
      13,
      14,
      15,
      16,
      17,
      18,
      19,
      20,
      21,
      22,
      23,
      24,
      25,
      26,
      27,
      28,
      29,
      30,
      32,
      33,
      34,
      35,
      36
    ],
    "visible_layers": "0001000_ffffffff",
    "zone_display_mode": 0
  },
  "meta": {
    "filename": "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_prl",
    "version": 3
  },
  "project": {
    "files": []
  }
}







liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_pro

{
  "board": {
    "design_settings": {
      "defaults": {
        "board_outline_line_width": 0.09999999999999999,
        "copper_line_width": 0.19999999999999998,
        "copper_text_italic": false,
        "copper_text_size_h": 1.5,
        "copper_text_size_v": 1.5,
        "copper_text_thickness": 0.3,
        "copper_text_upright": false,
        "courtyard_line_width": 0.049999999999999996,
        "dimension_precision": 4,
        "dimension_units": 3,
        "dimensions": {
          "arrow_length": 1270000,
          "extension_offset": 500000,
          "keep_text_aligned": true,
          "suppress_zeroes": false,
          "text_position": 0,
          "units_format": 1
        },
        "fab_line_width": 0.09999999999999999,
        "fab_text_italic": false,
        "fab_text_size_h": 1.0,
        "fab_text_size_v": 1.0,
        "fab_text_thickness": 0.15,
        "fab_text_upright": false,
        "other_line_width": 0.15,
        "other_text_italic": false,
        "other_text_size_h": 1.0,
        "other_text_size_v": 1.0,
        "other_text_thickness": 0.15,
        "other_text_upright": false,
        "pads": {
          "drill": 0.762,
          "height": 1.524,
          "width": 1.524
        },
        "silk_line_width": 0.15,
        "silk_text_italic": false,
        "silk_text_size_h": 1.0,
        "silk_text_size_v": 1.0,
        "silk_text_thickness": 0.15,
        "silk_text_upright": false,
        "zones": {
          "45_degree_only": false,
          "min_clearance": 0.19999999999999998
        }
      },
      "diff_pair_dimensions": [
        {
          "gap": 0.0,
          "via_gap": 0.0,
          "width": 0.0
        }
      ],
      "drc_exclusions": [],
      "meta": {
        "version": 2
      },
      "rule_severities": {
        "annular_width": "error",
        "clearance": "error",
        "copper_edge_clearance": "error",
        "courtyards_overlap": "error",
        "diff_pair_gap_out_of_range": "error",
        "diff_pair_uncoupled_length_too_long": "error",
        "drill_out_of_range": "error",
        "duplicate_footprints": "warning",
        "extra_footprint": "warning",
        "footprint_type_mismatch": "error",
        "hole_clearance": "error",
        "hole_near_hole": "error",
        "invalid_outline": "error",
        "item_on_disabled_layer": "error",
        "items_not_allowed": "error",
        "length_out_of_range": "error",
        "malformed_courtyard": "error",
        "microvia_drill_out_of_range": "error",
        "missing_courtyard": "ignore",
        "missing_footprint": "warning",
        "net_conflict": "warning",
        "npth_inside_courtyard": "ignore",
        "padstack": "error",
        "pth_inside_courtyard": "ignore",
        "shorting_items": "error",
        "silk_over_copper": "warning",
        "silk_overlap": "warning",
        "skew_out_of_range": "error",
        "through_hole_pad_without_hole": "error",
        "too_many_vias": "error",
        "track_dangling": "warning",
        "track_width": "error",
        "tracks_crossing": "error",
        "unconnected_items": "error",
        "unresolved_variable": "error",
        "via_dangling": "warning",
        "zone_has_empty_net": "error",
        "zones_intersect": "error"
      },
      "rules": {
        "allow_blind_buried_vias": false,
        "allow_microvias": false,
        "max_error": 0.005,
        "min_clearance": 0.0,
        "min_copper_edge_clearance": 0.0,
        "min_hole_clearance": 0.25,
        "min_hole_to_hole": 0.25,
        "min_microvia_diameter": 0.19999999999999998,
        "min_microvia_drill": 0.09999999999999999,
        "min_silk_clearance": 0.0,
        "min_through_hole_diameter": 0.3,
        "min_track_width": 0.19999999999999998,
        "min_via_annular_width": 0.049999999999999996,
        "min_via_diameter": 0.39999999999999997,
        "solder_mask_clearance": 0.0,
        "solder_mask_min_width": 0.0,
        "use_height_for_length_calcs": true
      },
      "track_widths": [
        0.0,
        1.5
      ],
      "via_dimensions": [
        {
          "diameter": 0.0,
          "drill": 0.0
        },
        {
          "diameter": 1.2,
          "drill": 0.6
        }
      ],
      "zones_allow_external_fillets": false,
      "zones_use_no_outline": true
    },
    "layer_presets": []
  },
  "boards": [],
  "cvpcb": {
    "equivalence_files": []
  },
  "erc": {
    "erc_exclusions": [],
    "meta": {
      "version": 0
    },
    "pin_map": [
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        1,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        1,
        2,
        1,
        1,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        0,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        1,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        1,
        2,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        0,
        2,
        1,
        1,
        0,
        0,
        1,
        0,
        2,
        0,
        0,
        2
      ],
      [
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2,
        2
      ]
    ],
    "rule_severities": {
      "bus_definition_conflict": "error",
      "bus_entry_needed": "error",
      "bus_label_syntax": "error",
      "bus_to_bus_conflict": "error",
      "bus_to_net_conflict": "error",
      "different_unit_footprint": "error",
      "different_unit_net": "error",
      "duplicate_reference": "error",
      "duplicate_sheet_names": "error",
      "extra_units": "error",
      "global_label_dangling": "warning",
      "hier_label_mismatch": "error",
      "label_dangling": "error",
      "lib_symbol_issues": "warning",
      "multiple_net_names": "warning",
      "net_not_bus_member": "warning",
      "no_connect_connected": "warning",
      "no_connect_dangling": "warning",
      "pin_not_connected": "error",
      "pin_not_driven": "error",
      "pin_to_pin": "warning",
      "power_pin_not_driven": "error",
      "similar_labels": "warning",
      "unannotated": "error",
      "unit_value_mismatch": "error",
      "unresolved_variable": "error",
      "wire_dangling": "error"
    }
  },
  "libraries": {
    "pinned_footprint_libs": [],
    "pinned_symbol_libs": []
  },
  "meta": {
    "filename": "liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_pro",
    "version": 1
  },
  "net_settings": {
    "classes": [
      {
        "bus_width": 12.0,
        "clearance": 0.2,
        "diff_pair_gap": 0.25,
        "diff_pair_via_gap": 0.25,
        "diff_pair_width": 0.2,
        "line_style": 0,
        "microvia_diameter": 0.3,
        "microvia_drill": 0.1,
        "name": "Default",
        "pcb_color": "rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.000)",
        "schematic_color": "rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.000)",
        "track_width": 0.25,
        "via_diameter": 0.8,
        "via_drill": 0.4,
        "wire_width": 6.0
      }
    ],
    "meta": {
      "version": 2
    },
    "net_colors": null
  },
  "pcbnew": {
    "last_paths": {
      "gencad": "",
      "idf": "",
      "netlist": "../../../../../../../../Program Files/KiCad/6.0/",
      "specctra_dsn": "",
      "step": "",
      "vrml": ""
    },
    "page_layout_descr_file": ""
  },
  "schematic": {
    "annotate_start_num": 0,
    "drawing": {
      "default_line_thickness": 6.0,
      "default_text_size": 50.0,
      "field_names": [],
      "intersheets_ref_own_page": false,
      "intersheets_ref_prefix": "",
      "intersheets_ref_short": false,
      "intersheets_ref_show": false,
      "intersheets_ref_suffix": "",
      "junction_size_choice": 3,
      "label_size_ratio": 0.375,
      "pin_symbol_size": 25.0,
      "text_offset_ratio": 0.15
    },
    "legacy_lib_dir": "",
    "legacy_lib_list": [],
    "meta": {
      "version": 1
    },
    "net_format_name": "",
    "ngspice": {
      "fix_include_paths": true,
      "fix_passive_vals": false,
      "meta": {
        "version": 0
      },
      "model_mode": 0,
      "workbook_filename": ""
    },
    "page_layout_descr_file": "",
    "plot_directory": "",
    "spice_adjust_passive_values": false,
    "spice_external_command": "spice \"%I\"",
    "subpart_first_id": 65,
    "subpart_id_separator": 0
  },
  "sheets": [
    [
      "9406ae49-0425-4601-ac05-f5e6f32d3edd",
      ""
    ]
  ],
  "text_variables": {}
}







liion_holder_shunt_through.kicad_sch

(kicad_sch (version 20211123) (generator eeschema)

  (uuid 9406ae49-0425-4601-ac05-f5e6f32d3edd)

  (paper "A4")

  (title_block
    (title "Configurable Cell Holder")
    (date "2022-12-14")
    (rev "1")
    (company "Mahyar Koshkouei")
    (comment 1 "See LICENCE for details.")
    (comment 2 "Copyright (c) 2022 Mahyar Koshkouei")
  )

  (lib_symbols
    (symbol "Connector:Conn_Coaxial" (pin_names (offset 1.016) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "J" (id 0) (at 0.254 3.048 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Value" "Conn_Coaxial" (id 1) (at 2.921 0 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" " ~" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "BNC SMA SMB SMC LEMO coaxial connector CINCH RCA" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "coaxial connector (BNC, SMA, SMB, SMC, Cinch/RCA, LEMO, ...)" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_fp_filters" "*BNC* *SMA* *SMB* *SMC* *Cinch* *LEMO*" (id 6) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "Conn_Coaxial_0_1"
        (arc (start -1.778 -0.508) (mid 0.222 -1.808) (end 1.778 0)
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy -2.54 0)
            (xy -0.508 0)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 -2.54)
            (xy 0 -1.778)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (circle (center 0 0) (radius 0.508)
          (stroke (width 0.2032) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (arc (start 1.778 0) (mid 0.222 1.8083) (end -1.778 0.508)
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "Conn_Coaxial_1_1"
        (pin passive line (at -5.08 0 0) (length 2.54)
          (name "In" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
        (pin passive line (at 0 -5.08 90) (length 2.54)
          (name "Ext" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "2" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "Device:Battery_Cell" (pin_numbers hide) (pin_names (offset 0) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "BT" (id 0) (at 2.54 2.54 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
      )
      (property "Value" "Battery_Cell" (id 1) (at 2.54 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 1.524 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 0 1.524 90)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "battery cell" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Single-cell battery" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "Battery_Cell_0_1"
        (rectangle (start -2.286 1.778) (end 2.286 1.524)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type outline))
        )
        (rectangle (start -1.5748 1.1938) (end 1.4732 0.6858)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type outline))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 0.762)
            (xy 0 0)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 1.778)
            (xy 0 2.54)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0.508 3.429)
            (xy 1.524 3.429)
          )
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 1.016 3.937)
            (xy 1.016 2.921)
          )
          (stroke (width 0.254) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "Battery_Cell_1_1"
        (pin passive line (at 0 5.08 270) (length 2.54)
          (name "+" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
        (pin passive line (at 0 -2.54 90) (length 2.54)
          (name "-" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "2" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "Device:C_Small" (pin_numbers hide) (pin_names (offset 0.254) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "C" (id 0) (at 0.254 1.778 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
      )
      (property "Value" "C_Small" (id 1) (at 0.254 -2.032 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "capacitor cap" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Unpolarized capacitor, small symbol" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_fp_filters" "C_*" (id 6) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "C_Small_0_1"
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy -1.524 -0.508)
            (xy 1.524 -0.508)
          )
          (stroke (width 0.3302) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy -1.524 0.508)
            (xy 1.524 0.508)
          )
          (stroke (width 0.3048) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "C_Small_1_1"
        (pin passive line (at 0 2.54 270) (length 2.032)
          (name "~" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
        (pin passive line (at 0 -2.54 90) (length 2.032)
          (name "~" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "2" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "Jumper:SolderJumper_2_Open" (pin_names (offset 0) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "JP" (id 0) (at 0 2.032 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Value" "SolderJumper_2_Open" (id 1) (at 0 -2.54 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "solder jumper SPST" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Solder Jumper, 2-pole, open" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_fp_filters" "SolderJumper*Open*" (id 6) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "SolderJumper_2_Open_0_1"
        (arc (start -0.254 1.016) (mid -1.27 0) (end -0.254 -1.016)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (arc (start -0.254 1.016) (mid -1.27 0) (end -0.254 -1.016)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type outline))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy -0.254 1.016)
            (xy -0.254 -1.016)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0.254 1.016)
            (xy 0.254 -1.016)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (arc (start 0.254 -1.016) (mid 1.27 0) (end 0.254 1.016)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
        (arc (start 0.254 -1.016) (mid 1.27 0) (end 0.254 1.016)
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type outline))
        )
      )
      (symbol "SolderJumper_2_Open_1_1"
        (pin passive line (at -3.81 0 0) (length 2.54)
          (name "A" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
        (pin passive line (at 3.81 0 180) (length 2.54)
          (name "B" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "2" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad" (pin_numbers hide) (pin_names (offset 1.016) hide) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "H" (id 0) (at 0 6.35 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 0 4.445 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "mounting hole" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Mounting Hole with connection" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_fp_filters" "MountingHole*Pad*" (id 6) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "MountingHole_Pad_0_1"
        (circle (center 0 1.27) (radius 1.27)
          (stroke (width 1.27) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "MountingHole_Pad_1_1"
        (pin input line (at 0 -2.54 90) (length 2.54)
          (name "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
    (symbol "power:GND" (power) (pin_names (offset 0)) (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
      (property "Reference" "#PWR" (id 0) (at 0 -6.35 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 0 -3.81 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)))
      )
      (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_keywords" "power-flag" (id 4) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (property "ki_description" "Power symbol creates a global label with name \"GND\" , ground" (id 5) (at 0 0 0)
        (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
      )
      (symbol "GND_0_1"
        (polyline
          (pts
            (xy 0 0)
            (xy 0 -1.27)
            (xy 1.27 -1.27)
            (xy 0 -2.54)
            (xy -1.27 -1.27)
            (xy 0 -1.27)
          )
          (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
          (fill (type none))
        )
      )
      (symbol "GND_1_1"
        (pin power_in line (at 0 0 270) (length 0) hide
          (name "GND" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
          (number "1" (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27))))
        )
      )
    )
  )

  (junction (at 127 106.68) (diameter 0) (color 0 0 0 0)
    (uuid 8394e099-ce7b-40b9-ba2a-9dbbacd2f892)
  )
  (junction (at 127 116.84) (diameter 0) (color 0 0 0 0)
    (uuid 8b6e9561-aed4-431a-b72a-80038ab3bb10)
  )
  (junction (at 127 125.73) (diameter 0) (color 0 0 0 0)
    (uuid c13a29c1-2f9c-4dd4-8e9c-7dc30b76ade7)
  )

  (no_connect (at 134.62 116.84) (uuid de9dae7c-29ee-4b40-9aa2-9eef27636b3e))

  (wire (pts (xy 115.57 125.73) (xy 127 125.73))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid 0ce766ea-47cd-4fb3-b4ee-b81ba3efd087)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 127 106.68) (xy 154.94 106.68))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid 9baf578f-aa25-43be-a637-8951642cfd4c)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 127 125.73) (xy 154.94 125.73))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid 9efcc38f-acc4-4574-96d3-779d030fd250)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 104.14 125.73) (xy 110.49 125.73))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid b63ec9f9-1aca-435f-9ed4-503fbf06ad9b)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 115.57 106.68) (xy 127 106.68))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid c845aacb-e0af-4ab6-ba7b-99d271fefb65)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 127 106.68) (xy 127 116.84))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid e0526c2b-0ccf-4d63-931b-641891b55474)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 127 125.73) (xy 127 116.84))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid e6260aa4-07e6-4adf-983c-0e1bd1be00e9)
  )
  (wire (pts (xy 104.14 106.68) (xy 110.49 106.68))
    (stroke (width 0) (type default) (color 0 0 0 0))
    (uuid f040d861-25ff-433b-b1f4-b78099d69ea7)
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 240.03 105.41 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 0397fac9-94cd-446c-88e5-f76316cbf6dc)
    (property "Reference" "H5" (id 0) (at 242.57 102.8699 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 242.57 105.4099 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 240.03 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 240.03 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid bd6b86c4-f11a-42c9-a4bc-92d300efb476))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Device:C_Small") (at 113.03 125.73 90) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 21b1de5f-cc3b-4836-b55d-2b2108df71e0)
    (property "Reference" "C2" (id 0) (at 113.0363 119.38 90))
    (property "Value" "C_Small" (id 1) (at 113.0363 121.92 90))
    (property "Footprint" "Capacitor_SMD:C_0805_2012Metric" (id 2) (at 113.03 125.73 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 113.03 125.73 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid bf43dafe-542e-4e8f-abe7-620dffef1db2))
    (pin "2" (uuid 744356b4-3748-478e-902e-9253b525edb8))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Connector:Conn_Coaxial") (at 99.06 125.73 0) (mirror y) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid 21ccb6c5-91d1-45cc-87d8-8a6c3f62ae87)
    (property "Reference" "J2" (id 0) (at 93.98 124.46 0))
    (property "Value" "Conn_Coaxial" (id 1) (at 88.9 127 0))
    (property "Footprint" "cell:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount" (id 2) (at 99.06 125.73 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" " ~" (id 3) (at 99.06 125.73 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "LCSC" "" (id 4) (at 99.06 125.73 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "MFR" "" (id 5) (at 99.06 125.73 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "RS" "125-8190" (id 6) (at 99.06 125.73 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 90d6b4cf-e583-4cbd-a6bf-b3f2f84e8bb8))
    (pin "2" (uuid aefc1721-698c-4de0-b600-890f3150e28a))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 154.94 133.35 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid 2242c902-7dc5-412a-9125-7f7bd615c5ed)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR0101" (id 0) (at 154.94 139.7 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 154.94 137.16 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 154.94 133.35 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 154.94 133.35 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 00d4c6e3-6d13-46ae-a1dc-a2b8c56bedca))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 185.42 119.38 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 3101cd20-ff9a-4cb7-b8d4-4b03e8ce7d4f)
    (property "Reference" "H2" (id 0) (at 187.96 116.8399 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 187.96 119.3799 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (id 2) (at 185.42 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 185.42 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 7055ee85-d667-44a6-a582-203649852f54))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Jumper:SolderJumper_2_Open") (at 154.94 110.49 90) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 4c5818c7-bc29-485c-8408-d73538877621)
    (property "Reference" "JP2" (id 0) (at 157.48 109.2199 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify right))
    )
    (property "Value" "SolderJumper_2_Open" (id 1) (at 157.48 111.7599 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify right))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "Jumper:SolderJumper-2_P1.3mm_Open_RoundedPad1.0x1.5mm" (id 2) (at 154.94 110.49 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 154.94 110.49 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 6de2f0c0-86d3-4376-9676-d25ad7d4f170))
    (pin "2" (uuid 70f0bbb6-ab46-4e6a-a0f7-e8f5d81ee487))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Jumper:SolderJumper_2_Open") (at 154.94 129.54 90) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 5ebbbd42-7195-48d9-aacb-82281e8951a8)
    (property "Reference" "JP1" (id 0) (at 157.48 128.2699 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify right))
    )
    (property "Value" "SolderJumper_2_Open" (id 1) (at 157.48 130.8099 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify right))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "Jumper:SolderJumper-2_P1.3mm_Open_RoundedPad1.0x1.5mm" (id 2) (at 154.94 129.54 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 154.94 129.54 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 315fd74e-c806-4fc3-99ed-c718beae5a08))
    (pin "2" (uuid 010fd8b8-c29b-416b-9a57-42262aee985a))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Connector:Conn_Coaxial") (at 99.06 106.68 0) (mirror y) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid 60c7cf6e-dadc-4f9e-add9-3131292bb1b8)
    (property "Reference" "J1" (id 0) (at 93.98 105.41 0))
    (property "Value" "Conn_Coaxial" (id 1) (at 88.9 107.95 0))
    (property "Footprint" "cell:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount" (id 2) (at 99.06 106.68 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" " ~" (id 3) (at 99.06 106.68 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "LCSC" "" (id 4) (at 99.06 106.68 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "MFR" "" (id 5) (at 99.06 106.68 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "RS" "125-8190" (id 6) (at 99.06 106.68 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 7760f22e-4523-42ef-ad00-db2ea3335b3f))
    (pin "2" (uuid 1db3c27d-6ba1-48fc-ae8d-45917cbcfdb4))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 214.63 121.92 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 68e253e3-d260-4cca-9c4c-ad92eb41a915)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR06" (id 0) (at 214.63 128.27 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 214.63 127 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 214.63 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 214.63 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid ce5b2749-5cdb-4128-9060-4f46bb280b28))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Device:Battery_Cell") (at 132.08 116.84 90) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid 955cc99e-a129-42cf-abc7-aa99813fdb5f)
    (property "Reference" "BT1" (id 0) (at 133.35 109.22 90))
    (property "Value" "Battery_Cell" (id 1) (at 133.35 111.76 90))
    (property "Footprint" "cell:18650_cell" (id 2) (at 130.556 116.84 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 130.556 116.84 90)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 0fafc6b9-fd35-4a55-9270-7a8e7ce3cb13))
    (pin "2" (uuid 66218487-e316-4467-9eba-79d4626ab24e))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 240.03 107.95 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid 9f8ce846-25e2-4bd0-b636-87185cb21cb3)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR07" (id 0) (at 240.03 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 240.03 113.03 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 240.03 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 240.03 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 0dc3121e-0d23-437d-90b4-90054af9c76f))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 185.42 121.92 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid a9bc5b76-d55c-49dd-97eb-466234ca1e98)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR04" (id 0) (at 185.42 128.27 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 185.42 127 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 185.42 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 185.42 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 1fb89931-d235-4222-b334-9c1d98a7d2d2))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 240.03 121.92 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid ae698e5a-4fc1-4ba8-9d76-3f1d1b43bf27)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR08" (id 0) (at 240.03 128.27 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 240.03 127 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 240.03 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 240.03 121.92 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid bc1d5b8f-1352-4ccf-9b0c-9b33364f928d))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 185.42 105.41 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid b2bc2201-076d-41f4-99db-105488e3ce9d)
    (property "Reference" "H1" (id 0) (at 187.96 102.8699 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 187.96 105.4099 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad" (id 2) (at 185.42 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 185.42 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid a483773f-7e7b-47f0-a01d-26c3320c9a26))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 154.94 114.3 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid be3b7756-190a-4405-9da6-c0523ddd537f)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR09" (id 0) (at 154.94 120.65 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 154.94 118.11 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 154.94 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 154.94 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid e0f1ad0e-aed1-498f-bf22-72bb51639bcd))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 214.63 105.41 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid c1e97fc9-86e8-4f64-8994-4f8baf5fd792)
    (property "Reference" "H3" (id 0) (at 217.17 102.8699 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 217.17 105.4099 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 214.63 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 214.63 105.41 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 5201a1ca-ce6d-4c58-b8b5-c861211e2631))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 99.06 111.76 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid c8406f72-24ba-4126-95ee-4becacbbe0ef)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR01" (id 0) (at 99.06 118.11 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 99.06 115.57 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 99.06 111.76 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 99.06 111.76 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 22a94eab-77b1-498c-8caa-651fb2e62cbd))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 214.63 119.38 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid c884647c-bd92-4513-b21b-d4fde0dd08f6)
    (property "Reference" "H4" (id 0) (at 217.17 116.8399 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 217.17 119.3799 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 214.63 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 214.63 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 80fe1fd0-4ec8-43a9-bfde-5903cfa229ec))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 214.63 107.95 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid db7f001a-23fb-4185-a201-e82d656486ad)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR05" (id 0) (at 214.63 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 214.63 113.03 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 214.63 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 214.63 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 05fb255d-01ae-4079-ac4d-867c4381afeb))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 99.06 130.81 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes)
    (uuid dbbdab50-cb74-4755-91bc-f7cdcd5657f0)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR02" (id 0) (at 99.06 137.16 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 99.06 134.62 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 99.06 130.81 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 99.06 130.81 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid bfc432e8-3fa0-4f5f-b80d-3f907d0688c7))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Device:C_Small") (at 113.03 106.68 90) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid f7b7f773-d8b5-4c0b-a849-2f0ca9a26396)
    (property "Reference" "C1" (id 0) (at 113.0363 100.33 90))
    (property "Value" "C_Small" (id 1) (at 113.0363 102.87 90))
    (property "Footprint" "Capacitor_SMD:C_0805_2012Metric" (id 2) (at 113.03 106.68 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 113.03 106.68 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid 898f7640-d684-4159-903c-b2a4252f4786))
    (pin "2" (uuid 55405ee8-0ba1-4aa3-a080-8131de657404))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "power:GND") (at 185.42 107.95 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid f95581e2-8e7f-4b57-83f1-fd1887573d48)
    (property "Reference" "#PWR03" (id 0) (at 185.42 114.3 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Value" "GND" (id 1) (at 185.42 113.03 0))
    (property "Footprint" "" (id 2) (at 185.42 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "" (id 3) (at 185.42 107.95 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid e687a96d-656d-4eed-a641-a969284f51bc))
  )

  (symbol (lib_id "Mechanical:MountingHole_Pad") (at 240.03 119.38 0) (unit 1)
    (in_bom yes) (on_board yes) (fields_autoplaced)
    (uuid fc89b516-824b-4437-8dac-6cb93531d540)
    (property "Reference" "H6" (id 0) (at 242.57 116.8399 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Value" "MountingHole_Pad" (id 1) (at 242.57 119.3799 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) (justify left))
    )
    (property "Footprint" "cell:PC1L187" (id 2) (at 240.03 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (property "Datasheet" "~" (id 3) (at 240.03 119.38 0)
      (effects (font (size 1.27 1.27)) hide)
    )
    (pin "1" (uuid fdeb07c6-0024-4de5-9a80-d80f7611bdcb))
  )

  (sheet_instances
    (path "/" (page "1"))
  )

  (symbol_instances
    (path "/c8406f72-24ba-4126-95ee-4becacbbe0ef"
      (reference "#PWR01") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/dbbdab50-cb74-4755-91bc-f7cdcd5657f0"
      (reference "#PWR02") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/f95581e2-8e7f-4b57-83f1-fd1887573d48"
      (reference "#PWR03") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/a9bc5b76-d55c-49dd-97eb-466234ca1e98"
      (reference "#PWR04") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/db7f001a-23fb-4185-a201-e82d656486ad"
      (reference "#PWR05") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/68e253e3-d260-4cca-9c4c-ad92eb41a915"
      (reference "#PWR06") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/9f8ce846-25e2-4bd0-b636-87185cb21cb3"
      (reference "#PWR07") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/ae698e5a-4fc1-4ba8-9d76-3f1d1b43bf27"
      (reference "#PWR08") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/be3b7756-190a-4405-9da6-c0523ddd537f"
      (reference "#PWR09") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/2242c902-7dc5-412a-9125-7f7bd615c5ed"
      (reference "#PWR0101") (unit 1) (value "GND") (footprint "")
    )
    (path "/955cc99e-a129-42cf-abc7-aa99813fdb5f"
      (reference "BT1") (unit 1) (value "Battery_Cell") (footprint "cell:18650_cell")
    )
    (path "/f7b7f773-d8b5-4c0b-a849-2f0ca9a26396"
      (reference "C1") (unit 1) (value "C_Small") (footprint "Capacitor_SMD:C_0805_2012Metric")
    )
    (path "/21b1de5f-cc3b-4836-b55d-2b2108df71e0"
      (reference "C2") (unit 1) (value "C_Small") (footprint "Capacitor_SMD:C_0805_2012Metric")
    )
    (path "/b2bc2201-076d-41f4-99db-105488e3ce9d"
      (reference "H1") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad")
    )
    (path "/3101cd20-ff9a-4cb7-b8d4-4b03e8ce7d4f"
      (reference "H2") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "MountingHole:MountingHole_3.2mm_M3_DIN965_Pad")
    )
    (path "/c1e97fc9-86e8-4f64-8994-4f8baf5fd792"
      (reference "H3") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/c884647c-bd92-4513-b21b-d4fde0dd08f6"
      (reference "H4") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/0397fac9-94cd-446c-88e5-f76316cbf6dc"
      (reference "H5") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/fc89b516-824b-4437-8dac-6cb93531d540"
      (reference "H6") (unit 1) (value "MountingHole_Pad") (footprint "cell:PC1L187")
    )
    (path "/60c7cf6e-dadc-4f9e-add9-3131292bb1b8"
      (reference "J1") (unit 1) (value "Conn_Coaxial") (footprint "cell:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount")
    )
    (path "/21ccb6c5-91d1-45cc-87d8-8a6c3f62ae87"
      (reference "J2") (unit 1) (value "Conn_Coaxial") (footprint "cell:SMA_Amphenol_132289_EdgeMount")
    )
    (path "/5ebbbd42-7195-48d9-aacb-82281e8951a8"
      (reference "JP1") (unit 1) (value "SolderJumper_2_Open") (footprint "Jumper:SolderJumper-2_P1.3mm_Open_RoundedPad1.0x1.5mm")
    )
    (path "/4c5818c7-bc29-485c-8408-d73538877621"
      (reference "JP2") (unit 1) (value "SolderJumper_2_Open") (footprint "Jumper:SolderJumper-2_P1.3mm_Open_RoundedPad1.0x1.5mm")
    )
  )
)
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.editorconfig

root = true

[*]
guidelines = 80
insert_final_newline = true
charset = utf-8
indent_style = tab
indent_size = 8

[*.{c,h}]
trim_trailing_whitespace = true
indent_brace_style = Allman







.gitattributes

###############################################################################
# Set default behavior to automatically normalize line endings.
###############################################################################
* text=auto

###############################################################################
# Set default behavior for command prompt diff.
#
# This is need for earlier builds of msysgit that does not have it on by
# default for csharp files.
# Note: This is only used by command line
###############################################################################
#*.cs     diff=csharp

###############################################################################
# Set the merge driver for project and solution files
#
# Merging from the command prompt will add diff markers to the files if there
# are conflicts (Merging from VS is not affected by the settings below, in VS
# the diff markers are never inserted). Diff markers may cause the following 
# file extensions to fail to load in VS. An alternative would be to treat
# these files as binary and thus will always conflict and require user
# intervention with every merge. To do so, just uncomment the entries below
###############################################################################
#*.sln       merge=binary
#*.csproj    merge=binary
#*.vbproj    merge=binary
#*.vcxproj   merge=binary
#*.vcproj    merge=binary
#*.dbproj    merge=binary
#*.fsproj    merge=binary
#*.lsproj    merge=binary
#*.wixproj   merge=binary
#*.modelproj merge=binary
#*.sqlproj   merge=binary
#*.wwaproj   merge=binary

###############################################################################
# behavior for image files
#
# image files are treated as binary by default.
###############################################################################
#*.jpg   binary
#*.png   binary
#*.gif   binary

###############################################################################
# diff behavior for common document formats
# 
# Convert binary document formats to text before diffing them. This feature
# is only available from the command line. Turn it on by uncommenting the 
# entries below.
###############################################################################
#*.doc   diff=astextplain
#*.DOC   diff=astextplain
#*.docx  diff=astextplain
#*.DOCX  diff=astextplain
#*.dot   diff=astextplain
#*.DOT   diff=astextplain
#*.pdf   diff=astextplain
#*.PDF   diff=astextplain
#*.rtf   diff=astextplain
#*.RTF   diff=astextplain







.gitignore

*.bin
*.csv

## Ignore Visual Studio temporary files, build results, and
## files generated by popular Visual Studio add-ons.
##
## Get latest from https://github.com/github/gitignore/blob/master/VisualStudio.gitignore

# User-specific files
*.rsuser
*.suo
*.user
*.userosscache
*.sln.docstates

# User-specific files (MonoDevelop/Xamarin Studio)
*.userprefs

# Mono auto generated files
mono_crash.*

# Build results
[Dd]ebug/
[Dd]ebugPublic/
[Rr]elease/
[Rr]eleases/
x64/
x86/
[Ww][Ii][Nn]32/
[Aa][Rr][Mm]/
[Aa][Rr][Mm]64/
bld/
[Bb]in/
[Oo]bj/
[Oo]ut/
[Ll]og/
[Ll]ogs/

# Visual Studio 2015/2017 cache/options directory
.vs/
# Uncomment if you have tasks that create the project's static files in wwwroot
#wwwroot/

# Visual Studio 2017 auto generated files
Generated\ Files/

# MSTest test Results
[Tt]est[Rr]esult*/
[Bb]uild[Ll]og.*

# NUnit
*.VisualState.xml
TestResult.xml
nunit-*.xml

# Build Results of an ATL Project
[Dd]ebugPS/
[Rr]eleasePS/
dlldata.c

# Benchmark Results
BenchmarkDotNet.Artifacts/

# .NET Core
project.lock.json
project.fragment.lock.json
artifacts/

# ASP.NET Scaffolding
ScaffoldingReadMe.txt

# StyleCop
StyleCopReport.xml

# Files built by Visual Studio
*_i.c
*_p.c
*_h.h
*.ilk
*.meta
*.obj
*.iobj
*.pch
*.pdb
*.ipdb
*.pgc
*.pgd
*.rsp
*.sbr
*.tlb
*.tli
*.tlh
*.tmp
*.tmp_proj
*_wpftmp.csproj
*.log
*.vspscc
*.vssscc
.builds
*.pidb
*.svclog
*.scc

# Chutzpah Test files
_Chutzpah*

# Visual C++ cache files
ipch/
*.aps
*.ncb
*.opendb
*.opensdf
*.sdf
*.cachefile
*.VC.db
*.VC.VC.opendb

# Visual Studio profiler
*.psess
*.vsp
*.vspx
*.sap

# Visual Studio Trace Files
*.e2e

# TFS 2012 Local Workspace
$tf/

# Guidance Automation Toolkit
*.gpState

# ReSharper is a .NET coding add-in
_ReSharper*/
*.[Rr]e[Ss]harper
*.DotSettings.user

# TeamCity is a build add-in
_TeamCity*

# DotCover is a Code Coverage Tool
*.dotCover

# AxoCover is a Code Coverage Tool
.axoCover/*
!.axoCover/settings.json

# Coverlet is a free, cross platform Code Coverage Tool
coverage*.json
coverage*.xml
coverage*.info

# Visual Studio code coverage results
*.coverage
*.coveragexml

# NCrunch
_NCrunch_*
.*crunch*.local.xml
nCrunchTemp_*

# MightyMoose
*.mm.*
AutoTest.Net/

# Web workbench (sass)
.sass-cache/

# Installshield output folder
[Ee]xpress/

# DocProject is a documentation generator add-in
DocProject/buildhelp/
DocProject/Help/*.HxT
DocProject/Help/*.HxC
DocProject/Help/*.hhc
DocProject/Help/*.hhk
DocProject/Help/*.hhp
DocProject/Help/Html2
DocProject/Help/html

# Click-Once directory
publish/

# Publish Web Output
*.[Pp]ublish.xml
*.azurePubxml
# Note: Comment the next line if you want to checkin your web deploy settings,
# but database connection strings (with potential passwords) will be unencrypted
*.pubxml
*.publishproj

# Microsoft Azure Web App publish settings. Comment the next line if you want to
# checkin your Azure Web App publish settings, but sensitive information contained
# in these scripts will be unencrypted
PublishScripts/

# NuGet Packages
*.nupkg
# NuGet Symbol Packages
*.snupkg
# The packages folder can be ignored because of Package Restore
**/[Pp]ackages/*
# except build/, which is used as an MSBuild target.
!**/[Pp]ackages/build/
# Uncomment if necessary however generally it will be regenerated when needed
#!**/[Pp]ackages/repositories.config
# NuGet v3's project.json files produces more ignorable files
*.nuget.props
*.nuget.targets

# Microsoft Azure Build Output
csx/
*.build.csdef

# Microsoft Azure Emulator
ecf/
rcf/

# Windows Store app package directories and files
AppPackages/
BundleArtifacts/
Package.StoreAssociation.xml
_pkginfo.txt
*.appx
*.appxbundle
*.appxupload

# Visual Studio cache files
# files ending in .cache can be ignored
*.[Cc]ache
# but keep track of directories ending in .cache
!?*.[Cc]ache/

# Others
ClientBin/
~$*
*~
*.dbmdl
*.dbproj.schemaview
*.jfm
*.pfx
*.publishsettings
orleans.codegen.cs

# Including strong name files can present a security risk
# (https://github.com/github/gitignore/pull/2483#issue-259490424)
#*.snk

# Since there are multiple workflows, uncomment next line to ignore bower_components
# (https://github.com/github/gitignore/pull/1529#issuecomment-104372622)
#bower_components/

# RIA/Silverlight projects
Generated_Code/

# Backup & report files from converting an old project file
# to a newer Visual Studio version. Backup files are not needed,
# because we have git ;-)
_UpgradeReport_Files/
Backup*/
UpgradeLog*.XML
UpgradeLog*.htm
ServiceFabricBackup/
*.rptproj.bak

# SQL Server files
*.mdf
*.ldf
*.ndf

# Business Intelligence projects
*.rdl.data
*.bim.layout
*.bim_*.settings
*.rptproj.rsuser
*- [Bb]ackup.rdl
*- [Bb]ackup ([0-9]).rdl
*- [Bb]ackup ([0-9][0-9]).rdl

# Microsoft Fakes
FakesAssemblies/

# GhostDoc plugin setting file
*.GhostDoc.xml

# Node.js Tools for Visual Studio
.ntvs_analysis.dat
node_modules/

# Visual Studio 6 build log
*.plg

# Visual Studio 6 workspace options file
*.opt

# Visual Studio 6 auto-generated workspace file (contains which files were open etc.)
*.vbw

# Visual Studio LightSwitch build output
**/*.HTMLClient/GeneratedArtifacts
**/*.DesktopClient/GeneratedArtifacts
**/*.DesktopClient/ModelManifest.xml
**/*.Server/GeneratedArtifacts
**/*.Server/ModelManifest.xml
_Pvt_Extensions

# Paket dependency manager
.paket/paket.exe
paket-files/

# FAKE - F# Make
.fake/

# CodeRush personal settings
.cr/personal

# Python Tools for Visual Studio (PTVS)
__pycache__/
*.pyc

# Cake - Uncomment if you are using it
# tools/**
# !tools/packages.config

# Tabs Studio
*.tss

# Telerik's JustMock configuration file
*.jmconfig

# BizTalk build output
*.btp.cs
*.btm.cs
*.odx.cs
*.xsd.cs

# OpenCover UI analysis results
OpenCover/

# Azure Stream Analytics local run output
ASALocalRun/

# MSBuild Binary and Structured Log
*.binlog

# NVidia Nsight GPU debugger configuration file
*.nvuser

# MFractors (Xamarin productivity tool) working folder
.mfractor/

# Local History for Visual Studio
.localhistory/

# BeatPulse healthcheck temp database
healthchecksdb

# Backup folder for Package Reference Convert tool in Visual Studio 2017
MigrationBackup/

# Ionide (cross platform F# VS Code tools) working folder
.ionide/

# Fody - auto-generated XML schema
FodyWeavers.xsd






inc/optparse.h

/* Optparse --- portable, reentrant, embeddable, getopt-like option parser
 *
 * This is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.
 *
 * To get the implementation, define OPTPARSE_IMPLEMENTATION.
 * Optionally define OPTPARSE_API to control the API's visibility
 * and/or linkage (static, __attribute__, __declspec).
 *
 * The POSIX getopt() option parser has three fatal flaws. These flaws
 * are solved by Optparse.
 *
 * 1) Parser state is stored entirely in global variables, some of
 * which are static and inaccessible. This means only one thread can
 * use getopt(). It also means it's not possible to recursively parse
 * nested sub-arguments while in the middle of argument parsing.
 * Optparse fixes this by storing all state on a local struct.
 *
 * 2) The POSIX standard provides no way to properly reset the parser.
 * This means for portable code that getopt() is only good for one
 * run, over one argv with one option string. It also means subcommand
 * options cannot be processed with getopt(). Most implementations
 * provide a method to reset the parser, but it's not portable.
 * Optparse provides an optparse_arg() function for stepping over
 * subcommands and continuing parsing of options with another option
 * string. The Optparse struct itself can be passed around to
 * subcommand handlers for additional subcommand option parsing. A
 * full reset can be achieved by with an additional optparse_init().
 *
 * 3) Error messages are printed to stderr. This can be disabled with
 * opterr, but the messages themselves are still inaccessible.
 * Optparse solves this by writing an error message in its errmsg
 * field. The downside to Optparse is that this error message will
 * always be in English rather than the current locale.
 *
 * Optparse should be familiar with anyone accustomed to getopt(), and
 * it could be a nearly drop-in replacement. The option string is the
 * same and the fields have the same names as the getopt() global
 * variables (optarg, optind, optopt).
 *
 * Optparse also supports GNU-style long options with optparse_long().
 * The interface is slightly different and simpler than getopt_long().
 *
 * By default, argv is permuted as it is parsed, moving non-option
 * arguments to the end. This can be disabled by setting the `permute`
 * field to 0 after initialization.
 */
#ifndef OPTPARSE_H
#define OPTPARSE_H

#ifndef OPTPARSE_API
#  define OPTPARSE_API
#endif

struct optparse
{
    char **argv;
    int permute;
    int optind;
    int optopt;
    char *optarg;
    char errmsg[64];
    int subopt;
};

enum optparse_argtype
{
    OPTPARSE_NONE,
    OPTPARSE_REQUIRED,
    OPTPARSE_OPTIONAL
};

struct optparse_long
{
    const char *longname;
    int shortname;
    enum optparse_argtype argtype;
};

/**
 * Initializes the parser state.
 */
OPTPARSE_API
void optparse_init(struct optparse *options, char **argv);

/**
 * Read the next option in the argv array.
 * @param optstring a getopt()-formatted option string.
 * @return the next option character, -1 for done, or '?' for error
 *
 * Just like getopt(), a character followed by no colons means no
 * argument. One colon means the option has a required argument. Two
 * colons means the option takes an optional argument.
 */
OPTPARSE_API
int optparse(struct optparse *options, const char *optstring);

/**
 * Handles GNU-style long options in addition to getopt() options.
 * This works a lot like GNU's getopt_long(). The last option in
 * longopts must be all zeros, marking the end of the array. The
 * longindex argument may be NULL.
 */
OPTPARSE_API
int optparse_long(struct optparse *options,
    const struct optparse_long *longopts,
    int *longindex);

/**
 * Used for stepping over non-option arguments.
 * @return the next non-option argument, or NULL for no more arguments
 *
 * Argument parsing can continue with optparse() after using this
 * function. That would be used to parse the options for the
 * subcommand returned by optparse_arg(). This function allows you to
 * ignore the value of optind.
 */
OPTPARSE_API
char *optparse_arg(struct optparse *options);

/* Implementation */
#ifdef OPTPARSE_IMPLEMENTATION

#define OPTPARSE_MSG_INVALID "invalid option"
#define OPTPARSE_MSG_MISSING "option requires an argument"
#define OPTPARSE_MSG_TOOMANY "option takes no arguments"

static int
optparse_error(struct optparse *options, const char *msg, const char *data)
{
    unsigned p = 0;
    const char *sep = " -- '";
    while(*msg)
        options->errmsg[p++] = *msg++;
    while(*sep)
        options->errmsg[p++] = *sep++;
    while(p < sizeof(options->errmsg) - 2 && *data)
        options->errmsg[p++] = *data++;
    options->errmsg[p++] = '\'';
    options->errmsg[p++] = '\0';
    return '?';
}

OPTPARSE_API
void
optparse_init(struct optparse *options, char **argv)
{
    options->argv = argv;
    options->permute = 1;
    options->optind = 1;
    options->subopt = 0;
    options->optarg = 0;
    options->errmsg[0] = '\0';
}

static int
optparse_is_dashdash(const char *arg)
{
    return arg != 0 && arg[0] == '-' && arg[1] == '-' && arg[2] == '\0';
}

static int
optparse_is_shortopt(const char *arg)
{
    return arg != 0 && arg[0] == '-' && arg[1] != '-' && arg[1] != '\0';
}

static int
optparse_is_longopt(const char *arg)
{
    return arg != 0 && arg[0] == '-' && arg[1] == '-' && arg[2] != '\0';
}

static void
optparse_permute(struct optparse *options, int index)
{
    char *nonoption = options->argv[index];
    int i;
    for(i = index; i < options->optind - 1; i++)
        options->argv[i] = options->argv[i + 1];
    options->argv[options->optind - 1] = nonoption;
}

static int
optparse_argtype(const char *optstring, char c)
{
    int count = OPTPARSE_NONE;
    if(c == ':')
        return -1;
    for(; *optstring && c != *optstring; optstring++);
    if(!*optstring)
        return -1;
    if(optstring[1] == ':')
        count += optstring[2] == ':' ? 2 : 1;
    return count;
}

OPTPARSE_API
int
optparse(struct optparse *options, const char *optstring)
{
    int type;
    char *next;
    char *option = options->argv[options->optind];
    options->errmsg[0] = '\0';
    options->optopt = 0;
    options->optarg = 0;
    if(option == 0)
    {
        return -1;
    }
    else if(optparse_is_dashdash(option))
    {
        options->optind++; /* consume "--" */
        return -1;
    }
    else if(!optparse_is_shortopt(option))
    {
        if(options->permute)
        {
            int index = options->optind++;
            int r = optparse(options, optstring);
            optparse_permute(options, index);
            options->optind--;
            return r;
        }
        else
        {
            return -1;
        }
    }
    option += options->subopt + 1;
    options->optopt = option[0];
    type = optparse_argtype(optstring, option[0]);
    next = options->argv[options->optind + 1];
    switch(type)
    {
    case -1: {
        char str[2] = { 0, 0 };
        str[0] = option[0];
        options->optind++;
        return optparse_error(options, OPTPARSE_MSG_INVALID, str);
    }
    case OPTPARSE_NONE:
        if(option[1])
        {
            options->subopt++;
        }
        else
        {
            options->subopt = 0;
            options->optind++;
        }
        return option[0];
    case OPTPARSE_REQUIRED:
        options->subopt = 0;
        options->optind++;
        if(option[1])
        {
            options->optarg = option + 1;
        }
        else if(next != 0)
        {
            options->optarg = next;
            options->optind++;
        }
        else
        {
            char str[2] = { 0, 0 };
            str[0] = option[0];
            options->optarg = 0;
            return optparse_error(options, OPTPARSE_MSG_MISSING, str);
        }
        return option[0];
    case OPTPARSE_OPTIONAL:
        options->subopt = 0;
        options->optind++;
        if(option[1])
            options->optarg = option + 1;
        else
            options->optarg = 0;
        return option[0];
    }
    return 0;
}

OPTPARSE_API
char *
optparse_arg(struct optparse *options)
{
    char *option = options->argv[options->optind];
    options->subopt = 0;
    if(option != 0)
        options->optind++;
    return option;
}

static int
optparse_longopts_end(const struct optparse_long *longopts, int i)
{
    return !longopts[i].longname && !longopts[i].shortname;
}

static void
optparse_from_long(const struct optparse_long *longopts, char *optstring)
{
    char *p = optstring;
    int i;
    for(i = 0; !optparse_longopts_end(longopts, i); i++)
    {
        if(longopts[i].shortname && longopts[i].shortname < 127)
        {
            int a;
            *p++ = longopts[i].shortname;
            for(a = 0; a < (int)longopts[i].argtype; a++)
                *p++ = ':';
        }
    }
    *p = '\0';
}

/* Unlike strcmp(), handles options containing "=". */
static int
optparse_longopts_match(const char *longname, const char *option)
{
    const char *a = option, *n = longname;
    if(longname == 0)
        return 0;
    for(; *a && *n && *a != '='; a++, n++)
        if(*a != *n)
            return 0;
    return *n == '\0' && (*a == '\0' || *a == '=');
}

/* Return the part after "=", or NULL. */
static char *
optparse_longopts_arg(char *option)
{
    for(; *option && *option != '='; option++);
    if(*option == '=')
        return option + 1;
    else
        return 0;
}

static int
optparse_long_fallback(struct optparse *options,
    const struct optparse_long *longopts,
    int *longindex)
{
    int result;
    char optstring[96 * 3 + 1]; /* 96 ASCII printable characters */
    optparse_from_long(longopts, optstring);
    result = optparse(options, optstring);
    if(longindex != 0)
    {
        *longindex = -1;
        if(result != -1)
        {
            int i;
            for(i = 0; !optparse_longopts_end(longopts, i); i++)
                if(longopts[i].shortname == options->optopt)
                    *longindex = i;
        }
    }
    return result;
}

OPTPARSE_API
int
optparse_long(struct optparse *options,
    const struct optparse_long *longopts,
    int *longindex)
{
    int i;
    char *option = options->argv[options->optind];
    if(option == 0)
    {
        return -1;
    }
    else if(optparse_is_dashdash(option))
    {
        options->optind++; /* consume "--" */
        return -1;
    }
    else if(optparse_is_shortopt(option))
    {
        return optparse_long_fallback(options, longopts, longindex);
    }
    else if(!optparse_is_longopt(option))
    {
        if(options->permute)
        {
            int index = options->optind++;
            int r = optparse_long(options, longopts, longindex);
            optparse_permute(options, index);
            options->optind--;
            return r;
        }
        else
        {
            return -1;
        }
    }

    /* Parse as long option. */
    options->errmsg[0] = '\0';
    options->optopt = 0;
    options->optarg = 0;
    option += 2; /* skip "--" */
    options->optind++;
    for(i = 0; !optparse_longopts_end(longopts, i); i++)
    {
        const char *name = longopts[i].longname;
        if(optparse_longopts_match(name, option))
        {
            char *arg;
            if(longindex)
                *longindex = i;
            options->optopt = longopts[i].shortname;
            arg = optparse_longopts_arg(option);
            if(longopts[i].argtype == OPTPARSE_NONE && arg != 0)
            {
                return optparse_error(options, OPTPARSE_MSG_TOOMANY, name);
            } if(arg != 0)
            {
                options->optarg = arg;
            }
            else if(longopts[i].argtype == OPTPARSE_REQUIRED)
            {
                options->optarg = options->argv[options->optind];
                if(options->optarg == 0)
                    return optparse_error(options, OPTPARSE_MSG_MISSING, name);
                else
                    options->optind++;
            }
            return options->optopt;
        }
    }
    return optparse_error(options, OPTPARSE_MSG_INVALID, option);
}

#endif /* OPTPARSE_IMPLEMENTATION */
#endif /* OPTPARSE_H */







inc/thread.h

/*
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
          Licensing information can be found at the end of the file.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

thread.h - v0.3 - Cross platform threading functions for C/C++.

Do this:
    #define THREAD_IMPLEMENTATION
before you include this file in *one* C/C++ file to create the implementation.
*/

#ifndef thread_h
#define thread_h

#ifndef THREAD_U64
    #define THREAD_U64 unsigned long long
#endif

#define THREAD_STACK_SIZE_DEFAULT ( 0 )
#define THREAD_SIGNAL_WAIT_INFINITE ( -1 )
#define THREAD_QUEUE_WAIT_INFINITE ( -1 )

typedef void* thread_id_t;
thread_id_t thread_current_thread_id( void );
void thread_yield( void );
void thread_set_high_priority( void );
void thread_exit( int return_code );

typedef void* thread_ptr_t;
thread_ptr_t thread_create( int (*thread_proc)( void* ), void* user_data, char const* name, int stack_size );
void thread_destroy( thread_ptr_t thread );
int thread_join( thread_ptr_t thread );

typedef union thread_mutex_t thread_mutex_t;
void thread_mutex_init( thread_mutex_t* mutex );
void thread_mutex_term( thread_mutex_t* mutex );
void thread_mutex_lock( thread_mutex_t* mutex );
void thread_mutex_unlock( thread_mutex_t* mutex );

typedef union thread_signal_t thread_signal_t;
void thread_signal_init( thread_signal_t* signal );
void thread_signal_term( thread_signal_t* signal );
void thread_signal_raise( thread_signal_t* signal );
int thread_signal_wait( thread_signal_t* signal, int timeout_ms );

typedef union thread_atomic_int_t thread_atomic_int_t;
int thread_atomic_int_load( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic );
void thread_atomic_int_store( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int desired );
int thread_atomic_int_inc( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic );
int thread_atomic_int_dec( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic );
int thread_atomic_int_add( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int value );
int thread_atomic_int_sub( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int value );
int thread_atomic_int_swap( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int desired );
int thread_atomic_int_compare_and_swap( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int expected, int desired );

typedef union thread_atomic_ptr_t thread_atomic_ptr_t;
void* thread_atomic_ptr_load( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic );
void thread_atomic_ptr_store( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* desired );
void* thread_atomic_ptr_swap( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* desired );
void* thread_atomic_ptr_compare_and_swap( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* expected, void* desired );

typedef union thread_timer_t thread_timer_t;
void thread_timer_init( thread_timer_t* timer );
void thread_timer_term( thread_timer_t* timer );
void thread_timer_wait( thread_timer_t* timer, THREAD_U64 nanoseconds );

typedef void* thread_tls_t;
thread_tls_t thread_tls_create( void );
void thread_tls_destroy( thread_tls_t tls );
void thread_tls_set( thread_tls_t tls, void* value );
void* thread_tls_get( thread_tls_t tls );

typedef struct thread_queue_t thread_queue_t;
void thread_queue_init( thread_queue_t* queue, int size, void** values, int count );
void thread_queue_term( thread_queue_t* queue );
int thread_queue_produce( thread_queue_t* queue, void* value, int timeout_ms );
void* thread_queue_consume( thread_queue_t* queue, int timeout_ms );
int thread_queue_count( thread_queue_t* queue );

#endif /* thread_h */


/**

thread.h 
========

Cross platform threading functions for C/C++.

Example
-------

Here's a basic sample program which starts a second thread which just waits and prints a message.

    #define  THREAD_IMPLEMENTATION
    #include "thread.h"

    #include <stdio.h> // for printf
    
    int thread_proc( void* user_data) {
        thread_timer_t timer;
        thread_timer_init( &timer );

        int count = 0;
        thread_atomic_int_t* exit_flag = (thread_atomic_int_t*) user_data;
        while( thread_atomic_int_load( exit_flag ) == 0 ) {
            printf( "Thread... " );
            thread_timer_wait( &timer, 1000000000 ); // sleep for a second
            ++count;
        }

        thread_timer_term( &timer );
        printf( "Done\n" );
        return count;
    }

    int main( int argc, char** argv ) {        
        thread_atomic_int_t exit_flag;
        thread_atomic_int_store( &exit_flag, 0 );

        thread_ptr_t thread = thread_create( thread_proc, &exit_flag, "Example thread", THREAD_STACK_SIZE_DEFAULT );

        thread_timer_t timer;
        thread_timer_init( &timer );
        for( int i = 0; i < 5; ++i ) {
            printf( "Main... " );
            thread_timer_wait( &timer, 2000000000 ); // sleep for two seconds
        }
        thread_timer_term( &timer );
        
        thread_atomic_int_store( &exit_flag, 1 ); // signal thread to exit
        int retval = thread_join( thread );

        printf( "Count: %d\n", retval );

        thread_destroy( thread );
        return retval;
    }


API Documentation
-----------------

thread.h is a single-header library, and does not need any .lib files or other binaries, or any build scripts. To use it,
you just include thread.h to get the API declarations. To get the definitions, you must include thread.h from *one* 
single C or C++ file, and #define the symbol `THREAD_IMPLEMENTATION` before you do. 


### Customization

thread.h allows for specifying the exact type of 64-bit unsigned integer to be used in its API. By default, it is 
defined as `unsigned long long`, but as this is not a standard type on all compilers, you can redefine it by #defining 
THREAD_U64 before including thread.h. This is useful if you, for example, use the types from `<stdint.h>` in the rest of 
your program, and you want thread.h to use compatible types. In this case, you would include thread.h using the 
following code:

    #define THREAD_U64 uint64_t
    #include "thread.h"

Note that when customizing this data type, you need to use the same definition in every place where you include 
thread.h, as it affect the declarations as well as the definitions.


thread_current_thread_id
------------------------

    thread_id_t thread_current_thread_id( void )

Returns a unique identifier for the calling thread. After the thread terminates, the id might be reused for new threads.


thread_yield
------------

    void thread_yield( void )

Makes the calling thread yield execution to another thread. The operating system controls which thread is switched to.


thread_set_high_priority
------------------------

    void thread_set_high_priority( void )

When created, threads are set to run at normal priority. In some rare cases, such as a sound buffer update loop, it can
be necessary to have one thread of your application run on a higher priority than the rest. Calling 
`thread_set_high_priority` will raise the priority of the calling thread, giving it a chance to be run more often.
Do not increase the priority of a thread unless you absolutely have to, as it can negatively affect performance if used
without care.


thread_exit
-----------

    void thread_exit( int return_code )

Exits the calling thread, as if you had done `return return_code;` from the main body of the thread function.


thread_create
-------------

    thread_ptr_t thread_create( int (*thread_proc)( void* ), void* user_data, char const* name, int stack_size )

Creates a new thread running the `thread_proc` function, passing the `user_data` through to it. The thread will be 
given the debug name given in the `name` parameter, if supported on the platform, and it will have the stack size
specified in the `stack_size` parameter. To get the operating system default stack size, use the defined constant
`THREAD_STACK_SIZE_DEFAULT`. When returning from the thread_proc function, the value you return can be received in
another thread by calling thread_join. `thread_create` returns a pointer to the thread instance, which can be used 
as a parameter to the functions `thread_destroy` and `thread_join`.


thread_destroy
--------------

    void thread_destroy( thread_ptr_t thread )

Destroys a thread that was created by calling `thread_create`. Make sure the thread has exited before you attempt to 
destroy it. This can be accomplished by calling `thread_join`. It is not possible for force termination of a thread by
calling `thread_destroy`.


thread_join
-----------

    int thread_join( thread_ptr_t thread )

Waits for the specified thread to exit. Returns the value which the thread returned when exiting.


thread_mutex_init
-----------------
    
    void thread_mutex_init( thread_mutex_t* mutex )

Initializes the specified mutex instance, preparing it for use. A mutex can be used to lock sections of code, such that
it can only be run by one thread at a time.


thread_mutex_term
-----------------

    void thread_mutex_term( thread_mutex_t* mutex )

Terminates the specified mutex instance, releasing any system resources held by it.


thread_mutex_lock
-----------------

    void thread_mutex_lock( thread_mutex_t* mutex )

Takes an exclusive lock on a mutex. If the lock is already taken by another thread, `thread_mutex_lock` will yield the
calling thread and wait for the lock to become available before returning. The mutex must be initialized by calling
`thread_mutex_init` before it can be locked.


thread_mutex_unlock
-------------------

    void thread_mutex_unlock( thread_mutex_t* mutex )

Releases a lock taken by calling `thread_mutex_lock`. 


thread_signal_init
------------------

    void thread_signal_init( thread_signal_t* signal )

Initializes the specified signal instance, preparing it for use. A signal works like a flag, which can be waited on by
one thread, until it is raised from another thread. 


thread_signal_term
------------------

    void thread_signal_term( thread_signal_t* signal )

Terminates the specified signal instance, releasing any system resources held by it.


thread_signal_raise
-------------------

    void thread_signal_raise( thread_signal_t* signal )

Raise the specified signal. Other threads waiting for the signal will proceed.  


thread_signal_wait
------------------

    int thread_signal_wait( thread_signal_t* signal, int timeout_ms )

Waits for a signal to be raised, or until `timeout_ms` milliseconds have passed. If the wait timed out, a value of 0 is
returned, otherwise a non-zero value is returned. If the `timeout_ms` parameter is THREAD_SIGNAL_WAIT_INFINITE, 
`thread_signal_wait` waits indefinitely.


thread_atomic_int_load
----------------------

    int thread_atomic_int_load( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic )

Returns the value of `atomic` as an atomic operation.


thread_atomic_int_store
-----------------------

    void thread_atomic_int_store( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int desired )

Sets the value of `atomic` as an atomic operation.


thread_atomic_int_inc
---------------------

    int thread_atomic_int_inc( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic )

Increments the value of `atomic` by one, as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_atomic_int_dec
---------------------

    int thread_atomic_int_dec( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic )

Decrements the value of `atomic` by one, as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_atomic_int_add
---------------------

    int thread_atomic_int_add( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int value )

Adds the specified value to `atomic`, as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_atomic_int_sub
---------------------

    int thread_atomic_int_sub( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int value )

Subtracts the specified value to `atomic`, as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_atomic_int_swap
----------------------

    int thread_atomic_int_swap( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int desired )

Sets the value of `atomic` as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_atomic_int_compare_and_swap
----------------------------------

    int thread_atomic_int_compare_and_swap( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int expected, int desired )

Compares the value of `atomic` to the value of `expected`, and if they match, sets the vale of `atomic` to `desired`,
all as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_atomic_ptr_load
----------------------

    void* thread_atomic_ptr_load( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic )

Returns the value of `atomic` as an atomic operation.


thread_atomic_ptr_store
-----------------------

    void thread_atomic_ptr_store( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* desired )

Sets the value of `atomic` as an atomic operation.


thread_atomic_ptr_swap
----------------------

    void* thread_atomic_ptr_swap( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* desired )

Sets the value of `atomic` as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_atomic_ptr_compare_and_swap
----------------------------------

    void* thread_atomic_ptr_compare_and_swap( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* expected, void* desired )

Compares the value of `atomic` to the value of `expected`, and if they match, sets the vale of `atomic` to `desired`,
all as an atomic operation. Returns the value `atomic` had before the operation.


thread_timer_init
-----------------
    
    void thread_timer_init( thread_timer_t* timer )

Initializes the specified timer instance, preparing it for use. A timer can be used to sleep a thread for a high 
precision duration.


thread_timer_term
-----------------

    void thread_timer_term( thread_timer_t* timer )

Terminates the specified timer instance, releasing any system resources held by it.


thread_timer_wait
-----------------

    void thread_timer_wait( thread_timer_t* timer, THREAD_U64 nanoseconds )

Waits until `nanoseconds` amount of time have passed, before returning.


thread_tls_create
-----------------
    
    thread_tls_t thread_tls_create( void )

Creates  a thread local storage (TLS) index. Once created, each thread has its own value for that TLS index, which can
be set or retrieved individually.


thread_tls_destroy
------------------
    
    void thread_tls_destroy( thread_tls_t tls )

Destroys the specified TLS index. No further calls to `thread_tls_set` or `thread_tls_get` are valid after this.


thread_tls_set
--------------

    void thread_tls_set( thread_tls_t tls, void* value )

Stores a value in the calling thread's slot for the specified TLS index. Each thread has its own value for each TLS 
index.


thread_tls_get
--------------

    void* thread_tls_get( thread_tls_t tls )

Retrieves the value from the calling thread's slot for the specified TLS index. Each thread has its own value for each 
TLS index.


thread_queue_init
-----------------

    void thread_queue_init( thread_queue_t* queue, int size, void** values, int count )

Initializes the specified queue instance, preparing it for use. The queue is a lock-free (but not wait-free)
single-producer/single-consumer queue - it will not acquire any locks as long as there is space for adding or items to
be consume, but will lock and wait when there is not. The `size` parameter specifies the number of elements in the 
queue. The `values` parameter is an array of queue slots (`size` elements in length), each being of type `void*`. If
the queue is initially empty, the `count` parameter should be 0, otherwise it indicates the number of entires, from the
start of the `values` array, that the queue is initialized with. The `values` array is not copied, and must remain valid
until `thread_queue_term` is called.


thread_queue_term
-----------------

    void thread_queue_term( thread_queue_t* queue )

Terminates the specified queue instance, releasing any system resources held by it.


thread_queue_produce
--------------------

    int thread_queue_produce( thread_queue_t* queue, void* value, int timeout_ms )

Adds an element to a single-producer/single-consumer queue. If there is space in the queue to add another element, no
lock will be taken. If the queue is full, calling thread will sleep until an element is consumed from another thread, 
before adding the element, or until `timeout_ms` milliseconds have passed. If the wait timed out, a value of 0 is 
returned, otherwise a non-zero value is returned. If the `timeout_ms` parameter is THREAD_QUEUE_WAIT_INFINITE,  
`thread_queue_produce` waits indefinitely.


thread_queue_consume
--------------------

    void* thread_queue_consume( thread_queue_t* queue, int timeout_ms )

Removes an element from a single-producer/single-consumer queue. If the queue contains at least one element, no lock 
will be taken. If the queue is empty, the calling thread will sleep until an element is added from another thread, or 
until `timeout_ms` milliseconds have passed. If the wait timed out, a value of NULL is returned, otherwise 
`thread_queue_consume` returns the value that was removed from the queue. If the `timeout_ms` parameter is 
THREAD_QUEUE_WAIT_INFINITE, `thread_queue_consume` waits indefinitely.


thread_queue_count
------------------

    int thread_queue_count( thread_queue_t* queue )

Returns the number of elements currently held in a single-producer/single-consumer queue. Be aware that by the time you
get the count, it might have changed by another thread calling consume or produce, so use with care.

*/


/*
----------------------
    IMPLEMENTATION
----------------------
*/

#ifndef thread_impl
#define thread_impl

union thread_mutex_t 
    { 
    void* align; 
    char data[ 64 ];
    };

union thread_signal_t 
    { 
    void* align; 
    char data[ 116 ];
    };

union thread_atomic_int_t 
    {
    void* align;
    long i;
    };

union thread_atomic_ptr_t 
    {
    void* ptr;
    };

union thread_timer_t 
    { 
    void* data; 
    char d[ 8 ]; 
    };

struct thread_queue_t
    {
    thread_signal_t data_ready;
    thread_signal_t space_open;
    thread_atomic_int_t count;
    thread_atomic_int_t head;
    thread_atomic_int_t tail;
    void** values;
    int size;
    #ifndef NDEBUG
        thread_atomic_int_t id_produce_is_set;
        thread_id_t id_produce;
        thread_atomic_int_t id_consume_is_set;
        thread_id_t id_consume;
    #endif
    };

#endif /* thread_impl */



#ifdef THREAD_IMPLEMENTATION
#undef THREAD_IMPLEMENTATION


#if defined( _WIN32 )

    #pragma comment( lib, "winmm.lib" )

    #define _CRT_NONSTDC_NO_DEPRECATE
    #ifndef _CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS
    # define _CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS
    #endif

    #if !defined( _WIN32_WINNT ) || _WIN32_WINNT < 0x0501 
        #undef _WIN32_WINNT
        #define _WIN32_WINNT 0x501// requires Windows XP minimum
    #endif

    #define _WINSOCKAPI_
    #pragma warning( push )
    #pragma warning( disable: 4668 ) // 'symbol' is not defined as a preprocessor macro, replacing with '0' for 'directives'
    #pragma warning( disable: 4255 )
    #include <windows.h>
    #pragma warning( pop )

    // To set thread name
    const DWORD MS_VC_EXCEPTION = 0x406D1388;
    #pragma pack( push, 8 )
    typedef struct tagTHREADNAME_INFO
        {
        DWORD dwType;
        LPCSTR szName;
        DWORD dwThreadID;
        DWORD dwFlags;
        } THREADNAME_INFO;
    #pragma pack(pop)
    
#elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

    #include <pthread.h>
    #include <sys/time.h>

#else 
    #error Unknown platform.
#endif


#ifndef NDEBUG
    #include <assert.h>
#endif


thread_id_t thread_current_thread_id( void )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        return (void*) (uintptr_t)GetCurrentThreadId();

    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )
    
        return (void*) pthread_self();

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_yield( void )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        SwitchToThread();
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )
    
        sched_yield();
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_exit( int return_code )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        ExitThread( (DWORD) return_code );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )
    
        pthread_exit( (void*)(uintptr_t) return_code );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


thread_ptr_t thread_create( int (*thread_proc)( void* ), void* user_data, char const* name, int stack_size )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        DWORD thread_id;
        HANDLE handle = CreateThread( NULL, stack_size > 0 ? (size_t)stack_size : 0U, 
            (LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)(uintptr_t) thread_proc, user_data, 0, &thread_id );
        if( !handle ) return NULL;

        // Yes, this crazy construct with __try and RaiseException is how you name a thread in Visual Studio :S
        if( name && IsDebuggerPresent() )
            {
            THREADNAME_INFO info;
            info.dwType = 0x1000;
            info.szName = name;
            info.dwThreadID = thread_id;
            info.dwFlags = 0;

            __try
                {
                RaiseException( MS_VC_EXCEPTION, 0, sizeof( info ) / sizeof( ULONG_PTR ), (ULONG_PTR*) &info );
                }
            __except( EXCEPTION_EXECUTE_HANDLER )
                {
                }
            }

        return (thread_ptr_t) handle;
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_t thread;
        if( 0 != pthread_create( &thread, NULL, ( void* (*)( void * ) ) thread_proc, user_data ) )
            return NULL;

        #if !defined( __APPLE__ ) // max doesn't support pthread_setname_np. alternatives?
            if( name ) pthread_setname_np( thread, name );
        #endif

        return (thread_ptr_t) thread;
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_destroy( thread_ptr_t thread )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        WaitForSingleObject( (HANDLE) thread, INFINITE );
        CloseHandle( (HANDLE) thread );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_join( (pthread_t) thread, NULL );

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_join( thread_ptr_t thread )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        WaitForSingleObject( (HANDLE) thread, INFINITE );
        DWORD retval;
        GetExitCodeThread( (HANDLE) thread, &retval );
        return (int) retval;
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        void* retval;
        pthread_join( (pthread_t) thread, &retval );
        return (int)(uintptr_t) retval;

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_set_high_priority( void )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        SetThreadPriority( GetCurrentThread(), THREAD_PRIORITY_HIGHEST );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        struct sched_param sp;
        memset( &sp, 0, sizeof( sp ) );
        sp.sched_priority = sched_get_priority_min( SCHED_RR );
        pthread_setschedparam( pthread_self(), SCHED_RR, &sp);

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_mutex_init( thread_mutex_t* mutex )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        // Compile-time size check
        #pragma warning( push )
        #pragma warning( disable: 4214 ) // nonstandard extension used: bit field types other than int
        struct x { char thread_mutex_type_too_small : ( sizeof( thread_mutex_t ) < sizeof( CRITICAL_SECTION ) ? 0 : 1 ); }; 
        #pragma warning( pop )

        InitializeCriticalSectionAndSpinCount( (CRITICAL_SECTION*) mutex, 32 );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        // Compile-time size check
        struct x { char thread_mutex_type_too_small : ( sizeof( thread_mutex_t ) < sizeof( pthread_mutex_t ) ? 0 : 1 ); };

        pthread_mutex_init( (pthread_mutex_t*) mutex, NULL );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_mutex_term( thread_mutex_t* mutex )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
        
        DeleteCriticalSection( (CRITICAL_SECTION*) mutex );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_mutex_destroy( (pthread_mutex_t*) mutex );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_mutex_lock( thread_mutex_t* mutex )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        EnterCriticalSection( (CRITICAL_SECTION*) mutex );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_mutex_lock( (pthread_mutex_t*) mutex );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_mutex_unlock( thread_mutex_t* mutex )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        LeaveCriticalSection( (CRITICAL_SECTION*) mutex );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_mutex_unlock( (pthread_mutex_t*) mutex );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


struct thread_internal_signal_t
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        #if _WIN32_WINNT >= 0x0600
            CRITICAL_SECTION mutex;
            CONDITION_VARIABLE condition;
            int value;
        #else 
            HANDLE event;
        #endif 
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_mutex_t mutex;
        pthread_cond_t condition;
        int value;

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    };


void thread_signal_init( thread_signal_t* signal )
    {
    // Compile-time size check
    #pragma warning( push )
    #pragma warning( disable: 4214 ) // nonstandard extension used: bit field types other than int
    struct x { char thread_signal_type_too_small : ( sizeof( thread_signal_t ) < sizeof( struct thread_internal_signal_t ) ? 0 : 1 ); };
    #pragma warning( pop )
    
    struct thread_internal_signal_t* internal = (struct thread_internal_signal_t*) signal;
        
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        #if _WIN32_WINNT >= 0x0600
            InitializeCriticalSectionAndSpinCount( &internal->mutex, 32 );
            InitializeConditionVariable( &internal->condition );
            internal->value = 0;
        #else 
            internal->event = CreateEvent( NULL, FALSE, FALSE, NULL );
        #endif 
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_mutex_init( &internal->mutex, NULL );
        pthread_cond_init( &internal->condition, NULL );
        internal->value = 0;
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


 void thread_signal_term( thread_signal_t* signal )
    {
    struct thread_internal_signal_t* internal = (struct thread_internal_signal_t*) signal;

    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        #if _WIN32_WINNT >= 0x0600
            DeleteCriticalSection( &internal->mutex );
        #else 
            CloseHandle( internal->event );
        #endif 
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_mutex_destroy( &internal->mutex );
        pthread_cond_destroy( &internal->condition );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_signal_raise( thread_signal_t* signal )
    {
    struct thread_internal_signal_t* internal = (struct thread_internal_signal_t*) signal;

    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        #if _WIN32_WINNT >= 0x0600
            EnterCriticalSection( &internal->mutex );
            internal->value = 1;
            LeaveCriticalSection( &internal->mutex );       
            WakeConditionVariable( &internal->condition );
        #else 
            SetEvent( internal->event );
        #endif 
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_mutex_lock( &internal->mutex );
        internal->value = 1;
        pthread_mutex_unlock( &internal->mutex );
        pthread_cond_signal( &internal->condition );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_signal_wait( thread_signal_t* signal, int timeout_ms )
    {
    struct thread_internal_signal_t* internal = (struct thread_internal_signal_t*) signal;

    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        #if _WIN32_WINNT >= 0x0600
            int timed_out = 0;
            EnterCriticalSection( &internal->mutex );
            while( internal->value == 0 )
                {
                int res = SleepConditionVariableCS( &internal->condition, &internal->mutex, timeout_ms < 0 ? INFINITE : timeout_ms );
                if( !res && GetLastError() == ERROR_TIMEOUT ) { timed_out = 1; break; }
                }
            if( !timed_out ) internal->value = 0;
            LeaveCriticalSection( &internal->mutex );       
            return !timed_out;
        #else 
            int failed = WAIT_OBJECT_0 != WaitForSingleObject( internal->event, timeout_ms < 0 ? INFINITE : timeout_ms );
            return !failed;
        #endif 
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        struct timespec ts;
        if( timeout_ms >= 0 )
            {
            struct timeval tv;
            gettimeofday( &tv, NULL );
            ts.tv_sec = time( NULL ) + timeout_ms / 1000;
            ts.tv_nsec = tv.tv_usec * 1000 + 1000 * 1000 * ( timeout_ms % 1000 );
            ts.tv_sec += ts.tv_nsec / ( 1000 * 1000 * 1000 );
            ts.tv_nsec %= ( 1000 * 1000 * 1000 );
            }

        int timed_out = 0;
        pthread_mutex_lock( &internal->mutex );
        while( internal->value == 0 )
            {
            if( timeout_ms < 0 ) 
                pthread_cond_wait( &internal->condition, &internal->mutex );
            else if( pthread_cond_timedwait( &internal->condition, &internal->mutex, &ts ) == ETIMEDOUT )
                {
                timed_out = 1;
                break;
                }

            }           
        if( !timed_out ) internal->value = 0;
        pthread_mutex_unlock( &internal->mutex );
        return !timed_out;
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_atomic_int_load( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        return InterlockedCompareExchange( &atomic->i, 0, 0 );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return (int)__sync_fetch_and_add( &atomic->i, 0 );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_atomic_int_store( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int desired )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        InterlockedExchange( &atomic->i, desired );

    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        __sync_lock_test_and_set( &atomic->i, desired );
        __sync_lock_release( &atomic->i );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_atomic_int_inc( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedIncrement( &atomic->i ) - 1;
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return (int)__sync_fetch_and_add( &atomic->i, 1 );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_atomic_int_dec( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedDecrement( &atomic->i ) + 1;
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return (int)__sync_fetch_and_sub( &atomic->i, 1 );

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_atomic_int_add( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int value )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedExchangeAdd ( &atomic->i, value );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return (int)__sync_fetch_and_add( &atomic->i, value );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_atomic_int_sub( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int value )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedExchangeAdd( &atomic->i, -value );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return (int)__sync_fetch_and_sub( &atomic->i, value );

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_atomic_int_swap( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int desired )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedExchange( &atomic->i, desired );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        int old = (int)__sync_lock_test_and_set( &atomic->i, desired );
        __sync_lock_release( &atomic->i );
        return old;
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


int thread_atomic_int_compare_and_swap( thread_atomic_int_t* atomic, int expected, int desired )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedCompareExchange( &atomic->i, desired, expected );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return (int)__sync_val_compare_and_swap( &atomic->i, expected, desired );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void* thread_atomic_ptr_load( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedCompareExchangePointer( &atomic->ptr, 0, 0 );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return __sync_fetch_and_add( &atomic->ptr, 0 );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_atomic_ptr_store( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* desired )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        #pragma warning( push )
        #pragma warning( disable: 4302 ) // 'type cast' : truncation from 'void *' to 'LONG'
        #pragma warning( disable: 4311 ) // pointer truncation from 'void *' to 'LONG'
        #pragma warning( disable: 4312 ) // conversion from 'LONG' to 'PVOID' of greater size
        InterlockedExchangePointer( &atomic->ptr, desired );
        #pragma warning( pop )

    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        __sync_lock_test_and_set( &atomic->ptr, desired );
        __sync_lock_release( &atomic->ptr );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void* thread_atomic_ptr_swap( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* desired )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        #pragma warning( push )
        #pragma warning( disable: 4302 ) // 'type cast' : truncation from 'void *' to 'LONG'
        #pragma warning( disable: 4311 ) // pointer truncation from 'void *' to 'LONG'
        #pragma warning( disable: 4312 ) // conversion from 'LONG' to 'PVOID' of greater size
        return InterlockedExchangePointer( &atomic->ptr, desired );
        #pragma warning( pop )
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        void* old = __sync_lock_test_and_set( &atomic->ptr, desired );
        __sync_lock_release( &atomic->ptr );
        return old;
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void* thread_atomic_ptr_compare_and_swap( thread_atomic_ptr_t* atomic, void* expected, void* desired )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )
    
        return InterlockedCompareExchangePointer( &atomic->ptr, desired, expected );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return __sync_val_compare_and_swap( &atomic->ptr, expected, desired );

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_timer_init( thread_timer_t* timer )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        // Compile-time size check
        #pragma warning( push )
        #pragma warning( disable: 4214 ) // nonstandard extension used: bit field types other than int
        struct x { char thread_timer_type_too_small : ( sizeof( thread_mutex_t ) < sizeof( HANDLE ) ? 0 : 1 ); }; 
        #pragma warning( pop )

        TIMECAPS tc;
        if( timeGetDevCaps( &tc, sizeof( TIMECAPS ) ) == TIMERR_NOERROR ) 
            timeBeginPeriod( tc.wPeriodMin );

        *(HANDLE*)timer = CreateWaitableTimer( NULL, TRUE, NULL );

    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        // Nothing

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_timer_term( thread_timer_t* timer )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        CloseHandle( *(HANDLE*)timer );
    
        TIMECAPS tc;
        if( timeGetDevCaps( &tc, sizeof( TIMECAPS ) ) == TIMERR_NOERROR ) 
            timeEndPeriod( tc.wPeriodMin );

    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        // Nothing
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_timer_wait( thread_timer_t* timer, THREAD_U64 nanoseconds )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        LARGE_INTEGER due_time;
        due_time.QuadPart = - (LONGLONG) ( nanoseconds / 100 );
        BOOL b = SetWaitableTimer( *(HANDLE*)timer, &due_time, 0, 0, 0, FALSE );
        (void) b;
        WaitForSingleObject( *(HANDLE*)timer, INFINITE ); 
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        struct timespec rem;
        struct timespec req;
        req.tv_sec = nanoseconds / 1000000000ULL;
        req.tv_nsec = nanoseconds - req.tv_sec * 1000000000ULL;
        while( nanosleep( &req, &rem ) )
            req = rem;
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


thread_tls_t thread_tls_create( void )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        DWORD tls = TlsAlloc();      
        if( tls == TLS_OUT_OF_INDEXES )
            return NULL;
        else
            return (thread_tls_t) (uintptr_t) tls;
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_key_t tls;
        if( pthread_key_create( &tls, NULL ) == 0 )
            return (thread_tls_t) tls;
        else
            return NULL;

    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_tls_destroy( thread_tls_t tls )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        TlsFree( (DWORD) (uintptr_t) tls );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_key_delete( (pthread_key_t) tls );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_tls_set( thread_tls_t tls, void* value )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        TlsSetValue( (DWORD) (uintptr_t) tls, value );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        pthread_setspecific( (pthread_key_t) tls, value );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void* thread_tls_get( thread_tls_t tls )
    {
    #if defined( _WIN32 )

        return TlsGetValue( (DWORD) (uintptr_t) tls );
    
    #elif defined( __linux__ ) || defined( __APPLE__ ) || defined( __ANDROID__ )

        return pthread_getspecific( (pthread_key_t) tls );
    
    #else 
        #error Unknown platform.
    #endif
    }


void thread_queue_init( thread_queue_t* queue, int size, void** values, int count )
    {
    queue->values = values;
    thread_signal_init( &queue->data_ready );
    thread_signal_init( &queue->space_open );
    thread_atomic_int_store( &queue->head, 0 );
    thread_atomic_int_store( &queue->tail, count > size ? size : count );
    thread_atomic_int_store( &queue->count, count > size ? size : count );
    queue->size = size;
    #ifndef NDEBUG
        thread_atomic_int_store( &queue->id_produce_is_set, 0 );
        thread_atomic_int_store( &queue->id_consume_is_set, 0 );
    #endif
    }


void thread_queue_term( thread_queue_t* queue )
    {
    thread_signal_term( &queue->space_open );
    thread_signal_term( &queue->data_ready );
    }


int thread_queue_produce( thread_queue_t* queue, void* value, int timeout_ms )
    {
    #ifndef NDEBUG
        if( thread_atomic_int_compare_and_swap( &queue->id_produce_is_set, 0, 1 ) == 0 )
            queue->id_produce = thread_current_thread_id();
        assert( thread_current_thread_id() == queue->id_produce );
    #endif
    if( thread_atomic_int_load( &queue->count ) == queue->size )
        {
        if( timeout_ms == 0 ) return 0;
        thread_signal_wait( &queue->space_open, timeout_ms == THREAD_QUEUE_WAIT_INFINITE ? THREAD_SIGNAL_WAIT_INFINITE : timeout_ms );
        }
    int tail = thread_atomic_int_inc( &queue->tail );
    queue->values[ tail % queue->size ] = value;
    if( thread_atomic_int_inc( &queue->count ) == 0 )
        thread_signal_raise( &queue->data_ready );
    return 0;
    }


void* thread_queue_consume( thread_queue_t* queue, int timeout_ms )
    {
    #ifndef NDEBUG
        if( thread_atomic_int_compare_and_swap( &queue->id_consume_is_set, 0, 1 ) == 0 )
            queue->id_consume = thread_current_thread_id();
        assert( thread_current_thread_id() == queue->id_consume );
    #endif
    if( thread_atomic_int_load( &queue->count ) == 0 )
        {
        if( timeout_ms == 0 ) return NULL;
        thread_signal_wait( &queue->data_ready, THREAD_SIGNAL_WAIT_INFINITE );
        }
    int head = thread_atomic_int_inc( &queue->head );
    void* retval = queue->values[ head % queue->size ];
    if( thread_atomic_int_dec( &queue->count ) == queue->size )
        thread_signal_raise( &queue->space_open );
    return retval;
    }

    
int thread_queue_count( thread_queue_t* queue )
    {
    return thread_atomic_int_load( &queue->count );
    }


#endif /* THREAD_IMPLEMENTATION */

/*
revision history:
    0.3     set_high_priority API change. Fixed spurious wakeup bug in signal. Added 
            timeout param to queue produce/consume. Various cleanup and trivial fixes.
    0.2     first publicly released version 
*/

/*
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This software is available under 2 licenses - you may choose the one you like.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALTERNATIVE A - MIT License

Copyright (c) 2015 Mattias Gustavsson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of 
this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in 
the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to 
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies 
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do 
so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all 
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, 
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE 
SOFTWARE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALTERNATIVE B - Public Domain (www.unlicense.org)

This is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or distribute this 
software, either in source code form or as a compiled binary, for any purpose, 
commercial or non-commercial, and by any means.

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors of this 
software dedicate any and all copyright interest in the software to the public 
domain. We make this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to 
the detriment of our heirs and successors. We intend this dedication to be an 
overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights to 
this software under copyright law.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 
AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN 
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/







LICENCE

Copyright (c) 2022 Mahyar Koshkouei

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
   claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
   in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation is
   required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
   misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.







QAM_VST_Error.c

/**
 * Copyright (c) 2022 Mahyar Koshkouei
 *
 * This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
 * warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
 * arising from the use of this software.
 * 
 * Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
 * including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
 * freely, subject to the following restrictions:
 * 
 * 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
 *    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
 *    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation is required.
 * 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
 *    misrepresented as being the original software.
 * 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
 */

#define _CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS 1

#include <assert.h>
#include <inttypes.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include "niRFmxDemod.h"
#include "niRFmxInstr.h"
#include "niRFSG.h"
#include "niRFSGPlayback.h"

#define OPTPARSE_IMPLEMENTATION
#define OPTPARSE_API static
#include "optparse.h"

#define THREAD_IMPLEMENTATION
#include "thread.h"

 /* Maximum size of an error message */
#define MAX_ERROR_DESCRIPTION       1024

#define CHK_RFSG(x)	do {							\
	ViStatus err = x;							\
	if(err != 0) ni_check_error_rfsg(rfsg_ctx, __LINE__, __func__, err);	\
	if(err < 0) goto err;							\
	} while(0);

#define CHK_RFSGPB(x)	do {							\
	ViStatus err = x;							\
	if(err != 0) ni_check_error_rfsg_playback(__LINE__, __func__, err);	\
	if(err < 0) goto err;							\
	} while(0);

#define CHK_RFMX(x)	do {							\
	ViStatus err = x;							\
	if(err != 0) ni_check_error_rfmx(rfmx_ctx, __LINE__, __func__, err);	\
	if(err < 0) goto err;							\
	} while(0);

#define UNUSED(x) (void)(x)

#define ENABLE_ADJUST_CONV	0
#define SAVE_SYMBOL_BITS	0
#define SAVE_SYMBOL_TRACE_CSV	0
#define SAVE_SYMBOL_TRACE_BIN	1
#define SAVE_PHASE_ERR_BIN	1
#define SAVE_REFERENCE_WAVEFORM	0

static volatile int exit_requested = 0;

void sigint_handler(int unused)
{
	exit_requested = 1;
}

static thread_ptr_t thread_ptr_rec_symbol_trace;
static thread_signal_t thread_sig_rec_symbol_trace;
static thread_mutex_t thread_mtx_rec_symbol_trace;
static struct symbol_trace_data_s {
	int32 actualArraySize;
	NIComplexSingle *c;
	uInt64 freq;
	unsigned M;
} symbol_trace_data = { 0, NULL, 0, 0 };
static int thread_rec_symbol_trace(void *user_data)
{
	char filename[256];
	thread_atomic_int_t *exit_flag = user_data;

	while(thread_atomic_int_load(exit_flag) == 0)
	{
		FILE *out;

		if(thread_signal_wait(&thread_sig_rec_symbol_trace, 1000) == 0)
		{
			/* If time out, check for exit flag. */
			continue;
		}

		thread_mutex_lock(&thread_mtx_rec_symbol_trace);

		snprintf(filename, sizeof(filename), "symbol_trace_%lluHz_%d-QAM.bin",
			symbol_trace_data.freq, symbol_trace_data.M);
		out = fopen(filename, "wb");
		assert(out != NULL);

		for(int32 i = 0; i < symbol_trace_data.actualArraySize; i++)
		{
			fwrite(&symbol_trace_data.c[i].real,
				sizeof(symbol_trace_data.c[i].real), 1, out);
			fwrite(&symbol_trace_data.c[i].imaginary,
				sizeof(symbol_trace_data.c[i].imaginary), 1, out);
		}

		thread_mutex_unlock(&thread_mtx_rec_symbol_trace);
		fclose(out);
	}

	free(symbol_trace_data.c);
	return 0;
}

static thread_ptr_t thread_ptr_rec_phaseerr_trace;
static thread_signal_t thread_sig_rec_phaseerr_trace;
static thread_mutex_t thread_mtx_rec_phaseerr_trace;
static struct symbol_phaseerr_data_s {
	int32 actualArraySize;
	float32 *c;
	float64 x0, dx;
	uInt64 freq;
	unsigned M;
} symbol_phaseerr_data = { 0, NULL, 0, 0 , 0, 0};
static int thread_rec_phaseerr_trace(void *user_data)
{
	char filename[256];
	thread_atomic_int_t *exit_flag = user_data;

	while(thread_atomic_int_load(exit_flag) == 0)
	{
		FILE *out;

		if(thread_signal_wait(&thread_sig_rec_phaseerr_trace, 1000) == 0)
		{
			/* If time out, check for exit flag. */
			continue;
		}

		thread_mutex_lock(&thread_mtx_rec_phaseerr_trace);

		snprintf(filename, sizeof(filename), "phase_error_trace_%lluHz_%d-QAM.bin",
			symbol_phaseerr_data.freq, symbol_phaseerr_data.M);
		out = fopen(filename, "wb");
		assert(out != NULL);

		fwrite(&symbol_phaseerr_data.x0, sizeof(symbol_phaseerr_data.x0), 1, out);
		fwrite(&symbol_phaseerr_data.dx, sizeof(symbol_phaseerr_data.dx), 1, out);
		for(int32 i = 0; i < symbol_phaseerr_data.actualArraySize; i++)
		{
			fwrite(&symbol_phaseerr_data.c[i], sizeof(symbol_phaseerr_data.c[i]), 1, out);
		}

		thread_mutex_unlock(&thread_mtx_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		fclose(out);
	}

	free(symbol_phaseerr_data.c);
	return 0;
}

static void ni_check_error_rfsg_playback(unsigned line, const char *func, ViStatus err)
{
	static char err_str[MAX_ERROR_DESCRIPTION];

	if(err == 0)
		return;

	if(niRFSGPlayback_GetError(&err, sizeof(err_str), err_str) < 0)
	{
		fprintf(stderr, "%s@%d: Unable to print error\n", func, line);
		abort();
	}

	fprintf(stderr, "%s: %s@%d: %s\n",
		err > 0 ? "WARNING" : "ERROR",
		func, line, err_str);

	return;
}

static void ni_check_error_rfsg(ViSession ctx, unsigned line, const char *func, ViStatus err)
{
	static char err_str[MAX_ERROR_DESCRIPTION];

	if(err == 0)
		return;

	if(niRFSG_GetError(ctx, &err, sizeof(err_str), err_str) < 0)
	{
		fprintf(stderr, "%s@%d: Unable to print error\n", func, line);
		abort();
	}

	fprintf(stderr, "%s: %s@%d: %s\n",
		err > 0 ? "WARNING" : "ERROR",
		func, line, err_str);

	return;
}

static void ni_check_error_rfmx(niRFmxInstrHandle ctx, unsigned line, const char *func, ViStatus err)
{
	static char err_str[MAX_ERROR_DESCRIPTION];

	if(err == 0)
		return;

	if(RFmxDemod_GetError(ctx, &err, sizeof(err_str), err_str) < 0)
	{
		fprintf(stderr, "%s@%d: Unable to print error\n", func, line);
		abort();
	}

	fprintf(stderr, "%s: %s@%d: %s\n",
		err > 0 ? "WARNING" : "ERROR",
		func, line, err_str);

	return;
}

#if SAVE_SYMBOL_BITS
static void save_demodulated_bits(uInt8 *demodulatedBits,
	int32 demodulatedBitsSize, uInt32 qam_bits, const char *filename)
{
	{
		FILE *out;

		out = fopen(filename, "wb");
		assert(out != NULL);

		for(int32 i = 0; i < demodulatedBitsSize; i += qam_bits)
		{
			for(int j = qam_bits - 1; j >= 0; j--)
			{
				fprintf(out, "%d", demodulatedBits[i + j]);
			}

			fprintf(out, ",\n");
		}
		fclose(out);
	}
}
#endif

static void execute_test(niRFmxInstrHandle *rfmx_ctx, ViSession rfsg_ctx,
		uInt64 freq, int qam_bits, FILE *info, FILE *extra_info)
{
	int error = 0;
	char filename[256];
	unsigned M;

	/* Get number of bits in symbol. */
	M = 1 << qam_bits;

	{
		ViReal64 pwr = -9.0;
		fprintf(stdout, "[FREQ %gMHz]", freq/1e6);
		CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_ConfigureRF(rfsg_ctx, freq, pwr));
	}

	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_CfgFrequency(rfmx_ctx, "", (float64)freq));

	fprintf(stdout, "[INPUT]");
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_Initiate(rfmx_ctx, "", ""));

	fprintf(stdout, "[OUTPUT]");
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_ConfigureOutputEnabled(rfsg_ctx, VI_TRUE));
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_Initiate(rfsg_ctx));

	fprintf(stdout, "[FETCH]");
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_WaitForMeasurementComplete(rfmx_ctx, "", -1));
#if SAVE_SYMBOL_BITS
	{
		int32 demodulatedBitsSize;
		static uInt8 *demodulatedBits = NULL;

		unsigned previous_symbol_bits = 0;
		unsigned replacing_symbol = 0;

		/* Get number of demodulated bits. */
		RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchDemodulatedBits(rfmx_ctx, "",
			-1, NULL, 0, &demodulatedBitsSize);
		/* Number of bits may change, so use realloc. */
		demodulatedBits = realloc(demodulatedBits, demodulatedBitsSize);
		assert(demodulatedBits != NULL);

		/* Actually get the demodulated bits. Each bit is stored within a
		 * byte. */
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchDemodulatedBits(rfmx_ctx, "",
			-1, demodulatedBits, demodulatedBitsSize, NULL));


		snprintf(filename, sizeof(filename), "symbol_bits_%lluHz_%d-QAM.csv",
			(uInt64)freq, M);
		/* Save bits to file. */
		save_demodulated_bits(demodulatedBits, demodulatedBitsSize, qam_bits,
			filename);

		//free(demodulatedBits);
	}
#endif

#if SAVE_REFERENCE_WAVEFORM
	// TODO
	//RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchReferenceWaveform;
#endif

	fprintf(stdout, "[REC]");
	{
		thread_mutex_lock(&thread_mtx_rec_symbol_trace);
		if(symbol_trace_data.c == NULL)
		{
			CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchConstellationTrace(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
				NULL, 0, &symbol_trace_data.actualArraySize));
			symbol_trace_data.c = malloc(symbol_trace_data.actualArraySize *
				sizeof(*(symbol_trace_data.c)));
			assert(symbol_trace_data.c != NULL);
		}

		symbol_trace_data.freq = freq;
		symbol_trace_data.M = M;

		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchConstellationTrace(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
			symbol_trace_data.c, symbol_trace_data.actualArraySize, NULL));
		thread_mutex_unlock(&thread_mtx_rec_symbol_trace);

#if SAVE_SYMBOL_TRACE_CSV
		FILE *out;

		snprintf(filename, sizeof(filename), "symbol_trace_%lluHz_%d-QAM.csv",
			(uInt64)freq, M);
		out = fopen(filename, "w");
		assert(out != NULL);
		for(int32 i = 0; i < actualArraySize; i++)
		{
			fprintf(out, "%+0.8f%+0.8fi\n",
				symbol_trace_data.c[i].real, symbol_trace_data.c[i].imaginary);
		}
		fclose(out);
#endif

#if SAVE_SYMBOL_TRACE_BIN
		thread_signal_raise(&thread_sig_rec_symbol_trace);
#endif
	}

	fprintf(stdout, "[EVM]");
	{
		float64 meanRMSEVM, maxRMSEVM, meanModErrRation, maxPeakEVM, meanPeakEVM;

		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchEVM(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
			&meanRMSEVM, &maxRMSEVM, &meanModErrRation, &maxPeakEVM, &meanPeakEVM));
		fprintf(info, "%llu, %u, %.8f, %.8f, %.8f, %.8f, %.8f\n",
			freq, M, meanRMSEVM, maxRMSEVM, meanModErrRation, maxPeakEVM, meanPeakEVM);
	}

	fprintf(stdout, "[EXTRA]");
	{
		float64 meanFrequencyOffset, meanFrequencyDrift, meanPhaseError,
			maximumPhaseError, meanIQGainImbalance, meanQuadratureSkew,
			meanIQOriginOffset, meanAmplitudeDroop;

		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchCarrierMeasurement(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
			&meanFrequencyOffset, &meanFrequencyDrift, &meanPhaseError));
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchPhaseError(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
			&meanPhaseError, &maximumPhaseError));
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchIQImpairments(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
			&meanIQGainImbalance, &meanQuadratureSkew, &meanIQOriginOffset));
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchMeanAmplitudeDroop(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
			&meanAmplitudeDroop));

		fprintf(extra_info, "%lluf, %u, "
			"%.8f, %.8f, %.8f, "
			"%.8f, "
			"%.8f, %.8f, %.8f, "
			"%.8f"
			"\n",
			freq, M,
			meanFrequencyOffset, meanFrequencyDrift, meanPhaseError,
			maximumPhaseError,
			meanIQGainImbalance, meanQuadratureSkew, meanIQOriginOffset,
			meanAmplitudeDroop);
	}

#if SAVE_PHASE_ERR_BIN
	fprintf(stdout, "[PHASE-ERR]");
	{
		thread_mutex_lock(&thread_mtx_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		if(symbol_phaseerr_data.c == NULL)
		{
			/* Get required array size. This changes with number of symbols, and
			 * hence is not expected to change during execution. */
			CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchPhaseErrorTrace(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
				NULL, NULL, NULL, 0, &symbol_phaseerr_data.actualArraySize));
			symbol_phaseerr_data.c = malloc(symbol_phaseerr_data.actualArraySize *
				sizeof(*(symbol_phaseerr_data.c)));
			assert(symbol_phaseerr_data.c != NULL);
		}

		symbol_phaseerr_data.freq = freq;
		symbol_phaseerr_data.M = M;

		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodFetchPhaseErrorTrace(rfmx_ctx, "", -1,
			&symbol_phaseerr_data.x0, &symbol_phaseerr_data.dx, symbol_phaseerr_data.c,
			symbol_phaseerr_data.actualArraySize, NULL));

		thread_mutex_unlock(&thread_mtx_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		thread_signal_raise(&thread_sig_rec_phaseerr_trace);
	}
#endif

	fprintf(stdout, "[OFF]");
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_Abort(rfsg_ctx));
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_ConfigureOutputEnabled(rfsg_ctx, VI_FALSE));
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_Commit(rfsg_ctx));

	return;

err:
	abort();
}

int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
	niRFmxInstrHandle rfmx_ctx = NULL;
	ViSession rfsg_ctx;
	int32 error = 0;
	char *resource_name = "PXI1Slot8";
	unsigned qam_bits = 4;
	uInt64 start_freq = (uInt64)10e6, end_freq = (uInt64)200e6,
		step_freq = (uInt64)5e6;
	float64 symbolRate = 100.000e+3;
	int32 numOfSymbols = 100000;
	char *waveform_file = NULL;
	FILE *info, *extra_info;
	thread_atomic_int_t exit_flag;

	struct optparse_long longopts[] = {
		{ "freqstart", 's', OPTPARSE_REQUIRED },
		{ "freqstep", 't', OPTPARSE_REQUIRED },
		{ "freqend", 'e', OPTPARSE_REQUIRED },
		{ "symbolrate", 'r', OPTPARSE_REQUIRED },
		{ "symbols", 'y', OPTPARSE_REQUIRED },
		{ "bits", 'b', OPTPARSE_REQUIRED },
		{ "waveform", 'w', OPTPARSE_REQUIRED },
		{ 0 }
	};
	char *arg;
	int option;
	struct optparse options;

	UNUSED(argc);

#ifdef _WIN32
	setvbuf(stdout, NULL, _IONBF, 0);
	setvbuf(stderr, NULL, _IONBF, 0);
#endif

	signal(SIGINT, sigint_handler);

	optparse_init(&options, argv);
	while((option = optparse_long(&options, longopts, NULL)) != -1)
	{
		switch(option)
		{
		case 's':
			start_freq = strtoul(options.optarg, NULL, 10);
			break;

		case 't':
			step_freq = strtoul(options.optarg, NULL, 10);
			break;

		case 'e':
			end_freq = strtoull(options.optarg, NULL, 10);
			break;

		case 'r':
			symbolRate = strtoul(options.optarg, NULL, 10);
			break;

		case 'y':
			numOfSymbols = strtoul(options.optarg, NULL, 10);
			break;

		case 'b':
			qam_bits = strtoul(options.optarg, NULL, 10);
			assert(qam_bits <= 12);
			break;

		case 'w':
			waveform_file = _strdup(options.optarg);
			break;

		case '?':
			fprintf(stderr, "%s: %s\n", argv[0], options.errmsg);
			exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
		}
	}

	while((arg = optparse_arg(&options)))
		fprintf(stderr, "Ignoring unknown option '%s'\n", arg);

	assert(waveform_file != NULL);

	/* Create a new RFmx Session */
	puts("Initialising RFmx Session");
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_Initialize(resource_name, "", &rfmx_ctx, NULL));

	puts("Initialising RFSG context.");
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_init(resource_name, VI_FALSE, VI_FALSE, &rfsg_ctx));
	puts("Configuring clock reference");
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_ConfigureRefClock(rfsg_ctx,
		NIRFSG_VAL_ONBOARD_CLOCK_STR, NIRFSG_VAL_AUTO));

	{
		const char *trig_str = NIRFSG_VAL_PXI_TRIG0_STR;

		puts("Configuring trigger");
		CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_ExportSignal(rfsg_ctx, NIRFSG_VAL_MARKER_EVENT,
			NIRFSG_VAL_MARKER0, trig_str));
	}

#if 0
	/* No difference in performance. */
	NIRFSG_ATTR_HOST_DMA_BUFFER_SIZE;
	CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_SetAttributeViInt64(rfsg_ctx, "",
		NIRFSG_ATTR_HOST_DMA_BUFFER_SIZE, 32 * 1000 * 1000));
#endif

	puts("Configuring waveform data");
	CHK_RFSGPB(niRFSGPlayback_ClearAllWaveforms(rfsg_ctx));
	CHK_RFSGPB(niRFSGPlayback_ReadAndDownloadWaveformFromFile(rfsg_ctx,
		waveform_file, "waveform"));
	CHK_RFSGPB(niRFSGPlayback_StoreAutomaticSGSASharedLO(rfsg_ctx, "",
		NIRFSGPLAYBACK_VAL_AUTOMATIC_SG_SA_SHARED_LO_DISABLED));
	CHK_RFSGPB(niRFSGPlayback_StoreWaveformLOOffsetMode(rfsg_ctx,
		"waveform", NIRFSGPLAYBACK_VAL_LO_OFFSET_MODE_AUTO));	
	
	{
		static ViConstString script = "script GenerateWfm\n"
			"repeat forever\n"
			"generate waveform marker0(0)\n"
			"end repeat\n"
			"end script";
		CHK_RFSGPB(niRFSGPlayback_SetScriptToGenerateSingleRFSG(rfsg_ctx, script));
	}

	puts("Configuring demodulation options");
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_SetSelectedPorts(rfmx_ctx, "", ""));
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodCfgSymbolRate(rfmx_ctx, "", symbolRate));
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodCfgNumberOfSymbols(rfmx_ctx, "", numOfSymbols));
	{
		int32 pulseShapingFilterType = RFMXDEMOD_VAL_DDEMOD_PULSE_SHAPING_FILTER_TYPE_ROOT_RAISED_COSINE;
		float64 pulseShapingFilterParameter = 0.50;
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodCfgPulseShapingFilter(rfmx_ctx, "",
			pulseShapingFilterType, pulseShapingFilterParameter, 0.0, 1.0, NULL, 0));
	}
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodCfgMeasurementFilter(rfmx_ctx, "",
		RFMXDEMOD_VAL_DDEMOD_MEASUREMENT_FILTER_TYPE_AUTO, 0.0, 1.0, NULL, 0));
	{
		int32 averagingEnabled = RFMXDEMOD_VAL_DDEMOD_AVERAGING_ENABLED_FALSE;
		int32 averagingCount = 10;
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodCfgAveraging(rfmx_ctx, "", averagingEnabled, averagingCount));
	}
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_CfgDigitalEdgeTrigger(rfmx_ctx, "",
		RFMXDEMOD_VAL_PXI_TRIG0_STR, RFMXDEMOD_VAL_DIGITAL_EDGE_RISING_EDGE, 0, 1));
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_CfgFrequencyReference(rfmx_ctx, "",
		RFMXDEMOD_VAL_ONBOARD_CLOCK_STR, 10e6));
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_SelectMeasurements(rfmx_ctx, "", RFMXDEMOD_VAL_DDEMOD, 1));

	fprintf(stdout, "Options:\n"
		"\tFrequencies: %llu:%llu:%" PRIu64 "\n"
		"\tQAM Bits: %d\n"
		"\tSymbols: %d\n"
		"\tSymbol Rate: %f\n",
		start_freq, step_freq, end_freq, qam_bits, numOfSymbols, symbolRate);

	{
		NIComplexSingle *symbolMap;
		int32 symbolMapSize;
		ViReal64 iq_rate;
		const unsigned M = 1 << qam_bits;

		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodCfgModulationType(rfmx_ctx, "",
			RFMXDEMOD_VAL_DDEMOD_MODULATION_TYPE_QAM, M,
			RFMXDEMOD_VAL_DDEMOD_DIFFERENTIAL_ENABLED_FALSE));
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_Commit(rfmx_ctx, ""));

		puts("Recording reference symbol map");
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodGetSymbolMap(rfmx_ctx, "", NULL, M, &symbolMapSize));
		symbolMap = calloc(symbolMapSize, sizeof(*symbolMap));
		assert(symbolMap != NULL);
		assert(symbolMapSize == M);

		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_DDemodGetSymbolMap(rfmx_ctx, "", symbolMap, M, NULL));
		{
			char filename[256];
			FILE *out;

			snprintf(filename, sizeof(filename), "symbol_map_%d-QAM.txt", M);
			out = fopen(filename, "w");
			assert(out != NULL);
			for(int32 i = 0; i < symbolMapSize; i++)
			{
				fprintf(out, "%+0.8f%+0.8fi\n", symbolMap[i].real, symbolMap[i].imaginary);
			}
			fclose(out);
		}

		CHK_RFSG(niRFSG_GetAttributeViReal64(rfsg_ctx, "", NIRFSG_ATTR_IQ_RATE, &iq_rate));
		fprintf(stdout, "I/Q rate: %.2f Hz\n", iq_rate);
		free(symbolMap);
	}

	/* Initialise info file, which holds all tested values and EVM data. */
	{
		int print_column_names = 0;
		info = fopen("info.csv", "r");
		if(info == NULL)
			print_column_names = 1;
		else
			fclose(info);

		info = fopen("info.csv", "a");
		assert(info != NULL);
		if(print_column_names)
		{
			fputs("FrequencyHz, QAMOrder, MeanRMSEVM, MaxRMSEVM, "
				"MeanModulationErrorRatio, MaxPeakEVM, "
				"MeanPeakEVM\n", info);
		}
	}
	/* Initialise extra_info file in the same way. */
	{
		int print_column_names = 0;
		extra_info = fopen("extra_info.csv", "r");
		if(extra_info == NULL)
			print_column_names = 1;
		else
			fclose(extra_info);

		extra_info = fopen("extra_info.csv", "a");
		assert(extra_info != NULL);
		if(print_column_names)
		{
			fputs("FrequencyHz, QAMOrder, "
				"MeanFreqOff, MeanFreqDrift, MeanPhaseError, "
				"MaximumPhaseError, "
				"MeanIQGainImbalance, MeanQuadratureSkew, MeanIQOriginOffset, "
				"MeanAmplitudeDroop"
				"\n", extra_info);
		}
	}

	/* Set initial RF values for the receiver. */
	{
		const float64 referenceLevel = 0.00;		/* dBm */
		const float64 externalAttenuation = 0.00;	/* dB */
		CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_CfgRF(rfmx_ctx, "",
			start_freq, referenceLevel, externalAttenuation));
	}
	/* Lock configuration, but frequency, to speed up subsequent frequencies. */
	CHK_RFMX(RFmxDemod_SetAttributeI32(rfmx_ctx, "",
		RFMXDEMOD_ATTR_LIMITED_CONFIGURATION_CHANGE,
		RFMXDEMOD_VAL_LIMITED_CONFIGURATION_CHANGE_FREQUENCY));

	/* Initialise threads. */
	{
		thread_atomic_int_store(&exit_flag, 0);
		thread_signal_init(&thread_sig_rec_symbol_trace);
		thread_signal_init(&thread_sig_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		thread_mutex_init(&thread_mtx_rec_symbol_trace);
		thread_mutex_init(&thread_mtx_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		thread_ptr_rec_symbol_trace = thread_create(thread_rec_symbol_trace,
			&exit_flag, "Record Symbol Trace", THREAD_STACK_SIZE_DEFAULT);
		thread_ptr_rec_phaseerr_trace = thread_create(thread_rec_phaseerr_trace,
			&exit_flag, "Record Phase Error Trace", THREAD_STACK_SIZE_DEFAULT);
	}

	for(uInt64 current_freq = start_freq; current_freq <= end_freq;
		current_freq += step_freq)
	{
		/* Print progress. */
		{
			float percent;
			percent = (float)(current_freq - start_freq)/
				(float)(end_freq - start_freq);
			percent *= 100.0f;
			fprintf(stdout, "[%0.1f%%]", percent);
		}
		execute_test(rfmx_ctx, rfsg_ctx, current_freq, qam_bits, info, extra_info);
		putchar('\n');
		fflush(info);
		if(exit_requested != 0)
		{
			char input[32];
			fprintf(stdout, "An exit was requested. Really exit? [yn] ");
			fgets(input, sizeof(input), stdin);
			if(input[0] == 'y')
				break;
		}
	}

	puts("Closing RFmx and RFSG Sessions");
	fclose(info);
	fclose(extra_info);
	{
		thread_atomic_int_store(&exit_flag, 1);
		thread_join(thread_ptr_rec_symbol_trace);
		thread_join(thread_ptr_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		thread_destroy(thread_ptr_rec_symbol_trace);
		thread_destroy(thread_ptr_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		thread_signal_term(&thread_sig_rec_symbol_trace);
		thread_signal_term(&thread_sig_rec_phaseerr_trace);
		thread_mutex_term(&thread_mtx_rec_symbol_trace);
		thread_mutex_term(&thread_mtx_rec_phaseerr_trace);
	}

err:
	if(rfmx_ctx)
	{
		RFmxDemod_Close(rfmx_ctx, RFMXDEMOD_VAL_FALSE);
	}

	if(rfsg_ctx)
	{
		niRFSG_close(rfsg_ctx);
	}

	if(waveform_file)
	{
		free(waveform_file);
	}

	return error;
}
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// Microsoft Visual C++ generated resource script.
//
#include "resource.h"

#define APSTUDIO_READONLY_SYMBOLS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Generated from the TEXTINCLUDE 2 resource.
//
#include "winres.h"

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#undef APSTUDIO_READONLY_SYMBOLS

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// English (United Kingdom) resources

#if !defined(AFX_RESOURCE_DLL) || defined(AFX_TARG_ENG)
LANGUAGE LANG_ENGLISH, SUBLANG_ENGLISH_UK
#pragma code_page(1252)

#ifdef APSTUDIO_INVOKED
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// TEXTINCLUDE
//

1 TEXTINCLUDE 
BEGIN
    "resource.h\0"
END

2 TEXTINCLUDE 
BEGIN
    "#include ""winres.h""\r\n"
    "\0"
END

3 TEXTINCLUDE 
BEGIN
    "\r\n"
    "\0"
END

#endif    // APSTUDIO_INVOKED


/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Version
//

VS_VERSION_INFO VERSIONINFO
 FILEVERSION 1,0,0,1
 PRODUCTVERSION 1,0,0,1
 FILEFLAGSMASK 0x3fL
#ifdef _DEBUG
 FILEFLAGS 0x1L
#else
 FILEFLAGS 0x0L
#endif
 FILEOS 0x40004L
 FILETYPE 0x1L
 FILESUBTYPE 0x0L
BEGIN
    BLOCK "StringFileInfo"
    BEGIN
        BLOCK "080904b0"
        BEGIN
            VALUE "CompanyName", "Mahyar Koshkouei"
            VALUE "FileDescription", "QAM Transceiver for NI PXIe 5840"
            VALUE "FileVersion", "1.0.0.1"
            VALUE "InternalName", "RFmxDemo.exe"
            VALUE "LegalCopyright", "Copyright (C) 2022 Mahyar Koshkouei"
            VALUE "OriginalFilename", "RFmxDemo.exe"
            VALUE "ProductName", "QAM_VST_Error"
            VALUE "ProductVersion", "1.0.0.1"
        END
    END
    BLOCK "VarFileInfo"
    BEGIN
        VALUE "Translation", 0x809, 1200
    END
END

#endif    // English (United Kingdom) resources
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////



#ifndef APSTUDIO_INVOKED
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Generated from the TEXTINCLUDE 3 resource.
//


/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#endif    // not APSTUDIO_INVOKED
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Microsoft Visual Studio Solution File, Format Version 12.00
# Visual Studio Version 17
VisualStudioVersion = 17.0.32112.339
MinimumVisualStudioVersion = 10.0.40219.1
Project("{8BC9CEB8-8B4A-11D0-8D11-00A0C91BC942}") = "RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic", "RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.vcxproj", "{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}"
EndProject
Global
	GlobalSection(SolutionConfigurationPlatforms) = preSolution
		Debug|x64 = Debug|x64
		Debug|x86 = Debug|x86
		Release|x64 = Release|x64
		Release|x86 = Release|x86
	EndGlobalSection
	GlobalSection(ProjectConfigurationPlatforms) = postSolution
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Debug|x64.ActiveCfg = Debug|x64
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Debug|x64.Build.0 = Debug|x64
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Debug|x86.ActiveCfg = Debug|Win32
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Debug|x86.Build.0 = Debug|Win32
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Release|x64.ActiveCfg = Release|x64
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Release|x64.Build.0 = Release|x64
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Release|x86.ActiveCfg = Release|Win32
		{E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}.Release|x86.Build.0 = Release|Win32
	EndGlobalSection
	GlobalSection(SolutionProperties) = preSolution
		HideSolutionNode = FALSE
	EndGlobalSection
	GlobalSection(ExtensibilityGlobals) = postSolution
		SolutionGuid = {140BDCCC-8CFC-4840-A18A-A41083333081}
	EndGlobalSection
EndGlobal







resource.h

//{{NO_DEPENDENCIES}}
// Microsoft Visual C++ generated include file.
// Used by RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.rc
//

// Next default values for new objects
// 
#ifdef APSTUDIO_INVOKED
#ifndef APSTUDIO_READONLY_SYMBOLS
#define _APS_NEXT_RESOURCE_VALUE        102
#define _APS_NEXT_COMMAND_VALUE         40001
#define _APS_NEXT_CONTROL_VALUE         1001
#define _APS_NEXT_SYMED_VALUE           101
#endif
#endif







RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.vcxproj

 
   
     
       Debug
       Win32
    
     
       Debug
       x64
    
     
       Release
       Win32
    
     
       Release
       x64
    
  
   
     17.0
     {E17F6106-F89F-4162-8CE2-7F383B9F23E2}
     
     
     
     QAM_VST_Error
  
   
   
     Application
     v143
     false
     MultiByte
  
   
     Application
     v143
     false
     MultiByte
  
   
     Application
     v143
     false
     MultiByte
  
   
     Application
     v143
     false
     MultiByte
  
   
   
  
   
     
  
   
     
  
   
     
  
   
     
  
   
   
     17.0.31919.74
  
   
     .\Release\
     .\Release\
     false
     $(ProjectDir)inc;$(IncludePath)
  
   
     .\Debug\
     .\Debug\
     true
     $(ProjectDir)inc;$(IncludePath)
  
   
     $(Platform)/$(Configuration)\
     $(Platform)/$(Configuration)\
     false
     $(ProjectDir)inc;$(IncludePath)
  
   
     $(Platform)/$(Configuration)\
     $(Platform)/$(Configuration)\
     true
     $(ProjectDir)inc;$(IncludePath)
  
   
     
       MaxSpeed
       OnlyExplicitInline
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\include;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Include\;$(VXIPNPPATH)WinNT\include\;%(AdditionalIncludeDirectories)
       WIN32;NDEBUG;_CONSOLE;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       true
       MultiThreaded
       true
       0
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       Level3
       true
    
     
       NDEBUG;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       0x0409
    
     
       niRFmxInstr.lib;niRFmxDemod.lib;niRFSG.lib;niRFSGPlayback.lib
       $(OutDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.exe
       true
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\lib32\msvc;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Lib\msc\
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.pdb
       Console
       false
       
       MachineX86
    
     
       true
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.bsc
    
  
   
     
       Disabled
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\include;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Include\;$(VXIPNPPATH)WinNT\include\;%(AdditionalIncludeDirectories)
       WIN32;_DEBUG;_CONSOLE;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       false
       EnableFastChecks
       MultiThreadedDebug
       0
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       true
       Level3
       true
       EditAndContinue
    
     
       _DEBUG;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       0x0409
    
     
       niRFmxInstr.lib;niRFmxDemod.lib;niRFSG.lib;niRFSGPlayback.lib
       $(OutDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.exe
       true
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\lib32\msvc;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Lib\msc\
       true
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.pdb
       Console
       false
       
       MachineX86
    
     
       true
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.bsc
    
  
   
     
       X64
    
     
       MaxSpeed
       OnlyExplicitInline
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\include;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Include\;$(VXIPNPPATH)WinNT\include\;%(AdditionalIncludeDirectories)
       WIN32;NDEBUG;_CONSOLE;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       true
       MultiThreaded
       true
       0
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       Level3
       true
    
     
       NDEBUG;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       0x0409
    
     
       niRFmxInstr.lib;niRFmxDemod.lib;niRFSG.lib;niRFSGPlayback.lib
       $(OutDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.exe
       true
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\lib64\msvc;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Lib_x64\msc\
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.pdb
       Console
       false
       
       MachineX64
    
     
       true
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.bsc
    
  
   
     
       X64
    
     
       Disabled
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\include;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Include\;$(VXIPNPPATH)WinNT\include\;%(AdditionalIncludeDirectories)
       WIN32;_DEBUG;_CONSOLE;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       true
       EnableFastChecks
       MultiThreadedDebug
       0
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       $(IntDir)
       true
       Level3
       true
       ProgramDatabase
    
     
       _DEBUG;%(PreprocessorDefinitions)
       0x0409
    
     
       niRFmxInstr.lib;niRFmxDemod.lib;niRFSG.lib;niRFSGPlayback.lib
       $(OutDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.exe
       true
       $(MSBuildProgramFiles32)\National Instruments\Shared\ExternalCompilerSupport\C\lib64\msvc;$(IVIROOTDIR32)Lib_x64\msc\
       true
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.pdb
       Console
       false
       
       MachineX64
    
     
       true
       $(IntDir)RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.bsc
    
  
   
     
  
   
     
     
     
  
   
     
  
   
     
  
   
   
  







RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.vcxproj.filters

 
   
     
       {e4926d7a-cd90-4186-8b6e-1f0c95ef1c32}
       cpp;c;cxx;rc;def;r;odl;idl;hpj;bat
    
     
       {13932d6b-bc9e-4766-a50d-9a5bce592a90}
    
  
   
     
       Source Files
    
  
   
     
     
       Header Files
    
     
       Header Files
    
  
   
     
       Source Files
    
  
   
     
  







run.sh

#!/bin/bash

# ./run.sh x64/Release/RFmxDemodDDemodQAMBasic.exe ../data/waveforms_tdms/

ORDERS=(2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12)
QAM_EXE="$1"
WAVEFORM_FOLDER="$2"

for q in "${ORDERS[@]}"; do
	ORDER=$((2**${q}))
	echo ${ORDER}-QAM
	WAVEFORM_FILE="${WAVEFORM_FOLDER}${ORDER}QAM.tdms"
	${QAM_EXE} --freqstart 10000000 --freqstep 500000 --freqend 200000000 \
		--symbolrate 100000 --symbols 100000 --bits ${ORDER} \
		--waveform "${WAVEFORM_FILE}"
done





Archive containing the program source code for PLC QAM testing with the NI PXIe-5840 VST
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